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 1                    P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


 2            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Hello, everyone.


 3  My name is Tommy Beaudreau.  I'm the first director of


 4  the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  I know many


 5  of you have been working with our predecessor agencies,


 6  BOEMRE, and then before that, the MMS, but our new


 7  agency is BOEM.  I'm the director of BOEM.  And thank


 8  you very much for attending today's hearing with respect


 9  to our Programmatic EIS for the 2012-2017 leasing


10  program.


11            I'd like to begin by asking Mr. Kingik to give


12  an invocation before we get started, if that's okay.


13            (Invocation given by Earl Kingik.)


14            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: I guess we'll


15  start.  I'll provide just a little bit of an


16  introduction and then turn it over to Dr. Kendall to


17  provide some more information about the five-year


18  program.


19            The proposed five-year program covers


20  potential leasing activity in the Gulf of Mexico and in


21  the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea.  Obviously we're


22  going to focus on the Beaufort and the Chukchi, and in


23  particular the Chukchi.


24            What we have proposed in this plan is one


25  potential lease sale each in the Beaufort and the
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 1  Chukchi.  And I say "potential" because the Secretary


 2  has discretion to decide not to hold any lease sales in


 3  either the Beaufort or the Chukchi.


 4            We have put in as a placeholder in the


 5  schedule a potential sale in the Beaufort in 2015 and in


 6  the Chukchi in 2016.  We intentionally scheduled those


 7  potential sales for late in the program for several


 8  reasons.  One, as we all know, things are changing in


 9  the Arctic and there is always a need for additional


10  scientific information, particularly scientific


11  information about the potential effects of oil and gas


12  activity and leasing activity in the Arctic, and so we


13  want to build in time to allow for additional study that


14  would be relevant to deciding whether or not to have a


15  lease sale and when it should be held.


16            Secondly, we want to ensure that there is time


17  built in to consider additional infrastructure that


18  would be necessary to support any oil and gas activity,


19  and that includes most significantly in my mind oil


20  spill response.  I know that is a major concern that we


21  all share.  If there is an accident, how will it be


22  dealt with.


23            We all know from what happened in the Gulf of


24  Mexico last year -- which by the way is how I ended up


25  at the Interior Department, to help Secretary Salazar
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 1  respond to that accident and to implement reforms in


 2  light of that accident.  And all of our thinking about


 3  offshore oil and gas has been shaped by that accident


 4  and this plan has been informed by and shaped by that


 5  accident, and so we want to build in time to consider


 6  what kind of oil spill response infrastructure would


 7  need to be in place if additional lease sales are to


 8  occur and there to be, you know, further expansion


 9  potentially of offshore oil and gas.


10            And then third, what this plan proposes, which


11  is different than prior plans, is different than Sale


12  193 that gave Shell and ConocoPhillips and Statoil and


13  others their current leases in the Chukchi, is that we


14  don't believe it is appropriate and Secretary Salazar


15  doesn't believe it is appropriate to essentially offer


16  up the entire area, the entire Chukchi Sea, to potential


17  leasing and allow the companies to essentially decide


18  what areas they want to purchase for potential offshore


19  drilling.


20            We believe it would be more appropriate to


21  design a system, a leasing program, that is specific to


22  the Chukchi and the Beaufort in the following senses:


23  Focuses on areas where there's actual resource


24  potential, on the one hand, but also de-conflicts out


25  those areas so that environmentally sensitive areas are
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 1  considered, critical habitats are considered, and


 2  subsistence use is considered so that we can take out


 3  those areas that are most sensitive and most important


 4  to the people, focus the companies on areas that


 5  actually have resource potential and thereby, we hope,


 6  address a lot of the concerns that we all have about


 7  potential oil and gas activity in the future.  And so


 8  that's what this proposed plan is meant to represent.


 9            The EIS contains a lot of information that has


10  informed that plan, and we have already gotten a lot of


11  feedback through other hearings.  And we've already


12  heard from some of the folks in this room about the


13  plan, and so I really hope everyone who took the trouble


14  to attend today, one, understands how much I personally


15  appreciate you participating today.  I know we all have


16  other things to do, but I also know that this is an


17  incredibly important issue for a host of reasons for


18  your community.  And so thank you for participating.


19            And second, I hope you'll be candid and direct


20  with me and with the people here from my bureau.  It


21  doesn't do us any good unless we hear everyone's honest


22  feelings and honest suggestions on things we should be


23  taking into account as we move forward.  So, again,


24  thank you very much for participating and let's get


25  started.
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 1            We'll start -- Dr. Kendall will provide a


 2  little bit more detail in terms of an overview of what


 3  the proposed program is and what the EIS says.


 4            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Director


 5  Beaudreau.


 6            Excellent introduction, and I'm going to cover


 7  a little bit of that in a different way because I'm a


 8  visual person.  Some people listen well; I don't listen


 9  well at all.  I am over half deaf, so I like to see


10  things.


11            But who else is here?  So aside from Director


12  Beaudreau and myself -- I'm Jim Kendall.  I used to be


13  when I was here last time the acting regional director


14  for the Alaska region.  Well, I guess they --


15            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: We hired you.


16            DR. JIM KENDALL: You hired me.  Yeah, they


17  hired me.  I can't go home, so they sent my wife a


18  ticket and said come on up.  So now I'm up here.  I'm


19  the director.  I am an oceanographer by training; eleven


20  years in the Gulf of Mexico region, 11 years at


21  headquarters, and things before that, universities,


22  et cetera.


23            But who else is here?  Well, to my immediate


24  left, Mr. Pat Pourchot.  Now, Pat is the Secretary's


25  representative in Alaska.  Many of you already know Pat.
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 1  But Pat is here.  He directly talks with his


 2  counterpart, Kim Elton, back at the Secretary's office.


 3            I've got Bonnie Robson.


 4            Bonnie, raise your hand.


 5            She's from our leasing division, and she


 6  represents the folks that put together the proposed


 7  five-year program.


 8            I've got Tim Holder.


 9            Tim, where are you?


10            Tim Holder is our Arctic liaison.  Now, Tim


11  has over 25 years in Alaska, a lot of that in Nome, as


12  well as our Alaska office.  He then spent a couple of


13  years in the Gulf of Mexico region, and now he's in


14  headquarters.  So he is someone we depend on, those of


15  us that are now in the region, to talk with our


16  colleagues in the environmental division and leasing


17  back in the headquarters office.


18            Mike Haller.


19            Where is Mike?


20            Mike is our community liaison.  Those of you


21  that actually live in the village and work in city


22  government and stuff probably already know Mike.


23            John Callahan.  He is from public affairs.


24  He's here to keep us on the straight and narrow and make


25  sure we get to where we need to be.
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 1            MR. JOHN CALLAHAN: And remind you to turn


 2  your cell phones off.


 3            DR. JIM KENDALL: Yeah, turn the cell phones


 4  off.


 5            And last but not least, the second most


 6  important person in the room -- y'all are the number one


 7  people in the room -- okay.  I forgot Rob.  Rob over


 8  there, Rob McWhorter, is with Argonne National Labs.  He


 9  helped us on the EIS.


10            Sorry I forgot you.  You're the third most


11  important person.  How's that?


12            The first most important people are the people


13  here from the village.  We want to hear what you say.


14  The second most important person is Valerie.  Now,


15  Valerie is our court reporter who's taking everything


16  down.  And as they say, do as I say and not as I do;


17  well, make sure you talk slow enough for Valerie to get


18  it, state your name when we get there and how to spell


19  your name and where you're from.  That will help us a


20  lot.


21            Right, Valerie?


22            THE REPORTER: Yep.


23            DR. JIM KENDALL: All right.  Thank you.


24            Now, with that, I'm going to ask Vanna -- I


25  mean, Mike, to come up here and help me.
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 1            We changed the format of some of these


 2  hearings a bit.  Sometimes it was noted that not


 3  everybody at our meetings were starting from the same


 4  place.  Some of us came in and we know what's going on.


 5  Some of you know a lot of what's going on.  Some heard


 6  about a meeting at the last minute, they come in and


 7  they say, "What's this about?"


 8            And so in listening to what some of you have


 9  said, we changed our format a bit.  Even though we're


10  here to hear what you say, we want to spend a few


11  minutes building on what Director Beaudreau said so that


12  we all know exactly what we're talking about.


13            There's a lot of words on that first slide or


14  flip chart.  The bottom line is -- the top part, that


15  three lines, means the proposed program for 2012 to


16  2017.  Right now we're in the program of 2007 to 2012.


17  It expires in 2012.  We have to plan for the next five


18  years, and that started planning for that in 2008.


19            Along with this federal action are the


20  environmental work that has to go with that under the


21  National Environmental Policy Act.  We have to ascribe


22  to NEPA.  Okay?  So along with this proposed program for


23  2012 to 2017 is a draft environmental impact statement.


24  So please note the two words, "proposed" program, as in


25  it's not done yet and a "draft" EIS, as in not done yet.
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 1            That three-volume set is not three copies of


 2  the EIS.  It's one copy of the EIS.  And I'm going to


 3  get to why this is so long and why it's so important.


 4            Next slide, please.


 5            Who we are:  BOEM.  Director Beaudreau has


 6  already said we're the Bureau of Ocean Energy


 7  Management.  Many of you know me as either from MMS or


 8  for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation


 9  and Enforcement, BOEMRE.  Well, after Deepwater Horizon,


10  there was a lot of soul searching.  Tommy joined us;


11  Director Bromwich, who is now with the Bureau of Safety


12  and Environmental Enforcement, he joined us; a whole


13  cast of others, to take a critical look at exactly how


14  the system works.


15            Whether real or perceived, there appeared to


16  be some conflicts, and so a lot of folks spent a lot of


17  time, burned a lot of midnight oil, and a lot of


18  weekends to come up with the current structure.  We are


19  BOEM.  We are the resource manager.  We're responsible


20  for environmental reviews, the science, the leasing, and


21  evaluating the resources that are out there.  So that's


22  us.


23            The other part of the old MMS were the


24  engineers and the inspectors.  They're in BSEE, the


25  Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement.  Think
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 1  of that as policing.  Their only job is to make sure


 2  that whatever is allowed, whatever is permitted, is done


 3  by the letter of the law and the rules and regulations


 4  are followed.  Okay?  Very important.  They don't worry


 5  too much about us.  We talk with them.  But their job is


 6  to make sure whatever is permitted takes place as it is


 7  permitted by the law.


 8            Then the other group of folks in MMS were the


 9  people that collected the revenue.  Okay?  They went


10  into another whole bureau called the Office of Natural


11  Resource Revenue.  They collect the money.  Yes, we know


12  where they are, we know where they sit, but we really


13  don't work with them.  They're worried about making sure


14  the taxpayer gets the revenue from the leases that they


15  buy, but that's not what we worry about.


16            What we worry about is making sure -- as Tommy


17  Beaudreau pointed out -- the right decisions are made in


18  terms of where activities might occur.  BSEE worries


19  about engineering and safety.  ONRR worries about the


20  revenue.  Three separate bureaus.  We don't conflict


21  with each other.


22            Next slide, please, real quick.


23            And I will go through these pretty quick.


24            The OCS Lands Act.  That's kind of hard to


25  read.  We include that for one reason.  Some of our
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 1  constituents in the villages say, "You've been coming


 2  out here for 30 years and some of us are telling you the


 3  exact same thing.  Why do you keep coming back?  Why do


 4  you come here on a Monday night for three hours when it


 5  was a beautiful day and nice snow out there?"  It's


 6  because the law requires it.  The Secretary cannot hold


 7  a lease sale unless he or she has a five-year plan in


 8  place.  The law says that.


 9            To have that five-year plan in place, there


10  has to be input from the stakeholders and we have to do


11  the environmental work.  So it's not that we're coming


12  back here all the time to see if you changed your mind


13  or to bother you and ruin your evenings, but we're here


14  because the law says the people that this may affect


15  have a right for input and it has to happen, so that's


16  why we're here.


17            Next slide, please.


18            Now, I'm going to go through these pretty


19  quick.  I'm going to speed it up.


20            As Tommy pointed out, we're at a very high


21  level right now.  We're at the five-year planning stage


22  right now, the proposed program.  This is a national


23  effort.  After it is decided, whatever that is at the


24  end of next -- toward the end of next year, then there


25  may be a lease sale or the Secretary may decide, no, not
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 1  at this time.  Then you would have exploration possibly,


 2  then production, and then decommissioning when it's


 3  over.


 4            The important thing to remember is that if a


 5  lease sale occurs -- if -- and a company purchases one


 6  of those leases, the only thing it does is allow them to


 7  submit additional applications.  It doesn't give them


 8  the absolute right to go out and do anything.  There's a


 9  lot of checks and balances.  Okay?


10            Next slide, please.


11            Okay.  For this five-year plan -- it's kind of


12  hard to see -- the only three areas considered is the


13  Western Gulf, the Central Gulf, a little sliver in the


14  Eastern Gulf -- so there's three areas in the Gulf --


15  the Cook Inlet, the Beaufort Sea, and the Chukchi, a


16  total of six areas.


17            And as Tommy pointed out, what is possibly


18  going to occur -- or what is proposed, is the correct


19  terminology -- is a sale, one sale, in the Beaufort Sea,


20  2015, and potentially a proposed sale in 2016 in the


21  Chukchi.  I think we've got a better picture here.  So


22  there's plenty of time between now and then to collect


23  more science, review the information, and for plenty of


24  discussion.


25            Also something Tommy said that is incredibly
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 1  important:  These areas look real big.  And for those of


 2  you who have been out there, you know how big these


 3  areas are.  This administration, the new BOEM, what


 4  we're doing is moving away from area-wide leasing.


 5            Now, if you look at these, yes, the green


 6  areas are the areas that have already been leased to oil


 7  companies.  The red areas along here (indicating) and


 8  there (indicating) off of Barrow and over there


 9  (indicating) off of Kaktovik, those are deferral areas


10  where nothing can happen.  Those areas will not be


11  available for a lease sale.


12            In the process of what we're doing now, as


13  Director Beaudreau said, we are looking at the


14  science -- the science we do, the science that NOAA


15  does, the science that USGS does, the science NSF


16  does -- and say, okay, where is the highest probability


17  for oil?  Where are areas that are very sensitive?


18  Whaling areas, subsistence areas, whale migration


19  routes.  Where are they?  How do we have areas for a


20  leasing program that pose the minimal conflict to other


21  activities in the area?


22            So these areas -- the Chukchi planning area,


23  the Beaufort Sea planning area -- as we get closer to a


24  lease sale, they're going to get most likely much, much


25  smaller as we go through and take out those areas where
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 1  there's no oil and gas resource, that are too important


 2  ecologically or for subsistence, and where it just


 3  doesn't make sense.  But we have to start somewhere and


 4  that's where we're starting now.


 5            Next.


 6            For the Cook Inlet, this is a special interest


 7  only sale.  If there is enough industry interest on


 8  actually having a sale there, then we would go through


 9  the process of doing the NEPA, doing the EISs, so that


10  we could do it here in the appropriate way.  Just


11  because you have large areas doesn't mean the whole area


12  is going to be offered up.


13            Next slide, please.


14            Okay.  What is an EIS, this thing right here


15  (indicating)?  It's an environmental document.  It's to


16  disclose plans, involve the public -- congratulations,


17  you've joined the team -- identify and evaluate


18  alternatives, avoid negative effects -- okay?  We want


19  to do that -- and unify environmental analysis.  And


20  that is, there's a lot going on out there, there's a lot


21  of people working out there on a number of different


22  things.


23            Well, this document here is just not a BOEM


24  document.  The North Slope Borough was a cooperating


25  agency.  The State of Alaska was a cooperating agency.
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 1  Okay?  And NOAA was a cooperating agency.  And we've


 2  used the science that BOEM, MMS/BOEMRE did, that NOAA


 3  has done, that NSF has done, that the fisheries folks at


 4  the North Slope Borough has done.  We've tried to bring


 5  it in here, but it's still a draft.  So now we're coming


 6  out here to our constituents to see how do we make this


 7  document better, what did we miss, how do we make sure


 8  traditional knowledge is included here.


 9            In the villages we've already been to, and


10  even in Anchorage and Fairbanks, we had people stand up


11  and make comment that was very, very important that


12  would help us make this document a better document.


13  This is not a decision document.  It just shows the


14  decision-maker what's going on.  The decision-maker is


15  the Secretary of the Interior.


16            So it would be great when Mr. Beaudreau sits


17  down with the Secretary with this document, much


18  improved on what it is now because of the input we're


19  going to get as well as all the other things that we


20  have, he sits down with Ken Salazar and says, "Okay.


21  Let's talk this through.  What's the best decision?"


22          Next.


23          What's in these documents?  Well, we think we've


24  covered a lot of things.  We're hoping we got all of


25  them.  We may not have.  We cover noise that's
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 1  associated with seismic surveying, drilling, service


 2  vessels, bottom disturbance, anchoring where might a


 3  pipeline go, air emissions -- you know, that's been in


 4  the news recently with EPA and their permits -- coastal


 5  activities, support facilities, also oil spills.


 6  Director Beaudreau has already mentioned that.


 7          Keep going.


 8          Marine and coastal birds, coastal marine


 9  habitats, fisheries, marine mammals, archaeological


10  resources, socioeconomics.  We hope we've covered most


11  of it.  If we haven't covered something, let's get it in


12  there.  Let us know.  That's what we're here for.  We


13  want input on this document on how to make it better so


14  the decision-maker has the whole enchilada, so to speak.


15          Next slide, please.


16          Special consideration:  Deepwater Horizon.


17  Everybody knows what that is.  We've read all the


18  papers.  We followed it on TV.  This was considered very


19  important for putting this document together.


20          Some of you were here for the supplemental sale


21  of 193 EIS where we went and we added a very large oil


22  spill analysis, something comparable to Deepwater


23  Horizon.  Had never been done before for the Arctic.  We


24  did it.  Now when oil companies turn in their


25  exploration plans and oil spill response plans, they
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 1  have to tell us what their worst-case discharge is.  Of


 2  course that specific well, it will undoubtedly be


 3  smaller than the discharge of the very large oil spill,


 4  but we have some place to start.  That has to be


 5  addressed.  And it's been addressed.


 6          In the discussions we've had with Shell --


 7  you're all familiar with those.  It's been in the


 8  papers -- part of their oil spill response plan is a


 9  capping and containment system.  It took several months


10  to design in the Gulf of Mexico after they needed it.


11  Well, part of the deal we have is that it's not going to


12  occur in Alaska unless something like that system is


13  right there ready to go.  So there's a lot of


14  discussions going on on such a system and what is


15  required.  So those are some of the things we've


16  discussed and how we've worked them into our analysis.


17          Just to give the time frame here, this process


18  for the five-year program, 2012 to 2017, it started in


19  August of 2008 for a request for information.  Hey,


20  folks, 2012 is right around the corner, we have to have


21  a new five-year plan.  We started the process.  We had a


22  draft proposed program in January of 2009.


23          Then Deepwater Horizon happened.  We had a


24  longer public comment period, January 2009 to


25  March 2011.  That time was available to tweak the now
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 1  proposed program, not a final, as well as the EIS.  So


 2  now we have -- in November we've got a proposed program


 3  and a draft EIS.


 4          The process is not over yet.  So from now or


 5  November, last month, through January 9th, we're


 6  collecting comments and asking for input on that


 7  document to make it better.  Then sometime in late 2012,


 8  the Secretary would make a decision on what the program


 9  looks like, and you would have a completed EIS.  So it's


10  not over yet.  We still have work to do.


11          Next.


12          Okay.  To submit comments, we've got a poster


13  over there that says where to send them.  You can go to


14  the web site.  You can get the document.  We've got the


15  document on CD.  You can comment through regs.gov.  You


16  can send comments to a dear friend of mine, Mr. Jim


17  Bennett.  He would love to hear from you.  He's in


18  charge of putting the document together.


19          And I think that's about it.  I've spoken


20  enough.  You all didn't come here to listen to a career


21  federal employee yak, yak, yak, but I hope we're in the


22  same place now.  A proposed program, a draft EIS, we're


23  looking for comments to make that a better document so


24  the decision-maker has everything in front of him to


25  make the best decision for everybody.  Okay?  So that's
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 1  what we're here for this evening.


 2          We've had some great comments in Nuiqsut,


 3  Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Wainwright.  We've


 4  walked away with some very good information.  I want to


 5  walk away from here with just the same good feelings.


 6  And to do that we're going to do something that Earl


 7  helped me put together the last time we were here in


 8  Kotzebue.  In fact, this is the first time we did it.


 9          Right, Earl?


10            MR. EARL KINGIK: Uh-huh.


11            DR. JIM KENDALL: We are going to move the


12  chairs in sort of a semicircle so everybody can see


13  everybody, can see the court reporter, can see Tommy and


14  Pat, and we're going to keep going around the circle


15  until everybody feels they've said everything they need


16  to say and no one walks out of the room feeling they got


17  slighted.  Because if somebody walks away thinking, I


18  should have said that, then that's not a success.


19            So, Earl, can I depend on you back there to


20  encourage folks to come up here and let's get this


21  moving?  Come on.


22            MR. MIKE HALLER: While you're doing that, we


23  have copies of these if you want them.  They're here for


24  you.


25            DR. JIM KENDALL: Now, the rules of this
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 1  exercise is as follows:  We're going to go around the


 2  circle.  You have a choice; you can make some great


 3  comments or you can pass while you get your thoughts


 4  together.  And we keep going around and around until


 5  everybody is either too exhausted or they just pass --


 6            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: -- out.


 7            DR. JIM KENDALL: -- because -- pass out.  So


 8  the whole point is to make sure we take something away


 9  from this meeting that Tim can take back to the


10  environmental division, okay, who is doing that


11  document, okay, and that Bonnie -- where is Bonnie? --


12  Bonnie can take back some gems of information back to


13  leasing and say, "Aha, I've got something that's going


14  to make it even better and the Secretary needs to know


15  this."


16            Have I understated this, BOEM colleagues?


17  Excellent.


18            So now we have to start somewhere.


19            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: I would love to


20  start, and I have a mic.  Back in the corner.


21            DR. JIM KENDALL: Okay.  Yes.  That would be


22  good.  If you start, that means this side of the room


23  goes -- starts this way.


24            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: Sure.


25            (Speaking in Inupiaq.)
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 1            Good evening, everybody.  I'd like to say


 2  paglagivsi to our special guests.  Welcome on behalf of


 3  the Northwest Arctic Borough.  Our mayor, Siikauraq


 4  Whiting, is in Anchorage with the Northwest Arctic


 5  Leadership Team's meeting to set priorities for the


 6  region so she couldn't be here tonight, but I'm sure


 7  she'd like to also extend a welcome to you.  Paglagivsi


 8  to our borough.


 9            Also, since we're so close to the holidays,


10  probably won't get a chance to say Merry Christmas


11  again.  As you can see, we're festively decorated here


12  in the assembly chambers.  So Merry Christmas to you and


13  your family as you head home after this for the


14  holidays.


15            Prior to this meeting -- and I don't see him


16  in the audience -- Ataamuk Shiedt had called me and --


17  well, I guess I should start with my own introduction.


18  My name is Ukallaysaaq.  I'm the planning director here


19  at the Northwest Arctic Borough.  It's spelled


20  U-k-a-l-l-a-y-s-a-a-q.  My last name is O-k-l-e-a-s-i-k.


21            But Ataamuk was concerned.  He wasn't able to


22  make it.  One of the things with this lease sale -- and


23  I think this lease sale caught a lot of people by


24  surprise thinking that there would be additional leases.


25  I know that was my first thought, why would there be
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 1  more leases when they're so controversial over the


 2  current leases, so it didn't make sense to me.


 3            But part of the things that Ataamuk wanted to


 4  share -- he works at Maniilaq Association -- is that


 5  this area has a wide impact in the Chukchi Sea.  Just


 6  not to Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome and all the villages


 7  in between, but there's a huge ecosystem use that you


 8  could say could extend all the way down to Dillingham


 9  and even to Kodiak because of how the fish and the


10  various wildlife use this area and this very inner tide.


11  So he wanted to make that point, that there's a wide


12  impact from any potential spill or damages to the


13  environment in the Chukchi.


14            One of the other things he wanted to show, and


15  the reason I sat here, is he was very concerned about


16  ice pileup.  And I'll turn on the video screen.  And you


17  may be familiar with Oooguruk Island.  Let me turn that


18  on.  That is in the Beaufort Sea and it is a manmade


19  island.


20            There's a map -- once the signal goes away --


21  there on the North Slope.  And here is a closer


22  photograph of the manmade island.  And what Ataamuk was


23  looking at was an e-mail from Michael Brubaker at ANTHC


24  on climate change.  And let me go ahead and see if -- I


25  can't save the video clip, but hopefully it loads.
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 1            And you're going to see a video of this island


 2  with ice going over it.  Just be patient.  Our internet


 3  isn't always the fastest, but I thought this is -- but


 4  he wanted me to show this tonight.  And I think it's


 5  important that you're here, but you can see that that


 6  was the island that I showed earlier.  And here is some


 7  ice that's going to be going over the . . .


 8            (Video playing from http://www.break.com/


 9            Usercontent/2009/6/oooguruk-island-June-23rd-


10            2009-790036.)


11            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: And you can see


12  this continues on, the power of Mother Nature and the


13  environment that we live in.  I just wanted to share --


14  you know, we've seen ice overflows here in the sound in


15  the spring.  And you can say you can engineer things to


16  withstand certain things and pressures and so forth, but


17  we live in a pretty unpredictable environment and you


18  have to respect that.


19            And I think that's why Ataamuk wanted me to


20  show this, that he's very concerned about ice pileups


21  and the safety of platforms and the damages that could


22  be sustained through development in this area as well as


23  any type of cleanup work that might try to happen during


24  a condition like that if you're trying to clean up any


25  oil.
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 1            Another thing he was concerned about was our


 2  food security.  One thing he was trying to say to me is


 3  that people can survive right now.  And what he meant by


 4  that is people, if you look in their freezers, have


 5  subsistence food.  And if we were to get cut off like we


 6  did in 9/11, people can live here.  They can live off


 7  the land.  And so we have a big piece of food security.


 8  What if that food were to be contaminated?  What happens


 9  to our security here in this environment that's very


10  harsh if we depend on the ocean for a lot of those


11  resources?


12            And another thing he wanted to share was


13  cultural integrity, that future generations need to have


14  the opportunity to live the way of life that we now


15  live.  So his -- and Ataamuk is an older man than me,


16  and so he is concerned about his grandchildren, his


17  children, and their children, that they need to have the


18  same opportunities to live the lifestyle with the


19  environment that he has enjoyed throughout his lifetime.


20            So those are some of the comments I wanted to


21  share from Ataamuk and the video of Oooguruk Island in


22  the Beaufort Sea.


23            On behalf of the Northwest Arctic Borough --


24  and I have a copy of the resolution to share with you --


25  the assembly has passed Resolution 11-28, which is a
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 1  resolution establishing a proactive policy on oil and


 2  gas exploration, development, and production off the


 3  coast of the Northwest and North Slope Boroughs.  Our


 4  assembly passed this resolution supporting responsible


 5  resource development that takes into account and


 6  addresses the concerns of our residents of the borough


 7  and the impacts of onshore and offshore environments.


 8            Our people depend and rely on subsistence


 9  resources, and these subsistence foods are essential to


10  the Inupiaq way of life and any reduction in them would


11  have adverse health impacts to our whole communities.


12  The marine environment of the Arctic is delicate and


13  it's also subject to severe disruption and harm from


14  poorly planned and managed oil and gas exploration,


15  development, and production.  This resolution also


16  recognizes that oil and gas companies do not have local


17  traditional knowledge and they need help in managing


18  their exploration, development, and production in a


19  responsible manner.


20          For these reasons, the Northwest Arctic Borough


21  has historically opposed resource development off our


22  coastlines, but they recognize the federal and state


23  governments will make final decisions.  And there's an


24  exhibit that's attached to this that has a number of


25  recommendations.
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 1          Some of the other backgrounds is that both


 2  boroughs, including the Northwest Arctic, is committed


 3  to be proactive and insist that any offshore resource


 4  exploration, development, and production occur in a


 5  responsible manner that follows our Inupiaq values and


 6  also insists on proper planning, gathering, and funding


 7  of baseline data, sharing of data gaps, and also sharing


 8  of raw data, which is, I think, important for the


 9  private companies, monitoring, and implementation of


10  these studies by both regulators and the industry to


11  develop appropriate mitigation of impacts to subsistence


12  resources, subsistence hunting, and to the health of our


13  residents prior to, during, and after exploration,


14  development, and production.


15          Also, this resolution recommends that the


16  borough have a seat at the table.  And I don't know what


17  that would mean in the regulatory sense, but I know when


18  the lease sale first went through, the Northwest Arctic


19  Borough never had an opportunity for a meeting like this


20  in Kotzebue.  So I'd like to thank you for coming this


21  time because last time our borough was totally


22  overlooked.


23          And we still probably don't have the appropriate


24  seat at the table.  Our borough has pushed for a


25  citizen's -- regional citizen's advisory committee like
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 1  Senator Begich had introduced.  It hasn't gone through,


 2  but I think that's an appropriate forum.


 3          Our borough has also submitted a proposal to the


 4  industry, both Conoco and Shell, to fund what is similar


 5  to a regional advisory council, but we've been told


 6  that's not going to be funded.  So we still have this


 7  need for effective community engagement within our


 8  region with the North Slope Borough.


 9          Also, this resolution recommends that federal


10  and state agencies and developers must work in good


11  faith with local subsistence hunters to mitigate any


12  impacts to subsistence resources and to the hunters'


13  access of those resources, and that our residents must


14  be given the opportunity to be trained and employed by


15  the developers and their contractors, also I think even


16  the federal government.


17          And I'd like to applaud the Coast Guard for


18  holding their Northwest Arctic Ecological Risk


19  Assessment meeting here in Kotzebue last month.  I was


20  just on another teleconference telling Michael this,


21  that that meeting, although it was here to solicit our


22  community's input, which is part of updating the


23  Northwest Artic Subarea Contingency Plan -- sorry for


24  these really long titles, but I didn't come up with


25  them.
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 1            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: We specialize in


 2  them.


 3            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: They're federal


 4  titles.  But part of that Northwest Arctic Subarea


 5  Contingency Plan update, even though it was there to


 6  solicit our input, there was a lot of training.  There


 7  was a lot of dialogue.  And the person they brought up


 8  here to facilitate that meeting really gave a lot of


 9  information on dispersants in particular.


10            That was a huge information filling for our


11  residents, and it would be nice to see something like


12  that happen in your processes where you just don't come


13  here for a one-night meeting.  They were here for two


14  days and they were very full of presentations on oil


15  spill response methods, how effective they are, and


16  documenting our community's concerns with each one of


17  those methods.


18            It was a very engaging meeting, a bit lengthy,


19  but one of the first that we've had in Kotzebue where


20  they came to listen to our residents and also share


21  information.  But I just wanted to mention that part of


22  that training and development is not only the industry,


23  but I think the federal government has a role to play in


24  that, and particularly your agency.


25            I think the other piece is that we need to
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 1  have capacity-building funds to help our borough, our


 2  borough government, as well as our communities to deal


 3  with the impacts of oil and gas exploration,


 4  development, production, and associated activities.  And


 5  that comment has been made over and over again, but this


 6  local level capacity building needs to be addressed.


 7            The North Slope Borough has what's called the


 8  Village Response Teams, the VRTs, but that has not been


 9  extended to our borough and to our residents.  And that


10  model exists, and our -- the mayor and our


11  administration has been asking for that capacity


12  building to be extended into our borough, but it hasn't


13  been done yet and there doesn't seem to be plans to


14  extend it.  It has been a very effective model and it


15  could be done to our area.


16            Also, this resolution speaks to that oil and


17  gas exploration companies should locate support


18  facilities and infrastructure onshore so that there's a


19  tax base, but also training and infrastructure while


20  also reducing the cost of health care, schools,


21  transportation, utilities, and housing with


22  collaboration.


23            I just wanted to touch also on a few other


24  points in the exhibits, particularly baseline science.


25  You already spoke to the fact that traditional knowledge
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 1  needs to be incorporated and you're wondering how to do


 2  that.  Well, it needs to be funded.  You need to create


 3  indigenous science positions within your organization,


 4  you need to have those positions advertised and based


 5  here in Kotzebue, and you need to fund indigenous


 6  science.


 7            Western science.  I just noticed a press


 8  release that a university in Texas is going to do Arctic


 9  science.  That doesn't make sense.  You know, we need to


10  have our own people employed by your agency to have


11  people work with them and document their science, and a


12  good example is our own borough.


13            We have a subsistence mapping project being


14  funded by CF, but one of the positions we have is a


15  traditional knowledge specialist.  And that person is a


16  full-time position that works with a social


17  anthropologist and other staff that we've hired to make


18  sure that traditional knowledge is at the same level as


19  Western science.  So we created a full-time position to


20  work with those people, and that's something that we


21  need to see the agencies also put that support and


22  research money into so that there's a real collaborative


23  approach to research and also data sharing and


24  collection.


25            Another piece I wanted to speak to tonight was
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 1  Coast Guard presence.  Although that may not be in the


 2  jurisdiction of your agency, I think the oil -- the


 3  heating and gas shortage in Nome is a very telling


 4  example that Sitnasuak Native Corporation had to


 5  contract with a Russian icebreaker to deliver fuel


 6  because there's no American company that could deliver


 7  fuel inside of our own country.  And so that's very


 8  telling of the Arctic state of readiness.


 9            And the Coast Guard itself isn't able to


10  deliver it.  They can only have the Healy there to --


11  and I think it's even in dry dock.  It's not even ready


12  to go, so -- you know, yet we're looking at lease sales


13  and development and we don't have the icebreaker


14  capacity to do this.


15            I just think the Nome situation brings to


16  light a lot of the issues.  And the Coast Guard will


17  tell you how ill-prepared they are as well.  That's one


18  of their major concerns, but I will stop there.  And


19  those are some of the comments I'd like to share from


20  the Northwest Arctic Borough.


21            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.  And


22  you can provide those written comments -- and anyone


23  else that has written comments, please put them up on


24  the table there where Valerie is or give them to Mike.


25  That's very, very important.  It goes back and we can
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 1  sort of ground through what's being typed up.


 2            Okay.  Now, that was great and that gave


 3  people a lot of time to think so we probably have lots


 4  more comments.  So, again, we're going to keep going


 5  around the room.  You can pass, you can say something,


 6  and we'll just keep doing that until we've got all the


 7  nuggets of knowledge here.


 8            So with that, sir, I'm going to start with


 9  you.  You can pass or add to it.  Whatever you'd like.


10            MR. LINCOLN SAITO: I'm Lincoln Saito, and I


11  also work for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  But I'm


12  going to pass right now because that's two of us in a


13  row.


14            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: My name is Darcie Warden,


15  and I work with the Alaska Wilderness League.  I'm based


16  in Fairbanks, Alaska.


17            Do you want me to spell my name?


18            THE REPORTER: Sure.


19            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: D-a-r-c-i-e W-a-r-d-e-n.


20            My job really is an outreach person, and so I


21  focus on meaningful community engagement.  And one of


22  the frustrations I have continually when it comes to any


23  NEPA process in the public meetings that take place is,


24  you know, there's the draft EIS -- and this is my job.


25  I pay attention to these things -- and I can't keep up
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 1  with what's in these documents and I struggle to give


 2  meaningful comments on these documents.


 3            And so when the public meetings take place and


 4  the agencies go to the communities and ask people to


 5  make meaningful comments on these draft documents that


 6  are three huge books thick, I just find that


 7  frustrating.  That's a frustrating process for me


 8  because I want to be able to know that people are


 9  actually able to comment on that document.


10            And one of the things that we didn't do in the


11  beginning -- and I don't know if it's necessary.  I'm


12  not saying we should do it -- but we didn't even go over


13  what the alternatives are really in that document and


14  what that means and, you know, what are we talking about


15  when we're looking at those alternatives and what's the


16  preferred alternative versus all the other alternatives


17  and the no-action alternative.


18            And I just -- so my comment would be that I


19  feel like it's the agency's job to prepare the


20  communities in a fair way so that -- and then what you


21  talked about in the -- getting the community engagement


22  in the local long meetings that you had and you talked


23  about spill response and stuff like that, you know, just


24  kind of training or having workshops or something on


25  what is in these documents and then how communities can
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 1  comment on those.  So that would be my comment.


 2            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's an excellent comment.


 3  In fact, we have a poster with all the alternatives.


 4  But one thing we've found is that sometimes we overwhelm


 5  folks with presentations.  I gave a similar presentation


 6  on Friday night in Anchorage and someone said I wasted


 7  their time because we don't need to know any of that.


 8  And so we have this balance on how do we meaningfully


 9  get information to folks where it's either enough or not


10  too much.


11            And so we've got the alternatives here.  And,


12  Tim, why don't you hold those up.  And basically there


13  are, I believe, 15 alternatives, including the no-action


14  alternative.  And they vary where you take various --


15  alternative one is all 15 lease sales.  And then


16  alternative two is 13 lease sales, same as alternative


17  one, but exclude the Gulf of Mexico eastern planning


18  area.  An alternative here would be to remove either the


19  Beaufort or the Chukchi.


20            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: Can we remove both?  Can


21  we make a new alternative?


22            DR. JIM KENDALL: I'm not sure if both of them


23  are in there.


24            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: You can always


25  remove a lease sale.
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 1            DR. JIM KENDALL: Pardon me?


 2            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: You can always


 3  remove a lease sale.


 4            DR. JIM KENDALL: Oh, yeah.  I'm not sure it


 5  would be worded that way, but I know you can remove the


 6  Chukchi, you can remove the Beaufort.  You can always


 7  remove both of them.


 8            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: I was just -- yeah.


 9  Because in the alternatives it was one or the other, but


10  it wasn't the Arctic.  And so I was like, oh, that --


11  that seems to pit communities against each other


12  naturally if you don't know you can actually request


13  that neither be in the lease sale.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: They can request that.  And


15  as Director Beaudreau said, the Secretary can remove any


16  lease sale right up to the last minute.  In fact, this


17  current Secretary removed all remaining lease sales


18  after 2008, I believe, or 2009.  They were removed.


19            Earl, your turn.


20            MR. EARL KINGIK: Welcome.  I didn't really


21  know what to say, but I've been doing this for 15 years.


22  I've been following these guys everywhere they go.  I


23  want to make sure our community members understand what


24  these guys are trying to explain.


25            For the record, my name is Earl Kingik.  I'm
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 1  from Point Hope, Alaska.  I would like to endorse what


 2  Ataamuk -- his testimony 100 percent.  I endorse him.


 3  It's good that we get -- BOEM, we get to see, you get to


 4  see, what's happening in the ice.


 5            But another thing we were worried about is


 6  this -- what's happened before.  We never did know


 7  nothing about hamburger and the popcorn and those other


 8  activities you guys did without us -- without our


 9  knowledge.  Now you've got this lease sale going on,


10  this Chukchi lease sale.  And the Native Village of


11  Point Hope opposes it and the communities in Arctic


12  Slope oppose it.


13            And we're concerned because our wildlife.


14  It's important to us to keep our cultural way of life


15  together.  Our government tried their best to let us


16  lose our language.


17            Our government tried their best to let us buy


18  hunting licenses so we could be like Americans, but we


19  never had nothing like that before we become America.


20            So you see, wildlife is very important to us.


21  Point Hope depends on the wildlife.  We don't go out and


22  migrate to hunt our animals.  The animals come to us.


23  After we harvest our animal, we celebrate and we give


24  thanks to the animal that gives himself up.


25            So you see, Native Village of Point Hope and
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 1  ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, strongly


 2  oppose any lease sale forever.  And I recommend that the


 3  BOEMRE people have government-to-government meetings


 4  with the local tribes before you go to the public


 5  because there's actually an order that you do


 6  consultation.  We need to do that because we put these


 7  people in a seat to protect our way of life.  They're


 8  our council members.


 9            We've got a constitution like you Americans.


10  Native Village of Point Hope got a constitution that was


11  established in 1974.  And the government gave us these


12  powers to protect our way of life, to protect our


13  animals, and to help our government.


14            So you see, I strongly oppose offshore


15  activity and I strongly endorse Ataamuk's testimony.


16  Thank you.


17            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Earl.


18            Next?  Pass?  That's fine.


19            MR. JEFF HADLEY: My name is Jeff Hadley.  I'm


20  with the Native Village of Kotzebue, executive director.


21  At the start of the presentation you mentioned ongoing


22  research.  And one of the things that always piqued my


23  interest was on the animals, particularly the sea


24  mammals, and what the seismic testing and the loud noise


25  produced in that testing does to these animals.  I don't
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 1  think anybody knows.


 2            So, you know, that concerns us a little bit


 3  because, as previously stated, we all rely heavily on


 4  these animals for food and -- because I know how


 5  sensitive those animals are to noise.  And anybody that


 6  hunts out there knows they -- you know, they can


 7  communicate miles and miles and miles amongst


 8  themselves, let alone us making a little noise in the


 9  boat and spooking the hell out of them miles and miles


10  away, so they're very sensitive creatures.  And is there


11  any research being done on some of these animals?


12            DR. JIM KENDALL: Yes.  Not really time for me


13  to speak, but I know the answer to that.  The effect of


14  sound on marine animals, especially whales, is


15  incredibly important to us.  It's also one of the


16  centers of the research we support along with NOAA.


17            We've been monitoring bowhead whales for over


18  30 years.  We've done a number of studies on the effects


19  of sound on marine mammals in the Gulf of Mexico and


20  also Alaska.  We're continuing to do that research.  We


21  work very closely with NOAA, the Marine Mammal


22  Commission.


23            A lot more needs to be done, but I can assure


24  you that is one of our highest priorities in terms of


25  actually spending money on research.  You're spot on and
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 1  that's something that needs to continue.


 2            MR. JEFF HADLEY: Thank you.


 3            DR. JIM KENDALL: Next?


 4            MR. FRANK HAYS: My name is Frank Hays,


 5  H-a-y-s.  I'm with the National Parks Service.  I'm the


 6  superintendent of the Western Arctic Parklands here in


 7  Kotzebue.  And two of our national parks managed out of


 8  this office are Bering Land Bridge and Cape Krusenstern,


 9  and they protect several hundred miles of coastline that


10  have internationally and nationally significant cultural


11  and natural resources.  So the National Parks Service


12  will be taking a look at what's proposed and providing


13  written comments in due time.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Excellent.  Thank you.


15            MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL: Hi.  I'll just


16  introduce myself.  I'm Raychelle Daniel,


17  R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, and Daniel just like it's spelled.


18            I'm currently with the Pew Environment Group.


19  I live in Anchorage, but I'm originally from


20  Tuntutuliak, Alaska.  And I appreciate what you were


21  saying earlier about how offshore -- what happens


22  offshore will impact some of the species that actually


23  come.  And people in my region are -- so I appreciate


24  your comments very much earlier and I'll hold out for


25  now, but I'll come back.
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 1            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Hi, everyone.  My name is


 2  Lois Epstein, and I'm an engineer.  I'm also Arctic


 3  program director for The Wilderness Society, which is an


 4  organization focused on public lands and the cost of


 5  offshore drilling in the Arctic.  It could affect the


 6  National Petroleum Reserve and the Arctic refuge.  We're


 7  also very interested in ensuring that any problems that


 8  might result from drilling don't happen.


 9            And at this point, our analysis is -- and I


10  spoke to this at the Anchorage hearing.  I'm here to


11  listen to hear what the borough and the village have to


12  say.  But just so you know, our position is that there


13  are a number of things that need to happen in terms of


14  the science prerequisites, the spill response


15  capabilities, and also the federal oversight


16  capabilities, especially since the Gulf Deepwater


17  Horizon spill has revealed a lot of deficiencies, and


18  those have come out in commissions and we want to see


19  those deficiencies remedied.


20            I should also mention I went to the Barrow and


21  Nuiqsut scoping hearings last year -- earlier this year,


22  actually.  And one of the things I did hear in Barrow


23  quite a bit was not including the lease sales at this


24  time.  It was too early.  So I'm actually a little


25  surprised that that was not one of the alternatives that
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 1  was laid out.


 2            And then finally, I just want to ask a


 3  question.  Don't know if it can be answered here.  But


 4  given that there is knowledge of subsistence areas,


 5  areas that are critical in the Arctic, areas that are


 6  important ecologically like Hanna Shoal, why is it that


 7  at this stage of the game those were not laid out as


 8  commenting alternatives?  Why are those sensitive areas


 9  that we do know about, granted there are other areas


10  that we need to learn about, why is that being pushed


11  off into the lease sales phase rather than in a


12  five-year plan phase?


13            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's still up for


14  discussion.  Nothing has been decided yet.


15            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: But those areas haven't


16  been analyzed as far as I know.


17            DR. JIM KENDALL: We're still in the proposed


18  plan --


19            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Right.


20            DR. JIM KENDALL: -- and so we're not to the


21  final plan yet.


22            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Right.  Is there a reason


23  that -- you know, there were certain deferral areas, why


24  other areas that are known sensitive areas were not also


25  included as alternatives?
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 1            DR. JIM KENDALL: I can't speak for the


 2  leasing division.  Maybe Tommy would like to comment on


 3  that.  But we have to start somewhere, and this is part


 4  of the process.  We know some of the deferral areas, for


 5  lack of a better term, were no-brainers, you know, the


 6  25 miles along the Chukchi and the two areas in the


 7  Beaufort, and that's not the end.  That's just the


 8  beginning.  And as Director Beaudreau said and I said,


 9  the move is away from area-wide leasing and so other


10  areas are being looked at very much right now.


11            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Jim is right.  So


12  the overall objective ultimately is to establish a new


13  approach and a new way of considering, A, whether or not


14  leasing should happen here and then, B, if it does, what


15  form it takes.  And it should be different than the


16  traditional area-like model.  We are open -- and that's


17  a part of this commenting process and part of the, you


18  know, frankly, further work that needs to be done on the


19  program.


20            We are open to considering whether at this


21  stage, at the five-year planning stage, there are --


22  consistent with those principles I described, there are


23  areas that should be taken off the table now even before


24  we get to the leasing stage.  And so we are open to


25  that.  We're open in considering that at this stage, and
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 1  then obviously as you move closer to the lease sale


 2  stage, you've got to make a decision about whether you


 3  want to have that sale at all and then what specifically


 4  is offered in that sale.


 5            In terms of the five-year plan, you know, we


 6  haven't foreclosed that at all, and so I would


 7  encourage -- obviously everyone can comment here today,


 8  but we also receive written comments, and so I encourage


 9  giving us comments specifically on that issue because


10  we're open to it.


11            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Thanks.


12            DR. JIM KENDALL: Sir?


13            UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I'll pass.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: All right.  Ma'am?


15            MS. DOOD LINCOLN: My name is Dood Lincoln,


16  and I'm a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.  I'm a tribal


17  member of the IRA.  I'm a shareholder of KIC Village and


18  NANA Regional.


19            And I'm aware of our subsistence and our way


20  of life, but one of the things that I wanted to say is I


21  appreciate your process you're going through with this


22  public hearing, you know, not just in our area but


23  everywhere.  I appreciate your bringing out the


24  beginning, explaining.


25            And I am not sure where everyone stands on
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 1  this, whether it's the tribal IRA or KIC or NANA or the


 2  Northwest Arctic Borough.  I mean, I've heard, you know,


 3  personal testimony, but I think, you know, what could be


 4  encouraged in the future when you have something like


 5  this, what I think is going to be our own doings as a


 6  community is for us to set it as a priority, for us to


 7  come together and to say what we support.


 8            Because tonight, I can hear stuff from


 9  different people and it's not reflecting, you know,


10  something as a whole.  Like Earl says, he represents the


11  tribal village and that's what they represent.  And I


12  guess I just have that to where everyone has an


13  agreement or an understanding of where we as a region


14  want to support or not and then get our concerns of


15  whichever -- you know, because they're going to be


16  pretty much all the same.


17            But that's just my feeling tonight being here


18  is -- that's why I came.  I wanted to hear from -- you


19  know, I'm involved a lot with -- my being gone a lot,


20  travel with them, so I just -- I really want to see


21  where everyone stands tonight, and I'll pass for now.


22  And then when it come back around, I'll think of


23  something else.


24            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


25            Sir, you snuck in in the back and avoided the
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 1  circle, but I'm not going to let you slip by and ignore


 2  you.  Anything or pass?


 3            MR. DON McKIE: My name is Don McKie (ph).


 4  I'm a member of the community.  And I've just come here


 5  tonight to listen, to learn, and just to listen to the


 6  heartbeat of the community.  To get an education, I


 7  guess.


 8            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Welcome.


 9            MR. DON McKIE: Thank you.


10            DR. JIM KENDALL: Ma'am, you're next.


11            MS. CATHERINE SHED: My name is Catherine Shed


12  (ph), and I'm kind of in the same boat as him.  I'm here


13  to learn.  I'm brand new to Kotzebue, but this is a big


14  topic.  It's not just this region that's involved.


15            So I guess what I wanted to say is, is there a


16  place to read or hear what other villages that you've


17  been to have to say, the other information that you've


18  gathered from other people in this area?  Where can we


19  go to find out what's being said?


20            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's a very good comment.


21  I know we're taking all of this down and eventually it


22  will be published.  But as for right now, I think I'm


23  going to turn to my community liaison.


24            Mike, can you help with that?


25            MR. MIKE HALLER: I can some.  Some of it's
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 1  available on our web site at boem.org -- .gov -- I'm


 2  sorry -- .gov.  Yeah.  Anyway, so some of it you would


 3  find posted up there, and you'll find it under this


 4  topic.  And more to follow.


 5            In fact, we're working to in the new year, the


 6  new calendar year, we're going to expand our regional


 7  web site so we include more of these kinds of


 8  conversations and results of hearings on there.  So it


 9  will be more interactive, I guess you could say, or


10  reflective.


11            MS. CATHERINE SHED: I also wanted to comment


12  on this gentleman's conversation.  "Science" is an


13  interesting term because you can exclude a lot of


14  information because it may not be so-called scientific,


15  but I think his idea that you have people from the


16  region completely involved and at the table at every


17  step of the way at these things is important because


18  their science may be different from college science, but


19  it's knowledge that can only be gained through


20  generations, so it needs to be paid attention to.


21            DR. JIM KENDALL: Absolutely.  And we are well


22  aware of that now and we are very much supporting that.


23  Oftentimes -- I'm finding out new to the area that our


24  Western scientists go out and do their thing, we go and


25  speak to an elder, and the elder says, "Yep.  You're
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 1  right on.  I could have told you that, and I'll give you


 2  an A minus."


 3            So traditional knowledge is very important and


 4  we're trying to get that in.  And those are all


 5  excellent comments.  Thank you.


 6            Sir?


 7            MR. CHAD NORDLUM: I'm Chad Nordlum.  I'm the


 8  deputy director for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  I'll


 9  make comments kind of as an individual since I'm kind of


10  here tonight flying off the cuff.


11            When we talk about oil development, you know,


12  what I always come back to is you're threatening a


13  non- -- a renewable resource for a non-renewable, oil.


14  You're threatening whales, you're threatening seals, and


15  you're doing all this for non-renewable, which is oil.


16  It will come out of the ground, the oil companies will


17  be glad, and hopefully everybody makes their cash and


18  great, but I just feel like there has to be more,


19  because science is always behind.


20            Like you said, there's a lot of assumptions


21  and things that are ignored because it doesn't fit the


22  scientific criteria.  Local knowledge, I'm so glad to


23  hear you say you're going to fit it in.  That's


24  important.  But I just feel like this review of Western


25  science really hasn't caught up yet, so there's just got
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 1  to be a lot more science on -- to protect the resources.


 2            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 3            MS. CAREY RESTINO: I'm Carey Restino.  I'm


 4  editor of the Arctic Sounder.  And I'll pass because I'm


 5  hear to listen.


 6            MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E: Hi.  Hello again.  I'm


 7  Qaiyaan Su'esu'e, Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.  Every


 8  meeting I've been to -- and I'm following the path of


 9  Earl here and following these guys from Nuiqsut,


10  Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and here today.  And


11  there are so many of the same things that I would like


12  to stress, and I'm going to mention just a couple to be


13  kind of redundant in enforcing the fact that, first of


14  all, I disagree with going forth with the lease sales at


15  this moment only because there are so many lease sales


16  out there that we are not totally sure about and


17  comfortable with.


18            Some of the main reasons being, that obviously


19  the climate change is putting enough stress on our


20  natural resources and ecosystem, as is -- along with the


21  fact that there is no proven method to clean up a spill


22  or any kind of a disaster that were to happen.


23            There is no Coast Guard up in Barrow right


24  now.  We have no road system.  It baffles me to think


25  that Shell can come to our communities and make promises
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 1  that they can clean up 95 percent of anything that is


 2  going to be spilled when in fact in the Gulf of Mexico


 3  they could come nowhere near that when they had all the


 4  infrastructure and means at their immediate disposal.


 5            The other point that I would like to stress is


 6  that the deferral areas, mainly for the Nuiqsut and


 7  Kaktovik coastal railing villages, need to be expanded.


 8  Being in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik for the hearings and


 9  hearing from their community members is very different


10  from what I've always heard in Barrow.  From that


11  perspective -- it's just a little bit farther away, but


12  their perspective and their concerns are very different


13  than ours.


14            One that shocked me was that in Nuiqsut and


15  Kaktovik the residents claim that they see a yellow haze


16  along the ocean.  I don't see that in Barrow, but I've,


17  you know, made friends in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik and they


18  say, "We are going to e-mail you pictures when the sun


19  comes back and you will be shocked."  So different


20  things like that are just obvious clues to something is


21  not right and it's not the best that it can be.


22            So I would urge BOEM to take those suggestions


23  and comments into consideration to extend the deferral


24  areas.  And on a personal note, as a young community


25  member that lives in Barrow, born and raised in Barrow,
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 1  still resides there today, I really appreciate your


 2  comments.  I didn't catch your name.


 3            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: Ukallaysaaq.


 4            MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E: Ukallaysaaq, thank you.


 5  I really appreciate your comments and thank you for


 6  having me here also in your community.  As a young


 7  community member, I really take to heart what my elders


 8  and leaders of the community have to say, and Kotzebue


 9  is very lucky to have you.  I would like to hear you


10  speak to people in the Barrow region.


11            I'm a mother of two, and I was born and raised


12  in Barrow.  I am a whaler.  And I just want to share


13  with Kotzebue folks and with BOEM that as a whaler, the


14  most honored position -- which also carries the greatest


15  responsibility -- is to be a whaler.  And we are


16  conditioned and we just innately know that there's one


17  thing that we as Inupiaq people must enforce, and that


18  is to protect our bowhead and to protect our subsistence


19  hunt.  This is not something that anybody wrote in a


20  three-volume book and came and told me ten years ago.


21  This is something that has been learned throughout


22  generations.


23            And if we as a people have been able to


24  survive like we have in these conditions for thousands


25  of years, you have to understand that one of the main
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 1  factors, which is very obvious, is going on a hunt.  We


 2  use an oomiak.  That's a skin boat.  The reason why we


 3  still use oomiaks today for our spring hunt and not an


 4  aluminum boat is because even the lapping of the waves


 5  on an aluminum boat will scare a whale.  What is a big


 6  vessel going to do?


 7            So to me it's very obvious that noise activity


 8  needs to be taken into consideration.  And I like to


 9  think as wonderful and as impeccable and as voluminous


10  as these plans that are written on paper are, they're


11  impeccable, but I'd like to say that it's an impeccable


12  infant compared to what the Inupiaq people have known


13  for so many years, and that needs to be taken into


14  consideration, that traditional knowledge is going to


15  far more outweigh anything in the end.  Thank you.


16            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


17            Being the facilitator, I get to pass whenever


18  I want.  And if it's all right, gentleman, if I just


19  jump over to where we started.  Is that all right?


20            Let's start back there.  Anything else you


21  want to add to what you've said?


22            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: You know, I just


23  have a couple more points.


24            DR. JIM KENDALL: Wonderful.  And your name,


25  for the record, please?
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 1            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: Yeah.  Ukallaysaaq.


 2  I'm planning director here at the Northwest Arctic


 3  Borough.


 4            You had mentioned the Shell cap and


 5  containment system is part of the response.  And I


 6  believe I thought in our meetings with some of the North


 7  Slope Borough is that those are only engineered drawings


 8  at this point.  The cap and containment system is not


 9  physically built, and it's never been physically tested.


10  So everything we've been shown is kind of a cartoon, and


11  it's a drawing that's not even built.


12            And it's hard to imagine a document based on a


13  spill containment system on one that's an engineered


14  drawing, and that raises a lot of questions.  I don't


15  think a lot of people know that.  They show it as if it


16  existed and it doesn't, and it's never been tested.  The


17  ice conditions, everything.  It just has not been


18  tested.  That's one point I wanted to make.


19            Another thing that I thought when people went


20  around the room is that a lot of the animals that we


21  have here are global populations, and that came up with


22  the Coast Guard.  We had to say, "Is it a local


23  population, is it a regional population, or is it a


24  global population?" because part of the migratory path


25  of animals we're dealing with is global populations a
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 1  lot.  Just not whales, birds and other things.


 2            We're dealing with things that are the global


 3  population of animals.  And I don't know if that's been


 4  factored in the environmental statements, is that it's


 5  just not the local population of animals.  We're talking


 6  about the global population of a species.  You know,


 7  they come here to the Arctic because how important it


 8  is.  And the lease sale here we're talking about is a


 9  very important area to walruses in particular, I know,


10  but all the other animals, too.


11            And then about the deferral areas.  I know our


12  mayor was very pleased to see that the Bristol Bay area


13  was removed as lease sales because it was recognized as


14  a national treasure.  And she goes, "The Chukchi is a


15  national treasure.  Why aren't -- why isn't the Chukchi


16  being removed, and the Beaufort Sea for that matter,


17  because our ocean should be considered a national


18  treasure?"  So I just wanted to make those comments.


19            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


20            Sir?


21            MR. LINCOLN SAITO: I -- Lincoln Saito,


22  S-a-i-t-o.  This country just has amazing extremes in


23  it.  You know, when you see a blizzard blowing at 60 to


24  80 miles an hour for 20 hours straight like it did just,


25  you know, a week and a half ago, it's amazing.  Quick
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 1  response -- you can't even get a plane here.  You can't


 2  get a helicopter here.  You know, it's like the extreme


 3  events that happen here can cause accidents.


 4            And I know they're not going to drill, you


 5  know, in the winter when the ice is -- when they're


 6  packed with ice and stuff, but things are changing.


 7  Like was mentioned, this climate is getting more and


 8  more unpredictable.  We have some amazing extremes going


 9  on.


10            On the satellite pictures, yeah, there's no


11  ice.  It's ice free in that area.  But we have a gradual


12  change maybe this direction (indicating), but it's going


13  like this (indicating) all the way up there.  You


14  can't -- just the little that I've experienced tells me


15  don't depend upon what last year and the last five years


16  told you because you never know what's going to be


17  coming.  But when it comes, it's something like you


18  can't even believe it can -- that there's this much


19  power on the earth, on the face of the earth, much less


20  just right here.


21            You know, our scientific records and stuff,


22  things are changing and things are extreme when they


23  change.  It's scary.  I guess that's the rule nowadays


24  is, depend upon it not being what you predict,


25  especially at the wrong time.
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 1            I guess the other thing, too, is if you have a


 2  spill -- and like I said, I know the oil companies


 3  promised they're not going to be drilling, you know,


 4  when you're packed in ice and stuff like that, but even


 5  if they're capped off, the extremes of how deep ice


 6  goes, we're talking about drilling in the shallowest


 7  parts, not in the deep, deep parts.  That's what makes


 8  it so good, but it also makes it vulnerable.  And I know


 9  130 feet is pretty deep, but we're talking about extreme


10  chunks of ice, not just stuff that builds up in a year


11  or two years or five years.


12            There's stuff that's been there for a century


13  that when it breaks off can scrape the bottom.  Are


14  these things going to be buried in bedrock so that they


15  can't be scraped off so that anything can break off?


16  I'd just like to know that they're safe when they're


17  buried in ice down there so when this massive stuff


18  moves it doesn't knock it off, a wellhead.


19            You know, we talk about square miles of oil,


20  one square mile, five square miles.  But when you talk


21  about putting ice on top of it, then the oil goes to


22  every little crack and crevice, and so you have to


23  multiply one square mile times 100 because you're


24  talking about ice-covered areas, and that affects any


25  mammals that we're expecting to go up into those bubbles
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 1  or into those cracks.  That destroys that much land --


 2  that much area.


 3            A small spill can't be tolerated.


 4  Specifications need to be extremely tight because of the


 5  way the coverage of the ice is going to multiply the


 6  factor.  Thanks.


 7            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 8            Next in the circle?


 9            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: I just have a question.


10  In the draft is there a discussion on what was collected


11  in the scoping meetings and how that information was


12  incorporated into the draft plan?


13            DR. JIM KENDALL: I believe that's in


14  Volume III.


15            Right, Tim?


16            MR. TIM HOLDER: I'll look.


17            DR. JIM KENDALL: I believe it is.


18            MR. TIM HOLDER: I believe it is, too.


19            DR. JIM KENDALL: I think scoping comments are


20  in Volume III.


21            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: I figured.  I thought Lois


22  raised a -- I mean, she raised a point in my mind when


23  she asked why something that she heard in a scoping


24  meeting wasn't reflected in the document or in the


25  alternative, and I thought it might be -- I just want to
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 1  ask, and maybe I could request, that BOEM raise the bar


 2  in terms of public preparation and participation as just


 3  maybe bring forward in the presentation what was pulled


 4  out of the scoping meetings and what the discussions


 5  were --


 6            DR. JIM KENDALL: Right.


 7            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: -- in those scoping


 8  meetings and kind of give people in the room the


 9  baseline for how we got to this point today and why that


10  document looks the way it does today.  I just thought it


11  was really interesting to hear what Lois said because I


12  didn't even know that.


13            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's a good comment.  And


14  if you go back a little bit further -- and this is where


15  we have balance on how much you can say for presentation


16  and then run into the issue last Friday night where I


17  was told I was talking too much, but no more than


18  tonight, is that there was a draft before this that


19  included a lot more leasing areas, including the


20  Atlantic Coast and Bristol Bay.  And those areas in


21  listening to folks were all removed under this


22  administration.


23            And the process continues.  We have to -- we


24  get comments from a lot of different constituents and a


25  lot of different citizens.  We try to factor that into
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 1  the next version, and we'll do the same thing now.  It


 2  would be nice if we could have one set of scoping


 3  meetings and miraculously we have a document everybody


 4  is happy with.  But it's more of a -- it's a longer


 5  process and it needs to be a longer process.  And


 6  transparency doesn't mean everybody gets what they want,


 7  but they see how their efforts are involved in this and


 8  they've had a seat at the table.


 9            So we listen to what you say and we listen to


10  what Lois says, but as I say, this is a proposed.  It's


11  not the final.  We're still looking at the previous


12  comments, changes have been made from the draft to the


13  proposed, and as Director Beaudreau has pointed out, the


14  final proposed program and the final EIS may look


15  substantially different.


16            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: Well, I guess one of the


17  things that I'm thinking of, there's another plan that


18  I'm engaged in with the Eastern Interior with the BLM,


19  and that's a very big plan that's going to be coming out


20  and it's going to be difficult to deal with.  And


21  because of that, BLM staff have actually worked with me


22  and are talking with communities and they're going to


23  have several meetings before the public hearing so that


24  communities are ready for that public hearing.


25            And I think that's -- as I'm like working
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 1  through this, that's what I'm getting to, is like


 2  preparing communities with meetings before the public


 3  hearings so then the public hearing can be exactly that


 4  and it won't -- you know.  I don't see that happening in


 5  Fairbanks or Anchorage.  I don't see the need for that.


 6  But for the smaller communities in the Bush, I see a


 7  need for that.


 8            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's why we ratcheted up


 9  our visits to the villages.  We will continue to do


10  that, but that's a good comment and good advice.


11            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: And I just want to second


12  the national treasure for the Chukchi and the


13  Beaufort Sea.  Thanks.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Earl?


15            MR. EARL KINGIK: Well, again, first of all,


16  Earl Kingik, K-i-n-g-i-k.  I had a chance to go down to


17  the Deep Horizon a week after it happened.  I am so


18  happy that you guys are mentioning the Deep Horizon.


19            I went to a cooperative agency meeting in New


20  Orleans; fisheries, MMS, oil companies, all these


21  different agencies.  And they were all pointing fingers


22  at each other, you did that, you did that, you did that.


23  It didn't look too good to me because I came down from


24  Alaska to go take a look, how are they going to clean


25  the Gulf oil spill.
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 1            I was down there one week.  I had a chance to


 2  go out on the boat, and my eyes were burning.  The smell


 3  was terrible.  I had a chance to get on a charter plane


 4  down in Deep Horizon where the oil spilled, and I see


 5  those booms.  They're not even working.  Oil was going


 6  over them.


 7            I don't want that to happen in the Arctic


 8  after what happened down -- for Exxon Valdez oil spill.


 9  We are not ready.  We are not prepared for any kind of


10  disaster even if they're not exploring, but a ship -- if


11  there's a disaster on a ship, like a tourist ship or


12  something like that, a big spill, is Alaska ready?


13  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska is not prepared.


14            The nearest Coast Guard from my hometown is a


15  thousand miles away; Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.  How long is


16  it going to take them to go up to the Arctic to go clean


17  up a spill?


18            When I went down to the Gulf, I got to see


19  commercial fishermen, the shrimpers, the oyster boats,


20  trying to clean up what they can, but they were told,


21  "Do not clean."  They were waiting for direction from


22  the oil companies.  So I don't want no disaster in the


23  Arctic after I see what happened on the Gulf.


24            Alaska don't have no icebreakers.  Just think


25  about Nome.  They have to go elsewhere to get help.
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 1  They have to ask our relatives from Russia to use their


 2  icebreakers to deliver oil.  And here we spend billions


 3  and billions of dollars on Iraq and Afghanistan.  Why


 4  couldn't Americans help the city of Nome?  See, we don't


 5  want that to happen.


 6            I had a chance to go down to the Kenai


 7  oilfields and watch those people get off the oilfields,


 8  Beluga Point.  And from Beluga Point, they go direct to


 9  Anchorage and down to airport.  From there they go


10  elsewhere.  Millions and millions of dollars are leaving


11  Alaska because they are hiring outside workers.


12            See, Alaska is not ready.  We are not


13  prepared.  We don't even have people trained to go out


14  in the oilfields.  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska turned


15  on the Coastal Zone Management Plan.  That could have


16  helped.  But you see, Alaska is not ready for this


17  activity.  So we still say no.  Thank you.


18            MS. MARCI JOHNSON: My name is Marci Johnson.


19  I've been trying to keep tabs on a lot of the plans and


20  the current and ongoing development in the region and


21  reading a lot of newspapers and magazines and you go to


22  a lot of these meetings, and still looking for that big


23  picture.  I've got a map with all the proposed roads and


24  all the exploration going on, and it's tough to keep up


25  with.
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 1            So I'm always looking for the big picture in


 2  this particular area of the Chukchi and trying to get a


 3  picture of, you know, not just the next five-year plan,


 4  but where the infrastructure is going to go and


 5  pipelines and how it's going to -- how the product is


 6  going to get to wherever or how that's going to be


 7  operated.  So that's kind of the information -- I'm


 8  always looking at web sites and I'm not finding it yet.


 9            I always come to these looking for just even


10  little glimpses of where that part kind of goes into the


11  plan and the bigger picture, you know, what scope, how


12  large an area are we looking in the long term or at


13  least in the next 50 years or 20 years and what's the


14  story with moving the product once we find it.


15            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's a good observation.


16  I know those discussions have taken place very


17  generally.  A lot of folks don't know this and many of


18  the people in this room do know, there hasn't been a


19  well drilled in the OCS Arctic in nine years.  Next year


20  it will be ten.  And so the actual on-the-ground plans


21  on exactly what would be the next step sort of depends


22  on if there's anything out there.


23            But I can assure you those discussions have


24  taken place, those are issues of very great concern, and


25  they have to be worked out before things move too much
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 1  further.  Good comments.


 2            MR. FRANK HAYS: Nothing else for me.  Thanks.


 3            MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL: I have a couple of


 4  follow-up questions from the discussion that went around


 5  the room.


 6            MS. CAREY RESTINO: Can you give your name


 7  again?


 8            MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL: Oh, sorry.  Raychelle,


 9  R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, Daniel.


10            And so the director mentioned earlier that you


11  were looking at doing a new -- a new way of doing


12  business with regards to the leasing.  And the


13  announcement sounded really exciting.  And, you know,


14  it's hopeful that you would be trying this new approach.


15  But then part of what I do and kind of why I was late


16  tonight coming here, I was actually working on some of


17  our comments for the five-year plan.


18            And so I've been reading the 1300- and


19  300-page document, and I'm not finding that new approach


20  in those documents.  I'm not finding -- for instance, in


21  the initial notice of intent you asked, you know, people


22  for areas that are important, areas important for


23  subsistence, areas important for ecology, and none of


24  the information that was provided in the scoping period,


25  you know, such as several people have said here, were
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 1  included in this draft.


 2            And then at one point in the EIS I think it


 3  goes on to say that it would be foolhardy or premature


 4  at this point, you know, to include additional deferrals


 5  other than those that you have on that map.  And so, you


 6  know, given, you know, our past experiences and past


 7  lease sales, you know, I just find very little comfort


 8  knowing or even -- just very little comfort in that,


 9  that that will happen at that point.


10            And the lease sales, should they occur, could


11  potentially occur under a different administration and


12  so any decision that you make, you know, with good


13  intentions, you know, needs to be in this draft.


14            And so we really hope that you are going to


15  be, you know, including some of these recommendations of


16  subsistence use areas.  Steve Braun's recent publication


17  funded by the recent MMS isn't even in the EIS.  And so


18  that -- I mean, his data -- I mean, he has a big


19  database that shows all these areas that are important


20  for subsistence use, and so that's not even included.


21  So I just hope that the draft will be much improved.


22            DR. JIM KENDALL: Send us specific comments --


23  that would be greatly appreciated -- because it is a


24  draft.


25            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Yeah.  I mean, do
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 1  send us specific comments.  But I hear what you're


 2  saying and I hear what Lois was saying and I've heard it


 3  from other quarters as well.  And so of course send us


 4  comments, but we're also looking at it ourselves to try


 5  to -- because I don't think, personally my opinion on


 6  this matter, that the document is quite where it needs


 7  to be.  It is a draft and I hear you on that.


 8            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: So I want to follow up on a


 9  couple of things that kind of have been talked about.  I


10  looked back, because I have my notes from the Nuiqsut


11  hearing, and a representative of the city, the cultural


12  coordinator -- this is just an example of why I believe


13  people feel frustrated that they're not being listened


14  to.


15            The notes say that the Chukchi is protected by


16  25 miles.  The Beaufort doesn't have a buffer zone.  The


17  Sivulliq Prospect needs to have a larger area around it.


18  And someone who was a whaling captain also stressed


19  there needs to be a 20-mile buffer.


20            One thing I highlighted is, why is there --


21  someone said, "Why is there a buffer in the Chukchi and


22  not the Beaufort?"  So clearly that was expressed to


23  BOEMRE last February during the scoping hearing and it


24  wasn't reflected.  And I understand that this is a


25  starting point, but it might have been helpful to have a
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 1  starting point that was a little broader given that


 2  that's what people were asking for.  And there was some


 3  mention of the same type of things at the Barrow hearing


 4  as well.


 5            I wanted to follow up on one of your questions


 6  about ice scour in the shallow waters.  And I spent a


 7  lot of time working on pipeline issues, the national


 8  oversight of pipelines.  And also in Cook Inlet I've


 9  done a report on the Cook Inlet record.  And while the


10  wellhead may be well anchored -- or presumably that's


11  what everyone is going to focus on -- the pipelines are


12  definitely going to be an issue in terms of ice and


13  scour.


14            And certainly in Cook Inlet when they were put


15  in, there were a lot of surprises initially and there


16  was a lot of problems.  Less so now, but there was


17  things that happened in terms of scour underneath those


18  pipelines that left them hanging, which resulted in some


19  breaks.  So it's going to be a big question.  There will


20  be surprises, things that we won't have fully figured


21  out, and that's why a lot of us don't think we're ready


22  to move forward.


23            And then I just wanted to lay out one


24  statistic about the cleanup in the Gulf.  Depending on


25  when you look at last summer in 2010, their range from
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 1  the high 20,000s to 60,000 -- roughly 40,000 people were


 2  down there working on the cleanup and we know there were


 3  inadequacies there.  But when you think about the


 4  population of the Arctic, you know, we're talking about


 5  several multiples of the number here that were there and


 6  mobilized somewhat, sometimes productively, sometimes


 7  less so.


 8            But we're talking about measures that are just


 9  going to be -- I think Alaskans in this room, I think


10  everyone, you know, all recognizes it's just going to


11  be -- you know, it's hard to have that pass the laugh


12  test thinking of having that many people working on a


13  cleanup just to feel like they're -- and housing those


14  people -- to feel like we're making a difference because


15  the Arctic is so difficult an environment to operate in


16  and there's so little infrastructure.


17            DR. JIM KENDALL: Sir?


18            UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I'm in the same boat as Don


19  here.  I'm just here to get informed and learn.  I'll


20  pass.


21            DR. JIM KENDALL: Welcome.


22            UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Thank you.


23            DR. JIM KENDALL: Ma'am?


24            MS. DOOD LINCOLN: For the record again, Dood


25  Lincoln, a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.
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 1            What I would like included -- and I know it's


 2  been brought out from every hearing we've had, but as a


 3  whole, the subsistence use up in the Barrow, Point Hope,


 4  Nuiqsut area, all the way down, affects every one of our


 5  Native communities.  We barter with each other.  I don't


 6  bowhead hunt here out of Kotzebue, but we barter with


 7  this village and Barrow.  We trade fish for maktak,


 8  maktak for berries.  I mean, that's to where we are now.


 9  We can't sell the Native foods, but we barter.


10            And that's why it's so critical, such as Nome.


11  They have a good count of crab, good crab, Dungeness


12  crab.  That's where -- my family sends me that all the


13  time.  I send them sheefish.  They don't get the


14  sheefish right there.  We send it to Point Lay.  We get


15  more beluga a different time of the year.  And then we


16  send some to Barrow or Point Hope when get the bowhead


17  whale.  We get berries here that we send out to trade.


18            So I think that needs to be real critical --


19  you know, included, is the subsistence affects all the


20  Native communities.  Even though we're not the whalers


21  like they are up north, they're critical to us because


22  we barter and we all eat the same foods.


23            I think that needs to be a point.  You know,


24  it's not just critical to one area.  It affects all the


25  Native communities.  Even as far as Anchorage from the
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 1  beluga they get there a different time of the year when


 2  they can get it, we're always sending them reindeer meat


 3  usually.  You know, fish from up here, down there.  And


 4  some of these species are global.  That's what we have


 5  to keep in mind.  That's what I'd like to see included.


 6  Thank you.


 7            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 8            Sir, anything?


 9            MR. DON McKIE: Yeah.  I'm -- I love this


10  Arctic area.


11            DR. JIM KENDALL: Your name, please, so that


12  she can --


13            MR. DON McKIE: Don McKie.


14            Now, this is a public meeting; right?


15            DR. JIM KENDALL: Uh-huh.


16            MR. DON McKIE: Well, where's the public?


17            MR. EARL KINGIK: That's true.


18            MR. DON McKIE: Please, forgive me if I sound


19  rude, but if I was staging a meeting and it was a public


20  meeting, I would sure as heck want to make sure that I


21  had as much of the public here as possible, not just


22  those that -- whose jobs are related and they better be


23  here at this meeting.  I mean -- and we all love this


24  area, but you need a pizza feast or you need something


25  to bring them out.  I don't know what it's going to be.
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 1  Maybe a maktak feast.  I don't know.


 2            MS. DOOD LINCOLN: Door prizes, seriously.


 3            MR. DON McKIE: The other thing is, I think


 4  you maybe need to get an educator in as part of your


 5  team, somebody who can recognize really how to


 6  disseminate this information to us because this is the


 7  sixth meeting and we're all inventing the wheel again


 8  right here.  Five other villages or places from


 9  Fairbanks, whatever, have said the same thing, but we


10  don't know what they've said.


11            And if you could in five minutes do a quick


12  presentation that could show the questions that were


13  asked at the other meetings, just a summary, just a


14  paragraph summary of what was -- of how things went,


15  what was the tempo of the meeting, what was the


16  heartbeat of the group.  You see, we could really be


17  growing right now as a movement on top of what the other


18  six have discussed, but we're stagnant sort of as a


19  group.  I have some thoughts inside and in some ways I'm


20  boiling, but it's my own problem.


21            I wasn't even planning on saying anything, but


22  I love those whales.  And I've worked as a fisheries


23  biologist for a few years, and I understand ultrasounds.


24  I don't understand seismic and how it relates to the


25  whales.
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 1            And you're not going to like me, Earl, but I


 2  wouldn't mind a bit of sound that would scare those


 3  whales a little further away from the shoreline so they


 4  couldn't be killed.


 5            So, I mean, this could be something that could


 6  benefit the whales.  I mean, half the population is


 7  wishing for a good, clean, successful kill, hunt, feast.


 8  And then those of us that don't understand really the


 9  tradition but just are on the whales' side are hoping


10  that they don't get caught.


11            And so sorry, guys and gals.  I'm with you as


12  a group.  I'm here to learn, so keep talking.  Thank


13  you.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


15            Ma'am?


16            MS. CATHERINE SHED: My name is Catherine


17  Shed.  I don't know enough about this area to know who


18  owns the land that you're talking about drilling on --


19            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Federal.


20            MS. CATHERINE SHED: Who does?


21            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: The federal


22  government on behalf of the people --


23            MS. CATHERINE SHED: On behalf of the people.


24            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: -- and so that's


25  why we're involved in designing any lease sale that
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 1  would happen, and the companies pay the federal


 2  government for those leases.  And then if any


 3  development happens, any production happens, they pay


 4  the federal government royalties from that.  The same as


 5  with the State, development on the State land.  Those


 6  revenues go to the State.  It funds the permanent fund.


 7  It funds other things like that.


 8            That's why we're going through a public


 9  process because we, as a people, own this land and it's


10  up to us to decide whether or not we want to make it


11  available to the oil companies.


12            MS. CATHERINE SHED: But my other question is,


13  when he talked about the cartoons of capping, you know,


14  and what their response would be if there was, you know,


15  something similar to happen as what happened in


16  Louisiana in the Gulf, who is holding the oil companies'


17  feet to the fire in terms of their performance, their


18  guarantees, their science, to actually prove that they


19  will do what they say they're going to do before they


20  even have any idea of asking for a lease?


21            I just feel like we have a greed factor going


22  on here that has run this whole country into the ground


23  and this is just a little aspect of it, that, you know,


24  for the sake of somebody making more money they're


25  willing to kind of gloss over things that are very, very
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 1  crucial to the whole picture.  And I'm wondering what


 2  you-all's job is in terms of making the oil companies be


 3  responsible.


 4            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Just on that one


 5  point regarding capping and containment to take it as an


 6  example, because it's an important one -- and this is


 7  part of the lesson from Deepwater Horizon -- as we heard


 8  before, you know, the chances of a catastrophic blowout


 9  prior to Deepwater Horizon, I think, industry and,


10  frankly, the government, way underestimated the chances


11  of something like that.


12            And as a result, there was not a capping


13  system available at the time of that accident and one


14  had to be built on the fly, essentially improvised,


15  while we all sort of sat in horror watching that well


16  continue to gush for almost three months.  And so it,


17  frankly, was -- sitting through that was part of the


18  reason why I came to the Interior.


19            Another part of the reason -- I didn't mention


20  this before, but I'm an Alaskan.  I'm from Anchorage.


21  That's where I grew up.  And I was in high school when


22  the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  And so when I had the


23  opportunity to come over, it was something -- you know,


24  I left what I was doing before and came over because I


25  cared about this and it reminded me of the experience
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 1  with the Valdez spill when I was a resident here.


 2            And so one of the key lessons coming out of


 3  Deepwater Horizon was -- and we made this the rule, and


 4  the rule applies to Shell.  It applies to what they're


 5  proposing to do this coming summer.  They have to have a


 6  capping system on hand in advance -- can't make it up on


 7  the fly any more.  You have to have the capping system


 8  on hand in advance or you don't get to drill.


 9            And so you are absolutely right, currently


10  that capping system that Shell would use in connection


11  with its drilling plans is a schematic, hasn't been


12  built yet.  They're telling us that they'll have it


13  completed by the spring.  But one of the conditions that


14  our agency, BOEM, put on their exploration plan is you


15  have to have the capping system online and you have to


16  demonstrate that it works.  And we have diagnostic


17  systems to evaluate that, but they've got to prove it.


18            And so it is a concern.  It's a concern to me


19  that that system hasn't been built yet, but we've told


20  Shell -- and I tell them every time I meet with them --


21  that they're not going to drill unless they have it.


22  And we need to have the time it takes to evaluate


23  whether it can shut in, cap, the type of well they're


24  talking about drilling.


25            So it is our responsibility and our sister
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 1  agency BSEE's responsibility to hold their feet to the


 2  fire, as you said, and ensure that they comply with our


 3  rules and that any operation they go forward with is


 4  conducted safely and that they have on hand the


 5  emergency response capabilities that we think are


 6  necessary to respond to the types of risks that are


 7  presented by their drilling operations.  So that's our


 8  responsibility.


 9            MS. CATHERINE SHED: So when you say "on


10  hand," what does that look like?


11            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: So for the capping


12  and containment system, for example, it means having a


13  system on hand that is available and can be deployed


14  that we believe is capable of stopping a loss of oil


15  control in the type of well that they're talking about


16  drilling.  And they have to prove it to us.


17            MS. CATHERINE SHED: Yeah, but on hand like --


18  are they going to build something, you know, a base?


19  What does their picture of "on hand" look like in terms


20  of containment and also possible cleanup?  I mean, I'd


21  like to know what they're thinking, because I don't


22  think that they were thinking about it before.


23            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: They weren't


24  thinking about it before Macondo.  But in connection


25  with their plan now, they have committed to having on
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 1  hand a system that they can deploy and shut in a well


 2  within 15 days.  And they've got to prove that they can


 3  do that.


 4            MS. CATHERINE SHED: They have 15 days?


 5  That's the window for them?


 6            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: That's what they've


 7  committed to, to be able to shut in within 15 days.


 8            MS. CATHERINE SHED: Do you know how many


 9  gallons of oil were spilled down in the Gulf in 15 days?


10  How many?


11            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: The well that


12  they're proposing drilling is not the same as the


13  Macondo well.  But to answer your question, Macondo well


14  was -- the flow out of the Macondo well was over 60,000


15  barrels a day.  I mean, the worst-case discharge for


16  some of the wells that they're proposing for this summer


17  is around 20,000.


18            MS. CATHERINE SHED: A day?


19            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: A day.


20            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Do you know the conversion,


21  barrels to gallons?  42 gallons is a barrel.


22            DR. JIM KENDALL: Another whole process here.


23  The responsibility of our sister agency is an oil spill


24  response plan that is also being scrutinized by our


25  sister bureau BSEE.  So it is an ongoing issue of
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 1  discussing and evaluation that takes place on a


 2  day-to-day basis.


 3            Not to take up any time for me here, but like


 4  their exploration plan, they submit it.  They don't just


 5  come in the door and give it to us and we say, "Thank


 6  you very much."  No.  My staff reviews that every single


 7  day late into the night and we keep going back to the


 8  oil company saying, "You said this, what do you mean


 9  here?  This is incomplete.  This is missing."  This goes


10  on for weeks and weeks and months.


11            And I can assure you sometimes when the oil


12  companies come into my office and meet with my staff,


13  we're not their favorite people by no means.  You know,


14  we will hold their feet to the fire from what we do in


15  terms of the resource manager.  And the Bureau of Safety


16  and Environmental Enforcement, BSEE, they are committed


17  to having two inspectors on that vessel if they drill


18  24/7.  That's the new rules.


19            But thank you.  Excellent questions and


20  excellent comments and legitimate concerns.


21            Sir, you look like you're ready to go.


22            MR. CHAD NORDLUM: I'm ready.


23            DR. JIM KENDALL: And after we have two more,


24  we're going to give our court reporter a little bit of a


25  break.  We'll take a little break.
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 1            Please.


 2            MR. CHAD NORDLUM: Well, I'd just like to kind


 3  of echo what Mr. Kingik said, Alaska is just not ready.


 4  I mean, we don't have an Arctic Coast Guard response.  I


 5  mean, how many years is that going to take to develop;


 6  10, 20 years?  We don't have icebreakers.  How long


 7  before we have icebreakers in the U.S. that could help


 8  take care of a problem with the ice?  How long until


 9  everybody is trained in spill response in all of our


10  villages up north?  This all takes time.  The taxi is


11  not there right now.


12            DR. JIM KENDALL: Ma'am?


13            MS. CAREY RESTINO: I pass.  Thank you.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Qaiyaan?


15            MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E: Qaiyaan Su'esu'e,


16  Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.


17            One of the things that I observed as a


18  community member -- and I appreciate your comments and


19  the question, where is the public.  And let me tell you


20  the work that I do right now is specifically because I


21  used to work for tribal and it was my job to be at the


22  meetings.  And I would be at the meeting and I was the


23  youngest person in the room.  And I was my only peer in


24  the room when I know darn well there were so many other


25  people that -- would have been interested in being there
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 1  only if they knew what was really going on.


 2            And you have to understand that as a people on


 3  the North Slope where there's so much activity going on,


 4  not only industry or, you know, the federal agencies


 5  coming to do their regulatory measures, not only the


 6  scientific community coming up to, you know, take care


 7  of what they need to take care of to fulfill -- it's a


 8  big spiderweb that is insane to try to keep track of.


 9            I find a lot of times we get so bombarded with


10  different agencies that you show up to the Heritage


11  Center and people will on the off chance say, "Hey,


12  what's going on?" and pop in.  And, you know, of course


13  because it was always my job to be there, I would have a


14  lot of the public come to me and say, "Who are these


15  guys tonight?  Oh, is it Shell again?  BLM?  Is it


16  BOEMRE?  MMS?  BOEM?"  You just never know, you know.


17  It might be FERC.  It might be someone for APP.  It


18  might be someone with Point Thompson.  Sometimes you


19  have two meetings on the same night.  Sometimes we have


20  meetings on federal holidays.  It's just very confusing.


21            I know a couple times I have suggested that


22  before each meeting starts it would be beneficial to the


23  public to have -- you know, the visuals are great and


24  the maps, but we're all trying to be considerate to each


25  and not wander around.  It would be nice to have
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 1  handouts, specifically who are we, first of all, why are


 2  we here, what step of the process are we at now.


 3            And I've found so many times that I've shown


 4  up to meetings and thought, okay, well, maybe this is


 5  the big one, maybe this is where as a member of the


 6  public what I have to say will make an impact, but you


 7  go only to find out that, oh, we're so and so and we're


 8  here because we intend on submitting an application to


 9  get a -- but this is only the intent and then we'll have


10  an open house and then we'll do this so really what you


11  say right now doesn't matter because we haven't even put


12  the application in.


13            You never know what's going on.  And so to


14  communicate with the public, I think, would be the most


15  beneficial thing.  And also having maybe an educator,


16  not only from BOEM, but just from all the agencies that


17  could be centralized for our public would benefit.


18            Like I said, again, what hurts my heart the


19  most -- and I take this very personally -- is that each


20  and every time I'm at a meeting, I am the youngest


21  person there.  And this is my generation that is going


22  to have to carry the responsibility of the decisions


23  that are made right now.  Thank you.


24            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


25            Well, Valerie, let's take a ten-minute break
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 1  and give you a little bit of rest on your fingers.


 2  You've been very diligent.  So a ten-minute break.


 3  Let's come back here at 21 minutes after, and we'll


 4  start again until everybody feels they've participated.


 5            (Off the record.)


 6            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: We're on the record


 7  now.  We're going back to the corner.


 8            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: I'm finished.


 9            DR. JIM KENDALL: You're passing?


10            MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK: Yeah.


11            DR. JIM KENDALL: Sir, he's passed.  You need


12  to fill the void.


13            MR. LINCOLN SAITO: Yeah.  I'm amazed that


14  this person can take down -- what a gift she has.  It's


15  just amazing.  I think of all the different kinds of


16  purposes she could -- I mean, you know, people who can't


17  talk or people who can't hear.  Holy cow.  She can take


18  down a conversation.


19            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: And she is


20  dutifully taking that down as well.


21            MR. LINCOLN SAITO: I just -- somebody over on


22  this side talked about the changes that are happening,


23  you know, climate change.  Too much is happening


24  already.  Let's let things settle down for a little bit,


25  you know, before climate change, weather patterns,
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 1  impacts on people's villages, the movement of villages


 2  and stuff.


 3            But also, you know, Alaska is the last


 4  frontier and here on the northwest part and the northern


 5  part of America -- the American continent, this is the


 6  last frontier of the last frontier.  And I'm not


 7  Inupiaq.  I'm -- my grandparents came from Japan a


 8  hundred years.  I started teaching Inupiaq 41 years ago


 9  and was impressed and came up to see if -- to see where


10  these kids came from.  One was Seymour Tazrulik (ph),


11  Sunny.  He was one of my students I was very impressed


12  with.


13            But there is a cross-cultural conflict going


14  on here, and one of the things -- I just handed out a


15  suicide rate chart that I just happened to have in a


16  document and I just cut and pasted it.  I'm an


17  educator -- you were talking about an educator -- and I


18  do agree, showing things can help people see things


19  better.


20            And there was something about four months ago


21  about high altitudes.  And the average rate of suicide


22  in the United States is about 10.8 or something per


23  100,000 people.  And in the Rocky Mountains and high


24  altitudes it was almost up to 19.  And there was an


25  alarm going out and an article going out, you know, what
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 1  is the relationship between suicide and high altitudes.


 2            Change is happening and it's evident it's


 3  happening in the northern regions by this data.  It's


 4  footnoted so you can go and check it out for yourself.


 5  But for the Northwest Arctic region -- oh, gosh, I need


 6  glasses.  I'm not used to glasses.


 7            But from 2004 to 2006, this region had the


 8  highest suicide rate.  And we're talking about 90.9


 9  people per 100,000, not ten like the average in the


10  United States.  Stuff is going on.  Nome, 77.4 per


11  100,000.  North Slope, 52.


12            I mean, living here for the last 14 years,


13  we're almost kind of used to it.  I mean, I'm really


14  not.  But the suicide rate is so high that it's numbing


15  up here.  Change is happening here in the last frontier


16  of the last frontier.  It's hitting now and it's big


17  changes.  And there's a lot of things that are going on


18  that it's not healthy.


19            When you talked about the oil spill, I was the


20  principal down at Homer Junior High back in '88.  I was


21  there for six years.  We did a cross-curricular program.


22  So the last three weeks of the year, we focused on a


23  topic and we integrated math, science, social studies,


24  and language arts into one core subject.  So if it was


25  outdoor school or whether it was radio broadcasting or
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 1  whether it was airplane touch-and-go's, whether it was


 2  artisan school, whether it was sports, you were


 3  integrating math, science, social studies, and language


 4  arts into that all day long.


 5            And we were the old high school, so I had an


 6  empty pool.  And when that oil spill hit, we brought --


 7  I was able to get permission to bring all of the sea


 8  otters to our school.  We put water in there, they


 9  cleaned up the sea otters, had cages -- we had it roped


10  off.  We didn't use the pool -- I mean, the high school


11  had what was expensive back then in the '80s a


12  20 million-dollar high school in Homer, cedar-sided and


13  everything else.  They had everything in it.  We didn't


14  use our pool.


15            I kept checking.  Not a single one of those


16  sea otters that they brought back lived the whole time


17  that I was checking on them.  One of the girls dropped


18  out of her thing.  She said she had to -- and her


19  parents gave her permission to get involved in helping


20  to try and save these sea otters.  So I sponsored her as


21  her principal, as her teacher.  And she had to keep a


22  journal.  And it was a very, very depressing journal.


23            When we talk about the possibility of an oil


24  spill, we talk about in terms of killing whale, we talk


25  about killing -- there is -- if something like that
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 1  happens, we're talking about a human cost to an oil


 2  spill.  We're talking about a lot of change happening in


 3  the environment right now, but we're talking about a lot


 4  of change in the socioeconomic environment right now


 5  that's reflected in human deaths that you can't describe


 6  any other way because these people have been living here


 7  and surviving here for thousands and thousands of years.


 8            Now all of a sudden with the new culture


 9  happening -- there's change happening in the weather,


10  there's change happening in the culture, and it is


11  tremendously depressing when the sea otters died and


12  what happened with my student and what happened on all


13  of us.


14            We thought we were -- I thought I was allowing


15  the savior of the sea otters and we were going to allow


16  things to live.  We carried out hundreds of pounds of


17  dead mammals out of there.  It was -- it was an awful


18  experience.


19            That combined with the change is going to be a


20  human cost, and that needs to be factored into this.


21  We're not ready yet.  That's all.  Thanks.


22            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: I just have -- thank


23  you -- a question on the -- a follow-up to the Gulf


24  accident, Gulf of Mexico.  What is the status of that


25  now?  I heard -- and I figured you guys would know.  Is
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 1  there oil still leaking through seeps or is there


 2  anything else going on down there that's still polluting


 3  the waters?


 4            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: You're much more


 5  familiar with the Gulf of Mexico and the ecology there


 6  than I am, but there are a lot of natural seeps in the


 7  Gulf of Mexico.


 8            DR. JIM KENDALL: Right.  Macondo is killed.


 9  It's shut down.  It had the capping system.  It had the


10  relief well.  But there are natural seeps.  In fact,


11  it's something -- I believe it's a million barrels -- I


12  think it's a million barrels a year naturally leak into


13  the Gulf, if that was your question.


14            It was discovered by our research in the Gulf.


15  Even before the oil and gas industry got into deep


16  water, the environmental studies program -- of which I


17  had the pleasure of leading for a number of years -- had


18  ships out there, had submersibles; the Alvin submersible


19  from which we've always been involved, the Johnson Link


20  submersible, the Sea Link was out there.


21            We've described and found these communities of


22  tube worms and mussels that basically thrive in the seep


23  environment that use -- through bacteria use the oil as


24  food.  It's fascinating.  And that leads into another


25  discussion that we had -- Raychelle and I had -- that I
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 1  go back -- and I don't want to take too much of the time


 2  here.


 3            I started as a graduate student in the Gulf


 4  working on contracts through my professor with BLM who


 5  used to do what MMS did.  And when we found areas like


 6  that, chemosynthetic communities, when we found hard


 7  banks, the flower gardens, which is now a national


 8  marine sanctuary, those areas were taken off the leasing


 9  schedules.


10            And there's a whole host of hard bottoms out


11  there -- we call them hard bottoms or banks, flower


12  gardens, gyre bank, clay pile bank, bright bank, rezak


13  bank -- that were very -- that are very important to


14  fisheries.  Once we discovered those and realized how


15  important they were by doing biology, those have never


16  been leased.


17            When we found Bush Hill, which is a


18  spectacular chemosynthetic community area, that area,


19  off limits.  Then we found just ten years ago that there


20  were deep sea corals.  My specialty is coral reef


21  ecology.  And of course everyone knows corals are in the


22  photic zone.  They have zooxanthellae.  That's how they


23  live.  Well, there's a whole different set of corals


24  that live in very deep water.  Once we discovered these


25  beautiful coral communities in ultra-deep water, those
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 1  areas were taken off the leasing schedules.


 2            So it's all tied together and sometimes -- and


 3  that gets back to the issues of education, how do you


 4  get that information out to people when things change so


 5  radically, and this knowledge is moving so fast.


 6            It's like I know NASA uses our studies of


 7  chemosynthetic communities in what they think might be


 8  communities living under the icy surface of Europa,


 9  which is a moon around Jupiter.  And it's like, whoa,


10  who would have thought of that.


11            I know I'm rambling a bit, but --


12            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: There's not going


13  to be lease sales in Europa.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: No.  No, no, no.  We're not


15  going to be leasing Europa.


16            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: We did scope it,


17  though.


18            DR. JIM KENDALL: That's right.


19            The point is, getting back to your question --


20  and I'm passionate about this topic -- there are natural


21  seeps in the Gulf.  We discovered them 20, 25 years ago.


22  We protected them the same way we protect the corals,


23  the same way we protect the various hard bottom


24  communities that are important to fisheries.


25            Sorry I'm lecturing.
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 1            MS. DARCIE WARDEN: I asked the question.


 2  Thanks.


 3            DR. JIM KENDALL: You're more than welcome.


 4            Earl?


 5            MR. EARL KINGIK: I think I had a good one.


 6  Public.  Where's the public?  That's a good one, because


 7  I was the only one when MMS came here one time.  I was


 8  the only one that went to a public hearing.  That's good


 9  that you came out, you know.


10            And I have to say, I worked as wildlife and


11  parks director of Point Hope for 12 years.  And Hope


12  Basin lease sale coming up, Chukchi lease sale coming


13  up, and these people, government people, keep on coming.


14  And very few people, maybe five elders, you know, elders


15  that hardly speak English or understand English, I had


16  to translate for them at the same time.


17            And people quit going to meetings because they


18  couldn't understand what you guys were talking about.


19  So the way I fixed my situation is I went to the school.


20  I asked the government class if I could speak to the


21  students about what the BOEMRE is planning to do, what


22  kind of meeting they're planning to have, and I had


23  quick interaction with the kids.  The kids will give me


24  the questions and I'll ask the questions to the BOEMRE


25  people or MMS.  It worked out real good.
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 1            And I go back to the school again when we have


 2  another meeting and I told the students, "Invite your


 3  parents because this is involvement.  I want you to go


 4  listen to them.  This is our future."  And holy cow,


 5  next thing I know, I had 30, 40 people coming to our


 6  meetings after I went to the school.


 7            Radio talk show is always good, too.  You


 8  know, you've got to go to the radio because everybody


 9  listens to the radio.  You need to explain to the public


10  what this is all about.  Once they understand what it's


11  all about, they'll be here in a flash because it's --


12  they've got a big impact on their future.


13            I could recommend maybe your community


14  liaison, whoever, maybe could follow me to the school


15  tomorrow.  I'm planning to go to the school at 1:00.


16            DR. JIM KENDALL: At Point Hope?


17            MR. EARL KINGIK: We're going to have a


18  meeting at 7:00.  And I'm planning to have a dance in my


19  hometown at 4:30.  We'll give ourself an hour and a half


20  to dance and get ready and get all the people involved,


21  you know.


22            This is just my recommendation, like my


23  recommendation making a circle.  My recommendations


24  always work.  I hope it worked for you guys, too.  But


25  that was a good one.  You know, I have a hard time
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 1  getting people to come to our meetings for this very


 2  important issue.  That's all.


 3            DR. JIM KENDALL: So you're going to have a


 4  dance for us tomorrow at 4:30?


 5            MR. EARL KINGIK: I'm going to try my best.  I


 6  want 60 or 70 people at my meeting, at my hometown.


 7            DR. JIM KENDALL: Well, the more power to you.


 8            MR. EARL KINGIK: That's what I like.


 9            DR. JIM KENDALL: Well, do it.  We're going to


10  have lots of goodies then for 70 people.


11            Mike Haller, John Callahan, be ready.


12            MR. EARL KINGIK: If you're going to have


13  goodies, 120 people.  Bring enough for 120.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you, Earl.


15            MR. EARL KINGIK: That's the best way to do.


16  That's how I get to introduce my community to BOEMRE or


17  MMS, to the students.  Because when your child comes


18  home, what do you ask your child?  What did you learn


19  from school today?  Oh, Mister was talking about


20  Chukchi.  Mister was talking about our subsistence way


21  of life.  Mister was talking about oil spill or New


22  Zealand or some place, you know.  And I want to get some


23  comments and talk to the parents.  Because as a parent,


24  I've got a right to ask my child what you learned in


25  school.  And I think every parent gets a chance to do
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 1  that.


 2            But I think, you know, we need to go to the


 3  schools and explain and talk to the students.  And from


 4  the student, you'll go to the home, and from home,


 5  you'll go to the neighbors, you know, and all of a


 6  sudden people will start coming in.  That's a


 7  recommendation.


 8            DR. JIM KENDALL: A good recommendation.


 9            MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL: So when I was talking


10  earlier, I forgot to mention what I did for work,


11  because my background mainly when I talk about myself is


12  like where I'm from is who I am.  But I'm a marine


13  mammal biologist/ecologist and my experience is working


14  with marine mammals in Alaska, Beaufort and the Gulf of


15  Alaska.


16            So I was just at a marine mammal conference in


17  Florida.  And, actually, there were a couple of BOEM


18  people there, too.  Two people.  I talked with one of


19  them.


20            And at this conference the theme was


21  cumulative impacts, the effects of cumulative impacts on


22  marine mammals.  And part of the whole NEPA process is


23  looking at cumulative effects.  And I will say to date


24  that I don't think there's an adequate job that's been


25  done looking at those, you know, types of effects.  And
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 1  I think that there was some new, you know, cutting


 2  science that's come out and I really hope that you had


 3  those two people there that -- and I know one of them


 4  writes the EISs.  I hope that they'll be bringing in


 5  some of that science into these EISs in the future.


 6            And then one of the other things that I


 7  learned at this conference, too -- so that was a


 8  suggestion.  But then one of the biggest issues that I


 9  found that stuck with me was that they were talking


10  about the impacts of noise on marine mammals, and they


11  were looking at places where they had been studied for a


12  long time.  And they're finding that the noise is


13  impacting them more than they thought.


14            And so these are areas like the BC coast and


15  New England, you know, where there's a lot of ship


16  traffic.  And so it would be well worth your while also


17  again to get some of what those folks are referring to


18  on noise on the long term.


19            DR. JIM KENDALL: Tim, you had something?


20            MR. TIM HOLDER: Yeah.  Just to give a little


21  context.  Since NEPA was instituted in the early '70s


22  and since the predecessors of MMS established in the mid


23  '70s, an environmental studies program was established


24  to do studies to feed environmental impact statements,


25  and that's gone on to the current day to keep it going.
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 1            In dollars of the day, it's about 300 and --


 2  $350 million over 400 studies.  But when you adjust for


 3  inflation, it's towards $750 million for those studies.


 4  And everything from physical oceanography to marine


 5  mammals to socioeconomic subsistence culture and


 6  subsistence -- it's one of the largest bodies of


 7  environmental information, environmental and


 8  socioeconomic information.


 9            DR. JIM KENDALL: But that 350 million and the


10  400 studies is just for Alaska --


11            MR. TIM HOLDER: Just for Alaska.


12            DR. JIM KENDALL: -- not the entire program?


13            MR. TIM HOLDER: And it's not -- yeah.  It's


14  for all of Alaska.  It's not just the Arctic, but a


15  great preponderance is for the Arctic.


16            MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL: But a lot of it was


17  also from the OCSEAP studies that was done in the '80s.


18            MR. TIM HOLDER: No.  It doesn't include


19  those.


20            DR. JIM KENDALL: And your comments about New


21  England and the noise are very pertinent because the


22  agency is also handling renewable energy, which is a big


23  thing on the east coast.  And I know they are looking at


24  whale studies and things.  But thank you.


25            Lois?
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 1            MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: I'm good.  Thanks.


 2            DR. JIM KENDALL: Sir?


 3            MR. DON McKIE: I think Earl over there with


 4  his Vietnam hat on obviously is skilled in recon.  You


 5  should send him in 24 hours before you arrive to any


 6  village.  He'll have the whole village ready for a


 7  potlatch and a dance and you would have the response


 8  that you would never imagine.


 9            Anyways, I've heard it said -- about five


10  people or so have said, Alaska is not ready for this,


11  meaning we're not ready for it up here in the northwest.


12  That may be true, but we better get ready for it.


13  Because if we're not, you're not going to survive like


14  you want to as a people.


15            Whenever we're in a remote area like this,


16  communities that live in isolation, they live a quality


17  of life that I've always admired.  Even though I live in


18  Soldotna, I can't leave this Arctic alone.  It's like a


19  magnet that draws me back all the time.  But there's a


20  price to pay for the quality of life that you enjoy, and


21  that is change is hard to come by.  It's not easy to


22  adapt.


23            But I think with the big -- with an


24  educational focus on change in the schools and stuff,


25  you could understand how you have to adapt to change,
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 1  how you have to get in front of the ball rather than


 2  behind the ball so you can adapt to change so you can be


 3  all you want to be as a people and so your region can be


 4  all it can be as a region, as an area.


 5            Multi-use concept of any natural resource is


 6  here to stay and it has its advantages.  And to just be


 7  able to put a fence around the big Northwest Arctic and


 8  say we are going to live this way as a people is -- it's


 9  a dream.  And it's been kept for many generations, but


10  this now is the 21st century and we've been to the moon


11  and back, and that was five decades ago.  Wasn't it?


12            Anyways, adapting to change is very important


13  for survival.  We all know.


14            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


15            Ma'am?


16            MS. CATHERINE SHED: Pass.


17            MR. CHAD NORDLUM: I'm good.


18            DR. JIM KENDALL: Ma'am?


19            MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E: Sure.  I'll say one


20  last thing and then I'm good.  It is I think good for


21  you to hear my perspective on change, specifically


22  climate change.  Like I said, I'm 31 -- and I always say


23  this.  I remember being 10, 11, 12, not too long ago


24  being able to go and jump on the ice floes that we call


25  nuguruk during the Fourth of July games, and now it's
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 1  unheard of to see, you know, ice that close.


 2            Sometimes we have Christmases where you look


 3  out when it becomes just a little bit twilight and you


 4  see open water.  That, to me, is unheard of compared to


 5  the stories that I've heard from my elders.  And they've


 6  seen the climate change, but it was a lot more gradual.


 7  It happened, but it was more gradual.  And I think right


 8  now just in the past 15, 20 years or so climate change


 9  is happening so rapidly every year.


10            And I could count, you know, five years ago,


11  four years ago, three years ago, every summer we see a


12  new species introduced to the Barrow region.  I noticed


13  it firsthand in the Barrow region, so it is very real,


14  it is very there, and that I think with the uncertainty


15  that Mother Nature raised her hand upon us is even more


16  basis for me to have fear this way on what manmade


17  things are able to do.


18            Another thing that I did notice and will kind


19  of back up my fellow community members along the Slope,


20  at the other two meetings that I attended, one elder


21  spoke of how she notices the change in the meat, the


22  taste.  And I can tell you just from traveling village


23  to village, I can tell the changes and the difference of


24  the meat.


25            We have caribou meat or fish from Barrow that
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 1  tastes a whole lot better down in Point Hope and


 2  Wainwright.  And they, you know, of course are happy and


 3  willing to share and I am so happy to receive it, "Man,


 4  this is good meat."  And they'll say, "Well, you poor


 5  people up that way got all the pollution.  It's not too


 6  good anymore."


 7            And to be able to taste that village to


 8  village in a single day and be able to see a new species


 9  introduced, you know, year by year -- and I can tell you


10  there's the climate change map when you look at the


11  satellite images of the polar ice cap and how much --


12  and how rapidly it's receded.  I've seen that photo in


13  different presentations about 20 times, and every single


14  one of those 20 times I flood with emotion because I've


15  seen that firsthand.  What are my children going to see?


16  It's very sensitive, very critical, very real, and it's


17  here today.  And I am done.


18            DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Until we come


19  around again.


20            MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E: I'm done.


21            MR. EARL KINGIK: I'm worried about the snow


22  in Anchorage.  How much snow am I going to have to


23  shovel?  It's already two feet.


24            DR. JIM KENDALL: And I left my wife there.


25  I'm in trouble.
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 1            Anyone else?  Nothing else?


 2            Well, with that, how about if I ask Director


 3  Beaudreau if you'd like to have a closing comment.


 4            DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU: Yeah.  I just want


 5  to -- just, again, I want to thank everyone for coming


 6  out, for the comments, and for the discussion.


 7            Frankly, these hearings are typically much


 8  less interactive, much less conversational.  For


 9  example, the hearing I presided over in Washington,


10  D.C., we had two microphones and everyone -- you know,


11  we had a list and you were called on and you got to come


12  up and you had three minutes to make your statement and


13  then I nodded at you and you sat down and that was it.


14  There was no conversation.  There was no back and forth.


15  There were no questions asked.  And that was the process


16  there and that was fine for there.


17            But, frankly, you know, I personally felt


18  given the group of people we had today that that would


19  be inappropriate.  And so I really appreciate, you know,


20  asking the questions and hearing your questions and


21  having a chance to actually have a little more of an


22  exchange more akin to a, you know, town hall-type


23  setting than a traditional, you know, NEPA hearing on a


24  five-year plan document.


25            So thank you for your time.  It was, I think,
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 1  time well spent.  I hope you feel that way.  We've had a


 2  lot of good information and good information is good.


 3  We also got a lot of provocative questions that we have


 4  to run down and have responsibility for responding to.


 5  So thank you very much.


 6            DR. JIM KENDALL: Earl, would you like to


 7  close us out with a few words in Inupiat?


 8            MR. EARL KINGIK: I'm ready for Point Hope


 9  tomorrow.


10            DR. JIM KENDALL: And we will be ready to


11  dance.


12            MR. EARL KINGIK: I want a whole crowd.  Thank


13  you.


14            (Proceedings adjourned at 9:56 p.m.)
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           1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

           2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Hello, everyone.

           3   My name is Tommy Beaudreau.  I'm the first director of

           4   the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  I know many

           5   of you have been working with our predecessor agencies,

           6   BOEMRE, and then before that, the MMS, but our new

           7   agency is BOEM.  I'm the director of BOEM.  And thank

           8   you very much for attending today's hearing with respect

           9   to our Programmatic EIS for the 2012-2017 leasing

          10   program.

          11             I'd like to begin by asking Mr. Kingik to give

          12   an invocation before we get started, if that's okay.

          13             (Invocation given by Earl Kingik.)

          14             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  I guess we'll

          15   start.  I'll provide just a little bit of an

          16   introduction and then turn it over to Dr. Kendall to

          17   provide some more information about the five-year

          18   program.

          19             The proposed five-year program covers

          20   potential leasing activity in the Gulf of Mexico and in

          21   the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea.  Obviously we're

          22   going to focus on the Beaufort and the Chukchi, and in

          23   particular the Chukchi.

          24             What we have proposed in this plan is one

          25   potential lease sale each in the Beaufort and the
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           1   Chukchi.  And I say "potential" because the Secretary

           2   has discretion to decide not to hold any lease sales in

           3   either the Beaufort or the Chukchi.

           4             We have put in as a placeholder in the

           5   schedule a potential sale in the Beaufort in 2015 and in

           6   the Chukchi in 2016.  We intentionally scheduled those

           7   potential sales for late in the program for several

           8   reasons.  One, as we all know, things are changing in

           9   the Arctic and there is always a need for additional

          10   scientific information, particularly scientific

          11   information about the potential effects of oil and gas

          12   activity and leasing activity in the Arctic, and so we

          13   want to build in time to allow for additional study that

          14   would be relevant to deciding whether or not to have a

          15   lease sale and when it should be held.

          16             Secondly, we want to ensure that there is time

          17   built in to consider additional infrastructure that

          18   would be necessary to support any oil and gas activity,

          19   and that includes most significantly in my mind oil

          20   spill response.  I know that is a major concern that we

          21   all share.  If there is an accident, how will it be

          22   dealt with.

          23             We all know from what happened in the Gulf of

          24   Mexico last year -- which by the way is how I ended up

          25   at the Interior Department, to help Secretary Salazar
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           1   respond to that accident and to implement reforms in

           2   light of that accident.  And all of our thinking about

           3   offshore oil and gas has been shaped by that accident

           4   and this plan has been informed by and shaped by that

           5   accident, and so we want to build in time to consider

           6   what kind of oil spill response infrastructure would

           7   need to be in place if additional lease sales are to

           8   occur and there to be, you know, further expansion

           9   potentially of offshore oil and gas.

          10             And then third, what this plan proposes, which

          11   is different than prior plans, is different than Sale

          12   193 that gave Shell and ConocoPhillips and Statoil and

          13   others their current leases in the Chukchi, is that we

          14   don't believe it is appropriate and Secretary Salazar

          15   doesn't believe it is appropriate to essentially offer

          16   up the entire area, the entire Chukchi Sea, to potential

          17   leasing and allow the companies to essentially decide

          18   what areas they want to purchase for potential offshore

          19   drilling.

          20             We believe it would be more appropriate to

          21   design a system, a leasing program, that is specific to

          22   the Chukchi and the Beaufort in the following senses:

          23   Focuses on areas where there's actual resource

          24   potential, on the one hand, but also de-conflicts out

          25   those areas so that environmentally sensitive areas are
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           1   considered, critical habitats are considered, and

           2   subsistence use is considered so that we can take out

           3   those areas that are most sensitive and most important

           4   to the people, focus the companies on areas that

           5   actually have resource potential and thereby, we hope,

           6   address a lot of the concerns that we all have about

           7   potential oil and gas activity in the future.  And so

           8   that's what this proposed plan is meant to represent.

           9             The EIS contains a lot of information that has

          10   informed that plan, and we have already gotten a lot of

          11   feedback through other hearings.  And we've already

          12   heard from some of the folks in this room about the

          13   plan, and so I really hope everyone who took the trouble

          14   to attend today, one, understands how much I personally

          15   appreciate you participating today.  I know we all have

          16   other things to do, but I also know that this is an

          17   incredibly important issue for a host of reasons for

          18   your community.  And so thank you for participating.

          19             And second, I hope you'll be candid and direct

          20   with me and with the people here from my bureau.  It

          21   doesn't do us any good unless we hear everyone's honest

          22   feelings and honest suggestions on things we should be

          23   taking into account as we move forward.  So, again,

          24   thank you very much for participating and let's get

          25   started.
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           1             We'll start -- Dr. Kendall will provide a

           2   little bit more detail in terms of an overview of what

           3   the proposed program is and what the EIS says.

           4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Director

           5   Beaudreau.

           6             Excellent introduction, and I'm going to cover

           7   a little bit of that in a different way because I'm a

           8   visual person.  Some people listen well; I don't listen

           9   well at all.  I am over half deaf, so I like to see

          10   things.

          11             But who else is here?  So aside from Director

          12   Beaudreau and myself -- I'm Jim Kendall.  I used to be

          13   when I was here last time the acting regional director

          14   for the Alaska region.  Well, I guess they --

          15             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We hired you.

          16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You hired me.  Yeah, they

          17   hired me.  I can't go home, so they sent my wife a

          18   ticket and said come on up.  So now I'm up here.  I'm

          19   the director.  I am an oceanographer by training; eleven

          20   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, 11 years at

          21   headquarters, and things before that, universities,

          22   et cetera.

          23             But who else is here?  Well, to my immediate

          24   left, Mr. Pat Pourchot.  Now, Pat is the Secretary's

          25   representative in Alaska.  Many of you already know Pat.
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           1   But Pat is here.  He directly talks with his

           2   counterpart, Kim Elton, back at the Secretary's office.

           3             I've got Bonnie Robson.

           4             Bonnie, raise your hand.

           5             She's from our leasing division, and she

           6   represents the folks that put together the proposed

           7   five-year program.

           8             I've got Tim Holder.

           9             Tim, where are you?

          10             Tim Holder is our Arctic liaison.  Now, Tim

          11   has over 25 years in Alaska, a lot of that in Nome, as

          12   well as our Alaska office.  He then spent a couple of

          13   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, and now he's in

          14   headquarters.  So he is someone we depend on, those of

          15   us that are now in the region, to talk with our

          16   colleagues in the environmental division and leasing

          17   back in the headquarters office.

          18             Mike Haller.

          19             Where is Mike?

          20             Mike is our community liaison.  Those of you

          21   that actually live in the village and work in city

          22   government and stuff probably already know Mike.

          23             John Callahan.  He is from public affairs.

          24   He's here to keep us on the straight and narrow and make

          25   sure we get to where we need to be.
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           1             MR. JOHN CALLAHAN:  And remind you to turn

           2   your cell phones off.

           3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah, turn the cell phones

           4   off.

           5             And last but not least, the second most

           6   important person in the room -- y'all are the number one

           7   people in the room -- okay.  I forgot Rob.  Rob over

           8   there, Rob McWhorter, is with Argonne National Labs.  He

           9   helped us on the EIS.

          10             Sorry I forgot you.  You're the third most

          11   important person.  How's that?

          12             The first most important people are the people

          13   here from the village.  We want to hear what you say.

          14   The second most important person is Valerie.  Now,

          15   Valerie is our court reporter who's taking everything

          16   down.  And as they say, do as I say and not as I do;

          17   well, make sure you talk slow enough for Valerie to get

          18   it, state your name when we get there and how to spell

          19   your name and where you're from.  That will help us a

          20   lot.

          21             Right, Valerie?

          22             THE REPORTER:  Yep.

          23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Thank you.

          24             Now, with that, I'm going to ask Vanna -- I

          25   mean, Mike, to come up here and help me.
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           1             We changed the format of some of these

           2   hearings a bit.  Sometimes it was noted that not

           3   everybody at our meetings were starting from the same

           4   place.  Some of us came in and we know what's going on.

           5   Some of you know a lot of what's going on.  Some heard

           6   about a meeting at the last minute, they come in and

           7   they say, "What's this about?"

           8             And so in listening to what some of you have

           9   said, we changed our format a bit.  Even though we're

          10   here to hear what you say, we want to spend a few

          11   minutes building on what Director Beaudreau said so that

          12   we all know exactly what we're talking about.

          13             There's a lot of words on that first slide or

          14   flip chart.  The bottom line is -- the top part, that

          15   three lines, means the proposed program for 2012 to

          16   2017.  Right now we're in the program of 2007 to 2012.

          17   It expires in 2012.  We have to plan for the next five

          18   years, and that started planning for that in 2008.

          19             Along with this federal action are the

          20   environmental work that has to go with that under the

          21   National Environmental Policy Act.  We have to ascribe

          22   to NEPA.  Okay?  So along with this proposed program for

          23   2012 to 2017 is a draft environmental impact statement.

          24   So please note the two words, "proposed" program, as in

          25   it's not done yet and a "draft" EIS, as in not done yet.
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           1             That three-volume set is not three copies of

           2   the EIS.  It's one copy of the EIS.  And I'm going to

           3   get to why this is so long and why it's so important.

           4             Next slide, please.

           5             Who we are:  BOEM.  Director Beaudreau has

           6   already said we're the Bureau of Ocean Energy

           7   Management.  Many of you know me as either from MMS or

           8   for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation

           9   and Enforcement, BOEMRE.  Well, after Deepwater Horizon,

          10   there was a lot of soul searching.  Tommy joined us;

          11   Director Bromwich, who is now with the Bureau of Safety

          12   and Environmental Enforcement, he joined us; a whole

          13   cast of others, to take a critical look at exactly how

          14   the system works.

          15             Whether real or perceived, there appeared to

          16   be some conflicts, and so a lot of folks spent a lot of

          17   time, burned a lot of midnight oil, and a lot of

          18   weekends to come up with the current structure.  We are

          19   BOEM.  We are the resource manager.  We're responsible

          20   for environmental reviews, the science, the leasing, and

          21   evaluating the resources that are out there.  So that's

          22   us.

          23             The other part of the old MMS were the

          24   engineers and the inspectors.  They're in BSEE, the

          25   Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement.  Think
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           1   of that as policing.  Their only job is to make sure

           2   that whatever is allowed, whatever is permitted, is done

           3   by the letter of the law and the rules and regulations

           4   are followed.  Okay?  Very important.  They don't worry

           5   too much about us.  We talk with them.  But their job is

           6   to make sure whatever is permitted takes place as it is

           7   permitted by the law.

           8             Then the other group of folks in MMS were the

           9   people that collected the revenue.  Okay?  They went

          10   into another whole bureau called the Office of Natural

          11   Resource Revenue.  They collect the money.  Yes, we know

          12   where they are, we know where they sit, but we really

          13   don't work with them.  They're worried about making sure

          14   the taxpayer gets the revenue from the leases that they

          15   buy, but that's not what we worry about.

          16             What we worry about is making sure -- as Tommy

          17   Beaudreau pointed out -- the right decisions are made in

          18   terms of where activities might occur.  BSEE worries

          19   about engineering and safety.  ONRR worries about the

          20   revenue.  Three separate bureaus.  We don't conflict

          21   with each other.

          22             Next slide, please, real quick.

          23             And I will go through these pretty quick.

          24             The OCS Lands Act.  That's kind of hard to

          25   read.  We include that for one reason.  Some of our
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           1   constituents in the villages say, "You've been coming

           2   out here for 30 years and some of us are telling you the

           3   exact same thing.  Why do you keep coming back?  Why do

           4   you come here on a Monday night for three hours when it

           5   was a beautiful day and nice snow out there?"  It's

           6   because the law requires it.  The Secretary cannot hold

           7   a lease sale unless he or she has a five-year plan in

           8   place.  The law says that.

           9             To have that five-year plan in place, there

          10   has to be input from the stakeholders and we have to do

          11   the environmental work.  So it's not that we're coming

          12   back here all the time to see if you changed your mind

          13   or to bother you and ruin your evenings, but we're here

          14   because the law says the people that this may affect

          15   have a right for input and it has to happen, so that's

          16   why we're here.

          17             Next slide, please.

          18             Now, I'm going to go through these pretty

          19   quick.  I'm going to speed it up.

          20             As Tommy pointed out, we're at a very high

          21   level right now.  We're at the five-year planning stage

          22   right now, the proposed program.  This is a national

          23   effort.  After it is decided, whatever that is at the

          24   end of next -- toward the end of next year, then there

          25   may be a lease sale or the Secretary may decide, no, not
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           1   at this time.  Then you would have exploration possibly,

           2   then production, and then decommissioning when it's

           3   over.

           4             The important thing to remember is that if a

           5   lease sale occurs -- if -- and a company purchases one

           6   of those leases, the only thing it does is allow them to

           7   submit additional applications.  It doesn't give them

           8   the absolute right to go out and do anything.  There's a

           9   lot of checks and balances.  Okay?

          10             Next slide, please.

          11             Okay.  For this five-year plan -- it's kind of

          12   hard to see -- the only three areas considered is the

          13   Western Gulf, the Central Gulf, a little sliver in the

          14   Eastern Gulf -- so there's three areas in the Gulf --

          15   the Cook Inlet, the Beaufort Sea, and the Chukchi, a

          16   total of six areas.

          17             And as Tommy pointed out, what is possibly

          18   going to occur -- or what is proposed, is the correct

          19   terminology -- is a sale, one sale, in the Beaufort Sea,

          20   2015, and potentially a proposed sale in 2016 in the

          21   Chukchi.  I think we've got a better picture here.  So

          22   there's plenty of time between now and then to collect

          23   more science, review the information, and for plenty of

          24   discussion.

          25             Also something Tommy said that is incredibly
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           1   important:  These areas look real big.  And for those of

           2   you who have been out there, you know how big these

           3   areas are.  This administration, the new BOEM, what

           4   we're doing is moving away from area-wide leasing.

           5             Now, if you look at these, yes, the green

           6   areas are the areas that have already been leased to oil

           7   companies.  The red areas along here (indicating) and

           8   there (indicating) off of Barrow and over there

           9   (indicating) off of Kaktovik, those are deferral areas

          10   where nothing can happen.  Those areas will not be

          11   available for a lease sale.

          12             In the process of what we're doing now, as

          13   Director Beaudreau said, we are looking at the

          14   science -- the science we do, the science that NOAA

          15   does, the science that USGS does, the science NSF

          16   does -- and say, okay, where is the highest probability

          17   for oil?  Where are areas that are very sensitive?

          18   Whaling areas, subsistence areas, whale migration

          19   routes.  Where are they?  How do we have areas for a

          20   leasing program that pose the minimal conflict to other

          21   activities in the area?

          22             So these areas -- the Chukchi planning area,

          23   the Beaufort Sea planning area -- as we get closer to a

          24   lease sale, they're going to get most likely much, much

          25   smaller as we go through and take out those areas where
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           1   there's no oil and gas resource, that are too important

           2   ecologically or for subsistence, and where it just

           3   doesn't make sense.  But we have to start somewhere and

           4   that's where we're starting now.

           5             Next.

           6             For the Cook Inlet, this is a special interest

           7   only sale.  If there is enough industry interest on

           8   actually having a sale there, then we would go through

           9   the process of doing the NEPA, doing the EISs, so that

          10   we could do it here in the appropriate way.  Just

          11   because you have large areas doesn't mean the whole area

          12   is going to be offered up.

          13             Next slide, please.

          14             Okay.  What is an EIS, this thing right here

          15   (indicating)?  It's an environmental document.  It's to

          16   disclose plans, involve the public -- congratulations,

          17   you've joined the team -- identify and evaluate

          18   alternatives, avoid negative effects -- okay?  We want

          19   to do that -- and unify environmental analysis.  And

          20   that is, there's a lot going on out there, there's a lot

          21   of people working out there on a number of different

          22   things.

          23             Well, this document here is just not a BOEM

          24   document.  The North Slope Borough was a cooperating

          25   agency.  The State of Alaska was a cooperating agency.
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           1   Okay?  And NOAA was a cooperating agency.  And we've

           2   used the science that BOEM, MMS/BOEMRE did, that NOAA

           3   has done, that NSF has done, that the fisheries folks at

           4   the North Slope Borough has done.  We've tried to bring

           5   it in here, but it's still a draft.  So now we're coming

           6   out here to our constituents to see how do we make this

           7   document better, what did we miss, how do we make sure

           8   traditional knowledge is included here.

           9             In the villages we've already been to, and

          10   even in Anchorage and Fairbanks, we had people stand up

          11   and make comment that was very, very important that

          12   would help us make this document a better document.

          13   This is not a decision document.  It just shows the

          14   decision-maker what's going on.  The decision-maker is

          15   the Secretary of the Interior.

          16             So it would be great when Mr. Beaudreau sits

          17   down with the Secretary with this document, much

          18   improved on what it is now because of the input we're

          19   going to get as well as all the other things that we

          20   have, he sits down with Ken Salazar and says, "Okay.

          21   Let's talk this through.  What's the best decision?"

          22           Next.

          23           What's in these documents?  Well, we think we've

          24   covered a lot of things.  We're hoping we got all of

          25   them.  We may not have.  We cover noise that's
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           1   associated with seismic surveying, drilling, service

           2   vessels, bottom disturbance, anchoring where might a

           3   pipeline go, air emissions -- you know, that's been in

           4   the news recently with EPA and their permits -- coastal

           5   activities, support facilities, also oil spills.

           6   Director Beaudreau has already mentioned that.

           7           Keep going.

           8           Marine and coastal birds, coastal marine

           9   habitats, fisheries, marine mammals, archaeological

          10   resources, socioeconomics.  We hope we've covered most

          11   of it.  If we haven't covered something, let's get it in

          12   there.  Let us know.  That's what we're here for.  We

          13   want input on this document on how to make it better so

          14   the decision-maker has the whole enchilada, so to speak.

          15           Next slide, please.

          16           Special consideration:  Deepwater Horizon.

          17   Everybody knows what that is.  We've read all the

          18   papers.  We followed it on TV.  This was considered very

          19   important for putting this document together.

          20           Some of you were here for the supplemental sale

          21   of 193 EIS where we went and we added a very large oil

          22   spill analysis, something comparable to Deepwater

          23   Horizon.  Had never been done before for the Arctic.  We

          24   did it.  Now when oil companies turn in their

          25   exploration plans and oil spill response plans, they
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           1   have to tell us what their worst-case discharge is.  Of

           2   course that specific well, it will undoubtedly be

           3   smaller than the discharge of the very large oil spill,

           4   but we have some place to start.  That has to be

           5   addressed.  And it's been addressed.

           6           In the discussions we've had with Shell --

           7   you're all familiar with those.  It's been in the

           8   papers -- part of their oil spill response plan is a

           9   capping and containment system.  It took several months

          10   to design in the Gulf of Mexico after they needed it.

          11   Well, part of the deal we have is that it's not going to

          12   occur in Alaska unless something like that system is

          13   right there ready to go.  So there's a lot of

          14   discussions going on on such a system and what is

          15   required.  So those are some of the things we've

          16   discussed and how we've worked them into our analysis.

          17           Just to give the time frame here, this process

          18   for the five-year program, 2012 to 2017, it started in

          19   August of 2008 for a request for information.  Hey,

          20   folks, 2012 is right around the corner, we have to have

          21   a new five-year plan.  We started the process.  We had a

          22   draft proposed program in January of 2009.

          23           Then Deepwater Horizon happened.  We had a

          24   longer public comment period, January 2009 to

          25   March 2011.  That time was available to tweak the now
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           1   proposed program, not a final, as well as the EIS.  So

           2   now we have -- in November we've got a proposed program

           3   and a draft EIS.

           4           The process is not over yet.  So from now or

           5   November, last month, through January 9th, we're

           6   collecting comments and asking for input on that

           7   document to make it better.  Then sometime in late 2012,

           8   the Secretary would make a decision on what the program

           9   looks like, and you would have a completed EIS.  So it's

          10   not over yet.  We still have work to do.

          11           Next.

          12           Okay.  To submit comments, we've got a poster

          13   over there that says where to send them.  You can go to

          14   the web site.  You can get the document.  We've got the

          15   document on CD.  You can comment through regs.gov.  You

          16   can send comments to a dear friend of mine, Mr. Jim

          17   Bennett.  He would love to hear from you.  He's in

          18   charge of putting the document together.

          19           And I think that's about it.  I've spoken

          20   enough.  You all didn't come here to listen to a career

          21   federal employee yak, yak, yak, but I hope we're in the

          22   same place now.  A proposed program, a draft EIS, we're

          23   looking for comments to make that a better document so

          24   the decision-maker has everything in front of him to

          25   make the best decision for everybody.  Okay?  So that's
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           1   what we're here for this evening.

           2           We've had some great comments in Nuiqsut,

           3   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Wainwright.  We've

           4   walked away with some very good information.  I want to

           5   walk away from here with just the same good feelings.

           6   And to do that we're going to do something that Earl

           7   helped me put together the last time we were here in

           8   Kotzebue.  In fact, this is the first time we did it.

           9           Right, Earl?

          10             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Uh-huh.

          11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are going to move the

          12   chairs in sort of a semicircle so everybody can see

          13   everybody, can see the court reporter, can see Tommy and

          14   Pat, and we're going to keep going around the circle

          15   until everybody feels they've said everything they need

          16   to say and no one walks out of the room feeling they got

          17   slighted.  Because if somebody walks away thinking, I

          18   should have said that, then that's not a success.

          19             So, Earl, can I depend on you back there to

          20   encourage folks to come up here and let's get this

          21   moving?  Come on.

          22             MR. MIKE HALLER:  While you're doing that, we

          23   have copies of these if you want them.  They're here for

          24   you.

          25             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Now, the rules of this
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           1   exercise is as follows:  We're going to go around the

           2   circle.  You have a choice; you can make some great

           3   comments or you can pass while you get your thoughts

           4   together.  And we keep going around and around until

           5   everybody is either too exhausted or they just pass --

           6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- out.

           7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- because -- pass out.  So

           8   the whole point is to make sure we take something away

           9   from this meeting that Tim can take back to the

          10   environmental division, okay, who is doing that

          11   document, okay, and that Bonnie -- where is Bonnie? --

          12   Bonnie can take back some gems of information back to

          13   leasing and say, "Aha, I've got something that's going

          14   to make it even better and the Secretary needs to know

          15   this."

          16             Have I understated this, BOEM colleagues?

          17   Excellent.

          18             So now we have to start somewhere.

          19             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I would love to

          20   start, and I have a mic.  Back in the corner.

          21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Yes.  That would be

          22   good.  If you start, that means this side of the room

          23   goes -- starts this way.

          24             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Sure.

          25             (Speaking in Inupiaq.)
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           1             Good evening, everybody.  I'd like to say

           2   paglagivsi to our special guests.  Welcome on behalf of

           3   the Northwest Arctic Borough.  Our mayor, Siikauraq

           4   Whiting, is in Anchorage with the Northwest Arctic

           5   Leadership Team's meeting to set priorities for the

           6   region so she couldn't be here tonight, but I'm sure

           7   she'd like to also extend a welcome to you.  Paglagivsi

           8   to our borough.

           9             Also, since we're so close to the holidays,

          10   probably won't get a chance to say Merry Christmas

          11   again.  As you can see, we're festively decorated here

          12   in the assembly chambers.  So Merry Christmas to you and

          13   your family as you head home after this for the

          14   holidays.

          15             Prior to this meeting -- and I don't see him

          16   in the audience -- Ataamuk Shiedt had called me and --

          17   well, I guess I should start with my own introduction.

          18   My name is Ukallaysaaq.  I'm the planning director here

          19   at the Northwest Arctic Borough.  It's spelled

          20   U-k-a-l-l-a-y-s-a-a-q.  My last name is O-k-l-e-a-s-i-k.

          21             But Ataamuk was concerned.  He wasn't able to

          22   make it.  One of the things with this lease sale -- and

          23   I think this lease sale caught a lot of people by

          24   surprise thinking that there would be additional leases.

          25   I know that was my first thought, why would there be
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           1   more leases when they're so controversial over the

           2   current leases, so it didn't make sense to me.

           3             But part of the things that Ataamuk wanted to

           4   share -- he works at Maniilaq Association -- is that

           5   this area has a wide impact in the Chukchi Sea.  Just

           6   not to Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome and all the villages

           7   in between, but there's a huge ecosystem use that you

           8   could say could extend all the way down to Dillingham

           9   and even to Kodiak because of how the fish and the

          10   various wildlife use this area and this very inner tide.

          11   So he wanted to make that point, that there's a wide

          12   impact from any potential spill or damages to the

          13   environment in the Chukchi.

          14             One of the other things he wanted to show, and

          15   the reason I sat here, is he was very concerned about

          16   ice pileup.  And I'll turn on the video screen.  And you

          17   may be familiar with Oooguruk Island.  Let me turn that

          18   on.  That is in the Beaufort Sea and it is a manmade

          19   island.

          20             There's a map -- once the signal goes away --

          21   there on the North Slope.  And here is a closer

          22   photograph of the manmade island.  And what Ataamuk was

          23   looking at was an e-mail from Michael Brubaker at ANTHC

          24   on climate change.  And let me go ahead and see if -- I

          25   can't save the video clip, but hopefully it loads.
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           1             And you're going to see a video of this island

           2   with ice going over it.  Just be patient.  Our internet

           3   isn't always the fastest, but I thought this is -- but

           4   he wanted me to show this tonight.  And I think it's

           5   important that you're here, but you can see that that

           6   was the island that I showed earlier.  And here is some

           7   ice that's going to be going over the . . .

           8             (Video playing from http://www.break.com/

           9             Usercontent/2009/6/oooguruk-island-June-23rd-

          10             2009-790036.)

          11             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  And you can see

          12   this continues on, the power of Mother Nature and the

          13   environment that we live in.  I just wanted to share --

          14   you know, we've seen ice overflows here in the sound in

          15   the spring.  And you can say you can engineer things to

          16   withstand certain things and pressures and so forth, but

          17   we live in a pretty unpredictable environment and you

          18   have to respect that.

          19             And I think that's why Ataamuk wanted me to

          20   show this, that he's very concerned about ice pileups

          21   and the safety of platforms and the damages that could

          22   be sustained through development in this area as well as

          23   any type of cleanup work that might try to happen during

          24   a condition like that if you're trying to clean up any

          25   oil.
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           1             Another thing he was concerned about was our

           2   food security.  One thing he was trying to say to me is

           3   that people can survive right now.  And what he meant by

           4   that is people, if you look in their freezers, have

           5   subsistence food.  And if we were to get cut off like we

           6   did in 9/11, people can live here.  They can live off

           7   the land.  And so we have a big piece of food security.

           8   What if that food were to be contaminated?  What happens

           9   to our security here in this environment that's very

          10   harsh if we depend on the ocean for a lot of those

          11   resources?

          12             And another thing he wanted to share was

          13   cultural integrity, that future generations need to have

          14   the opportunity to live the way of life that we now

          15   live.  So his -- and Ataamuk is an older man than me,

          16   and so he is concerned about his grandchildren, his

          17   children, and their children, that they need to have the

          18   same opportunities to live the lifestyle with the

          19   environment that he has enjoyed throughout his lifetime.

          20             So those are some of the comments I wanted to

          21   share from Ataamuk and the video of Oooguruk Island in

          22   the Beaufort Sea.

          23             On behalf of the Northwest Arctic Borough --

          24   and I have a copy of the resolution to share with you --

          25   the assembly has passed Resolution 11-28, which is a
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           1   resolution establishing a proactive policy on oil and

           2   gas exploration, development, and production off the

           3   coast of the Northwest and North Slope Boroughs.  Our

           4   assembly passed this resolution supporting responsible

           5   resource development that takes into account and

           6   addresses the concerns of our residents of the borough

           7   and the impacts of onshore and offshore environments.

           8             Our people depend and rely on subsistence

           9   resources, and these subsistence foods are essential to

          10   the Inupiaq way of life and any reduction in them would

          11   have adverse health impacts to our whole communities.

          12   The marine environment of the Arctic is delicate and

          13   it's also subject to severe disruption and harm from

          14   poorly planned and managed oil and gas exploration,

          15   development, and production.  This resolution also

          16   recognizes that oil and gas companies do not have local

          17   traditional knowledge and they need help in managing

          18   their exploration, development, and production in a

          19   responsible manner.

          20           For these reasons, the Northwest Arctic Borough

          21   has historically opposed resource development off our

          22   coastlines, but they recognize the federal and state

          23   governments will make final decisions.  And there's an

          24   exhibit that's attached to this that has a number of

          25   recommendations.
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           1           Some of the other backgrounds is that both

           2   boroughs, including the Northwest Arctic, is committed

           3   to be proactive and insist that any offshore resource

           4   exploration, development, and production occur in a

           5   responsible manner that follows our Inupiaq values and

           6   also insists on proper planning, gathering, and funding

           7   of baseline data, sharing of data gaps, and also sharing

           8   of raw data, which is, I think, important for the

           9   private companies, monitoring, and implementation of

          10   these studies by both regulators and the industry to

          11   develop appropriate mitigation of impacts to subsistence

          12   resources, subsistence hunting, and to the health of our

          13   residents prior to, during, and after exploration,

          14   development, and production.

          15           Also, this resolution recommends that the

          16   borough have a seat at the table.  And I don't know what

          17   that would mean in the regulatory sense, but I know when

          18   the lease sale first went through, the Northwest Arctic

          19   Borough never had an opportunity for a meeting like this

          20   in Kotzebue.  So I'd like to thank you for coming this

          21   time because last time our borough was totally

          22   overlooked.

          23           And we still probably don't have the appropriate

          24   seat at the table.  Our borough has pushed for a

          25   citizen's -- regional citizen's advisory committee like
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           1   Senator Begich had introduced.  It hasn't gone through,

           2   but I think that's an appropriate forum.

           3           Our borough has also submitted a proposal to the

           4   industry, both Conoco and Shell, to fund what is similar

           5   to a regional advisory council, but we've been told

           6   that's not going to be funded.  So we still have this

           7   need for effective community engagement within our

           8   region with the North Slope Borough.

           9           Also, this resolution recommends that federal

          10   and state agencies and developers must work in good

          11   faith with local subsistence hunters to mitigate any

          12   impacts to subsistence resources and to the hunters'

          13   access of those resources, and that our residents must

          14   be given the opportunity to be trained and employed by

          15   the developers and their contractors, also I think even

          16   the federal government.

          17           And I'd like to applaud the Coast Guard for

          18   holding their Northwest Arctic Ecological Risk

          19   Assessment meeting here in Kotzebue last month.  I was

          20   just on another teleconference telling Michael this,

          21   that that meeting, although it was here to solicit our

          22   community's input, which is part of updating the

          23   Northwest Artic Subarea Contingency Plan -- sorry for

          24   these really long titles, but I didn't come up with

          25   them.
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           1             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We specialize in

           2   them.

           3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  They're federal

           4   titles.  But part of that Northwest Arctic Subarea

           5   Contingency Plan update, even though it was there to

           6   solicit our input, there was a lot of training.  There

           7   was a lot of dialogue.  And the person they brought up

           8   here to facilitate that meeting really gave a lot of

           9   information on dispersants in particular.

          10             That was a huge information filling for our

          11   residents, and it would be nice to see something like

          12   that happen in your processes where you just don't come

          13   here for a one-night meeting.  They were here for two

          14   days and they were very full of presentations on oil

          15   spill response methods, how effective they are, and

          16   documenting our community's concerns with each one of

          17   those methods.

          18             It was a very engaging meeting, a bit lengthy,

          19   but one of the first that we've had in Kotzebue where

          20   they came to listen to our residents and also share

          21   information.  But I just wanted to mention that part of

          22   that training and development is not only the industry,

          23   but I think the federal government has a role to play in

          24   that, and particularly your agency.

          25             I think the other piece is that we need to
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           1   have capacity-building funds to help our borough, our

           2   borough government, as well as our communities to deal

           3   with the impacts of oil and gas exploration,

           4   development, production, and associated activities.  And

           5   that comment has been made over and over again, but this

           6   local level capacity building needs to be addressed.

           7             The North Slope Borough has what's called the

           8   Village Response Teams, the VRTs, but that has not been

           9   extended to our borough and to our residents.  And that

          10   model exists, and our -- the mayor and our

          11   administration has been asking for that capacity

          12   building to be extended into our borough, but it hasn't

          13   been done yet and there doesn't seem to be plans to

          14   extend it.  It has been a very effective model and it

          15   could be done to our area.

          16             Also, this resolution speaks to that oil and

          17   gas exploration companies should locate support

          18   facilities and infrastructure onshore so that there's a

          19   tax base, but also training and infrastructure while

          20   also reducing the cost of health care, schools,

          21   transportation, utilities, and housing with

          22   collaboration.

          23             I just wanted to touch also on a few other

          24   points in the exhibits, particularly baseline science.

          25   You already spoke to the fact that traditional knowledge
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           1   needs to be incorporated and you're wondering how to do

           2   that.  Well, it needs to be funded.  You need to create

           3   indigenous science positions within your organization,

           4   you need to have those positions advertised and based

           5   here in Kotzebue, and you need to fund indigenous

           6   science.

           7             Western science.  I just noticed a press

           8   release that a university in Texas is going to do Arctic

           9   science.  That doesn't make sense.  You know, we need to

          10   have our own people employed by your agency to have

          11   people work with them and document their science, and a

          12   good example is our own borough.

          13             We have a subsistence mapping project being

          14   funded by CF, but one of the positions we have is a

          15   traditional knowledge specialist.  And that person is a

          16   full-time position that works with a social

          17   anthropologist and other staff that we've hired to make

          18   sure that traditional knowledge is at the same level as

          19   Western science.  So we created a full-time position to

          20   work with those people, and that's something that we

          21   need to see the agencies also put that support and

          22   research money into so that there's a real collaborative

          23   approach to research and also data sharing and

          24   collection.

          25             Another piece I wanted to speak to tonight was
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           1   Coast Guard presence.  Although that may not be in the

           2   jurisdiction of your agency, I think the oil -- the

           3   heating and gas shortage in Nome is a very telling

           4   example that Sitnasuak Native Corporation had to

           5   contract with a Russian icebreaker to deliver fuel

           6   because there's no American company that could deliver

           7   fuel inside of our own country.  And so that's very

           8   telling of the Arctic state of readiness.

           9             And the Coast Guard itself isn't able to

          10   deliver it.  They can only have the Healy there to --

          11   and I think it's even in dry dock.  It's not even ready

          12   to go, so -- you know, yet we're looking at lease sales

          13   and development and we don't have the icebreaker

          14   capacity to do this.

          15             I just think the Nome situation brings to

          16   light a lot of the issues.  And the Coast Guard will

          17   tell you how ill-prepared they are as well.  That's one

          18   of their major concerns, but I will stop there.  And

          19   those are some of the comments I'd like to share from

          20   the Northwest Arctic Borough.

          21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  And

          22   you can provide those written comments -- and anyone

          23   else that has written comments, please put them up on

          24   the table there where Valerie is or give them to Mike.

          25   That's very, very important.  It goes back and we can
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           1   sort of ground through what's being typed up.

           2             Okay.  Now, that was great and that gave

           3   people a lot of time to think so we probably have lots

           4   more comments.  So, again, we're going to keep going

           5   around the room.  You can pass, you can say something,

           6   and we'll just keep doing that until we've got all the

           7   nuggets of knowledge here.

           8             So with that, sir, I'm going to start with

           9   you.  You can pass or add to it.  Whatever you'd like.

          10             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I'm Lincoln Saito, and I

          11   also work for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  But I'm

          12   going to pass right now because that's two of us in a

          13   row.

          14             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  My name is Darcie Warden,

          15   and I work with the Alaska Wilderness League.  I'm based

          16   in Fairbanks, Alaska.

          17             Do you want me to spell my name?

          18             THE REPORTER:  Sure.

          19             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  D-a-r-c-i-e W-a-r-d-e-n.

          20             My job really is an outreach person, and so I

          21   focus on meaningful community engagement.  And one of

          22   the frustrations I have continually when it comes to any

          23   NEPA process in the public meetings that take place is,

          24   you know, there's the draft EIS -- and this is my job.

          25   I pay attention to these things -- and I can't keep up
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           1   with what's in these documents and I struggle to give

           2   meaningful comments on these documents.

           3             And so when the public meetings take place and

           4   the agencies go to the communities and ask people to

           5   make meaningful comments on these draft documents that

           6   are three huge books thick, I just find that

           7   frustrating.  That's a frustrating process for me

           8   because I want to be able to know that people are

           9   actually able to comment on that document.

          10             And one of the things that we didn't do in the

          11   beginning -- and I don't know if it's necessary.  I'm

          12   not saying we should do it -- but we didn't even go over

          13   what the alternatives are really in that document and

          14   what that means and, you know, what are we talking about

          15   when we're looking at those alternatives and what's the

          16   preferred alternative versus all the other alternatives

          17   and the no-action alternative.

          18             And I just -- so my comment would be that I

          19   feel like it's the agency's job to prepare the

          20   communities in a fair way so that -- and then what you

          21   talked about in the -- getting the community engagement

          22   in the local long meetings that you had and you talked

          23   about spill response and stuff like that, you know, just

          24   kind of training or having workshops or something on

          25   what is in these documents and then how communities can
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           1   comment on those.  So that would be my comment.

           2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's an excellent comment.

           3   In fact, we have a poster with all the alternatives.

           4   But one thing we've found is that sometimes we overwhelm

           5   folks with presentations.  I gave a similar presentation

           6   on Friday night in Anchorage and someone said I wasted

           7   their time because we don't need to know any of that.

           8   And so we have this balance on how do we meaningfully

           9   get information to folks where it's either enough or not

          10   too much.

          11             And so we've got the alternatives here.  And,

          12   Tim, why don't you hold those up.  And basically there

          13   are, I believe, 15 alternatives, including the no-action

          14   alternative.  And they vary where you take various --

          15   alternative one is all 15 lease sales.  And then

          16   alternative two is 13 lease sales, same as alternative

          17   one, but exclude the Gulf of Mexico eastern planning

          18   area.  An alternative here would be to remove either the

          19   Beaufort or the Chukchi.

          20             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Can we remove both?  Can

          21   we make a new alternative?

          22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not sure if both of them

          23   are in there.

          24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always

          25   remove a lease sale.
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           1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Pardon me?

           2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always

           3   remove a lease sale.

           4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Oh, yeah.  I'm not sure it

           5   would be worded that way, but I know you can remove the

           6   Chukchi, you can remove the Beaufort.  You can always

           7   remove both of them.

           8             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I was just -- yeah.

           9   Because in the alternatives it was one or the other, but

          10   it wasn't the Arctic.  And so I was like, oh, that --

          11   that seems to pit communities against each other

          12   naturally if you don't know you can actually request

          13   that neither be in the lease sale.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  They can request that.  And

          15   as Director Beaudreau said, the Secretary can remove any

          16   lease sale right up to the last minute.  In fact, this

          17   current Secretary removed all remaining lease sales

          18   after 2008, I believe, or 2009.  They were removed.

          19             Earl, your turn.

          20             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Welcome.  I didn't really

          21   know what to say, but I've been doing this for 15 years.

          22   I've been following these guys everywhere they go.  I

          23   want to make sure our community members understand what

          24   these guys are trying to explain.

          25             For the record, my name is Earl Kingik.  I'm
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           1   from Point Hope, Alaska.  I would like to endorse what

           2   Ataamuk -- his testimony 100 percent.  I endorse him.

           3   It's good that we get -- BOEM, we get to see, you get to

           4   see, what's happening in the ice.

           5             But another thing we were worried about is

           6   this -- what's happened before.  We never did know

           7   nothing about hamburger and the popcorn and those other

           8   activities you guys did without us -- without our

           9   knowledge.  Now you've got this lease sale going on,

          10   this Chukchi lease sale.  And the Native Village of

          11   Point Hope opposes it and the communities in Arctic

          12   Slope oppose it.

          13             And we're concerned because our wildlife.

          14   It's important to us to keep our cultural way of life

          15   together.  Our government tried their best to let us

          16   lose our language.

          17             Our government tried their best to let us buy

          18   hunting licenses so we could be like Americans, but we

          19   never had nothing like that before we become America.

          20             So you see, wildlife is very important to us.

          21   Point Hope depends on the wildlife.  We don't go out and

          22   migrate to hunt our animals.  The animals come to us.

          23   After we harvest our animal, we celebrate and we give

          24   thanks to the animal that gives himself up.

          25             So you see, Native Village of Point Hope and
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           1   ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, strongly

           2   oppose any lease sale forever.  And I recommend that the

           3   BOEMRE people have government-to-government meetings

           4   with the local tribes before you go to the public

           5   because there's actually an order that you do

           6   consultation.  We need to do that because we put these

           7   people in a seat to protect our way of life.  They're

           8   our council members.

           9             We've got a constitution like you Americans.

          10   Native Village of Point Hope got a constitution that was

          11   established in 1974.  And the government gave us these

          12   powers to protect our way of life, to protect our

          13   animals, and to help our government.

          14             So you see, I strongly oppose offshore

          15   activity and I strongly endorse Ataamuk's testimony.

          16   Thank you.

          17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.

          18             Next?  Pass?  That's fine.

          19             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  My name is Jeff Hadley.  I'm

          20   with the Native Village of Kotzebue, executive director.

          21   At the start of the presentation you mentioned ongoing

          22   research.  And one of the things that always piqued my

          23   interest was on the animals, particularly the sea

          24   mammals, and what the seismic testing and the loud noise

          25   produced in that testing does to these animals.  I don't
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           1   think anybody knows.

           2             So, you know, that concerns us a little bit

           3   because, as previously stated, we all rely heavily on

           4   these animals for food and -- because I know how

           5   sensitive those animals are to noise.  And anybody that

           6   hunts out there knows they -- you know, they can

           7   communicate miles and miles and miles amongst

           8   themselves, let alone us making a little noise in the

           9   boat and spooking the hell out of them miles and miles

          10   away, so they're very sensitive creatures.  And is there

          11   any research being done on some of these animals?

          12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes.  Not really time for me

          13   to speak, but I know the answer to that.  The effect of

          14   sound on marine animals, especially whales, is

          15   incredibly important to us.  It's also one of the

          16   centers of the research we support along with NOAA.

          17             We've been monitoring bowhead whales for over

          18   30 years.  We've done a number of studies on the effects

          19   of sound on marine mammals in the Gulf of Mexico and

          20   also Alaska.  We're continuing to do that research.  We

          21   work very closely with NOAA, the Marine Mammal

          22   Commission.

          23             A lot more needs to be done, but I can assure

          24   you that is one of our highest priorities in terms of

          25   actually spending money on research.  You're spot on and
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           1   that's something that needs to continue.

           2             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  Thank you.

           3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next?

           4             MR. FRANK HAYS:  My name is Frank Hays,

           5   H-a-y-s.  I'm with the National Parks Service.  I'm the

           6   superintendent of the Western Arctic Parklands here in

           7   Kotzebue.  And two of our national parks managed out of

           8   this office are Bering Land Bridge and Cape Krusenstern,

           9   and they protect several hundred miles of coastline that

          10   have internationally and nationally significant cultural

          11   and natural resources.  So the National Parks Service

          12   will be taking a look at what's proposed and providing

          13   written comments in due time.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Excellent.  Thank you.

          15             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Hi.  I'll just

          16   introduce myself.  I'm Raychelle Daniel,

          17   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, and Daniel just like it's spelled.

          18             I'm currently with the Pew Environment Group.

          19   I live in Anchorage, but I'm originally from

          20   Tuntutuliak, Alaska.  And I appreciate what you were

          21   saying earlier about how offshore -- what happens

          22   offshore will impact some of the species that actually

          23   come.  And people in my region are -- so I appreciate

          24   your comments very much earlier and I'll hold out for

          25   now, but I'll come back.
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           1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Hi, everyone.  My name is

           2   Lois Epstein, and I'm an engineer.  I'm also Arctic

           3   program director for The Wilderness Society, which is an

           4   organization focused on public lands and the cost of

           5   offshore drilling in the Arctic.  It could affect the

           6   National Petroleum Reserve and the Arctic refuge.  We're

           7   also very interested in ensuring that any problems that

           8   might result from drilling don't happen.

           9             And at this point, our analysis is -- and I

          10   spoke to this at the Anchorage hearing.  I'm here to

          11   listen to hear what the borough and the village have to

          12   say.  But just so you know, our position is that there

          13   are a number of things that need to happen in terms of

          14   the science prerequisites, the spill response

          15   capabilities, and also the federal oversight

          16   capabilities, especially since the Gulf Deepwater

          17   Horizon spill has revealed a lot of deficiencies, and

          18   those have come out in commissions and we want to see

          19   those deficiencies remedied.

          20             I should also mention I went to the Barrow and

          21   Nuiqsut scoping hearings last year -- earlier this year,

          22   actually.  And one of the things I did hear in Barrow

          23   quite a bit was not including the lease sales at this

          24   time.  It was too early.  So I'm actually a little

          25   surprised that that was not one of the alternatives that
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           1   was laid out.

           2             And then finally, I just want to ask a

           3   question.  Don't know if it can be answered here.  But

           4   given that there is knowledge of subsistence areas,

           5   areas that are critical in the Arctic, areas that are

           6   important ecologically like Hanna Shoal, why is it that

           7   at this stage of the game those were not laid out as

           8   commenting alternatives?  Why are those sensitive areas

           9   that we do know about, granted there are other areas

          10   that we need to learn about, why is that being pushed

          11   off into the lease sales phase rather than in a

          12   five-year plan phase?

          13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's still up for

          14   discussion.  Nothing has been decided yet.

          15             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  But those areas haven't

          16   been analyzed as far as I know.

          17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We're still in the proposed

          18   plan --

          19             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.

          20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- and so we're not to the

          21   final plan yet.

          22             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  Is there a reason

          23   that -- you know, there were certain deferral areas, why

          24   other areas that are known sensitive areas were not also

          25   included as alternatives?
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           1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I can't speak for the

           2   leasing division.  Maybe Tommy would like to comment on

           3   that.  But we have to start somewhere, and this is part

           4   of the process.  We know some of the deferral areas, for

           5   lack of a better term, were no-brainers, you know, the

           6   25 miles along the Chukchi and the two areas in the

           7   Beaufort, and that's not the end.  That's just the

           8   beginning.  And as Director Beaudreau said and I said,

           9   the move is away from area-wide leasing and so other

          10   areas are being looked at very much right now.

          11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Jim is right.  So

          12   the overall objective ultimately is to establish a new

          13   approach and a new way of considering, A, whether or not

          14   leasing should happen here and then, B, if it does, what

          15   form it takes.  And it should be different than the

          16   traditional area-like model.  We are open -- and that's

          17   a part of this commenting process and part of the, you

          18   know, frankly, further work that needs to be done on the

          19   program.

          20             We are open to considering whether at this

          21   stage, at the five-year planning stage, there are --

          22   consistent with those principles I described, there are

          23   areas that should be taken off the table now even before

          24   we get to the leasing stage.  And so we are open to

          25   that.  We're open in considering that at this stage, and
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           1   then obviously as you move closer to the lease sale

           2   stage, you've got to make a decision about whether you

           3   want to have that sale at all and then what specifically

           4   is offered in that sale.

           5             In terms of the five-year plan, you know, we

           6   haven't foreclosed that at all, and so I would

           7   encourage -- obviously everyone can comment here today,

           8   but we also receive written comments, and so I encourage

           9   giving us comments specifically on that issue because

          10   we're open to it.

          11             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thanks.

          12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?

          13             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'll pass.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Ma'am?

          15             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  My name is Dood Lincoln,

          16   and I'm a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.  I'm a tribal

          17   member of the IRA.  I'm a shareholder of KIC Village and

          18   NANA Regional.

          19             And I'm aware of our subsistence and our way

          20   of life, but one of the things that I wanted to say is I

          21   appreciate your process you're going through with this

          22   public hearing, you know, not just in our area but

          23   everywhere.  I appreciate your bringing out the

          24   beginning, explaining.

          25             And I am not sure where everyone stands on
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           1   this, whether it's the tribal IRA or KIC or NANA or the

           2   Northwest Arctic Borough.  I mean, I've heard, you know,

           3   personal testimony, but I think, you know, what could be

           4   encouraged in the future when you have something like

           5   this, what I think is going to be our own doings as a

           6   community is for us to set it as a priority, for us to

           7   come together and to say what we support.

           8             Because tonight, I can hear stuff from

           9   different people and it's not reflecting, you know,

          10   something as a whole.  Like Earl says, he represents the

          11   tribal village and that's what they represent.  And I

          12   guess I just have that to where everyone has an

          13   agreement or an understanding of where we as a region

          14   want to support or not and then get our concerns of

          15   whichever -- you know, because they're going to be

          16   pretty much all the same.

          17             But that's just my feeling tonight being here

          18   is -- that's why I came.  I wanted to hear from -- you

          19   know, I'm involved a lot with -- my being gone a lot,

          20   travel with them, so I just -- I really want to see

          21   where everyone stands tonight, and I'll pass for now.

          22   And then when it come back around, I'll think of

          23   something else.

          24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          25             Sir, you snuck in in the back and avoided the
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           1   circle, but I'm not going to let you slip by and ignore

           2   you.  Anything or pass?

           3             MR. DON McKIE:  My name is Don McKie (ph).

           4   I'm a member of the community.  And I've just come here

           5   tonight to listen, to learn, and just to listen to the

           6   heartbeat of the community.  To get an education, I

           7   guess.

           8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Welcome.

           9             MR. DON McKIE:  Thank you.

          10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am, you're next.

          11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine Shed

          12   (ph), and I'm kind of in the same boat as him.  I'm here

          13   to learn.  I'm brand new to Kotzebue, but this is a big

          14   topic.  It's not just this region that's involved.

          15             So I guess what I wanted to say is, is there a

          16   place to read or hear what other villages that you've

          17   been to have to say, the other information that you've

          18   gathered from other people in this area?  Where can we

          19   go to find out what's being said?

          20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a very good comment.

          21   I know we're taking all of this down and eventually it

          22   will be published.  But as for right now, I think I'm

          23   going to turn to my community liaison.

          24             Mike, can you help with that?

          25             MR. MIKE HALLER:  I can some.  Some of it's
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           1   available on our web site at boem.org -- .gov -- I'm

           2   sorry -- .gov.  Yeah.  Anyway, so some of it you would

           3   find posted up there, and you'll find it under this

           4   topic.  And more to follow.

           5             In fact, we're working to in the new year, the

           6   new calendar year, we're going to expand our regional

           7   web site so we include more of these kinds of

           8   conversations and results of hearings on there.  So it

           9   will be more interactive, I guess you could say, or

          10   reflective.

          11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  I also wanted to comment

          12   on this gentleman's conversation.  "Science" is an

          13   interesting term because you can exclude a lot of

          14   information because it may not be so-called scientific,

          15   but I think his idea that you have people from the

          16   region completely involved and at the table at every

          17   step of the way at these things is important because

          18   their science may be different from college science, but

          19   it's knowledge that can only be gained through

          20   generations, so it needs to be paid attention to.

          21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Absolutely.  And we are well

          22   aware of that now and we are very much supporting that.

          23   Oftentimes -- I'm finding out new to the area that our

          24   Western scientists go out and do their thing, we go and

          25   speak to an elder, and the elder says, "Yep.  You're
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           1   right on.  I could have told you that, and I'll give you

           2   an A minus."

           3             So traditional knowledge is very important and

           4   we're trying to get that in.  And those are all

           5   excellent comments.  Thank you.

           6             Sir?

           7             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm Chad Nordlum.  I'm the

           8   deputy director for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  I'll

           9   make comments kind of as an individual since I'm kind of

          10   here tonight flying off the cuff.

          11             When we talk about oil development, you know,

          12   what I always come back to is you're threatening a

          13   non- -- a renewable resource for a non-renewable, oil.

          14   You're threatening whales, you're threatening seals, and

          15   you're doing all this for non-renewable, which is oil.

          16   It will come out of the ground, the oil companies will

          17   be glad, and hopefully everybody makes their cash and

          18   great, but I just feel like there has to be more,

          19   because science is always behind.

          20             Like you said, there's a lot of assumptions

          21   and things that are ignored because it doesn't fit the

          22   scientific criteria.  Local knowledge, I'm so glad to

          23   hear you say you're going to fit it in.  That's

          24   important.  But I just feel like this review of Western

          25   science really hasn't caught up yet, so there's just got
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           1   to be a lot more science on -- to protect the resources.

           2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

           3             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I'm Carey Restino.  I'm

           4   editor of the Arctic Sounder.  And I'll pass because I'm

           5   hear to listen.

           6             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Hi.  Hello again.  I'm

           7   Qaiyaan Su'esu'e, Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.  Every

           8   meeting I've been to -- and I'm following the path of

           9   Earl here and following these guys from Nuiqsut,

          10   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and here today.  And

          11   there are so many of the same things that I would like

          12   to stress, and I'm going to mention just a couple to be

          13   kind of redundant in enforcing the fact that, first of

          14   all, I disagree with going forth with the lease sales at

          15   this moment only because there are so many lease sales

          16   out there that we are not totally sure about and

          17   comfortable with.

          18             Some of the main reasons being, that obviously

          19   the climate change is putting enough stress on our

          20   natural resources and ecosystem, as is -- along with the

          21   fact that there is no proven method to clean up a spill

          22   or any kind of a disaster that were to happen.

          23             There is no Coast Guard up in Barrow right

          24   now.  We have no road system.  It baffles me to think

          25   that Shell can come to our communities and make promises
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           1   that they can clean up 95 percent of anything that is

           2   going to be spilled when in fact in the Gulf of Mexico

           3   they could come nowhere near that when they had all the

           4   infrastructure and means at their immediate disposal.

           5             The other point that I would like to stress is

           6   that the deferral areas, mainly for the Nuiqsut and

           7   Kaktovik coastal railing villages, need to be expanded.

           8   Being in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik for the hearings and

           9   hearing from their community members is very different

          10   from what I've always heard in Barrow.  From that

          11   perspective -- it's just a little bit farther away, but

          12   their perspective and their concerns are very different

          13   than ours.

          14             One that shocked me was that in Nuiqsut and

          15   Kaktovik the residents claim that they see a yellow haze

          16   along the ocean.  I don't see that in Barrow, but I've,

          17   you know, made friends in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik and they

          18   say, "We are going to e-mail you pictures when the sun

          19   comes back and you will be shocked."  So different

          20   things like that are just obvious clues to something is

          21   not right and it's not the best that it can be.

          22             So I would urge BOEM to take those suggestions

          23   and comments into consideration to extend the deferral

          24   areas.  And on a personal note, as a young community

          25   member that lives in Barrow, born and raised in Barrow,
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           1   still resides there today, I really appreciate your

           2   comments.  I didn't catch your name.

           3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Ukallaysaaq.

           4             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Ukallaysaaq, thank you.

           5   I really appreciate your comments and thank you for

           6   having me here also in your community.  As a young

           7   community member, I really take to heart what my elders

           8   and leaders of the community have to say, and Kotzebue

           9   is very lucky to have you.  I would like to hear you

          10   speak to people in the Barrow region.

          11             I'm a mother of two, and I was born and raised

          12   in Barrow.  I am a whaler.  And I just want to share

          13   with Kotzebue folks and with BOEM that as a whaler, the

          14   most honored position -- which also carries the greatest

          15   responsibility -- is to be a whaler.  And we are

          16   conditioned and we just innately know that there's one

          17   thing that we as Inupiaq people must enforce, and that

          18   is to protect our bowhead and to protect our subsistence

          19   hunt.  This is not something that anybody wrote in a

          20   three-volume book and came and told me ten years ago.

          21   This is something that has been learned throughout

          22   generations.

          23             And if we as a people have been able to

          24   survive like we have in these conditions for thousands

          25   of years, you have to understand that one of the main
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           1   factors, which is very obvious, is going on a hunt.  We

           2   use an oomiak.  That's a skin boat.  The reason why we

           3   still use oomiaks today for our spring hunt and not an

           4   aluminum boat is because even the lapping of the waves

           5   on an aluminum boat will scare a whale.  What is a big

           6   vessel going to do?

           7             So to me it's very obvious that noise activity

           8   needs to be taken into consideration.  And I like to

           9   think as wonderful and as impeccable and as voluminous

          10   as these plans that are written on paper are, they're

          11   impeccable, but I'd like to say that it's an impeccable

          12   infant compared to what the Inupiaq people have known

          13   for so many years, and that needs to be taken into

          14   consideration, that traditional knowledge is going to

          15   far more outweigh anything in the end.  Thank you.

          16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          17             Being the facilitator, I get to pass whenever

          18   I want.  And if it's all right, gentleman, if I just

          19   jump over to where we started.  Is that all right?

          20             Let's start back there.  Anything else you

          21   want to add to what you've said?

          22             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  You know, I just

          23   have a couple more points.

          24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Wonderful.  And your name,

          25   for the record, please?
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           1             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.  Ukallaysaaq.

           2   I'm planning director here at the Northwest Arctic

           3   Borough.

           4             You had mentioned the Shell cap and

           5   containment system is part of the response.  And I

           6   believe I thought in our meetings with some of the North

           7   Slope Borough is that those are only engineered drawings

           8   at this point.  The cap and containment system is not

           9   physically built, and it's never been physically tested.

          10   So everything we've been shown is kind of a cartoon, and

          11   it's a drawing that's not even built.

          12             And it's hard to imagine a document based on a

          13   spill containment system on one that's an engineered

          14   drawing, and that raises a lot of questions.  I don't

          15   think a lot of people know that.  They show it as if it

          16   existed and it doesn't, and it's never been tested.  The

          17   ice conditions, everything.  It just has not been

          18   tested.  That's one point I wanted to make.

          19             Another thing that I thought when people went

          20   around the room is that a lot of the animals that we

          21   have here are global populations, and that came up with

          22   the Coast Guard.  We had to say, "Is it a local

          23   population, is it a regional population, or is it a

          24   global population?" because part of the migratory path

          25   of animals we're dealing with is global populations a
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           1   lot.  Just not whales, birds and other things.

           2             We're dealing with things that are the global

           3   population of animals.  And I don't know if that's been

           4   factored in the environmental statements, is that it's

           5   just not the local population of animals.  We're talking

           6   about the global population of a species.  You know,

           7   they come here to the Arctic because how important it

           8   is.  And the lease sale here we're talking about is a

           9   very important area to walruses in particular, I know,

          10   but all the other animals, too.

          11             And then about the deferral areas.  I know our

          12   mayor was very pleased to see that the Bristol Bay area

          13   was removed as lease sales because it was recognized as

          14   a national treasure.  And she goes, "The Chukchi is a

          15   national treasure.  Why aren't -- why isn't the Chukchi

          16   being removed, and the Beaufort Sea for that matter,

          17   because our ocean should be considered a national

          18   treasure?"  So I just wanted to make those comments.

          19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          20             Sir?

          21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I -- Lincoln Saito,

          22   S-a-i-t-o.  This country just has amazing extremes in

          23   it.  You know, when you see a blizzard blowing at 60 to

          24   80 miles an hour for 20 hours straight like it did just,

          25   you know, a week and a half ago, it's amazing.  Quick
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           1   response -- you can't even get a plane here.  You can't

           2   get a helicopter here.  You know, it's like the extreme

           3   events that happen here can cause accidents.

           4             And I know they're not going to drill, you

           5   know, in the winter when the ice is -- when they're

           6   packed with ice and stuff, but things are changing.

           7   Like was mentioned, this climate is getting more and

           8   more unpredictable.  We have some amazing extremes going

           9   on.

          10             On the satellite pictures, yeah, there's no

          11   ice.  It's ice free in that area.  But we have a gradual

          12   change maybe this direction (indicating), but it's going

          13   like this (indicating) all the way up there.  You

          14   can't -- just the little that I've experienced tells me

          15   don't depend upon what last year and the last five years

          16   told you because you never know what's going to be

          17   coming.  But when it comes, it's something like you

          18   can't even believe it can -- that there's this much

          19   power on the earth, on the face of the earth, much less

          20   just right here.

          21             You know, our scientific records and stuff,

          22   things are changing and things are extreme when they

          23   change.  It's scary.  I guess that's the rule nowadays

          24   is, depend upon it not being what you predict,

          25   especially at the wrong time.
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           1             I guess the other thing, too, is if you have a

           2   spill -- and like I said, I know the oil companies

           3   promised they're not going to be drilling, you know,

           4   when you're packed in ice and stuff like that, but even

           5   if they're capped off, the extremes of how deep ice

           6   goes, we're talking about drilling in the shallowest

           7   parts, not in the deep, deep parts.  That's what makes

           8   it so good, but it also makes it vulnerable.  And I know

           9   130 feet is pretty deep, but we're talking about extreme

          10   chunks of ice, not just stuff that builds up in a year

          11   or two years or five years.

          12             There's stuff that's been there for a century

          13   that when it breaks off can scrape the bottom.  Are

          14   these things going to be buried in bedrock so that they

          15   can't be scraped off so that anything can break off?

          16   I'd just like to know that they're safe when they're

          17   buried in ice down there so when this massive stuff

          18   moves it doesn't knock it off, a wellhead.

          19             You know, we talk about square miles of oil,

          20   one square mile, five square miles.  But when you talk

          21   about putting ice on top of it, then the oil goes to

          22   every little crack and crevice, and so you have to

          23   multiply one square mile times 100 because you're

          24   talking about ice-covered areas, and that affects any

          25   mammals that we're expecting to go up into those bubbles
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           1   or into those cracks.  That destroys that much land --

           2   that much area.

           3             A small spill can't be tolerated.

           4   Specifications need to be extremely tight because of the

           5   way the coverage of the ice is going to multiply the

           6   factor.  Thanks.

           7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

           8             Next in the circle?

           9             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have a question.

          10   In the draft is there a discussion on what was collected

          11   in the scoping meetings and how that information was

          12   incorporated into the draft plan?

          13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe that's in

          14   Volume III.

          15             Right, Tim?

          16             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I'll look.

          17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe it is.

          18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I believe it is, too.

          19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I think scoping comments are

          20   in Volume III.

          21             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I figured.  I thought Lois

          22   raised a -- I mean, she raised a point in my mind when

          23   she asked why something that she heard in a scoping

          24   meeting wasn't reflected in the document or in the

          25   alternative, and I thought it might be -- I just want to
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           1   ask, and maybe I could request, that BOEM raise the bar

           2   in terms of public preparation and participation as just

           3   maybe bring forward in the presentation what was pulled

           4   out of the scoping meetings and what the discussions

           5   were --

           6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.

           7             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  -- in those scoping

           8   meetings and kind of give people in the room the

           9   baseline for how we got to this point today and why that

          10   document looks the way it does today.  I just thought it

          11   was really interesting to hear what Lois said because I

          12   didn't even know that.

          13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good comment.  And

          14   if you go back a little bit further -- and this is where

          15   we have balance on how much you can say for presentation

          16   and then run into the issue last Friday night where I

          17   was told I was talking too much, but no more than

          18   tonight, is that there was a draft before this that

          19   included a lot more leasing areas, including the

          20   Atlantic Coast and Bristol Bay.  And those areas in

          21   listening to folks were all removed under this

          22   administration.

          23             And the process continues.  We have to -- we

          24   get comments from a lot of different constituents and a

          25   lot of different citizens.  We try to factor that into
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           1   the next version, and we'll do the same thing now.  It

           2   would be nice if we could have one set of scoping

           3   meetings and miraculously we have a document everybody

           4   is happy with.  But it's more of a -- it's a longer

           5   process and it needs to be a longer process.  And

           6   transparency doesn't mean everybody gets what they want,

           7   but they see how their efforts are involved in this and

           8   they've had a seat at the table.

           9             So we listen to what you say and we listen to

          10   what Lois says, but as I say, this is a proposed.  It's

          11   not the final.  We're still looking at the previous

          12   comments, changes have been made from the draft to the

          13   proposed, and as Director Beaudreau has pointed out, the

          14   final proposed program and the final EIS may look

          15   substantially different.

          16             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Well, I guess one of the

          17   things that I'm thinking of, there's another plan that

          18   I'm engaged in with the Eastern Interior with the BLM,

          19   and that's a very big plan that's going to be coming out

          20   and it's going to be difficult to deal with.  And

          21   because of that, BLM staff have actually worked with me

          22   and are talking with communities and they're going to

          23   have several meetings before the public hearing so that

          24   communities are ready for that public hearing.

          25             And I think that's -- as I'm like working
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           1   through this, that's what I'm getting to, is like

           2   preparing communities with meetings before the public

           3   hearings so then the public hearing can be exactly that

           4   and it won't -- you know.  I don't see that happening in

           5   Fairbanks or Anchorage.  I don't see the need for that.

           6   But for the smaller communities in the Bush, I see a

           7   need for that.

           8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's why we ratcheted up

           9   our visits to the villages.  We will continue to do

          10   that, but that's a good comment and good advice.

          11             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  And I just want to second

          12   the national treasure for the Chukchi and the

          13   Beaufort Sea.  Thanks.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl?

          15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Well, again, first of all,

          16   Earl Kingik, K-i-n-g-i-k.  I had a chance to go down to

          17   the Deep Horizon a week after it happened.  I am so

          18   happy that you guys are mentioning the Deep Horizon.

          19             I went to a cooperative agency meeting in New

          20   Orleans; fisheries, MMS, oil companies, all these

          21   different agencies.  And they were all pointing fingers

          22   at each other, you did that, you did that, you did that.

          23   It didn't look too good to me because I came down from

          24   Alaska to go take a look, how are they going to clean

          25   the Gulf oil spill.
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           1             I was down there one week.  I had a chance to

           2   go out on the boat, and my eyes were burning.  The smell

           3   was terrible.  I had a chance to get on a charter plane

           4   down in Deep Horizon where the oil spilled, and I see

           5   those booms.  They're not even working.  Oil was going

           6   over them.

           7             I don't want that to happen in the Arctic

           8   after what happened down -- for Exxon Valdez oil spill.

           9   We are not ready.  We are not prepared for any kind of

          10   disaster even if they're not exploring, but a ship -- if

          11   there's a disaster on a ship, like a tourist ship or

          12   something like that, a big spill, is Alaska ready?

          13   Alaska is not ready.  Alaska is not prepared.

          14             The nearest Coast Guard from my hometown is a

          15   thousand miles away; Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.  How long is

          16   it going to take them to go up to the Arctic to go clean

          17   up a spill?

          18             When I went down to the Gulf, I got to see

          19   commercial fishermen, the shrimpers, the oyster boats,

          20   trying to clean up what they can, but they were told,

          21   "Do not clean."  They were waiting for direction from

          22   the oil companies.  So I don't want no disaster in the

          23   Arctic after I see what happened on the Gulf.

          24             Alaska don't have no icebreakers.  Just think

          25   about Nome.  They have to go elsewhere to get help.
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           1   They have to ask our relatives from Russia to use their

           2   icebreakers to deliver oil.  And here we spend billions

           3   and billions of dollars on Iraq and Afghanistan.  Why

           4   couldn't Americans help the city of Nome?  See, we don't

           5   want that to happen.

           6             I had a chance to go down to the Kenai

           7   oilfields and watch those people get off the oilfields,

           8   Beluga Point.  And from Beluga Point, they go direct to

           9   Anchorage and down to airport.  From there they go

          10   elsewhere.  Millions and millions of dollars are leaving

          11   Alaska because they are hiring outside workers.

          12             See, Alaska is not ready.  We are not

          13   prepared.  We don't even have people trained to go out

          14   in the oilfields.  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska turned

          15   on the Coastal Zone Management Plan.  That could have

          16   helped.  But you see, Alaska is not ready for this

          17   activity.  So we still say no.  Thank you.

          18             MS. MARCI JOHNSON:  My name is Marci Johnson.

          19   I've been trying to keep tabs on a lot of the plans and

          20   the current and ongoing development in the region and

          21   reading a lot of newspapers and magazines and you go to

          22   a lot of these meetings, and still looking for that big

          23   picture.  I've got a map with all the proposed roads and

          24   all the exploration going on, and it's tough to keep up

          25   with.
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           1             So I'm always looking for the big picture in

           2   this particular area of the Chukchi and trying to get a

           3   picture of, you know, not just the next five-year plan,

           4   but where the infrastructure is going to go and

           5   pipelines and how it's going to -- how the product is

           6   going to get to wherever or how that's going to be

           7   operated.  So that's kind of the information -- I'm

           8   always looking at web sites and I'm not finding it yet.

           9             I always come to these looking for just even

          10   little glimpses of where that part kind of goes into the

          11   plan and the bigger picture, you know, what scope, how

          12   large an area are we looking in the long term or at

          13   least in the next 50 years or 20 years and what's the

          14   story with moving the product once we find it.

          15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good observation.

          16   I know those discussions have taken place very

          17   generally.  A lot of folks don't know this and many of

          18   the people in this room do know, there hasn't been a

          19   well drilled in the OCS Arctic in nine years.  Next year

          20   it will be ten.  And so the actual on-the-ground plans

          21   on exactly what would be the next step sort of depends

          22   on if there's anything out there.

          23             But I can assure you those discussions have

          24   taken place, those are issues of very great concern, and

          25   they have to be worked out before things move too much
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           1   further.  Good comments.

           2             MR. FRANK HAYS:  Nothing else for me.  Thanks.

           3             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  I have a couple of

           4   follow-up questions from the discussion that went around

           5   the room.

           6             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  Can you give your name

           7   again?

           8             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Oh, sorry.  Raychelle,

           9   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, Daniel.

          10             And so the director mentioned earlier that you

          11   were looking at doing a new -- a new way of doing

          12   business with regards to the leasing.  And the

          13   announcement sounded really exciting.  And, you know,

          14   it's hopeful that you would be trying this new approach.

          15   But then part of what I do and kind of why I was late

          16   tonight coming here, I was actually working on some of

          17   our comments for the five-year plan.

          18             And so I've been reading the 1300- and

          19   300-page document, and I'm not finding that new approach

          20   in those documents.  I'm not finding -- for instance, in

          21   the initial notice of intent you asked, you know, people

          22   for areas that are important, areas important for

          23   subsistence, areas important for ecology, and none of

          24   the information that was provided in the scoping period,

          25   you know, such as several people have said here, were
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           1   included in this draft.

           2             And then at one point in the EIS I think it

           3   goes on to say that it would be foolhardy or premature

           4   at this point, you know, to include additional deferrals

           5   other than those that you have on that map.  And so, you

           6   know, given, you know, our past experiences and past

           7   lease sales, you know, I just find very little comfort

           8   knowing or even -- just very little comfort in that,

           9   that that will happen at that point.

          10             And the lease sales, should they occur, could

          11   potentially occur under a different administration and

          12   so any decision that you make, you know, with good

          13   intentions, you know, needs to be in this draft.

          14             And so we really hope that you are going to

          15   be, you know, including some of these recommendations of

          16   subsistence use areas.  Steve Braun's recent publication

          17   funded by the recent MMS isn't even in the EIS.  And so

          18   that -- I mean, his data -- I mean, he has a big

          19   database that shows all these areas that are important

          20   for subsistence use, and so that's not even included.

          21   So I just hope that the draft will be much improved.

          22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Send us specific comments --

          23   that would be greatly appreciated -- because it is a

          24   draft.

          25             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I mean, do
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           1   send us specific comments.  But I hear what you're

           2   saying and I hear what Lois was saying and I've heard it

           3   from other quarters as well.  And so of course send us

           4   comments, but we're also looking at it ourselves to try

           5   to -- because I don't think, personally my opinion on

           6   this matter, that the document is quite where it needs

           7   to be.  It is a draft and I hear you on that.

           8             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  So I want to follow up on a

           9   couple of things that kind of have been talked about.  I

          10   looked back, because I have my notes from the Nuiqsut

          11   hearing, and a representative of the city, the cultural

          12   coordinator -- this is just an example of why I believe

          13   people feel frustrated that they're not being listened

          14   to.

          15             The notes say that the Chukchi is protected by

          16   25 miles.  The Beaufort doesn't have a buffer zone.  The

          17   Sivulliq Prospect needs to have a larger area around it.

          18   And someone who was a whaling captain also stressed

          19   there needs to be a 20-mile buffer.

          20             One thing I highlighted is, why is there --

          21   someone said, "Why is there a buffer in the Chukchi and

          22   not the Beaufort?"  So clearly that was expressed to

          23   BOEMRE last February during the scoping hearing and it

          24   wasn't reflected.  And I understand that this is a

          25   starting point, but it might have been helpful to have a
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           1   starting point that was a little broader given that

           2   that's what people were asking for.  And there was some

           3   mention of the same type of things at the Barrow hearing

           4   as well.

           5             I wanted to follow up on one of your questions

           6   about ice scour in the shallow waters.  And I spent a

           7   lot of time working on pipeline issues, the national

           8   oversight of pipelines.  And also in Cook Inlet I've

           9   done a report on the Cook Inlet record.  And while the

          10   wellhead may be well anchored -- or presumably that's

          11   what everyone is going to focus on -- the pipelines are

          12   definitely going to be an issue in terms of ice and

          13   scour.

          14             And certainly in Cook Inlet when they were put

          15   in, there were a lot of surprises initially and there

          16   was a lot of problems.  Less so now, but there was

          17   things that happened in terms of scour underneath those

          18   pipelines that left them hanging, which resulted in some

          19   breaks.  So it's going to be a big question.  There will

          20   be surprises, things that we won't have fully figured

          21   out, and that's why a lot of us don't think we're ready

          22   to move forward.

          23             And then I just wanted to lay out one

          24   statistic about the cleanup in the Gulf.  Depending on

          25   when you look at last summer in 2010, their range from
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           1   the high 20,000s to 60,000 -- roughly 40,000 people were

           2   down there working on the cleanup and we know there were

           3   inadequacies there.  But when you think about the

           4   population of the Arctic, you know, we're talking about

           5   several multiples of the number here that were there and

           6   mobilized somewhat, sometimes productively, sometimes

           7   less so.

           8             But we're talking about measures that are just

           9   going to be -- I think Alaskans in this room, I think

          10   everyone, you know, all recognizes it's just going to

          11   be -- you know, it's hard to have that pass the laugh

          12   test thinking of having that many people working on a

          13   cleanup just to feel like they're -- and housing those

          14   people -- to feel like we're making a difference because

          15   the Arctic is so difficult an environment to operate in

          16   and there's so little infrastructure.

          17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?

          18             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'm in the same boat as Don

          19   here.  I'm just here to get informed and learn.  I'll

          20   pass.

          21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Welcome.

          22             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Thank you.

          23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?

          24             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  For the record again, Dood

          25   Lincoln, a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.
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           1             What I would like included -- and I know it's

           2   been brought out from every hearing we've had, but as a

           3   whole, the subsistence use up in the Barrow, Point Hope,

           4   Nuiqsut area, all the way down, affects every one of our

           5   Native communities.  We barter with each other.  I don't

           6   bowhead hunt here out of Kotzebue, but we barter with

           7   this village and Barrow.  We trade fish for maktak,

           8   maktak for berries.  I mean, that's to where we are now.

           9   We can't sell the Native foods, but we barter.

          10             And that's why it's so critical, such as Nome.

          11   They have a good count of crab, good crab, Dungeness

          12   crab.  That's where -- my family sends me that all the

          13   time.  I send them sheefish.  They don't get the

          14   sheefish right there.  We send it to Point Lay.  We get

          15   more beluga a different time of the year.  And then we

          16   send some to Barrow or Point Hope when get the bowhead

          17   whale.  We get berries here that we send out to trade.

          18             So I think that needs to be real critical --

          19   you know, included, is the subsistence affects all the

          20   Native communities.  Even though we're not the whalers

          21   like they are up north, they're critical to us because

          22   we barter and we all eat the same foods.

          23             I think that needs to be a point.  You know,

          24   it's not just critical to one area.  It affects all the

          25   Native communities.  Even as far as Anchorage from the
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           1   beluga they get there a different time of the year when

           2   they can get it, we're always sending them reindeer meat

           3   usually.  You know, fish from up here, down there.  And

           4   some of these species are global.  That's what we have

           5   to keep in mind.  That's what I'd like to see included.

           6   Thank you.

           7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

           8             Sir, anything?

           9             MR. DON McKIE:  Yeah.  I'm -- I love this

          10   Arctic area.

          11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, please, so that

          12   she can --

          13             MR. DON McKIE:  Don McKie.

          14             Now, this is a public meeting; right?

          15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Uh-huh.

          16             MR. DON McKIE:  Well, where's the public?

          17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's true.

          18             MR. DON McKIE:  Please, forgive me if I sound

          19   rude, but if I was staging a meeting and it was a public

          20   meeting, I would sure as heck want to make sure that I

          21   had as much of the public here as possible, not just

          22   those that -- whose jobs are related and they better be

          23   here at this meeting.  I mean -- and we all love this

          24   area, but you need a pizza feast or you need something

          25   to bring them out.  I don't know what it's going to be.
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           1   Maybe a maktak feast.  I don't know.

           2             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  Door prizes, seriously.

           3             MR. DON McKIE:  The other thing is, I think

           4   you maybe need to get an educator in as part of your

           5   team, somebody who can recognize really how to

           6   disseminate this information to us because this is the

           7   sixth meeting and we're all inventing the wheel again

           8   right here.  Five other villages or places from

           9   Fairbanks, whatever, have said the same thing, but we

          10   don't know what they've said.

          11             And if you could in five minutes do a quick

          12   presentation that could show the questions that were

          13   asked at the other meetings, just a summary, just a

          14   paragraph summary of what was -- of how things went,

          15   what was the tempo of the meeting, what was the

          16   heartbeat of the group.  You see, we could really be

          17   growing right now as a movement on top of what the other

          18   six have discussed, but we're stagnant sort of as a

          19   group.  I have some thoughts inside and in some ways I'm

          20   boiling, but it's my own problem.

          21             I wasn't even planning on saying anything, but

          22   I love those whales.  And I've worked as a fisheries

          23   biologist for a few years, and I understand ultrasounds.

          24   I don't understand seismic and how it relates to the

          25   whales.
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           1             And you're not going to like me, Earl, but I

           2   wouldn't mind a bit of sound that would scare those

           3   whales a little further away from the shoreline so they

           4   couldn't be killed.

           5             So, I mean, this could be something that could

           6   benefit the whales.  I mean, half the population is

           7   wishing for a good, clean, successful kill, hunt, feast.

           8   And then those of us that don't understand really the

           9   tradition but just are on the whales' side are hoping

          10   that they don't get caught.

          11             And so sorry, guys and gals.  I'm with you as

          12   a group.  I'm here to learn, so keep talking.  Thank

          13   you.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          15             Ma'am?

          16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine

          17   Shed.  I don't know enough about this area to know who

          18   owns the land that you're talking about drilling on --

          19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Federal.

          20             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Who does?

          21             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The federal

          22   government on behalf of the people --

          23             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  On behalf of the people.

          24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- and so that's

          25   why we're involved in designing any lease sale that
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           1   would happen, and the companies pay the federal

           2   government for those leases.  And then if any

           3   development happens, any production happens, they pay

           4   the federal government royalties from that.  The same as

           5   with the State, development on the State land.  Those

           6   revenues go to the State.  It funds the permanent fund.

           7   It funds other things like that.

           8             That's why we're going through a public

           9   process because we, as a people, own this land and it's

          10   up to us to decide whether or not we want to make it

          11   available to the oil companies.

          12             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  But my other question is,

          13   when he talked about the cartoons of capping, you know,

          14   and what their response would be if there was, you know,

          15   something similar to happen as what happened in

          16   Louisiana in the Gulf, who is holding the oil companies'

          17   feet to the fire in terms of their performance, their

          18   guarantees, their science, to actually prove that they

          19   will do what they say they're going to do before they

          20   even have any idea of asking for a lease?

          21             I just feel like we have a greed factor going

          22   on here that has run this whole country into the ground

          23   and this is just a little aspect of it, that, you know,

          24   for the sake of somebody making more money they're

          25   willing to kind of gloss over things that are very, very
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           1   crucial to the whole picture.  And I'm wondering what

           2   you-all's job is in terms of making the oil companies be

           3   responsible.

           4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Just on that one

           5   point regarding capping and containment to take it as an

           6   example, because it's an important one -- and this is

           7   part of the lesson from Deepwater Horizon -- as we heard

           8   before, you know, the chances of a catastrophic blowout

           9   prior to Deepwater Horizon, I think, industry and,

          10   frankly, the government, way underestimated the chances

          11   of something like that.

          12             And as a result, there was not a capping

          13   system available at the time of that accident and one

          14   had to be built on the fly, essentially improvised,

          15   while we all sort of sat in horror watching that well

          16   continue to gush for almost three months.  And so it,

          17   frankly, was -- sitting through that was part of the

          18   reason why I came to the Interior.

          19             Another part of the reason -- I didn't mention

          20   this before, but I'm an Alaskan.  I'm from Anchorage.

          21   That's where I grew up.  And I was in high school when

          22   the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  And so when I had the

          23   opportunity to come over, it was something -- you know,

          24   I left what I was doing before and came over because I

          25   cared about this and it reminded me of the experience
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           1   with the Valdez spill when I was a resident here.

           2             And so one of the key lessons coming out of

           3   Deepwater Horizon was -- and we made this the rule, and

           4   the rule applies to Shell.  It applies to what they're

           5   proposing to do this coming summer.  They have to have a

           6   capping system on hand in advance -- can't make it up on

           7   the fly any more.  You have to have the capping system

           8   on hand in advance or you don't get to drill.

           9             And so you are absolutely right, currently

          10   that capping system that Shell would use in connection

          11   with its drilling plans is a schematic, hasn't been

          12   built yet.  They're telling us that they'll have it

          13   completed by the spring.  But one of the conditions that

          14   our agency, BOEM, put on their exploration plan is you

          15   have to have the capping system online and you have to

          16   demonstrate that it works.  And we have diagnostic

          17   systems to evaluate that, but they've got to prove it.

          18             And so it is a concern.  It's a concern to me

          19   that that system hasn't been built yet, but we've told

          20   Shell -- and I tell them every time I meet with them --

          21   that they're not going to drill unless they have it.

          22   And we need to have the time it takes to evaluate

          23   whether it can shut in, cap, the type of well they're

          24   talking about drilling.

          25             So it is our responsibility and our sister
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           1   agency BSEE's responsibility to hold their feet to the

           2   fire, as you said, and ensure that they comply with our

           3   rules and that any operation they go forward with is

           4   conducted safely and that they have on hand the

           5   emergency response capabilities that we think are

           6   necessary to respond to the types of risks that are

           7   presented by their drilling operations.  So that's our

           8   responsibility.

           9             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  So when you say "on

          10   hand," what does that look like?

          11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  So for the capping

          12   and containment system, for example, it means having a

          13   system on hand that is available and can be deployed

          14   that we believe is capable of stopping a loss of oil

          15   control in the type of well that they're talking about

          16   drilling.  And they have to prove it to us.

          17             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Yeah, but on hand like --

          18   are they going to build something, you know, a base?

          19   What does their picture of "on hand" look like in terms

          20   of containment and also possible cleanup?  I mean, I'd

          21   like to know what they're thinking, because I don't

          22   think that they were thinking about it before.

          23             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  They weren't

          24   thinking about it before Macondo.  But in connection

          25   with their plan now, they have committed to having on
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           1   hand a system that they can deploy and shut in a well

           2   within 15 days.  And they've got to prove that they can

           3   do that.

           4             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  They have 15 days?

           5   That's the window for them?

           6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  That's what they've

           7   committed to, to be able to shut in within 15 days.

           8             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Do you know how many

           9   gallons of oil were spilled down in the Gulf in 15 days?

          10   How many?

          11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The well that

          12   they're proposing drilling is not the same as the

          13   Macondo well.  But to answer your question, Macondo well

          14   was -- the flow out of the Macondo well was over 60,000

          15   barrels a day.  I mean, the worst-case discharge for

          16   some of the wells that they're proposing for this summer

          17   is around 20,000.

          18             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  A day?

          19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  A day.

          20             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Do you know the conversion,

          21   barrels to gallons?  42 gallons is a barrel.

          22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Another whole process here.

          23   The responsibility of our sister agency is an oil spill

          24   response plan that is also being scrutinized by our

          25   sister bureau BSEE.  So it is an ongoing issue of
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           1   discussing and evaluation that takes place on a

           2   day-to-day basis.

           3             Not to take up any time for me here, but like

           4   their exploration plan, they submit it.  They don't just

           5   come in the door and give it to us and we say, "Thank

           6   you very much."  No.  My staff reviews that every single

           7   day late into the night and we keep going back to the

           8   oil company saying, "You said this, what do you mean

           9   here?  This is incomplete.  This is missing."  This goes

          10   on for weeks and weeks and months.

          11             And I can assure you sometimes when the oil

          12   companies come into my office and meet with my staff,

          13   we're not their favorite people by no means.  You know,

          14   we will hold their feet to the fire from what we do in

          15   terms of the resource manager.  And the Bureau of Safety

          16   and Environmental Enforcement, BSEE, they are committed

          17   to having two inspectors on that vessel if they drill

          18   24/7.  That's the new rules.

          19             But thank you.  Excellent questions and

          20   excellent comments and legitimate concerns.

          21             Sir, you look like you're ready to go.

          22             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm ready.

          23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And after we have two more,

          24   we're going to give our court reporter a little bit of a

          25   break.  We'll take a little break.
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           1             Please.

           2             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  Well, I'd just like to kind

           3   of echo what Mr. Kingik said, Alaska is just not ready.

           4   I mean, we don't have an Arctic Coast Guard response.  I

           5   mean, how many years is that going to take to develop;

           6   10, 20 years?  We don't have icebreakers.  How long

           7   before we have icebreakers in the U.S. that could help

           8   take care of a problem with the ice?  How long until

           9   everybody is trained in spill response in all of our

          10   villages up north?  This all takes time.  The taxi is

          11   not there right now.

          12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?

          13             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I pass.  Thank you.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Qaiyaan?

          15             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Qaiyaan Su'esu'e,

          16   Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.

          17             One of the things that I observed as a

          18   community member -- and I appreciate your comments and

          19   the question, where is the public.  And let me tell you

          20   the work that I do right now is specifically because I

          21   used to work for tribal and it was my job to be at the

          22   meetings.  And I would be at the meeting and I was the

          23   youngest person in the room.  And I was my only peer in

          24   the room when I know darn well there were so many other

          25   people that -- would have been interested in being there
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           1   only if they knew what was really going on.

           2             And you have to understand that as a people on

           3   the North Slope where there's so much activity going on,

           4   not only industry or, you know, the federal agencies

           5   coming to do their regulatory measures, not only the

           6   scientific community coming up to, you know, take care

           7   of what they need to take care of to fulfill -- it's a

           8   big spiderweb that is insane to try to keep track of.

           9             I find a lot of times we get so bombarded with

          10   different agencies that you show up to the Heritage

          11   Center and people will on the off chance say, "Hey,

          12   what's going on?" and pop in.  And, you know, of course

          13   because it was always my job to be there, I would have a

          14   lot of the public come to me and say, "Who are these

          15   guys tonight?  Oh, is it Shell again?  BLM?  Is it

          16   BOEMRE?  MMS?  BOEM?"  You just never know, you know.

          17   It might be FERC.  It might be someone for APP.  It

          18   might be someone with Point Thompson.  Sometimes you

          19   have two meetings on the same night.  Sometimes we have

          20   meetings on federal holidays.  It's just very confusing.

          21             I know a couple times I have suggested that

          22   before each meeting starts it would be beneficial to the

          23   public to have -- you know, the visuals are great and

          24   the maps, but we're all trying to be considerate to each

          25   and not wander around.  It would be nice to have
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           1   handouts, specifically who are we, first of all, why are

           2   we here, what step of the process are we at now.

           3             And I've found so many times that I've shown

           4   up to meetings and thought, okay, well, maybe this is

           5   the big one, maybe this is where as a member of the

           6   public what I have to say will make an impact, but you

           7   go only to find out that, oh, we're so and so and we're

           8   here because we intend on submitting an application to

           9   get a -- but this is only the intent and then we'll have

          10   an open house and then we'll do this so really what you

          11   say right now doesn't matter because we haven't even put

          12   the application in.

          13             You never know what's going on.  And so to

          14   communicate with the public, I think, would be the most

          15   beneficial thing.  And also having maybe an educator,

          16   not only from BOEM, but just from all the agencies that

          17   could be centralized for our public would benefit.

          18             Like I said, again, what hurts my heart the

          19   most -- and I take this very personally -- is that each

          20   and every time I'm at a meeting, I am the youngest

          21   person there.  And this is my generation that is going

          22   to have to carry the responsibility of the decisions

          23   that are made right now.  Thank you.

          24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          25             Well, Valerie, let's take a ten-minute break
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           1   and give you a little bit of rest on your fingers.

           2   You've been very diligent.  So a ten-minute break.

           3   Let's come back here at 21 minutes after, and we'll

           4   start again until everybody feels they've participated.

           5             (Off the record.)

           6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We're on the record

           7   now.  We're going back to the corner.

           8             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I'm finished.

           9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're passing?

          10             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.

          11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir, he's passed.  You need

          12   to fill the void.

          13             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  Yeah.  I'm amazed that

          14   this person can take down -- what a gift she has.  It's

          15   just amazing.  I think of all the different kinds of

          16   purposes she could -- I mean, you know, people who can't

          17   talk or people who can't hear.  Holy cow.  She can take

          18   down a conversation.

          19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  And she is

          20   dutifully taking that down as well.

          21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I just -- somebody over on

          22   this side talked about the changes that are happening,

          23   you know, climate change.  Too much is happening

          24   already.  Let's let things settle down for a little bit,

          25   you know, before climate change, weather patterns,
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           1   impacts on people's villages, the movement of villages

           2   and stuff.

           3             But also, you know, Alaska is the last

           4   frontier and here on the northwest part and the northern

           5   part of America -- the American continent, this is the

           6   last frontier of the last frontier.  And I'm not

           7   Inupiaq.  I'm -- my grandparents came from Japan a

           8   hundred years.  I started teaching Inupiaq 41 years ago

           9   and was impressed and came up to see if -- to see where

          10   these kids came from.  One was Seymour Tazrulik (ph),

          11   Sunny.  He was one of my students I was very impressed

          12   with.

          13             But there is a cross-cultural conflict going

          14   on here, and one of the things -- I just handed out a

          15   suicide rate chart that I just happened to have in a

          16   document and I just cut and pasted it.  I'm an

          17   educator -- you were talking about an educator -- and I

          18   do agree, showing things can help people see things

          19   better.

          20             And there was something about four months ago

          21   about high altitudes.  And the average rate of suicide

          22   in the United States is about 10.8 or something per

          23   100,000 people.  And in the Rocky Mountains and high

          24   altitudes it was almost up to 19.  And there was an

          25   alarm going out and an article going out, you know, what
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           1   is the relationship between suicide and high altitudes.

           2             Change is happening and it's evident it's

           3   happening in the northern regions by this data.  It's

           4   footnoted so you can go and check it out for yourself.

           5   But for the Northwest Arctic region -- oh, gosh, I need

           6   glasses.  I'm not used to glasses.

           7             But from 2004 to 2006, this region had the

           8   highest suicide rate.  And we're talking about 90.9

           9   people per 100,000, not ten like the average in the

          10   United States.  Stuff is going on.  Nome, 77.4 per

          11   100,000.  North Slope, 52.

          12             I mean, living here for the last 14 years,

          13   we're almost kind of used to it.  I mean, I'm really

          14   not.  But the suicide rate is so high that it's numbing

          15   up here.  Change is happening here in the last frontier

          16   of the last frontier.  It's hitting now and it's big

          17   changes.  And there's a lot of things that are going on

          18   that it's not healthy.

          19             When you talked about the oil spill, I was the

          20   principal down at Homer Junior High back in '88.  I was

          21   there for six years.  We did a cross-curricular program.

          22   So the last three weeks of the year, we focused on a

          23   topic and we integrated math, science, social studies,

          24   and language arts into one core subject.  So if it was

          25   outdoor school or whether it was radio broadcasting or
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           1   whether it was airplane touch-and-go's, whether it was

           2   artisan school, whether it was sports, you were

           3   integrating math, science, social studies, and language

           4   arts into that all day long.

           5             And we were the old high school, so I had an

           6   empty pool.  And when that oil spill hit, we brought --

           7   I was able to get permission to bring all of the sea

           8   otters to our school.  We put water in there, they

           9   cleaned up the sea otters, had cages -- we had it roped

          10   off.  We didn't use the pool -- I mean, the high school

          11   had what was expensive back then in the '80s a

          12   20 million-dollar high school in Homer, cedar-sided and

          13   everything else.  They had everything in it.  We didn't

          14   use our pool.

          15             I kept checking.  Not a single one of those

          16   sea otters that they brought back lived the whole time

          17   that I was checking on them.  One of the girls dropped

          18   out of her thing.  She said she had to -- and her

          19   parents gave her permission to get involved in helping

          20   to try and save these sea otters.  So I sponsored her as

          21   her principal, as her teacher.  And she had to keep a

          22   journal.  And it was a very, very depressing journal.

          23             When we talk about the possibility of an oil

          24   spill, we talk about in terms of killing whale, we talk

          25   about killing -- there is -- if something like that
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           1   happens, we're talking about a human cost to an oil

           2   spill.  We're talking about a lot of change happening in

           3   the environment right now, but we're talking about a lot

           4   of change in the socioeconomic environment right now

           5   that's reflected in human deaths that you can't describe

           6   any other way because these people have been living here

           7   and surviving here for thousands and thousands of years.

           8             Now all of a sudden with the new culture

           9   happening -- there's change happening in the weather,

          10   there's change happening in the culture, and it is

          11   tremendously depressing when the sea otters died and

          12   what happened with my student and what happened on all

          13   of us.

          14             We thought we were -- I thought I was allowing

          15   the savior of the sea otters and we were going to allow

          16   things to live.  We carried out hundreds of pounds of

          17   dead mammals out of there.  It was -- it was an awful

          18   experience.

          19             That combined with the change is going to be a

          20   human cost, and that needs to be factored into this.

          21   We're not ready yet.  That's all.  Thanks.

          22             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have -- thank

          23   you -- a question on the -- a follow-up to the Gulf

          24   accident, Gulf of Mexico.  What is the status of that

          25   now?  I heard -- and I figured you guys would know.  Is
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           1   there oil still leaking through seeps or is there

           2   anything else going on down there that's still polluting

           3   the waters?

           4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You're much more

           5   familiar with the Gulf of Mexico and the ecology there

           6   than I am, but there are a lot of natural seeps in the

           7   Gulf of Mexico.

           8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  Macondo is killed.

           9   It's shut down.  It had the capping system.  It had the

          10   relief well.  But there are natural seeps.  In fact,

          11   it's something -- I believe it's a million barrels -- I

          12   think it's a million barrels a year naturally leak into

          13   the Gulf, if that was your question.

          14             It was discovered by our research in the Gulf.

          15   Even before the oil and gas industry got into deep

          16   water, the environmental studies program -- of which I

          17   had the pleasure of leading for a number of years -- had

          18   ships out there, had submersibles; the Alvin submersible

          19   from which we've always been involved, the Johnson Link

          20   submersible, the Sea Link was out there.

          21             We've described and found these communities of

          22   tube worms and mussels that basically thrive in the seep

          23   environment that use -- through bacteria use the oil as

          24   food.  It's fascinating.  And that leads into another

          25   discussion that we had -- Raychelle and I had -- that I
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           1   go back -- and I don't want to take too much of the time

           2   here.

           3             I started as a graduate student in the Gulf

           4   working on contracts through my professor with BLM who

           5   used to do what MMS did.  And when we found areas like

           6   that, chemosynthetic communities, when we found hard

           7   banks, the flower gardens, which is now a national

           8   marine sanctuary, those areas were taken off the leasing

           9   schedules.

          10             And there's a whole host of hard bottoms out

          11   there -- we call them hard bottoms or banks, flower

          12   gardens, gyre bank, clay pile bank, bright bank, rezak

          13   bank -- that were very -- that are very important to

          14   fisheries.  Once we discovered those and realized how

          15   important they were by doing biology, those have never

          16   been leased.

          17             When we found Bush Hill, which is a

          18   spectacular chemosynthetic community area, that area,

          19   off limits.  Then we found just ten years ago that there

          20   were deep sea corals.  My specialty is coral reef

          21   ecology.  And of course everyone knows corals are in the

          22   photic zone.  They have zooxanthellae.  That's how they

          23   live.  Well, there's a whole different set of corals

          24   that live in very deep water.  Once we discovered these

          25   beautiful coral communities in ultra-deep water, those
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           1   areas were taken off the leasing schedules.

           2             So it's all tied together and sometimes -- and

           3   that gets back to the issues of education, how do you

           4   get that information out to people when things change so

           5   radically, and this knowledge is moving so fast.

           6             It's like I know NASA uses our studies of

           7   chemosynthetic communities in what they think might be

           8   communities living under the icy surface of Europa,

           9   which is a moon around Jupiter.  And it's like, whoa,

          10   who would have thought of that.

          11             I know I'm rambling a bit, but --

          12             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  There's not going

          13   to be lease sales in Europa.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  No.  No, no, no.  We're not

          15   going to be leasing Europa.

          16             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We did scope it,

          17   though.

          18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's right.

          19             The point is, getting back to your question --

          20   and I'm passionate about this topic -- there are natural

          21   seeps in the Gulf.  We discovered them 20, 25 years ago.

          22   We protected them the same way we protect the corals,

          23   the same way we protect the various hard bottom

          24   communities that are important to fisheries.

          25             Sorry I'm lecturing.
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           1             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I asked the question.

           2   Thanks.

           3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're more than welcome.

           4             Earl?

           5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I think I had a good one.

           6   Public.  Where's the public?  That's a good one, because

           7   I was the only one when MMS came here one time.  I was

           8   the only one that went to a public hearing.  That's good

           9   that you came out, you know.

          10             And I have to say, I worked as wildlife and

          11   parks director of Point Hope for 12 years.  And Hope

          12   Basin lease sale coming up, Chukchi lease sale coming

          13   up, and these people, government people, keep on coming.

          14   And very few people, maybe five elders, you know, elders

          15   that hardly speak English or understand English, I had

          16   to translate for them at the same time.

          17             And people quit going to meetings because they

          18   couldn't understand what you guys were talking about.

          19   So the way I fixed my situation is I went to the school.

          20   I asked the government class if I could speak to the

          21   students about what the BOEMRE is planning to do, what

          22   kind of meeting they're planning to have, and I had

          23   quick interaction with the kids.  The kids will give me

          24   the questions and I'll ask the questions to the BOEMRE

          25   people or MMS.  It worked out real good.
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           1             And I go back to the school again when we have

           2   another meeting and I told the students, "Invite your

           3   parents because this is involvement.  I want you to go

           4   listen to them.  This is our future."  And holy cow,

           5   next thing I know, I had 30, 40 people coming to our

           6   meetings after I went to the school.

           7             Radio talk show is always good, too.  You

           8   know, you've got to go to the radio because everybody

           9   listens to the radio.  You need to explain to the public

          10   what this is all about.  Once they understand what it's

          11   all about, they'll be here in a flash because it's --

          12   they've got a big impact on their future.

          13             I could recommend maybe your community

          14   liaison, whoever, maybe could follow me to the school

          15   tomorrow.  I'm planning to go to the school at 1:00.

          16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  At Point Hope?

          17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  We're going to have a

          18   meeting at 7:00.  And I'm planning to have a dance in my

          19   hometown at 4:30.  We'll give ourself an hour and a half

          20   to dance and get ready and get all the people involved,

          21   you know.

          22             This is just my recommendation, like my

          23   recommendation making a circle.  My recommendations

          24   always work.  I hope it worked for you guys, too.  But

          25   that was a good one.  You know, I have a hard time
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           1   getting people to come to our meetings for this very

           2   important issue.  That's all.

           3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  So you're going to have a

           4   dance for us tomorrow at 4:30?

           5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm going to try my best.  I

           6   want 60 or 70 people at my meeting, at my hometown.

           7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, the more power to you.

           8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's what I like.

           9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, do it.  We're going to

          10   have lots of goodies then for 70 people.

          11             Mike Haller, John Callahan, be ready.

          12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  If you're going to have

          13   goodies, 120 people.  Bring enough for 120.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.

          15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's the best way to do.

          16   That's how I get to introduce my community to BOEMRE or

          17   MMS, to the students.  Because when your child comes

          18   home, what do you ask your child?  What did you learn

          19   from school today?  Oh, Mister was talking about

          20   Chukchi.  Mister was talking about our subsistence way

          21   of life.  Mister was talking about oil spill or New

          22   Zealand or some place, you know.  And I want to get some

          23   comments and talk to the parents.  Because as a parent,

          24   I've got a right to ask my child what you learned in

          25   school.  And I think every parent gets a chance to do
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           1   that.

           2             But I think, you know, we need to go to the

           3   schools and explain and talk to the students.  And from

           4   the student, you'll go to the home, and from home,

           5   you'll go to the neighbors, you know, and all of a

           6   sudden people will start coming in.  That's a

           7   recommendation.

           8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  A good recommendation.

           9             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  So when I was talking

          10   earlier, I forgot to mention what I did for work,

          11   because my background mainly when I talk about myself is

          12   like where I'm from is who I am.  But I'm a marine

          13   mammal biologist/ecologist and my experience is working

          14   with marine mammals in Alaska, Beaufort and the Gulf of

          15   Alaska.

          16             So I was just at a marine mammal conference in

          17   Florida.  And, actually, there were a couple of BOEM

          18   people there, too.  Two people.  I talked with one of

          19   them.

          20             And at this conference the theme was

          21   cumulative impacts, the effects of cumulative impacts on

          22   marine mammals.  And part of the whole NEPA process is

          23   looking at cumulative effects.  And I will say to date

          24   that I don't think there's an adequate job that's been

          25   done looking at those, you know, types of effects.  And
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           1   I think that there was some new, you know, cutting

           2   science that's come out and I really hope that you had

           3   those two people there that -- and I know one of them

           4   writes the EISs.  I hope that they'll be bringing in

           5   some of that science into these EISs in the future.

           6             And then one of the other things that I

           7   learned at this conference, too -- so that was a

           8   suggestion.  But then one of the biggest issues that I

           9   found that stuck with me was that they were talking

          10   about the impacts of noise on marine mammals, and they

          11   were looking at places where they had been studied for a

          12   long time.  And they're finding that the noise is

          13   impacting them more than they thought.

          14             And so these are areas like the BC coast and

          15   New England, you know, where there's a lot of ship

          16   traffic.  And so it would be well worth your while also

          17   again to get some of what those folks are referring to

          18   on noise on the long term.

          19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim, you had something?

          20             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yeah.  Just to give a little

          21   context.  Since NEPA was instituted in the early '70s

          22   and since the predecessors of MMS established in the mid

          23   '70s, an environmental studies program was established

          24   to do studies to feed environmental impact statements,

          25   and that's gone on to the current day to keep it going.
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           1             In dollars of the day, it's about 300 and --

           2   $350 million over 400 studies.  But when you adjust for

           3   inflation, it's towards $750 million for those studies.

           4   And everything from physical oceanography to marine

           5   mammals to socioeconomic subsistence culture and

           6   subsistence -- it's one of the largest bodies of

           7   environmental information, environmental and

           8   socioeconomic information.

           9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  But that 350 million and the

          10   400 studies is just for Alaska --

          11             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Just for Alaska.

          12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- not the entire program?

          13             MR. TIM HOLDER:  And it's not -- yeah.  It's

          14   for all of Alaska.  It's not just the Arctic, but a

          15   great preponderance is for the Arctic.

          16             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  But a lot of it was

          17   also from the OCSEAP studies that was done in the '80s.

          18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  It doesn't include

          19   those.

          20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And your comments about New

          21   England and the noise are very pertinent because the

          22   agency is also handling renewable energy, which is a big

          23   thing on the east coast.  And I know they are looking at

          24   whale studies and things.  But thank you.

          25             Lois?
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           1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm good.  Thanks.

           2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?

           3             MR. DON McKIE:  I think Earl over there with

           4   his Vietnam hat on obviously is skilled in recon.  You

           5   should send him in 24 hours before you arrive to any

           6   village.  He'll have the whole village ready for a

           7   potlatch and a dance and you would have the response

           8   that you would never imagine.

           9             Anyways, I've heard it said -- about five

          10   people or so have said, Alaska is not ready for this,

          11   meaning we're not ready for it up here in the northwest.

          12   That may be true, but we better get ready for it.

          13   Because if we're not, you're not going to survive like

          14   you want to as a people.

          15             Whenever we're in a remote area like this,

          16   communities that live in isolation, they live a quality

          17   of life that I've always admired.  Even though I live in

          18   Soldotna, I can't leave this Arctic alone.  It's like a

          19   magnet that draws me back all the time.  But there's a

          20   price to pay for the quality of life that you enjoy, and

          21   that is change is hard to come by.  It's not easy to

          22   adapt.

          23             But I think with the big -- with an

          24   educational focus on change in the schools and stuff,

          25   you could understand how you have to adapt to change,
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           1   how you have to get in front of the ball rather than

           2   behind the ball so you can adapt to change so you can be

           3   all you want to be as a people and so your region can be

           4   all it can be as a region, as an area.

           5             Multi-use concept of any natural resource is

           6   here to stay and it has its advantages.  And to just be

           7   able to put a fence around the big Northwest Arctic and

           8   say we are going to live this way as a people is -- it's

           9   a dream.  And it's been kept for many generations, but

          10   this now is the 21st century and we've been to the moon

          11   and back, and that was five decades ago.  Wasn't it?

          12             Anyways, adapting to change is very important

          13   for survival.  We all know.

          14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

          15             Ma'am?

          16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Pass.

          17             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm good.

          18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?

          19             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Sure.  I'll say one

          20   last thing and then I'm good.  It is I think good for

          21   you to hear my perspective on change, specifically

          22   climate change.  Like I said, I'm 31 -- and I always say

          23   this.  I remember being 10, 11, 12, not too long ago

          24   being able to go and jump on the ice floes that we call

          25   nuguruk during the Fourth of July games, and now it's
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           1   unheard of to see, you know, ice that close.

           2             Sometimes we have Christmases where you look

           3   out when it becomes just a little bit twilight and you

           4   see open water.  That, to me, is unheard of compared to

           5   the stories that I've heard from my elders.  And they've

           6   seen the climate change, but it was a lot more gradual.

           7   It happened, but it was more gradual.  And I think right

           8   now just in the past 15, 20 years or so climate change

           9   is happening so rapidly every year.

          10             And I could count, you know, five years ago,

          11   four years ago, three years ago, every summer we see a

          12   new species introduced to the Barrow region.  I noticed

          13   it firsthand in the Barrow region, so it is very real,

          14   it is very there, and that I think with the uncertainty

          15   that Mother Nature raised her hand upon us is even more

          16   basis for me to have fear this way on what manmade

          17   things are able to do.

          18             Another thing that I did notice and will kind

          19   of back up my fellow community members along the Slope,

          20   at the other two meetings that I attended, one elder

          21   spoke of how she notices the change in the meat, the

          22   taste.  And I can tell you just from traveling village

          23   to village, I can tell the changes and the difference of

          24   the meat.

          25             We have caribou meat or fish from Barrow that
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           1   tastes a whole lot better down in Point Hope and

           2   Wainwright.  And they, you know, of course are happy and

           3   willing to share and I am so happy to receive it, "Man,

           4   this is good meat."  And they'll say, "Well, you poor

           5   people up that way got all the pollution.  It's not too

           6   good anymore."

           7             And to be able to taste that village to

           8   village in a single day and be able to see a new species

           9   introduced, you know, year by year -- and I can tell you

          10   there's the climate change map when you look at the

          11   satellite images of the polar ice cap and how much --

          12   and how rapidly it's receded.  I've seen that photo in

          13   different presentations about 20 times, and every single

          14   one of those 20 times I flood with emotion because I've

          15   seen that firsthand.  What are my children going to see?

          16   It's very sensitive, very critical, very real, and it's

          17   here today.  And I am done.

          18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Until we come

          19   around again.

          20             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  I'm done.

          21             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm worried about the snow

          22   in Anchorage.  How much snow am I going to have to

          23   shovel?  It's already two feet.

          24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And I left my wife there.

          25   I'm in trouble.
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           1             Anyone else?  Nothing else?

           2             Well, with that, how about if I ask Director

           3   Beaudreau if you'd like to have a closing comment.

           4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I just want

           5   to -- just, again, I want to thank everyone for coming

           6   out, for the comments, and for the discussion.

           7             Frankly, these hearings are typically much

           8   less interactive, much less conversational.  For

           9   example, the hearing I presided over in Washington,

          10   D.C., we had two microphones and everyone -- you know,

          11   we had a list and you were called on and you got to come

          12   up and you had three minutes to make your statement and

          13   then I nodded at you and you sat down and that was it.

          14   There was no conversation.  There was no back and forth.

          15   There were no questions asked.  And that was the process

          16   there and that was fine for there.

          17             But, frankly, you know, I personally felt

          18   given the group of people we had today that that would

          19   be inappropriate.  And so I really appreciate, you know,

          20   asking the questions and hearing your questions and

          21   having a chance to actually have a little more of an

          22   exchange more akin to a, you know, town hall-type

          23   setting than a traditional, you know, NEPA hearing on a

          24   five-year plan document.

          25             So thank you for your time.  It was, I think,
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           1   time well spent.  I hope you feel that way.  We've had a

           2   lot of good information and good information is good.

           3   We also got a lot of provocative questions that we have

           4   to run down and have responsibility for responding to.

           5   So thank you very much.

           6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl, would you like to

           7   close us out with a few words in Inupiat?

           8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm ready for Point Hope

           9   tomorrow.

          10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we will be ready to

          11   dance.

          12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I want a whole crowd.  Thank

          13   you.

          14             (Proceedings adjourned at 9:56 p.m.)

          15
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
 2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Hello, everyone.
 3   My name is Tommy Beaudreau.  I'm the first director of
 4   the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  I know many
 5   of you have been working with our predecessor agencies,
 6   BOEMRE, and then before that, the MMS, but our new
 7   agency is BOEM.  I'm the director of BOEM.  And thank
 8   you very much for attending today's hearing with respect
 9   to our Programmatic EIS for the 2012-2017 leasing
10   program.
11             I'd like to begin by asking Mr. Kingik to give
12   an invocation before we get started, if that's okay.
13             (Invocation given by Earl Kingik.)
14             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  I guess we'll
15   start.  I'll provide just a little bit of an
16   introduction and then turn it over to Dr. Kendall to
17   provide some more information about the five-year
18   program.
19             The proposed five-year program covers
20   potential leasing activity in the Gulf of Mexico and in
21   the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea.  Obviously we're
22   going to focus on the Beaufort and the Chukchi, and in
23   particular the Chukchi.
24             What we have proposed in this plan is one
25   potential lease sale each in the Beaufort and the
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 1   Chukchi.  And I say "potential" because the Secretary
 2   has discretion to decide not to hold any lease sales in
 3   either the Beaufort or the Chukchi.
 4             We have put in as a placeholder in the
 5   schedule a potential sale in the Beaufort in 2015 and in
 6   the Chukchi in 2016.  We intentionally scheduled those
 7   potential sales for late in the program for several
 8   reasons.  One, as we all know, things are changing in
 9   the Arctic and there is always a need for additional
10   scientific information, particularly scientific
11   information about the potential effects of oil and gas
12   activity and leasing activity in the Arctic, and so we
13   want to build in time to allow for additional study that
14   would be relevant to deciding whether or not to have a
15   lease sale and when it should be held.
16             Secondly, we want to ensure that there is time
17   built in to consider additional infrastructure that
18   would be necessary to support any oil and gas activity,
19   and that includes most significantly in my mind oil
20   spill response.  I know that is a major concern that we
21   all share.  If there is an accident, how will it be
22   dealt with.
23             We all know from what happened in the Gulf of
24   Mexico last year -- which by the way is how I ended up
25   at the Interior Department, to help Secretary Salazar
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 1   respond to that accident and to implement reforms in
 2   light of that accident.  And all of our thinking about
 3   offshore oil and gas has been shaped by that accident
 4   and this plan has been informed by and shaped by that
 5   accident, and so we want to build in time to consider
 6   what kind of oil spill response infrastructure would
 7   need to be in place if additional lease sales are to
 8   occur and there to be, you know, further expansion
 9   potentially of offshore oil and gas.
10             And then third, what this plan proposes, which
11   is different than prior plans, is different than Sale
12   193 that gave Shell and ConocoPhillips and Statoil and
13   others their current leases in the Chukchi, is that we
14   don't believe it is appropriate and Secretary Salazar
15   doesn't believe it is appropriate to essentially offer
16   up the entire area, the entire Chukchi Sea, to potential
17   leasing and allow the companies to essentially decide
18   what areas they want to purchase for potential offshore
19   drilling.
20             We believe it would be more appropriate to
21   design a system, a leasing program, that is specific to
22   the Chukchi and the Beaufort in the following senses:
23   Focuses on areas where there's actual resource
24   potential, on the one hand, but also de-conflicts out
25   those areas so that environmentally sensitive areas are
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 1   considered, critical habitats are considered, and
 2   subsistence use is considered so that we can take out
 3   those areas that are most sensitive and most important
 4   to the people, focus the companies on areas that
 5   actually have resource potential and thereby, we hope,
 6   address a lot of the concerns that we all have about
 7   potential oil and gas activity in the future.  And so
 8   that's what this proposed plan is meant to represent.
 9             The EIS contains a lot of information that has
10   informed that plan, and we have already gotten a lot of
11   feedback through other hearings.  And we've already
12   heard from some of the folks in this room about the
13   plan, and so I really hope everyone who took the trouble
14   to attend today, one, understands how much I personally
15   appreciate you participating today.  I know we all have
16   other things to do, but I also know that this is an
17   incredibly important issue for a host of reasons for
18   your community.  And so thank you for participating.
19             And second, I hope you'll be candid and direct
20   with me and with the people here from my bureau.  It
21   doesn't do us any good unless we hear everyone's honest
22   feelings and honest suggestions on things we should be
23   taking into account as we move forward.  So, again,
24   thank you very much for participating and let's get
25   started.
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 1             We'll start -- Dr. Kendall will provide a
 2   little bit more detail in terms of an overview of what
 3   the proposed program is and what the EIS says.
 4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Director
 5   Beaudreau.
 6             Excellent introduction, and I'm going to cover
 7   a little bit of that in a different way because I'm a
 8   visual person.  Some people listen well; I don't listen
 9   well at all.  I am over half deaf, so I like to see
10   things.
11             But who else is here?  So aside from Director
12   Beaudreau and myself -- I'm Jim Kendall.  I used to be
13   when I was here last time the acting regional director
14   for the Alaska region.  Well, I guess they --
15             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We hired you.
16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You hired me.  Yeah, they
17   hired me.  I can't go home, so they sent my wife a
18   ticket and said come on up.  So now I'm up here.  I'm
19   the director.  I am an oceanographer by training; eleven
20   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, 11 years at
21   headquarters, and things before that, universities,
22   et cetera.
23             But who else is here?  Well, to my immediate
24   left, Mr. Pat Pourchot.  Now, Pat is the Secretary's
25   representative in Alaska.  Many of you already know Pat.
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 1   But Pat is here.  He directly talks with his
 2   counterpart, Kim Elton, back at the Secretary's office.
 3             I've got Bonnie Robson.
 4             Bonnie, raise your hand.
 5             She's from our leasing division, and she
 6   represents the folks that put together the proposed
 7   five-year program.
 8             I've got Tim Holder.
 9             Tim, where are you?
10             Tim Holder is our Arctic liaison.  Now, Tim
11   has over 25 years in Alaska, a lot of that in Nome, as
12   well as our Alaska office.  He then spent a couple of
13   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, and now he's in
14   headquarters.  So he is someone we depend on, those of
15   us that are now in the region, to talk with our
16   colleagues in the environmental division and leasing
17   back in the headquarters office.
18             Mike Haller.
19             Where is Mike?
20             Mike is our community liaison.  Those of you
21   that actually live in the village and work in city
22   government and stuff probably already know Mike.
23             John Callahan.  He is from public affairs.
24   He's here to keep us on the straight and narrow and make
25   sure we get to where we need to be.
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 1             MR. JOHN CALLAHAN:  And remind you to turn
 2   your cell phones off.
 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah, turn the cell phones
 4   off.
 5             And last but not least, the second most
 6   important person in the room -- y'all are the number one
 7   people in the room -- okay.  I forgot Rob.  Rob over
 8   there, Rob McWhorter, is with Argonne National Labs.  He
 9   helped us on the EIS.
10             Sorry I forgot you.  You're the third most
11   important person.  How's that?
12             The first most important people are the people
13   here from the village.  We want to hear what you say.
14   The second most important person is Valerie.  Now,
15   Valerie is our court reporter who's taking everything
16   down.  And as they say, do as I say and not as I do;
17   well, make sure you talk slow enough for Valerie to get
18   it, state your name when we get there and how to spell
19   your name and where you're from.  That will help us a
20   lot.
21             Right, Valerie?
22             THE REPORTER:  Yep.
23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Thank you.
24             Now, with that, I'm going to ask Vanna -- I
25   mean, Mike, to come up here and help me.
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 1             We changed the format of some of these
 2   hearings a bit.  Sometimes it was noted that not
 3   everybody at our meetings were starting from the same
 4   place.  Some of us came in and we know what's going on.
 5   Some of you know a lot of what's going on.  Some heard
 6   about a meeting at the last minute, they come in and
 7   they say, "What's this about?"
 8             And so in listening to what some of you have
 9   said, we changed our format a bit.  Even though we're
10   here to hear what you say, we want to spend a few
11   minutes building on what Director Beaudreau said so that
12   we all know exactly what we're talking about.
13             There's a lot of words on that first slide or
14   flip chart.  The bottom line is -- the top part, that
15   three lines, means the proposed program for 2012 to
16   2017.  Right now we're in the program of 2007 to 2012.
17   It expires in 2012.  We have to plan for the next five
18   years, and that started planning for that in 2008.
19             Along with this federal action are the
20   environmental work that has to go with that under the
21   National Environmental Policy Act.  We have to ascribe
22   to NEPA.  Okay?  So along with this proposed program for
23   2012 to 2017 is a draft environmental impact statement.
24   So please note the two words, "proposed" program, as in
25   it's not done yet and a "draft" EIS, as in not done yet.
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 1             That three-volume set is not three copies of
 2   the EIS.  It's one copy of the EIS.  And I'm going to
 3   get to why this is so long and why it's so important.
 4             Next slide, please.
 5             Who we are:  BOEM.  Director Beaudreau has
 6   already said we're the Bureau of Ocean Energy
 7   Management.  Many of you know me as either from MMS or
 8   for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
 9   and Enforcement, BOEMRE.  Well, after Deepwater Horizon,
10   there was a lot of soul searching.  Tommy joined us;
11   Director Bromwich, who is now with the Bureau of Safety
12   and Environmental Enforcement, he joined us; a whole
13   cast of others, to take a critical look at exactly how
14   the system works.
15             Whether real or perceived, there appeared to
16   be some conflicts, and so a lot of folks spent a lot of
17   time, burned a lot of midnight oil, and a lot of
18   weekends to come up with the current structure.  We are
19   BOEM.  We are the resource manager.  We're responsible
20   for environmental reviews, the science, the leasing, and
21   evaluating the resources that are out there.  So that's
22   us.
23             The other part of the old MMS were the
24   engineers and the inspectors.  They're in BSEE, the
25   Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement.  Think
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 1   of that as policing.  Their only job is to make sure
 2   that whatever is allowed, whatever is permitted, is done
 3   by the letter of the law and the rules and regulations
 4   are followed.  Okay?  Very important.  They don't worry
 5   too much about us.  We talk with them.  But their job is
 6   to make sure whatever is permitted takes place as it is
 7   permitted by the law.
 8             Then the other group of folks in MMS were the
 9   people that collected the revenue.  Okay?  They went
10   into another whole bureau called the Office of Natural
11   Resource Revenue.  They collect the money.  Yes, we know
12   where they are, we know where they sit, but we really
13   don't work with them.  They're worried about making sure
14   the taxpayer gets the revenue from the leases that they
15   buy, but that's not what we worry about.
16             What we worry about is making sure -- as Tommy
17   Beaudreau pointed out -- the right decisions are made in
18   terms of where activities might occur.  BSEE worries
19   about engineering and safety.  ONRR worries about the
20   revenue.  Three separate bureaus.  We don't conflict
21   with each other.
22             Next slide, please, real quick.
23             And I will go through these pretty quick.
24             The OCS Lands Act.  That's kind of hard to
25   read.  We include that for one reason.  Some of our
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 1   constituents in the villages say, "You've been coming
 2   out here for 30 years and some of us are telling you the
 3   exact same thing.  Why do you keep coming back?  Why do
 4   you come here on a Monday night for three hours when it
 5   was a beautiful day and nice snow out there?"  It's
 6   because the law requires it.  The Secretary cannot hold
 7   a lease sale unless he or she has a five-year plan in
 8   place.  The law says that.
 9             To have that five-year plan in place, there
10   has to be input from the stakeholders and we have to do
11   the environmental work.  So it's not that we're coming
12   back here all the time to see if you changed your mind
13   or to bother you and ruin your evenings, but we're here
14   because the law says the people that this may affect
15   have a right for input and it has to happen, so that's
16   why we're here.
17             Next slide, please.
18             Now, I'm going to go through these pretty
19   quick.  I'm going to speed it up.
20             As Tommy pointed out, we're at a very high
21   level right now.  We're at the five-year planning stage
22   right now, the proposed program.  This is a national
23   effort.  After it is decided, whatever that is at the
24   end of next -- toward the end of next year, then there
25   may be a lease sale or the Secretary may decide, no, not
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 1   at this time.  Then you would have exploration possibly,
 2   then production, and then decommissioning when it's
 3   over.
 4             The important thing to remember is that if a
 5   lease sale occurs -- if -- and a company purchases one
 6   of those leases, the only thing it does is allow them to
 7   submit additional applications.  It doesn't give them
 8   the absolute right to go out and do anything.  There's a
 9   lot of checks and balances.  Okay?
10             Next slide, please.
11             Okay.  For this five-year plan -- it's kind of
12   hard to see -- the only three areas considered is the
13   Western Gulf, the Central Gulf, a little sliver in the
14   Eastern Gulf -- so there's three areas in the Gulf --
15   the Cook Inlet, the Beaufort Sea, and the Chukchi, a
16   total of six areas.
17             And as Tommy pointed out, what is possibly
18   going to occur -- or what is proposed, is the correct
19   terminology -- is a sale, one sale, in the Beaufort Sea,
20   2015, and potentially a proposed sale in 2016 in the
21   Chukchi.  I think we've got a better picture here.  So
22   there's plenty of time between now and then to collect
23   more science, review the information, and for plenty of
24   discussion.
25             Also something Tommy said that is incredibly
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 1   important:  These areas look real big.  And for those of
 2   you who have been out there, you know how big these
 3   areas are.  This administration, the new BOEM, what
 4   we're doing is moving away from area-wide leasing.
 5             Now, if you look at these, yes, the green
 6   areas are the areas that have already been leased to oil
 7   companies.  The red areas along here (indicating) and
 8   there (indicating) off of Barrow and over there
 9   (indicating) off of Kaktovik, those are deferral areas
10   where nothing can happen.  Those areas will not be
11   available for a lease sale.
12             In the process of what we're doing now, as
13   Director Beaudreau said, we are looking at the
14   science -- the science we do, the science that NOAA
15   does, the science that USGS does, the science NSF
16   does -- and say, okay, where is the highest probability
17   for oil?  Where are areas that are very sensitive?
18   Whaling areas, subsistence areas, whale migration
19   routes.  Where are they?  How do we have areas for a
20   leasing program that pose the minimal conflict to other
21   activities in the area?
22             So these areas -- the Chukchi planning area,
23   the Beaufort Sea planning area -- as we get closer to a
24   lease sale, they're going to get most likely much, much
25   smaller as we go through and take out those areas where
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 1   there's no oil and gas resource, that are too important
 2   ecologically or for subsistence, and where it just
 3   doesn't make sense.  But we have to start somewhere and
 4   that's where we're starting now.
 5             Next.
 6             For the Cook Inlet, this is a special interest
 7   only sale.  If there is enough industry interest on
 8   actually having a sale there, then we would go through
 9   the process of doing the NEPA, doing the EISs, so that
10   we could do it here in the appropriate way.  Just
11   because you have large areas doesn't mean the whole area
12   is going to be offered up.
13             Next slide, please.
14             Okay.  What is an EIS, this thing right here
15   (indicating)?  It's an environmental document.  It's to
16   disclose plans, involve the public -- congratulations,
17   you've joined the team -- identify and evaluate
18   alternatives, avoid negative effects -- okay?  We want
19   to do that -- and unify environmental analysis.  And
20   that is, there's a lot going on out there, there's a lot
21   of people working out there on a number of different
22   things.
23             Well, this document here is just not a BOEM
24   document.  The North Slope Borough was a cooperating
25   agency.  The State of Alaska was a cooperating agency.
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 1   Okay?  And NOAA was a cooperating agency.  And we've
 2   used the science that BOEM, MMS/BOEMRE did, that NOAA
 3   has done, that NSF has done, that the fisheries folks at
 4   the North Slope Borough has done.  We've tried to bring
 5   it in here, but it's still a draft.  So now we're coming
 6   out here to our constituents to see how do we make this
 7   document better, what did we miss, how do we make sure
 8   traditional knowledge is included here.
 9             In the villages we've already been to, and
10   even in Anchorage and Fairbanks, we had people stand up
11   and make comment that was very, very important that
12   would help us make this document a better document.
13   This is not a decision document.  It just shows the
14   decision-maker what's going on.  The decision-maker is
15   the Secretary of the Interior.
16             So it would be great when Mr. Beaudreau sits
17   down with the Secretary with this document, much
18   improved on what it is now because of the input we're
19   going to get as well as all the other things that we
20   have, he sits down with Ken Salazar and says, "Okay.
21   Let's talk this through.  What's the best decision?"
22           Next.
23           What's in these documents?  Well, we think we've
24   covered a lot of things.  We're hoping we got all of
25   them.  We may not have.  We cover noise that's
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 1   associated with seismic surveying, drilling, service
 2   vessels, bottom disturbance, anchoring where might a
 3   pipeline go, air emissions -- you know, that's been in
 4   the news recently with EPA and their permits -- coastal
 5   activities, support facilities, also oil spills.
 6   Director Beaudreau has already mentioned that.
 7           Keep going.
 8           Marine and coastal birds, coastal marine
 9   habitats, fisheries, marine mammals, archaeological
10   resources, socioeconomics.  We hope we've covered most
11   of it.  If we haven't covered something, let's get it in
12   there.  Let us know.  That's what we're here for.  We
13   want input on this document on how to make it better so
14   the decision-maker has the whole enchilada, so to speak.
15           Next slide, please.
16           Special consideration:  Deepwater Horizon.
17   Everybody knows what that is.  We've read all the
18   papers.  We followed it on TV.  This was considered very
19   important for putting this document together.
20           Some of you were here for the supplemental sale
21   of 193 EIS where we went and we added a very large oil
22   spill analysis, something comparable to Deepwater
23   Horizon.  Had never been done before for the Arctic.  We
24   did it.  Now when oil companies turn in their
25   exploration plans and oil spill response plans, they
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 1   have to tell us what their worst-case discharge is.  Of
 2   course that specific well, it will undoubtedly be
 3   smaller than the discharge of the very large oil spill,
 4   but we have some place to start.  That has to be
 5   addressed.  And it's been addressed.
 6           In the discussions we've had with Shell --
 7   you're all familiar with those.  It's been in the
 8   papers -- part of their oil spill response plan is a
 9   capping and containment system.  It took several months
10   to design in the Gulf of Mexico after they needed it.
11   Well, part of the deal we have is that it's not going to
12   occur in Alaska unless something like that system is
13   right there ready to go.  So there's a lot of
14   discussions going on on such a system and what is
15   required.  So those are some of the things we've
16   discussed and how we've worked them into our analysis.
17           Just to give the time frame here, this process
18   for the five-year program, 2012 to 2017, it started in
19   August of 2008 for a request for information.  Hey,
20   folks, 2012 is right around the corner, we have to have
21   a new five-year plan.  We started the process.  We had a
22   draft proposed program in January of 2009.
23           Then Deepwater Horizon happened.  We had a
24   longer public comment period, January 2009 to
25   March 2011.  That time was available to tweak the now
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 1   proposed program, not a final, as well as the EIS.  So
 2   now we have -- in November we've got a proposed program
 3   and a draft EIS.
 4           The process is not over yet.  So from now or
 5   November, last month, through January 9th, we're
 6   collecting comments and asking for input on that
 7   document to make it better.  Then sometime in late 2012,
 8   the Secretary would make a decision on what the program
 9   looks like, and you would have a completed EIS.  So it's
10   not over yet.  We still have work to do.
11           Next.
12           Okay.  To submit comments, we've got a poster
13   over there that says where to send them.  You can go to
14   the web site.  You can get the document.  We've got the
15   document on CD.  You can comment through regs.gov.  You
16   can send comments to a dear friend of mine, Mr. Jim
17   Bennett.  He would love to hear from you.  He's in
18   charge of putting the document together.
19           And I think that's about it.  I've spoken
20   enough.  You all didn't come here to listen to a career
21   federal employee yak, yak, yak, but I hope we're in the
22   same place now.  A proposed program, a draft EIS, we're
23   looking for comments to make that a better document so
24   the decision-maker has everything in front of him to
25   make the best decision for everybody.  Okay?  So that's
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 1   what we're here for this evening.
 2           We've had some great comments in Nuiqsut,
 3   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Wainwright.  We've
 4   walked away with some very good information.  I want to
 5   walk away from here with just the same good feelings.
 6   And to do that we're going to do something that Earl
 7   helped me put together the last time we were here in
 8   Kotzebue.  In fact, this is the first time we did it.
 9           Right, Earl?
10             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Uh-huh.
11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are going to move the
12   chairs in sort of a semicircle so everybody can see
13   everybody, can see the court reporter, can see Tommy and
14   Pat, and we're going to keep going around the circle
15   until everybody feels they've said everything they need
16   to say and no one walks out of the room feeling they got
17   slighted.  Because if somebody walks away thinking, I
18   should have said that, then that's not a success.
19             So, Earl, can I depend on you back there to
20   encourage folks to come up here and let's get this
21   moving?  Come on.
22             MR. MIKE HALLER:  While you're doing that, we
23   have copies of these if you want them.  They're here for
24   you.
25             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Now, the rules of this
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 1   exercise is as follows:  We're going to go around the
 2   circle.  You have a choice; you can make some great
 3   comments or you can pass while you get your thoughts
 4   together.  And we keep going around and around until
 5   everybody is either too exhausted or they just pass --
 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- out.
 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- because -- pass out.  So
 8   the whole point is to make sure we take something away
 9   from this meeting that Tim can take back to the
10   environmental division, okay, who is doing that
11   document, okay, and that Bonnie -- where is Bonnie? --
12   Bonnie can take back some gems of information back to
13   leasing and say, "Aha, I've got something that's going
14   to make it even better and the Secretary needs to know
15   this."
16             Have I understated this, BOEM colleagues?
17   Excellent.
18             So now we have to start somewhere.
19             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I would love to
20   start, and I have a mic.  Back in the corner.
21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Yes.  That would be
22   good.  If you start, that means this side of the room
23   goes -- starts this way.
24             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Sure.
25             (Speaking in Inupiaq.)
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 1             Good evening, everybody.  I'd like to say
 2   paglagivsi to our special guests.  Welcome on behalf of
 3   the Northwest Arctic Borough.  Our mayor, Siikauraq
 4   Whiting, is in Anchorage with the Northwest Arctic
 5   Leadership Team's meeting to set priorities for the
 6   region so she couldn't be here tonight, but I'm sure
 7   she'd like to also extend a welcome to you.  Paglagivsi
 8   to our borough.
 9             Also, since we're so close to the holidays,
10   probably won't get a chance to say Merry Christmas
11   again.  As you can see, we're festively decorated here
12   in the assembly chambers.  So Merry Christmas to you and
13   your family as you head home after this for the
14   holidays.
15             Prior to this meeting -- and I don't see him
16   in the audience -- Ataamuk Shiedt had called me and --
17   well, I guess I should start with my own introduction.
18   My name is Ukallaysaaq.  I'm the planning director here
19   at the Northwest Arctic Borough.  It's spelled
20   U-k-a-l-l-a-y-s-a-a-q.  My last name is O-k-l-e-a-s-i-k.
21             But Ataamuk was concerned.  He wasn't able to
22   make it.  One of the things with this lease sale -- and
23   I think this lease sale caught a lot of people by
24   surprise thinking that there would be additional leases.
25   I know that was my first thought, why would there be
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 1   more leases when they're so controversial over the
 2   current leases, so it didn't make sense to me.
 3             But part of the things that Ataamuk wanted to
 4   share -- he works at Maniilaq Association -- is that
 5   this area has a wide impact in the Chukchi Sea.  Just
 6   not to Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome and all the villages
 7   in between, but there's a huge ecosystem use that you
 8   could say could extend all the way down to Dillingham
 9   and even to Kodiak because of how the fish and the
10   various wildlife use this area and this very inner tide.
11   So he wanted to make that point, that there's a wide
12   impact from any potential spill or damages to the
13   environment in the Chukchi.
14             One of the other things he wanted to show, and
15   the reason I sat here, is he was very concerned about
16   ice pileup.  And I'll turn on the video screen.  And you
17   may be familiar with Oooguruk Island.  Let me turn that
18   on.  That is in the Beaufort Sea and it is a manmade
19   island.
20             There's a map -- once the signal goes away --
21   there on the North Slope.  And here is a closer
22   photograph of the manmade island.  And what Ataamuk was
23   looking at was an e-mail from Michael Brubaker at ANTHC
24   on climate change.  And let me go ahead and see if -- I
25   can't save the video clip, but hopefully it loads.
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 1             And you're going to see a video of this island
 2   with ice going over it.  Just be patient.  Our internet
 3   isn't always the fastest, but I thought this is -- but
 4   he wanted me to show this tonight.  And I think it's
 5   important that you're here, but you can see that that
 6   was the island that I showed earlier.  And here is some
 7   ice that's going to be going over the . . .
 8             (Video playing from http://www.break.com/
 9             Usercontent/2009/6/oooguruk-island-June-23rd-
10             2009-790036.)
11             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  And you can see
12   this continues on, the power of Mother Nature and the
13   environment that we live in.  I just wanted to share --
14   you know, we've seen ice overflows here in the sound in
15   the spring.  And you can say you can engineer things to
16   withstand certain things and pressures and so forth, but
17   we live in a pretty unpredictable environment and you
18   have to respect that.
19             And I think that's why Ataamuk wanted me to
20   show this, that he's very concerned about ice pileups
21   and the safety of platforms and the damages that could
22   be sustained through development in this area as well as
23   any type of cleanup work that might try to happen during
24   a condition like that if you're trying to clean up any
25   oil.
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 1             Another thing he was concerned about was our
 2   food security.  One thing he was trying to say to me is
 3   that people can survive right now.  And what he meant by
 4   that is people, if you look in their freezers, have
 5   subsistence food.  And if we were to get cut off like we
 6   did in 9/11, people can live here.  They can live off
 7   the land.  And so we have a big piece of food security.
 8   What if that food were to be contaminated?  What happens
 9   to our security here in this environment that's very
10   harsh if we depend on the ocean for a lot of those
11   resources?
12             And another thing he wanted to share was
13   cultural integrity, that future generations need to have
14   the opportunity to live the way of life that we now
15   live.  So his -- and Ataamuk is an older man than me,
16   and so he is concerned about his grandchildren, his
17   children, and their children, that they need to have the
18   same opportunities to live the lifestyle with the
19   environment that he has enjoyed throughout his lifetime.
20             So those are some of the comments I wanted to
21   share from Ataamuk and the video of Oooguruk Island in
22   the Beaufort Sea.
23             On behalf of the Northwest Arctic Borough --
24   and I have a copy of the resolution to share with you --
25   the assembly has passed Resolution 11-28, which is a
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 1   resolution establishing a proactive policy on oil and
 2   gas exploration, development, and production off the
 3   coast of the Northwest and North Slope Boroughs.  Our
 4   assembly passed this resolution supporting responsible
 5   resource development that takes into account and
 6   addresses the concerns of our residents of the borough
 7   and the impacts of onshore and offshore environments.
 8             Our people depend and rely on subsistence
 9   resources, and these subsistence foods are essential to
10   the Inupiaq way of life and any reduction in them would
11   have adverse health impacts to our whole communities.
12   The marine environment of the Arctic is delicate and
13   it's also subject to severe disruption and harm from
14   poorly planned and managed oil and gas exploration,
15   development, and production.  This resolution also
16   recognizes that oil and gas companies do not have local
17   traditional knowledge and they need help in managing
18   their exploration, development, and production in a
19   responsible manner.
20           For these reasons, the Northwest Arctic Borough
21   has historically opposed resource development off our
22   coastlines, but they recognize the federal and state
23   governments will make final decisions.  And there's an
24   exhibit that's attached to this that has a number of
25   recommendations.
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 1           Some of the other backgrounds is that both
 2   boroughs, including the Northwest Arctic, is committed
 3   to be proactive and insist that any offshore resource
 4   exploration, development, and production occur in a
 5   responsible manner that follows our Inupiaq values and
 6   also insists on proper planning, gathering, and funding
 7   of baseline data, sharing of data gaps, and also sharing
 8   of raw data, which is, I think, important for the
 9   private companies, monitoring, and implementation of
10   these studies by both regulators and the industry to
11   develop appropriate mitigation of impacts to subsistence
12   resources, subsistence hunting, and to the health of our
13   residents prior to, during, and after exploration,
14   development, and production.
15           Also, this resolution recommends that the
16   borough have a seat at the table.  And I don't know what
17   that would mean in the regulatory sense, but I know when
18   the lease sale first went through, the Northwest Arctic
19   Borough never had an opportunity for a meeting like this
20   in Kotzebue.  So I'd like to thank you for coming this
21   time because last time our borough was totally
22   overlooked.
23           And we still probably don't have the appropriate
24   seat at the table.  Our borough has pushed for a
25   citizen's -- regional citizen's advisory committee like
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 1   Senator Begich had introduced.  It hasn't gone through,
 2   but I think that's an appropriate forum.
 3           Our borough has also submitted a proposal to the
 4   industry, both Conoco and Shell, to fund what is similar
 5   to a regional advisory council, but we've been told
 6   that's not going to be funded.  So we still have this
 7   need for effective community engagement within our
 8   region with the North Slope Borough.
 9           Also, this resolution recommends that federal
10   and state agencies and developers must work in good
11   faith with local subsistence hunters to mitigate any
12   impacts to subsistence resources and to the hunters'
13   access of those resources, and that our residents must
14   be given the opportunity to be trained and employed by
15   the developers and their contractors, also I think even
16   the federal government.
17           And I'd like to applaud the Coast Guard for
18   holding their Northwest Arctic Ecological Risk
19   Assessment meeting here in Kotzebue last month.  I was
20   just on another teleconference telling Michael this,
21   that that meeting, although it was here to solicit our
22   community's input, which is part of updating the
23   Northwest Artic Subarea Contingency Plan -- sorry for
24   these really long titles, but I didn't come up with
25   them.
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 1             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We specialize in
 2   them.
 3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  They're federal
 4   titles.  But part of that Northwest Arctic Subarea
 5   Contingency Plan update, even though it was there to
 6   solicit our input, there was a lot of training.  There
 7   was a lot of dialogue.  And the person they brought up
 8   here to facilitate that meeting really gave a lot of
 9   information on dispersants in particular.
10             That was a huge information filling for our
11   residents, and it would be nice to see something like
12   that happen in your processes where you just don't come
13   here for a one-night meeting.  They were here for two
14   days and they were very full of presentations on oil
15   spill response methods, how effective they are, and
16   documenting our community's concerns with each one of
17   those methods.
18             It was a very engaging meeting, a bit lengthy,
19   but one of the first that we've had in Kotzebue where
20   they came to listen to our residents and also share
21   information.  But I just wanted to mention that part of
22   that training and development is not only the industry,
23   but I think the federal government has a role to play in
24   that, and particularly your agency.
25             I think the other piece is that we need to
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 1   have capacity-building funds to help our borough, our
 2   borough government, as well as our communities to deal
 3   with the impacts of oil and gas exploration,
 4   development, production, and associated activities.  And
 5   that comment has been made over and over again, but this
 6   local level capacity building needs to be addressed.
 7             The North Slope Borough has what's called the
 8   Village Response Teams, the VRTs, but that has not been
 9   extended to our borough and to our residents.  And that
10   model exists, and our -- the mayor and our
11   administration has been asking for that capacity
12   building to be extended into our borough, but it hasn't
13   been done yet and there doesn't seem to be plans to
14   extend it.  It has been a very effective model and it
15   could be done to our area.
16             Also, this resolution speaks to that oil and
17   gas exploration companies should locate support
18   facilities and infrastructure onshore so that there's a
19   tax base, but also training and infrastructure while
20   also reducing the cost of health care, schools,
21   transportation, utilities, and housing with
22   collaboration.
23             I just wanted to touch also on a few other
24   points in the exhibits, particularly baseline science.
25   You already spoke to the fact that traditional knowledge
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 1   needs to be incorporated and you're wondering how to do
 2   that.  Well, it needs to be funded.  You need to create
 3   indigenous science positions within your organization,
 4   you need to have those positions advertised and based
 5   here in Kotzebue, and you need to fund indigenous
 6   science.
 7             Western science.  I just noticed a press
 8   release that a university in Texas is going to do Arctic
 9   science.  That doesn't make sense.  You know, we need to
10   have our own people employed by your agency to have
11   people work with them and document their science, and a
12   good example is our own borough.
13             We have a subsistence mapping project being
14   funded by CF, but one of the positions we have is a
15   traditional knowledge specialist.  And that person is a
16   full-time position that works with a social
17   anthropologist and other staff that we've hired to make
18   sure that traditional knowledge is at the same level as
19   Western science.  So we created a full-time position to
20   work with those people, and that's something that we
21   need to see the agencies also put that support and
22   research money into so that there's a real collaborative
23   approach to research and also data sharing and
24   collection.
25             Another piece I wanted to speak to tonight was
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 1   Coast Guard presence.  Although that may not be in the
 2   jurisdiction of your agency, I think the oil -- the
 3   heating and gas shortage in Nome is a very telling
 4   example that Sitnasuak Native Corporation had to
 5   contract with a Russian icebreaker to deliver fuel
 6   because there's no American company that could deliver
 7   fuel inside of our own country.  And so that's very
 8   telling of the Arctic state of readiness.
 9             And the Coast Guard itself isn't able to
10   deliver it.  They can only have the Healy there to --
11   and I think it's even in dry dock.  It's not even ready
12   to go, so -- you know, yet we're looking at lease sales
13   and development and we don't have the icebreaker
14   capacity to do this.
15             I just think the Nome situation brings to
16   light a lot of the issues.  And the Coast Guard will
17   tell you how ill-prepared they are as well.  That's one
18   of their major concerns, but I will stop there.  And
19   those are some of the comments I'd like to share from
20   the Northwest Arctic Borough.
21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  And
22   you can provide those written comments -- and anyone
23   else that has written comments, please put them up on
24   the table there where Valerie is or give them to Mike.
25   That's very, very important.  It goes back and we can
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 1   sort of ground through what's being typed up.
 2             Okay.  Now, that was great and that gave
 3   people a lot of time to think so we probably have lots
 4   more comments.  So, again, we're going to keep going
 5   around the room.  You can pass, you can say something,
 6   and we'll just keep doing that until we've got all the
 7   nuggets of knowledge here.
 8             So with that, sir, I'm going to start with
 9   you.  You can pass or add to it.  Whatever you'd like.
10             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I'm Lincoln Saito, and I
11   also work for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  But I'm
12   going to pass right now because that's two of us in a
13   row.
14             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  My name is Darcie Warden,
15   and I work with the Alaska Wilderness League.  I'm based
16   in Fairbanks, Alaska.
17             Do you want me to spell my name?
18             THE REPORTER:  Sure.
19             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  D-a-r-c-i-e W-a-r-d-e-n.
20             My job really is an outreach person, and so I
21   focus on meaningful community engagement.  And one of
22   the frustrations I have continually when it comes to any
23   NEPA process in the public meetings that take place is,
24   you know, there's the draft EIS -- and this is my job.
25   I pay attention to these things -- and I can't keep up
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 1   with what's in these documents and I struggle to give
 2   meaningful comments on these documents.
 3             And so when the public meetings take place and
 4   the agencies go to the communities and ask people to
 5   make meaningful comments on these draft documents that
 6   are three huge books thick, I just find that
 7   frustrating.  That's a frustrating process for me
 8   because I want to be able to know that people are
 9   actually able to comment on that document.
10             And one of the things that we didn't do in the
11   beginning -- and I don't know if it's necessary.  I'm
12   not saying we should do it -- but we didn't even go over
13   what the alternatives are really in that document and
14   what that means and, you know, what are we talking about
15   when we're looking at those alternatives and what's the
16   preferred alternative versus all the other alternatives
17   and the no-action alternative.
18             And I just -- so my comment would be that I
19   feel like it's the agency's job to prepare the
20   communities in a fair way so that -- and then what you
21   talked about in the -- getting the community engagement
22   in the local long meetings that you had and you talked
23   about spill response and stuff like that, you know, just
24   kind of training or having workshops or something on
25   what is in these documents and then how communities can
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 1   comment on those.  So that would be my comment.
 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's an excellent comment.
 3   In fact, we have a poster with all the alternatives.
 4   But one thing we've found is that sometimes we overwhelm
 5   folks with presentations.  I gave a similar presentation
 6   on Friday night in Anchorage and someone said I wasted
 7   their time because we don't need to know any of that.
 8   And so we have this balance on how do we meaningfully
 9   get information to folks where it's either enough or not
10   too much.
11             And so we've got the alternatives here.  And,
12   Tim, why don't you hold those up.  And basically there
13   are, I believe, 15 alternatives, including the no-action
14   alternative.  And they vary where you take various --
15   alternative one is all 15 lease sales.  And then
16   alternative two is 13 lease sales, same as alternative
17   one, but exclude the Gulf of Mexico eastern planning
18   area.  An alternative here would be to remove either the
19   Beaufort or the Chukchi.
20             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Can we remove both?  Can
21   we make a new alternative?
22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not sure if both of them
23   are in there.
24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
25   remove a lease sale.
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 1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Pardon me?
 2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
 3   remove a lease sale.
 4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Oh, yeah.  I'm not sure it
 5   would be worded that way, but I know you can remove the
 6   Chukchi, you can remove the Beaufort.  You can always
 7   remove both of them.
 8             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I was just -- yeah.
 9   Because in the alternatives it was one or the other, but
10   it wasn't the Arctic.  And so I was like, oh, that --
11   that seems to pit communities against each other
12   naturally if you don't know you can actually request
13   that neither be in the lease sale.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  They can request that.  And
15   as Director Beaudreau said, the Secretary can remove any
16   lease sale right up to the last minute.  In fact, this
17   current Secretary removed all remaining lease sales
18   after 2008, I believe, or 2009.  They were removed.
19             Earl, your turn.
20             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Welcome.  I didn't really
21   know what to say, but I've been doing this for 15 years.
22   I've been following these guys everywhere they go.  I
23   want to make sure our community members understand what
24   these guys are trying to explain.
25             For the record, my name is Earl Kingik.  I'm
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 1   from Point Hope, Alaska.  I would like to endorse what
 2   Ataamuk -- his testimony 100 percent.  I endorse him.
 3   It's good that we get -- BOEM, we get to see, you get to
 4   see, what's happening in the ice.
 5             But another thing we were worried about is
 6   this -- what's happened before.  We never did know
 7   nothing about hamburger and the popcorn and those other
 8   activities you guys did without us -- without our
 9   knowledge.  Now you've got this lease sale going on,
10   this Chukchi lease sale.  And the Native Village of
11   Point Hope opposes it and the communities in Arctic
12   Slope oppose it.
13             And we're concerned because our wildlife.
14   It's important to us to keep our cultural way of life
15   together.  Our government tried their best to let us
16   lose our language.
17             Our government tried their best to let us buy
18   hunting licenses so we could be like Americans, but we
19   never had nothing like that before we become America.
20             So you see, wildlife is very important to us.
21   Point Hope depends on the wildlife.  We don't go out and
22   migrate to hunt our animals.  The animals come to us.
23   After we harvest our animal, we celebrate and we give
24   thanks to the animal that gives himself up.
25             So you see, Native Village of Point Hope and
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 1   ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, strongly
 2   oppose any lease sale forever.  And I recommend that the
 3   BOEMRE people have government-to-government meetings
 4   with the local tribes before you go to the public
 5   because there's actually an order that you do
 6   consultation.  We need to do that because we put these
 7   people in a seat to protect our way of life.  They're
 8   our council members.
 9             We've got a constitution like you Americans.
10   Native Village of Point Hope got a constitution that was
11   established in 1974.  And the government gave us these
12   powers to protect our way of life, to protect our
13   animals, and to help our government.
14             So you see, I strongly oppose offshore
15   activity and I strongly endorse Ataamuk's testimony.
16   Thank you.
17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
18             Next?  Pass?  That's fine.
19             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  My name is Jeff Hadley.  I'm
20   with the Native Village of Kotzebue, executive director.
21   At the start of the presentation you mentioned ongoing
22   research.  And one of the things that always piqued my
23   interest was on the animals, particularly the sea
24   mammals, and what the seismic testing and the loud noise
25   produced in that testing does to these animals.  I don't
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 1   think anybody knows.
 2             So, you know, that concerns us a little bit
 3   because, as previously stated, we all rely heavily on
 4   these animals for food and -- because I know how
 5   sensitive those animals are to noise.  And anybody that
 6   hunts out there knows they -- you know, they can
 7   communicate miles and miles and miles amongst
 8   themselves, let alone us making a little noise in the
 9   boat and spooking the hell out of them miles and miles
10   away, so they're very sensitive creatures.  And is there
11   any research being done on some of these animals?
12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes.  Not really time for me
13   to speak, but I know the answer to that.  The effect of
14   sound on marine animals, especially whales, is
15   incredibly important to us.  It's also one of the
16   centers of the research we support along with NOAA.
17             We've been monitoring bowhead whales for over
18   30 years.  We've done a number of studies on the effects
19   of sound on marine mammals in the Gulf of Mexico and
20   also Alaska.  We're continuing to do that research.  We
21   work very closely with NOAA, the Marine Mammal
22   Commission.
23             A lot more needs to be done, but I can assure
24   you that is one of our highest priorities in terms of
25   actually spending money on research.  You're spot on and
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 1   that's something that needs to continue.
 2             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  Thank you.
 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next?
 4             MR. FRANK HAYS:  My name is Frank Hays,
 5   H-a-y-s.  I'm with the National Parks Service.  I'm the
 6   superintendent of the Western Arctic Parklands here in
 7   Kotzebue.  And two of our national parks managed out of
 8   this office are Bering Land Bridge and Cape Krusenstern,
 9   and they protect several hundred miles of coastline that
10   have internationally and nationally significant cultural
11   and natural resources.  So the National Parks Service
12   will be taking a look at what's proposed and providing
13   written comments in due time.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Excellent.  Thank you.
15             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Hi.  I'll just
16   introduce myself.  I'm Raychelle Daniel,
17   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, and Daniel just like it's spelled.
18             I'm currently with the Pew Environment Group.
19   I live in Anchorage, but I'm originally from
20   Tuntutuliak, Alaska.  And I appreciate what you were
21   saying earlier about how offshore -- what happens
22   offshore will impact some of the species that actually
23   come.  And people in my region are -- so I appreciate
24   your comments very much earlier and I'll hold out for
25   now, but I'll come back.
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 1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Hi, everyone.  My name is
 2   Lois Epstein, and I'm an engineer.  I'm also Arctic
 3   program director for The Wilderness Society, which is an
 4   organization focused on public lands and the cost of
 5   offshore drilling in the Arctic.  It could affect the
 6   National Petroleum Reserve and the Arctic refuge.  We're
 7   also very interested in ensuring that any problems that
 8   might result from drilling don't happen.
 9             And at this point, our analysis is -- and I
10   spoke to this at the Anchorage hearing.  I'm here to
11   listen to hear what the borough and the village have to
12   say.  But just so you know, our position is that there
13   are a number of things that need to happen in terms of
14   the science prerequisites, the spill response
15   capabilities, and also the federal oversight
16   capabilities, especially since the Gulf Deepwater
17   Horizon spill has revealed a lot of deficiencies, and
18   those have come out in commissions and we want to see
19   those deficiencies remedied.
20             I should also mention I went to the Barrow and
21   Nuiqsut scoping hearings last year -- earlier this year,
22   actually.  And one of the things I did hear in Barrow
23   quite a bit was not including the lease sales at this
24   time.  It was too early.  So I'm actually a little
25   surprised that that was not one of the alternatives that
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 1   was laid out.
 2             And then finally, I just want to ask a
 3   question.  Don't know if it can be answered here.  But
 4   given that there is knowledge of subsistence areas,
 5   areas that are critical in the Arctic, areas that are
 6   important ecologically like Hanna Shoal, why is it that
 7   at this stage of the game those were not laid out as
 8   commenting alternatives?  Why are those sensitive areas
 9   that we do know about, granted there are other areas
10   that we need to learn about, why is that being pushed
11   off into the lease sales phase rather than in a
12   five-year plan phase?
13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's still up for
14   discussion.  Nothing has been decided yet.
15             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  But those areas haven't
16   been analyzed as far as I know.
17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We're still in the proposed
18   plan --
19             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.
20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- and so we're not to the
21   final plan yet.
22             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  Is there a reason
23   that -- you know, there were certain deferral areas, why
24   other areas that are known sensitive areas were not also
25   included as alternatives?
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 1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I can't speak for the
 2   leasing division.  Maybe Tommy would like to comment on
 3   that.  But we have to start somewhere, and this is part
 4   of the process.  We know some of the deferral areas, for
 5   lack of a better term, were no-brainers, you know, the
 6   25 miles along the Chukchi and the two areas in the
 7   Beaufort, and that's not the end.  That's just the
 8   beginning.  And as Director Beaudreau said and I said,
 9   the move is away from area-wide leasing and so other
10   areas are being looked at very much right now.
11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Jim is right.  So
12   the overall objective ultimately is to establish a new
13   approach and a new way of considering, A, whether or not
14   leasing should happen here and then, B, if it does, what
15   form it takes.  And it should be different than the
16   traditional area-like model.  We are open -- and that's
17   a part of this commenting process and part of the, you
18   know, frankly, further work that needs to be done on the
19   program.
20             We are open to considering whether at this
21   stage, at the five-year planning stage, there are --
22   consistent with those principles I described, there are
23   areas that should be taken off the table now even before
24   we get to the leasing stage.  And so we are open to
25   that.  We're open in considering that at this stage, and
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 1   then obviously as you move closer to the lease sale
 2   stage, you've got to make a decision about whether you
 3   want to have that sale at all and then what specifically
 4   is offered in that sale.
 5             In terms of the five-year plan, you know, we
 6   haven't foreclosed that at all, and so I would
 7   encourage -- obviously everyone can comment here today,
 8   but we also receive written comments, and so I encourage
 9   giving us comments specifically on that issue because
10   we're open to it.
11             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thanks.
12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
13             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'll pass.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Ma'am?
15             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  My name is Dood Lincoln,
16   and I'm a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.  I'm a tribal
17   member of the IRA.  I'm a shareholder of KIC Village and
18   NANA Regional.
19             And I'm aware of our subsistence and our way
20   of life, but one of the things that I wanted to say is I
21   appreciate your process you're going through with this
22   public hearing, you know, not just in our area but
23   everywhere.  I appreciate your bringing out the
24   beginning, explaining.
25             And I am not sure where everyone stands on
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 1   this, whether it's the tribal IRA or KIC or NANA or the
 2   Northwest Arctic Borough.  I mean, I've heard, you know,
 3   personal testimony, but I think, you know, what could be
 4   encouraged in the future when you have something like
 5   this, what I think is going to be our own doings as a
 6   community is for us to set it as a priority, for us to
 7   come together and to say what we support.
 8             Because tonight, I can hear stuff from
 9   different people and it's not reflecting, you know,
10   something as a whole.  Like Earl says, he represents the
11   tribal village and that's what they represent.  And I
12   guess I just have that to where everyone has an
13   agreement or an understanding of where we as a region
14   want to support or not and then get our concerns of
15   whichever -- you know, because they're going to be
16   pretty much all the same.
17             But that's just my feeling tonight being here
18   is -- that's why I came.  I wanted to hear from -- you
19   know, I'm involved a lot with -- my being gone a lot,
20   travel with them, so I just -- I really want to see
21   where everyone stands tonight, and I'll pass for now.
22   And then when it come back around, I'll think of
23   something else.
24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
25             Sir, you snuck in in the back and avoided the
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 1   circle, but I'm not going to let you slip by and ignore
 2   you.  Anything or pass?
 3             MR. DON McKIE:  My name is Don McKie (ph).
 4   I'm a member of the community.  And I've just come here
 5   tonight to listen, to learn, and just to listen to the
 6   heartbeat of the community.  To get an education, I
 7   guess.
 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Welcome.
 9             MR. DON McKIE:  Thank you.
10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am, you're next.
11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine Shed
12   (ph), and I'm kind of in the same boat as him.  I'm here
13   to learn.  I'm brand new to Kotzebue, but this is a big
14   topic.  It's not just this region that's involved.
15             So I guess what I wanted to say is, is there a
16   place to read or hear what other villages that you've
17   been to have to say, the other information that you've
18   gathered from other people in this area?  Where can we
19   go to find out what's being said?
20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a very good comment.
21   I know we're taking all of this down and eventually it
22   will be published.  But as for right now, I think I'm
23   going to turn to my community liaison.
24             Mike, can you help with that?
25             MR. MIKE HALLER:  I can some.  Some of it's
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 1   available on our web site at boem.org -- .gov -- I'm
 2   sorry -- .gov.  Yeah.  Anyway, so some of it you would
 3   find posted up there, and you'll find it under this
 4   topic.  And more to follow.
 5             In fact, we're working to in the new year, the
 6   new calendar year, we're going to expand our regional
 7   web site so we include more of these kinds of
 8   conversations and results of hearings on there.  So it
 9   will be more interactive, I guess you could say, or
10   reflective.
11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  I also wanted to comment
12   on this gentleman's conversation.  "Science" is an
13   interesting term because you can exclude a lot of
14   information because it may not be so-called scientific,
15   but I think his idea that you have people from the
16   region completely involved and at the table at every
17   step of the way at these things is important because
18   their science may be different from college science, but
19   it's knowledge that can only be gained through
20   generations, so it needs to be paid attention to.
21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Absolutely.  And we are well
22   aware of that now and we are very much supporting that.
23   Oftentimes -- I'm finding out new to the area that our
24   Western scientists go out and do their thing, we go and
25   speak to an elder, and the elder says, "Yep.  You're
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 1   right on.  I could have told you that, and I'll give you
 2   an A minus."
 3             So traditional knowledge is very important and
 4   we're trying to get that in.  And those are all
 5   excellent comments.  Thank you.
 6             Sir?
 7             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm Chad Nordlum.  I'm the
 8   deputy director for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  I'll
 9   make comments kind of as an individual since I'm kind of
10   here tonight flying off the cuff.
11             When we talk about oil development, you know,
12   what I always come back to is you're threatening a
13   non- -- a renewable resource for a non-renewable, oil.
14   You're threatening whales, you're threatening seals, and
15   you're doing all this for non-renewable, which is oil.
16   It will come out of the ground, the oil companies will
17   be glad, and hopefully everybody makes their cash and
18   great, but I just feel like there has to be more,
19   because science is always behind.
20             Like you said, there's a lot of assumptions
21   and things that are ignored because it doesn't fit the
22   scientific criteria.  Local knowledge, I'm so glad to
23   hear you say you're going to fit it in.  That's
24   important.  But I just feel like this review of Western
25   science really hasn't caught up yet, so there's just got
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 1   to be a lot more science on -- to protect the resources.
 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 3             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I'm Carey Restino.  I'm
 4   editor of the Arctic Sounder.  And I'll pass because I'm
 5   hear to listen.
 6             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Hi.  Hello again.  I'm
 7   Qaiyaan Su'esu'e, Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.  Every
 8   meeting I've been to -- and I'm following the path of
 9   Earl here and following these guys from Nuiqsut,
10   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and here today.  And
11   there are so many of the same things that I would like
12   to stress, and I'm going to mention just a couple to be
13   kind of redundant in enforcing the fact that, first of
14   all, I disagree with going forth with the lease sales at
15   this moment only because there are so many lease sales
16   out there that we are not totally sure about and
17   comfortable with.
18             Some of the main reasons being, that obviously
19   the climate change is putting enough stress on our
20   natural resources and ecosystem, as is -- along with the
21   fact that there is no proven method to clean up a spill
22   or any kind of a disaster that were to happen.
23             There is no Coast Guard up in Barrow right
24   now.  We have no road system.  It baffles me to think
25   that Shell can come to our communities and make promises
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 1   that they can clean up 95 percent of anything that is
 2   going to be spilled when in fact in the Gulf of Mexico
 3   they could come nowhere near that when they had all the
 4   infrastructure and means at their immediate disposal.
 5             The other point that I would like to stress is
 6   that the deferral areas, mainly for the Nuiqsut and
 7   Kaktovik coastal railing villages, need to be expanded.
 8   Being in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik for the hearings and
 9   hearing from their community members is very different
10   from what I've always heard in Barrow.  From that
11   perspective -- it's just a little bit farther away, but
12   their perspective and their concerns are very different
13   than ours.
14             One that shocked me was that in Nuiqsut and
15   Kaktovik the residents claim that they see a yellow haze
16   along the ocean.  I don't see that in Barrow, but I've,
17   you know, made friends in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik and they
18   say, "We are going to e-mail you pictures when the sun
19   comes back and you will be shocked."  So different
20   things like that are just obvious clues to something is
21   not right and it's not the best that it can be.
22             So I would urge BOEM to take those suggestions
23   and comments into consideration to extend the deferral
24   areas.  And on a personal note, as a young community
25   member that lives in Barrow, born and raised in Barrow,
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 1   still resides there today, I really appreciate your
 2   comments.  I didn't catch your name.
 3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Ukallaysaaq.
 4             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Ukallaysaaq, thank you.
 5   I really appreciate your comments and thank you for
 6   having me here also in your community.  As a young
 7   community member, I really take to heart what my elders
 8   and leaders of the community have to say, and Kotzebue
 9   is very lucky to have you.  I would like to hear you
10   speak to people in the Barrow region.
11             I'm a mother of two, and I was born and raised
12   in Barrow.  I am a whaler.  And I just want to share
13   with Kotzebue folks and with BOEM that as a whaler, the
14   most honored position -- which also carries the greatest
15   responsibility -- is to be a whaler.  And we are
16   conditioned and we just innately know that there's one
17   thing that we as Inupiaq people must enforce, and that
18   is to protect our bowhead and to protect our subsistence
19   hunt.  This is not something that anybody wrote in a
20   three-volume book and came and told me ten years ago.
21   This is something that has been learned throughout
22   generations.
23             And if we as a people have been able to
24   survive like we have in these conditions for thousands
25   of years, you have to understand that one of the main
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 1   factors, which is very obvious, is going on a hunt.  We
 2   use an oomiak.  That's a skin boat.  The reason why we
 3   still use oomiaks today for our spring hunt and not an
 4   aluminum boat is because even the lapping of the waves
 5   on an aluminum boat will scare a whale.  What is a big
 6   vessel going to do?
 7             So to me it's very obvious that noise activity
 8   needs to be taken into consideration.  And I like to
 9   think as wonderful and as impeccable and as voluminous
10   as these plans that are written on paper are, they're
11   impeccable, but I'd like to say that it's an impeccable
12   infant compared to what the Inupiaq people have known
13   for so many years, and that needs to be taken into
14   consideration, that traditional knowledge is going to
15   far more outweigh anything in the end.  Thank you.
16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
17             Being the facilitator, I get to pass whenever
18   I want.  And if it's all right, gentleman, if I just
19   jump over to where we started.  Is that all right?
20             Let's start back there.  Anything else you
21   want to add to what you've said?
22             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  You know, I just
23   have a couple more points.
24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Wonderful.  And your name,
25   for the record, please?
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 1             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.  Ukallaysaaq.
 2   I'm planning director here at the Northwest Arctic
 3   Borough.
 4             You had mentioned the Shell cap and
 5   containment system is part of the response.  And I
 6   believe I thought in our meetings with some of the North
 7   Slope Borough is that those are only engineered drawings
 8   at this point.  The cap and containment system is not
 9   physically built, and it's never been physically tested.
10   So everything we've been shown is kind of a cartoon, and
11   it's a drawing that's not even built.
12             And it's hard to imagine a document based on a
13   spill containment system on one that's an engineered
14   drawing, and that raises a lot of questions.  I don't
15   think a lot of people know that.  They show it as if it
16   existed and it doesn't, and it's never been tested.  The
17   ice conditions, everything.  It just has not been
18   tested.  That's one point I wanted to make.
19             Another thing that I thought when people went
20   around the room is that a lot of the animals that we
21   have here are global populations, and that came up with
22   the Coast Guard.  We had to say, "Is it a local
23   population, is it a regional population, or is it a
24   global population?" because part of the migratory path
25   of animals we're dealing with is global populations a
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 1   lot.  Just not whales, birds and other things.
 2             We're dealing with things that are the global
 3   population of animals.  And I don't know if that's been
 4   factored in the environmental statements, is that it's
 5   just not the local population of animals.  We're talking
 6   about the global population of a species.  You know,
 7   they come here to the Arctic because how important it
 8   is.  And the lease sale here we're talking about is a
 9   very important area to walruses in particular, I know,
10   but all the other animals, too.
11             And then about the deferral areas.  I know our
12   mayor was very pleased to see that the Bristol Bay area
13   was removed as lease sales because it was recognized as
14   a national treasure.  And she goes, "The Chukchi is a
15   national treasure.  Why aren't -- why isn't the Chukchi
16   being removed, and the Beaufort Sea for that matter,
17   because our ocean should be considered a national
18   treasure?"  So I just wanted to make those comments.
19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
20             Sir?
21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I -- Lincoln Saito,
22   S-a-i-t-o.  This country just has amazing extremes in
23   it.  You know, when you see a blizzard blowing at 60 to
24   80 miles an hour for 20 hours straight like it did just,
25   you know, a week and a half ago, it's amazing.  Quick
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 1   response -- you can't even get a plane here.  You can't
 2   get a helicopter here.  You know, it's like the extreme
 3   events that happen here can cause accidents.
 4             And I know they're not going to drill, you
 5   know, in the winter when the ice is -- when they're
 6   packed with ice and stuff, but things are changing.
 7   Like was mentioned, this climate is getting more and
 8   more unpredictable.  We have some amazing extremes going
 9   on.
10             On the satellite pictures, yeah, there's no
11   ice.  It's ice free in that area.  But we have a gradual
12   change maybe this direction (indicating), but it's going
13   like this (indicating) all the way up there.  You
14   can't -- just the little that I've experienced tells me
15   don't depend upon what last year and the last five years
16   told you because you never know what's going to be
17   coming.  But when it comes, it's something like you
18   can't even believe it can -- that there's this much
19   power on the earth, on the face of the earth, much less
20   just right here.
21             You know, our scientific records and stuff,
22   things are changing and things are extreme when they
23   change.  It's scary.  I guess that's the rule nowadays
24   is, depend upon it not being what you predict,
25   especially at the wrong time.
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 1             I guess the other thing, too, is if you have a
 2   spill -- and like I said, I know the oil companies
 3   promised they're not going to be drilling, you know,
 4   when you're packed in ice and stuff like that, but even
 5   if they're capped off, the extremes of how deep ice
 6   goes, we're talking about drilling in the shallowest
 7   parts, not in the deep, deep parts.  That's what makes
 8   it so good, but it also makes it vulnerable.  And I know
 9   130 feet is pretty deep, but we're talking about extreme
10   chunks of ice, not just stuff that builds up in a year
11   or two years or five years.
12             There's stuff that's been there for a century
13   that when it breaks off can scrape the bottom.  Are
14   these things going to be buried in bedrock so that they
15   can't be scraped off so that anything can break off?
16   I'd just like to know that they're safe when they're
17   buried in ice down there so when this massive stuff
18   moves it doesn't knock it off, a wellhead.
19             You know, we talk about square miles of oil,
20   one square mile, five square miles.  But when you talk
21   about putting ice on top of it, then the oil goes to
22   every little crack and crevice, and so you have to
23   multiply one square mile times 100 because you're
24   talking about ice-covered areas, and that affects any
25   mammals that we're expecting to go up into those bubbles
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 1   or into those cracks.  That destroys that much land --
 2   that much area.
 3             A small spill can't be tolerated.
 4   Specifications need to be extremely tight because of the
 5   way the coverage of the ice is going to multiply the
 6   factor.  Thanks.
 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 8             Next in the circle?
 9             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have a question.
10   In the draft is there a discussion on what was collected
11   in the scoping meetings and how that information was
12   incorporated into the draft plan?
13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe that's in
14   Volume III.
15             Right, Tim?
16             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I'll look.
17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe it is.
18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I believe it is, too.
19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I think scoping comments are
20   in Volume III.
21             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I figured.  I thought Lois
22   raised a -- I mean, she raised a point in my mind when
23   she asked why something that she heard in a scoping
24   meeting wasn't reflected in the document or in the
25   alternative, and I thought it might be -- I just want to
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 1   ask, and maybe I could request, that BOEM raise the bar
 2   in terms of public preparation and participation as just
 3   maybe bring forward in the presentation what was pulled
 4   out of the scoping meetings and what the discussions
 5   were --
 6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
 7             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  -- in those scoping
 8   meetings and kind of give people in the room the
 9   baseline for how we got to this point today and why that
10   document looks the way it does today.  I just thought it
11   was really interesting to hear what Lois said because I
12   didn't even know that.
13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good comment.  And
14   if you go back a little bit further -- and this is where
15   we have balance on how much you can say for presentation
16   and then run into the issue last Friday night where I
17   was told I was talking too much, but no more than
18   tonight, is that there was a draft before this that
19   included a lot more leasing areas, including the
20   Atlantic Coast and Bristol Bay.  And those areas in
21   listening to folks were all removed under this
22   administration.
23             And the process continues.  We have to -- we
24   get comments from a lot of different constituents and a
25   lot of different citizens.  We try to factor that into
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 1   the next version, and we'll do the same thing now.  It
 2   would be nice if we could have one set of scoping
 3   meetings and miraculously we have a document everybody
 4   is happy with.  But it's more of a -- it's a longer
 5   process and it needs to be a longer process.  And
 6   transparency doesn't mean everybody gets what they want,
 7   but they see how their efforts are involved in this and
 8   they've had a seat at the table.
 9             So we listen to what you say and we listen to
10   what Lois says, but as I say, this is a proposed.  It's
11   not the final.  We're still looking at the previous
12   comments, changes have been made from the draft to the
13   proposed, and as Director Beaudreau has pointed out, the
14   final proposed program and the final EIS may look
15   substantially different.
16             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Well, I guess one of the
17   things that I'm thinking of, there's another plan that
18   I'm engaged in with the Eastern Interior with the BLM,
19   and that's a very big plan that's going to be coming out
20   and it's going to be difficult to deal with.  And
21   because of that, BLM staff have actually worked with me
22   and are talking with communities and they're going to
23   have several meetings before the public hearing so that
24   communities are ready for that public hearing.
25             And I think that's -- as I'm like working
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 1   through this, that's what I'm getting to, is like
 2   preparing communities with meetings before the public
 3   hearings so then the public hearing can be exactly that
 4   and it won't -- you know.  I don't see that happening in
 5   Fairbanks or Anchorage.  I don't see the need for that.
 6   But for the smaller communities in the Bush, I see a
 7   need for that.
 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's why we ratcheted up
 9   our visits to the villages.  We will continue to do
10   that, but that's a good comment and good advice.
11             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  And I just want to second
12   the national treasure for the Chukchi and the
13   Beaufort Sea.  Thanks.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl?
15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Well, again, first of all,
16   Earl Kingik, K-i-n-g-i-k.  I had a chance to go down to
17   the Deep Horizon a week after it happened.  I am so
18   happy that you guys are mentioning the Deep Horizon.
19             I went to a cooperative agency meeting in New
20   Orleans; fisheries, MMS, oil companies, all these
21   different agencies.  And they were all pointing fingers
22   at each other, you did that, you did that, you did that.
23   It didn't look too good to me because I came down from
24   Alaska to go take a look, how are they going to clean
25   the Gulf oil spill.
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 1             I was down there one week.  I had a chance to
 2   go out on the boat, and my eyes were burning.  The smell
 3   was terrible.  I had a chance to get on a charter plane
 4   down in Deep Horizon where the oil spilled, and I see
 5   those booms.  They're not even working.  Oil was going
 6   over them.
 7             I don't want that to happen in the Arctic
 8   after what happened down -- for Exxon Valdez oil spill.
 9   We are not ready.  We are not prepared for any kind of
10   disaster even if they're not exploring, but a ship -- if
11   there's a disaster on a ship, like a tourist ship or
12   something like that, a big spill, is Alaska ready?
13   Alaska is not ready.  Alaska is not prepared.
14             The nearest Coast Guard from my hometown is a
15   thousand miles away; Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.  How long is
16   it going to take them to go up to the Arctic to go clean
17   up a spill?
18             When I went down to the Gulf, I got to see
19   commercial fishermen, the shrimpers, the oyster boats,
20   trying to clean up what they can, but they were told,
21   "Do not clean."  They were waiting for direction from
22   the oil companies.  So I don't want no disaster in the
23   Arctic after I see what happened on the Gulf.
24             Alaska don't have no icebreakers.  Just think
25   about Nome.  They have to go elsewhere to get help.
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 1   They have to ask our relatives from Russia to use their
 2   icebreakers to deliver oil.  And here we spend billions
 3   and billions of dollars on Iraq and Afghanistan.  Why
 4   couldn't Americans help the city of Nome?  See, we don't
 5   want that to happen.
 6             I had a chance to go down to the Kenai
 7   oilfields and watch those people get off the oilfields,
 8   Beluga Point.  And from Beluga Point, they go direct to
 9   Anchorage and down to airport.  From there they go
10   elsewhere.  Millions and millions of dollars are leaving
11   Alaska because they are hiring outside workers.
12             See, Alaska is not ready.  We are not
13   prepared.  We don't even have people trained to go out
14   in the oilfields.  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska turned
15   on the Coastal Zone Management Plan.  That could have
16   helped.  But you see, Alaska is not ready for this
17   activity.  So we still say no.  Thank you.
18             MS. MARCI JOHNSON:  My name is Marci Johnson.
19   I've been trying to keep tabs on a lot of the plans and
20   the current and ongoing development in the region and
21   reading a lot of newspapers and magazines and you go to
22   a lot of these meetings, and still looking for that big
23   picture.  I've got a map with all the proposed roads and
24   all the exploration going on, and it's tough to keep up
25   with.
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 1             So I'm always looking for the big picture in
 2   this particular area of the Chukchi and trying to get a
 3   picture of, you know, not just the next five-year plan,
 4   but where the infrastructure is going to go and
 5   pipelines and how it's going to -- how the product is
 6   going to get to wherever or how that's going to be
 7   operated.  So that's kind of the information -- I'm
 8   always looking at web sites and I'm not finding it yet.
 9             I always come to these looking for just even
10   little glimpses of where that part kind of goes into the
11   plan and the bigger picture, you know, what scope, how
12   large an area are we looking in the long term or at
13   least in the next 50 years or 20 years and what's the
14   story with moving the product once we find it.
15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good observation.
16   I know those discussions have taken place very
17   generally.  A lot of folks don't know this and many of
18   the people in this room do know, there hasn't been a
19   well drilled in the OCS Arctic in nine years.  Next year
20   it will be ten.  And so the actual on-the-ground plans
21   on exactly what would be the next step sort of depends
22   on if there's anything out there.
23             But I can assure you those discussions have
24   taken place, those are issues of very great concern, and
25   they have to be worked out before things move too much
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 1   further.  Good comments.
 2             MR. FRANK HAYS:  Nothing else for me.  Thanks.
 3             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  I have a couple of
 4   follow-up questions from the discussion that went around
 5   the room.
 6             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  Can you give your name
 7   again?
 8             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Oh, sorry.  Raychelle,
 9   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, Daniel.
10             And so the director mentioned earlier that you
11   were looking at doing a new -- a new way of doing
12   business with regards to the leasing.  And the
13   announcement sounded really exciting.  And, you know,
14   it's hopeful that you would be trying this new approach.
15   But then part of what I do and kind of why I was late
16   tonight coming here, I was actually working on some of
17   our comments for the five-year plan.
18             And so I've been reading the 1300- and
19   300-page document, and I'm not finding that new approach
20   in those documents.  I'm not finding -- for instance, in
21   the initial notice of intent you asked, you know, people
22   for areas that are important, areas important for
23   subsistence, areas important for ecology, and none of
24   the information that was provided in the scoping period,
25   you know, such as several people have said here, were
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 1   included in this draft.
 2             And then at one point in the EIS I think it
 3   goes on to say that it would be foolhardy or premature
 4   at this point, you know, to include additional deferrals
 5   other than those that you have on that map.  And so, you
 6   know, given, you know, our past experiences and past
 7   lease sales, you know, I just find very little comfort
 8   knowing or even -- just very little comfort in that,
 9   that that will happen at that point.
10             And the lease sales, should they occur, could
11   potentially occur under a different administration and
12   so any decision that you make, you know, with good
13   intentions, you know, needs to be in this draft.
14             And so we really hope that you are going to
15   be, you know, including some of these recommendations of
16   subsistence use areas.  Steve Braun's recent publication
17   funded by the recent MMS isn't even in the EIS.  And so
18   that -- I mean, his data -- I mean, he has a big
19   database that shows all these areas that are important
20   for subsistence use, and so that's not even included.
21   So I just hope that the draft will be much improved.
22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Send us specific comments --
23   that would be greatly appreciated -- because it is a
24   draft.
25             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I mean, do
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 1   send us specific comments.  But I hear what you're
 2   saying and I hear what Lois was saying and I've heard it
 3   from other quarters as well.  And so of course send us
 4   comments, but we're also looking at it ourselves to try
 5   to -- because I don't think, personally my opinion on
 6   this matter, that the document is quite where it needs
 7   to be.  It is a draft and I hear you on that.
 8             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  So I want to follow up on a
 9   couple of things that kind of have been talked about.  I
10   looked back, because I have my notes from the Nuiqsut
11   hearing, and a representative of the city, the cultural
12   coordinator -- this is just an example of why I believe
13   people feel frustrated that they're not being listened
14   to.
15             The notes say that the Chukchi is protected by
16   25 miles.  The Beaufort doesn't have a buffer zone.  The
17   Sivulliq Prospect needs to have a larger area around it.
18   And someone who was a whaling captain also stressed
19   there needs to be a 20-mile buffer.
20             One thing I highlighted is, why is there --
21   someone said, "Why is there a buffer in the Chukchi and
22   not the Beaufort?"  So clearly that was expressed to
23   BOEMRE last February during the scoping hearing and it
24   wasn't reflected.  And I understand that this is a
25   starting point, but it might have been helpful to have a
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 1   starting point that was a little broader given that
 2   that's what people were asking for.  And there was some
 3   mention of the same type of things at the Barrow hearing
 4   as well.
 5             I wanted to follow up on one of your questions
 6   about ice scour in the shallow waters.  And I spent a
 7   lot of time working on pipeline issues, the national
 8   oversight of pipelines.  And also in Cook Inlet I've
 9   done a report on the Cook Inlet record.  And while the
10   wellhead may be well anchored -- or presumably that's
11   what everyone is going to focus on -- the pipelines are
12   definitely going to be an issue in terms of ice and
13   scour.
14             And certainly in Cook Inlet when they were put
15   in, there were a lot of surprises initially and there
16   was a lot of problems.  Less so now, but there was
17   things that happened in terms of scour underneath those
18   pipelines that left them hanging, which resulted in some
19   breaks.  So it's going to be a big question.  There will
20   be surprises, things that we won't have fully figured
21   out, and that's why a lot of us don't think we're ready
22   to move forward.
23             And then I just wanted to lay out one
24   statistic about the cleanup in the Gulf.  Depending on
25   when you look at last summer in 2010, their range from
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 1   the high 20,000s to 60,000 -- roughly 40,000 people were
 2   down there working on the cleanup and we know there were
 3   inadequacies there.  But when you think about the
 4   population of the Arctic, you know, we're talking about
 5   several multiples of the number here that were there and
 6   mobilized somewhat, sometimes productively, sometimes
 7   less so.
 8             But we're talking about measures that are just
 9   going to be -- I think Alaskans in this room, I think
10   everyone, you know, all recognizes it's just going to
11   be -- you know, it's hard to have that pass the laugh
12   test thinking of having that many people working on a
13   cleanup just to feel like they're -- and housing those
14   people -- to feel like we're making a difference because
15   the Arctic is so difficult an environment to operate in
16   and there's so little infrastructure.
17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
18             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'm in the same boat as Don
19   here.  I'm just here to get informed and learn.  I'll
20   pass.
21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Welcome.
22             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Thank you.
23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
24             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  For the record again, Dood
25   Lincoln, a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.
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 1             What I would like included -- and I know it's
 2   been brought out from every hearing we've had, but as a
 3   whole, the subsistence use up in the Barrow, Point Hope,
 4   Nuiqsut area, all the way down, affects every one of our
 5   Native communities.  We barter with each other.  I don't
 6   bowhead hunt here out of Kotzebue, but we barter with
 7   this village and Barrow.  We trade fish for maktak,
 8   maktak for berries.  I mean, that's to where we are now.
 9   We can't sell the Native foods, but we barter.
10             And that's why it's so critical, such as Nome.
11   They have a good count of crab, good crab, Dungeness
12   crab.  That's where -- my family sends me that all the
13   time.  I send them sheefish.  They don't get the
14   sheefish right there.  We send it to Point Lay.  We get
15   more beluga a different time of the year.  And then we
16   send some to Barrow or Point Hope when get the bowhead
17   whale.  We get berries here that we send out to trade.
18             So I think that needs to be real critical --
19   you know, included, is the subsistence affects all the
20   Native communities.  Even though we're not the whalers
21   like they are up north, they're critical to us because
22   we barter and we all eat the same foods.
23             I think that needs to be a point.  You know,
24   it's not just critical to one area.  It affects all the
25   Native communities.  Even as far as Anchorage from the
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 1   beluga they get there a different time of the year when
 2   they can get it, we're always sending them reindeer meat
 3   usually.  You know, fish from up here, down there.  And
 4   some of these species are global.  That's what we have
 5   to keep in mind.  That's what I'd like to see included.
 6   Thank you.
 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 8             Sir, anything?
 9             MR. DON McKIE:  Yeah.  I'm -- I love this
10   Arctic area.
11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, please, so that
12   she can --
13             MR. DON McKIE:  Don McKie.
14             Now, this is a public meeting; right?
15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Uh-huh.
16             MR. DON McKIE:  Well, where's the public?
17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's true.
18             MR. DON McKIE:  Please, forgive me if I sound
19   rude, but if I was staging a meeting and it was a public
20   meeting, I would sure as heck want to make sure that I
21   had as much of the public here as possible, not just
22   those that -- whose jobs are related and they better be
23   here at this meeting.  I mean -- and we all love this
24   area, but you need a pizza feast or you need something
25   to bring them out.  I don't know what it's going to be.
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 1   Maybe a maktak feast.  I don't know.
 2             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  Door prizes, seriously.
 3             MR. DON McKIE:  The other thing is, I think
 4   you maybe need to get an educator in as part of your
 5   team, somebody who can recognize really how to
 6   disseminate this information to us because this is the
 7   sixth meeting and we're all inventing the wheel again
 8   right here.  Five other villages or places from
 9   Fairbanks, whatever, have said the same thing, but we
10   don't know what they've said.
11             And if you could in five minutes do a quick
12   presentation that could show the questions that were
13   asked at the other meetings, just a summary, just a
14   paragraph summary of what was -- of how things went,
15   what was the tempo of the meeting, what was the
16   heartbeat of the group.  You see, we could really be
17   growing right now as a movement on top of what the other
18   six have discussed, but we're stagnant sort of as a
19   group.  I have some thoughts inside and in some ways I'm
20   boiling, but it's my own problem.
21             I wasn't even planning on saying anything, but
22   I love those whales.  And I've worked as a fisheries
23   biologist for a few years, and I understand ultrasounds.
24   I don't understand seismic and how it relates to the
25   whales.
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 1             And you're not going to like me, Earl, but I
 2   wouldn't mind a bit of sound that would scare those
 3   whales a little further away from the shoreline so they
 4   couldn't be killed.
 5             So, I mean, this could be something that could
 6   benefit the whales.  I mean, half the population is
 7   wishing for a good, clean, successful kill, hunt, feast.
 8   And then those of us that don't understand really the
 9   tradition but just are on the whales' side are hoping
10   that they don't get caught.
11             And so sorry, guys and gals.  I'm with you as
12   a group.  I'm here to learn, so keep talking.  Thank
13   you.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
15             Ma'am?
16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine
17   Shed.  I don't know enough about this area to know who
18   owns the land that you're talking about drilling on --
19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Federal.
20             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Who does?
21             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The federal
22   government on behalf of the people --
23             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  On behalf of the people.
24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- and so that's
25   why we're involved in designing any lease sale that
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 1   would happen, and the companies pay the federal
 2   government for those leases.  And then if any
 3   development happens, any production happens, they pay
 4   the federal government royalties from that.  The same as
 5   with the State, development on the State land.  Those
 6   revenues go to the State.  It funds the permanent fund.
 7   It funds other things like that.
 8             That's why we're going through a public
 9   process because we, as a people, own this land and it's
10   up to us to decide whether or not we want to make it
11   available to the oil companies.
12             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  But my other question is,
13   when he talked about the cartoons of capping, you know,
14   and what their response would be if there was, you know,
15   something similar to happen as what happened in
16   Louisiana in the Gulf, who is holding the oil companies'
17   feet to the fire in terms of their performance, their
18   guarantees, their science, to actually prove that they
19   will do what they say they're going to do before they
20   even have any idea of asking for a lease?
21             I just feel like we have a greed factor going
22   on here that has run this whole country into the ground
23   and this is just a little aspect of it, that, you know,
24   for the sake of somebody making more money they're
25   willing to kind of gloss over things that are very, very
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 1   crucial to the whole picture.  And I'm wondering what
 2   you-all's job is in terms of making the oil companies be
 3   responsible.
 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Just on that one
 5   point regarding capping and containment to take it as an
 6   example, because it's an important one -- and this is
 7   part of the lesson from Deepwater Horizon -- as we heard
 8   before, you know, the chances of a catastrophic blowout
 9   prior to Deepwater Horizon, I think, industry and,
10   frankly, the government, way underestimated the chances
11   of something like that.
12             And as a result, there was not a capping
13   system available at the time of that accident and one
14   had to be built on the fly, essentially improvised,
15   while we all sort of sat in horror watching that well
16   continue to gush for almost three months.  And so it,
17   frankly, was -- sitting through that was part of the
18   reason why I came to the Interior.
19             Another part of the reason -- I didn't mention
20   this before, but I'm an Alaskan.  I'm from Anchorage.
21   That's where I grew up.  And I was in high school when
22   the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  And so when I had the
23   opportunity to come over, it was something -- you know,
24   I left what I was doing before and came over because I
25   cared about this and it reminded me of the experience
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 1   with the Valdez spill when I was a resident here.
 2             And so one of the key lessons coming out of
 3   Deepwater Horizon was -- and we made this the rule, and
 4   the rule applies to Shell.  It applies to what they're
 5   proposing to do this coming summer.  They have to have a
 6   capping system on hand in advance -- can't make it up on
 7   the fly any more.  You have to have the capping system
 8   on hand in advance or you don't get to drill.
 9             And so you are absolutely right, currently
10   that capping system that Shell would use in connection
11   with its drilling plans is a schematic, hasn't been
12   built yet.  They're telling us that they'll have it
13   completed by the spring.  But one of the conditions that
14   our agency, BOEM, put on their exploration plan is you
15   have to have the capping system online and you have to
16   demonstrate that it works.  And we have diagnostic
17   systems to evaluate that, but they've got to prove it.
18             And so it is a concern.  It's a concern to me
19   that that system hasn't been built yet, but we've told
20   Shell -- and I tell them every time I meet with them --
21   that they're not going to drill unless they have it.
22   And we need to have the time it takes to evaluate
23   whether it can shut in, cap, the type of well they're
24   talking about drilling.
25             So it is our responsibility and our sister
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 1   agency BSEE's responsibility to hold their feet to the
 2   fire, as you said, and ensure that they comply with our
 3   rules and that any operation they go forward with is
 4   conducted safely and that they have on hand the
 5   emergency response capabilities that we think are
 6   necessary to respond to the types of risks that are
 7   presented by their drilling operations.  So that's our
 8   responsibility.
 9             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  So when you say "on
10   hand," what does that look like?
11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  So for the capping
12   and containment system, for example, it means having a
13   system on hand that is available and can be deployed
14   that we believe is capable of stopping a loss of oil
15   control in the type of well that they're talking about
16   drilling.  And they have to prove it to us.
17             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Yeah, but on hand like --
18   are they going to build something, you know, a base?
19   What does their picture of "on hand" look like in terms
20   of containment and also possible cleanup?  I mean, I'd
21   like to know what they're thinking, because I don't
22   think that they were thinking about it before.
23             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  They weren't
24   thinking about it before Macondo.  But in connection
25   with their plan now, they have committed to having on
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 1   hand a system that they can deploy and shut in a well
 2   within 15 days.  And they've got to prove that they can
 3   do that.
 4             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  They have 15 days?
 5   That's the window for them?
 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  That's what they've
 7   committed to, to be able to shut in within 15 days.
 8             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Do you know how many
 9   gallons of oil were spilled down in the Gulf in 15 days?
10   How many?
11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The well that
12   they're proposing drilling is not the same as the
13   Macondo well.  But to answer your question, Macondo well
14   was -- the flow out of the Macondo well was over 60,000
15   barrels a day.  I mean, the worst-case discharge for
16   some of the wells that they're proposing for this summer
17   is around 20,000.
18             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  A day?
19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  A day.
20             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Do you know the conversion,
21   barrels to gallons?  42 gallons is a barrel.
22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Another whole process here.
23   The responsibility of our sister agency is an oil spill
24   response plan that is also being scrutinized by our
25   sister bureau BSEE.  So it is an ongoing issue of
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 1   discussing and evaluation that takes place on a
 2   day-to-day basis.
 3             Not to take up any time for me here, but like
 4   their exploration plan, they submit it.  They don't just
 5   come in the door and give it to us and we say, "Thank
 6   you very much."  No.  My staff reviews that every single
 7   day late into the night and we keep going back to the
 8   oil company saying, "You said this, what do you mean
 9   here?  This is incomplete.  This is missing."  This goes
10   on for weeks and weeks and months.
11             And I can assure you sometimes when the oil
12   companies come into my office and meet with my staff,
13   we're not their favorite people by no means.  You know,
14   we will hold their feet to the fire from what we do in
15   terms of the resource manager.  And the Bureau of Safety
16   and Environmental Enforcement, BSEE, they are committed
17   to having two inspectors on that vessel if they drill
18   24/7.  That's the new rules.
19             But thank you.  Excellent questions and
20   excellent comments and legitimate concerns.
21             Sir, you look like you're ready to go.
22             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm ready.
23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And after we have two more,
24   we're going to give our court reporter a little bit of a
25   break.  We'll take a little break.
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 1             Please.
 2             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  Well, I'd just like to kind
 3   of echo what Mr. Kingik said, Alaska is just not ready.
 4   I mean, we don't have an Arctic Coast Guard response.  I
 5   mean, how many years is that going to take to develop;
 6   10, 20 years?  We don't have icebreakers.  How long
 7   before we have icebreakers in the U.S. that could help
 8   take care of a problem with the ice?  How long until
 9   everybody is trained in spill response in all of our
10   villages up north?  This all takes time.  The taxi is
11   not there right now.
12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
13             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I pass.  Thank you.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Qaiyaan?
15             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Qaiyaan Su'esu'e,
16   Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.
17             One of the things that I observed as a
18   community member -- and I appreciate your comments and
19   the question, where is the public.  And let me tell you
20   the work that I do right now is specifically because I
21   used to work for tribal and it was my job to be at the
22   meetings.  And I would be at the meeting and I was the
23   youngest person in the room.  And I was my only peer in
24   the room when I know darn well there were so many other
25   people that -- would have been interested in being there
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 1   only if they knew what was really going on.
 2             And you have to understand that as a people on
 3   the North Slope where there's so much activity going on,
 4   not only industry or, you know, the federal agencies
 5   coming to do their regulatory measures, not only the
 6   scientific community coming up to, you know, take care
 7   of what they need to take care of to fulfill -- it's a
 8   big spiderweb that is insane to try to keep track of.
 9             I find a lot of times we get so bombarded with
10   different agencies that you show up to the Heritage
11   Center and people will on the off chance say, "Hey,
12   what's going on?" and pop in.  And, you know, of course
13   because it was always my job to be there, I would have a
14   lot of the public come to me and say, "Who are these
15   guys tonight?  Oh, is it Shell again?  BLM?  Is it
16   BOEMRE?  MMS?  BOEM?"  You just never know, you know.
17   It might be FERC.  It might be someone for APP.  It
18   might be someone with Point Thompson.  Sometimes you
19   have two meetings on the same night.  Sometimes we have
20   meetings on federal holidays.  It's just very confusing.
21             I know a couple times I have suggested that
22   before each meeting starts it would be beneficial to the
23   public to have -- you know, the visuals are great and
24   the maps, but we're all trying to be considerate to each
25   and not wander around.  It would be nice to have
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 1   handouts, specifically who are we, first of all, why are
 2   we here, what step of the process are we at now.
 3             And I've found so many times that I've shown
 4   up to meetings and thought, okay, well, maybe this is
 5   the big one, maybe this is where as a member of the
 6   public what I have to say will make an impact, but you
 7   go only to find out that, oh, we're so and so and we're
 8   here because we intend on submitting an application to
 9   get a -- but this is only the intent and then we'll have
10   an open house and then we'll do this so really what you
11   say right now doesn't matter because we haven't even put
12   the application in.
13             You never know what's going on.  And so to
14   communicate with the public, I think, would be the most
15   beneficial thing.  And also having maybe an educator,
16   not only from BOEM, but just from all the agencies that
17   could be centralized for our public would benefit.
18             Like I said, again, what hurts my heart the
19   most -- and I take this very personally -- is that each
20   and every time I'm at a meeting, I am the youngest
21   person there.  And this is my generation that is going
22   to have to carry the responsibility of the decisions
23   that are made right now.  Thank you.
24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
25             Well, Valerie, let's take a ten-minute break
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 1   and give you a little bit of rest on your fingers.
 2   You've been very diligent.  So a ten-minute break.
 3   Let's come back here at 21 minutes after, and we'll
 4   start again until everybody feels they've participated.
 5             (Off the record.)
 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We're on the record
 7   now.  We're going back to the corner.
 8             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I'm finished.
 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're passing?
10             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.
11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir, he's passed.  You need
12   to fill the void.
13             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  Yeah.  I'm amazed that
14   this person can take down -- what a gift she has.  It's
15   just amazing.  I think of all the different kinds of
16   purposes she could -- I mean, you know, people who can't
17   talk or people who can't hear.  Holy cow.  She can take
18   down a conversation.
19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  And she is
20   dutifully taking that down as well.
21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I just -- somebody over on
22   this side talked about the changes that are happening,
23   you know, climate change.  Too much is happening
24   already.  Let's let things settle down for a little bit,
25   you know, before climate change, weather patterns,
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 1   impacts on people's villages, the movement of villages
 2   and stuff.
 3             But also, you know, Alaska is the last
 4   frontier and here on the northwest part and the northern
 5   part of America -- the American continent, this is the
 6   last frontier of the last frontier.  And I'm not
 7   Inupiaq.  I'm -- my grandparents came from Japan a
 8   hundred years.  I started teaching Inupiaq 41 years ago
 9   and was impressed and came up to see if -- to see where
10   these kids came from.  One was Seymour Tazrulik (ph),
11   Sunny.  He was one of my students I was very impressed
12   with.
13             But there is a cross-cultural conflict going
14   on here, and one of the things -- I just handed out a
15   suicide rate chart that I just happened to have in a
16   document and I just cut and pasted it.  I'm an
17   educator -- you were talking about an educator -- and I
18   do agree, showing things can help people see things
19   better.
20             And there was something about four months ago
21   about high altitudes.  And the average rate of suicide
22   in the United States is about 10.8 or something per
23   100,000 people.  And in the Rocky Mountains and high
24   altitudes it was almost up to 19.  And there was an
25   alarm going out and an article going out, you know, what
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 1   is the relationship between suicide and high altitudes.
 2             Change is happening and it's evident it's
 3   happening in the northern regions by this data.  It's
 4   footnoted so you can go and check it out for yourself.
 5   But for the Northwest Arctic region -- oh, gosh, I need
 6   glasses.  I'm not used to glasses.
 7             But from 2004 to 2006, this region had the
 8   highest suicide rate.  And we're talking about 90.9
 9   people per 100,000, not ten like the average in the
10   United States.  Stuff is going on.  Nome, 77.4 per
11   100,000.  North Slope, 52.
12             I mean, living here for the last 14 years,
13   we're almost kind of used to it.  I mean, I'm really
14   not.  But the suicide rate is so high that it's numbing
15   up here.  Change is happening here in the last frontier
16   of the last frontier.  It's hitting now and it's big
17   changes.  And there's a lot of things that are going on
18   that it's not healthy.
19             When you talked about the oil spill, I was the
20   principal down at Homer Junior High back in '88.  I was
21   there for six years.  We did a cross-curricular program.
22   So the last three weeks of the year, we focused on a
23   topic and we integrated math, science, social studies,
24   and language arts into one core subject.  So if it was
25   outdoor school or whether it was radio broadcasting or
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 1   whether it was airplane touch-and-go's, whether it was
 2   artisan school, whether it was sports, you were
 3   integrating math, science, social studies, and language
 4   arts into that all day long.
 5             And we were the old high school, so I had an
 6   empty pool.  And when that oil spill hit, we brought --
 7   I was able to get permission to bring all of the sea
 8   otters to our school.  We put water in there, they
 9   cleaned up the sea otters, had cages -- we had it roped
10   off.  We didn't use the pool -- I mean, the high school
11   had what was expensive back then in the '80s a
12   20 million-dollar high school in Homer, cedar-sided and
13   everything else.  They had everything in it.  We didn't
14   use our pool.
15             I kept checking.  Not a single one of those
16   sea otters that they brought back lived the whole time
17   that I was checking on them.  One of the girls dropped
18   out of her thing.  She said she had to -- and her
19   parents gave her permission to get involved in helping
20   to try and save these sea otters.  So I sponsored her as
21   her principal, as her teacher.  And she had to keep a
22   journal.  And it was a very, very depressing journal.
23             When we talk about the possibility of an oil
24   spill, we talk about in terms of killing whale, we talk
25   about killing -- there is -- if something like that
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 1   happens, we're talking about a human cost to an oil
 2   spill.  We're talking about a lot of change happening in
 3   the environment right now, but we're talking about a lot
 4   of change in the socioeconomic environment right now
 5   that's reflected in human deaths that you can't describe
 6   any other way because these people have been living here
 7   and surviving here for thousands and thousands of years.
 8             Now all of a sudden with the new culture
 9   happening -- there's change happening in the weather,
10   there's change happening in the culture, and it is
11   tremendously depressing when the sea otters died and
12   what happened with my student and what happened on all
13   of us.
14             We thought we were -- I thought I was allowing
15   the savior of the sea otters and we were going to allow
16   things to live.  We carried out hundreds of pounds of
17   dead mammals out of there.  It was -- it was an awful
18   experience.
19             That combined with the change is going to be a
20   human cost, and that needs to be factored into this.
21   We're not ready yet.  That's all.  Thanks.
22             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have -- thank
23   you -- a question on the -- a follow-up to the Gulf
24   accident, Gulf of Mexico.  What is the status of that
25   now?  I heard -- and I figured you guys would know.  Is
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 1   there oil still leaking through seeps or is there
 2   anything else going on down there that's still polluting
 3   the waters?
 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You're much more
 5   familiar with the Gulf of Mexico and the ecology there
 6   than I am, but there are a lot of natural seeps in the
 7   Gulf of Mexico.
 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  Macondo is killed.
 9   It's shut down.  It had the capping system.  It had the
10   relief well.  But there are natural seeps.  In fact,
11   it's something -- I believe it's a million barrels -- I
12   think it's a million barrels a year naturally leak into
13   the Gulf, if that was your question.
14             It was discovered by our research in the Gulf.
15   Even before the oil and gas industry got into deep
16   water, the environmental studies program -- of which I
17   had the pleasure of leading for a number of years -- had
18   ships out there, had submersibles; the Alvin submersible
19   from which we've always been involved, the Johnson Link
20   submersible, the Sea Link was out there.
21             We've described and found these communities of
22   tube worms and mussels that basically thrive in the seep
23   environment that use -- through bacteria use the oil as
24   food.  It's fascinating.  And that leads into another
25   discussion that we had -- Raychelle and I had -- that I
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 1   go back -- and I don't want to take too much of the time
 2   here.
 3             I started as a graduate student in the Gulf
 4   working on contracts through my professor with BLM who
 5   used to do what MMS did.  And when we found areas like
 6   that, chemosynthetic communities, when we found hard
 7   banks, the flower gardens, which is now a national
 8   marine sanctuary, those areas were taken off the leasing
 9   schedules.
10             And there's a whole host of hard bottoms out
11   there -- we call them hard bottoms or banks, flower
12   gardens, gyre bank, clay pile bank, bright bank, rezak
13   bank -- that were very -- that are very important to
14   fisheries.  Once we discovered those and realized how
15   important they were by doing biology, those have never
16   been leased.
17             When we found Bush Hill, which is a
18   spectacular chemosynthetic community area, that area,
19   off limits.  Then we found just ten years ago that there
20   were deep sea corals.  My specialty is coral reef
21   ecology.  And of course everyone knows corals are in the
22   photic zone.  They have zooxanthellae.  That's how they
23   live.  Well, there's a whole different set of corals
24   that live in very deep water.  Once we discovered these
25   beautiful coral communities in ultra-deep water, those
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 1   areas were taken off the leasing schedules.
 2             So it's all tied together and sometimes -- and
 3   that gets back to the issues of education, how do you
 4   get that information out to people when things change so
 5   radically, and this knowledge is moving so fast.
 6             It's like I know NASA uses our studies of
 7   chemosynthetic communities in what they think might be
 8   communities living under the icy surface of Europa,
 9   which is a moon around Jupiter.  And it's like, whoa,
10   who would have thought of that.
11             I know I'm rambling a bit, but --
12             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  There's not going
13   to be lease sales in Europa.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  No.  No, no, no.  We're not
15   going to be leasing Europa.
16             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We did scope it,
17   though.
18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's right.
19             The point is, getting back to your question --
20   and I'm passionate about this topic -- there are natural
21   seeps in the Gulf.  We discovered them 20, 25 years ago.
22   We protected them the same way we protect the corals,
23   the same way we protect the various hard bottom
24   communities that are important to fisheries.
25             Sorry I'm lecturing.
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 1             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I asked the question.
 2   Thanks.
 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're more than welcome.
 4             Earl?
 5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I think I had a good one.
 6   Public.  Where's the public?  That's a good one, because
 7   I was the only one when MMS came here one time.  I was
 8   the only one that went to a public hearing.  That's good
 9   that you came out, you know.
10             And I have to say, I worked as wildlife and
11   parks director of Point Hope for 12 years.  And Hope
12   Basin lease sale coming up, Chukchi lease sale coming
13   up, and these people, government people, keep on coming.
14   And very few people, maybe five elders, you know, elders
15   that hardly speak English or understand English, I had
16   to translate for them at the same time.
17             And people quit going to meetings because they
18   couldn't understand what you guys were talking about.
19   So the way I fixed my situation is I went to the school.
20   I asked the government class if I could speak to the
21   students about what the BOEMRE is planning to do, what
22   kind of meeting they're planning to have, and I had
23   quick interaction with the kids.  The kids will give me
24   the questions and I'll ask the questions to the BOEMRE
25   people or MMS.  It worked out real good.
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 1             And I go back to the school again when we have
 2   another meeting and I told the students, "Invite your
 3   parents because this is involvement.  I want you to go
 4   listen to them.  This is our future."  And holy cow,
 5   next thing I know, I had 30, 40 people coming to our
 6   meetings after I went to the school.
 7             Radio talk show is always good, too.  You
 8   know, you've got to go to the radio because everybody
 9   listens to the radio.  You need to explain to the public
10   what this is all about.  Once they understand what it's
11   all about, they'll be here in a flash because it's --
12   they've got a big impact on their future.
13             I could recommend maybe your community
14   liaison, whoever, maybe could follow me to the school
15   tomorrow.  I'm planning to go to the school at 1:00.
16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  At Point Hope?
17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  We're going to have a
18   meeting at 7:00.  And I'm planning to have a dance in my
19   hometown at 4:30.  We'll give ourself an hour and a half
20   to dance and get ready and get all the people involved,
21   you know.
22             This is just my recommendation, like my
23   recommendation making a circle.  My recommendations
24   always work.  I hope it worked for you guys, too.  But
25   that was a good one.  You know, I have a hard time
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 1   getting people to come to our meetings for this very
 2   important issue.  That's all.
 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  So you're going to have a
 4   dance for us tomorrow at 4:30?
 5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm going to try my best.  I
 6   want 60 or 70 people at my meeting, at my hometown.
 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, the more power to you.
 8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's what I like.
 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, do it.  We're going to
10   have lots of goodies then for 70 people.
11             Mike Haller, John Callahan, be ready.
12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  If you're going to have
13   goodies, 120 people.  Bring enough for 120.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's the best way to do.
16   That's how I get to introduce my community to BOEMRE or
17   MMS, to the students.  Because when your child comes
18   home, what do you ask your child?  What did you learn
19   from school today?  Oh, Mister was talking about
20   Chukchi.  Mister was talking about our subsistence way
21   of life.  Mister was talking about oil spill or New
22   Zealand or some place, you know.  And I want to get some
23   comments and talk to the parents.  Because as a parent,
24   I've got a right to ask my child what you learned in
25   school.  And I think every parent gets a chance to do
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 1   that.
 2             But I think, you know, we need to go to the
 3   schools and explain and talk to the students.  And from
 4   the student, you'll go to the home, and from home,
 5   you'll go to the neighbors, you know, and all of a
 6   sudden people will start coming in.  That's a
 7   recommendation.
 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  A good recommendation.
 9             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  So when I was talking
10   earlier, I forgot to mention what I did for work,
11   because my background mainly when I talk about myself is
12   like where I'm from is who I am.  But I'm a marine
13   mammal biologist/ecologist and my experience is working
14   with marine mammals in Alaska, Beaufort and the Gulf of
15   Alaska.
16             So I was just at a marine mammal conference in
17   Florida.  And, actually, there were a couple of BOEM
18   people there, too.  Two people.  I talked with one of
19   them.
20             And at this conference the theme was
21   cumulative impacts, the effects of cumulative impacts on
22   marine mammals.  And part of the whole NEPA process is
23   looking at cumulative effects.  And I will say to date
24   that I don't think there's an adequate job that's been
25   done looking at those, you know, types of effects.  And
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 1   I think that there was some new, you know, cutting
 2   science that's come out and I really hope that you had
 3   those two people there that -- and I know one of them
 4   writes the EISs.  I hope that they'll be bringing in
 5   some of that science into these EISs in the future.
 6             And then one of the other things that I
 7   learned at this conference, too -- so that was a
 8   suggestion.  But then one of the biggest issues that I
 9   found that stuck with me was that they were talking
10   about the impacts of noise on marine mammals, and they
11   were looking at places where they had been studied for a
12   long time.  And they're finding that the noise is
13   impacting them more than they thought.
14             And so these are areas like the BC coast and
15   New England, you know, where there's a lot of ship
16   traffic.  And so it would be well worth your while also
17   again to get some of what those folks are referring to
18   on noise on the long term.
19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim, you had something?
20             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yeah.  Just to give a little
21   context.  Since NEPA was instituted in the early '70s
22   and since the predecessors of MMS established in the mid
23   '70s, an environmental studies program was established
24   to do studies to feed environmental impact statements,
25   and that's gone on to the current day to keep it going.
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 1             In dollars of the day, it's about 300 and --
 2   $350 million over 400 studies.  But when you adjust for
 3   inflation, it's towards $750 million for those studies.
 4   And everything from physical oceanography to marine
 5   mammals to socioeconomic subsistence culture and
 6   subsistence -- it's one of the largest bodies of
 7   environmental information, environmental and
 8   socioeconomic information.
 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  But that 350 million and the
10   400 studies is just for Alaska --
11             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Just for Alaska.
12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- not the entire program?
13             MR. TIM HOLDER:  And it's not -- yeah.  It's
14   for all of Alaska.  It's not just the Arctic, but a
15   great preponderance is for the Arctic.
16             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  But a lot of it was
17   also from the OCSEAP studies that was done in the '80s.
18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  It doesn't include
19   those.
20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And your comments about New
21   England and the noise are very pertinent because the
22   agency is also handling renewable energy, which is a big
23   thing on the east coast.  And I know they are looking at
24   whale studies and things.  But thank you.
25             Lois?
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 1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm good.  Thanks.
 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
 3             MR. DON McKIE:  I think Earl over there with
 4   his Vietnam hat on obviously is skilled in recon.  You
 5   should send him in 24 hours before you arrive to any
 6   village.  He'll have the whole village ready for a
 7   potlatch and a dance and you would have the response
 8   that you would never imagine.
 9             Anyways, I've heard it said -- about five
10   people or so have said, Alaska is not ready for this,
11   meaning we're not ready for it up here in the northwest.
12   That may be true, but we better get ready for it.
13   Because if we're not, you're not going to survive like
14   you want to as a people.
15             Whenever we're in a remote area like this,
16   communities that live in isolation, they live a quality
17   of life that I've always admired.  Even though I live in
18   Soldotna, I can't leave this Arctic alone.  It's like a
19   magnet that draws me back all the time.  But there's a
20   price to pay for the quality of life that you enjoy, and
21   that is change is hard to come by.  It's not easy to
22   adapt.
23             But I think with the big -- with an
24   educational focus on change in the schools and stuff,
25   you could understand how you have to adapt to change,
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 1   how you have to get in front of the ball rather than
 2   behind the ball so you can adapt to change so you can be
 3   all you want to be as a people and so your region can be
 4   all it can be as a region, as an area.
 5             Multi-use concept of any natural resource is
 6   here to stay and it has its advantages.  And to just be
 7   able to put a fence around the big Northwest Arctic and
 8   say we are going to live this way as a people is -- it's
 9   a dream.  And it's been kept for many generations, but
10   this now is the 21st century and we've been to the moon
11   and back, and that was five decades ago.  Wasn't it?
12             Anyways, adapting to change is very important
13   for survival.  We all know.
14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
15             Ma'am?
16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Pass.
17             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm good.
18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
19             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Sure.  I'll say one
20   last thing and then I'm good.  It is I think good for
21   you to hear my perspective on change, specifically
22   climate change.  Like I said, I'm 31 -- and I always say
23   this.  I remember being 10, 11, 12, not too long ago
24   being able to go and jump on the ice floes that we call
25   nuguruk during the Fourth of July games, and now it's
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 1   unheard of to see, you know, ice that close.
 2             Sometimes we have Christmases where you look
 3   out when it becomes just a little bit twilight and you
 4   see open water.  That, to me, is unheard of compared to
 5   the stories that I've heard from my elders.  And they've
 6   seen the climate change, but it was a lot more gradual.
 7   It happened, but it was more gradual.  And I think right
 8   now just in the past 15, 20 years or so climate change
 9   is happening so rapidly every year.
10             And I could count, you know, five years ago,
11   four years ago, three years ago, every summer we see a
12   new species introduced to the Barrow region.  I noticed
13   it firsthand in the Barrow region, so it is very real,
14   it is very there, and that I think with the uncertainty
15   that Mother Nature raised her hand upon us is even more
16   basis for me to have fear this way on what manmade
17   things are able to do.
18             Another thing that I did notice and will kind
19   of back up my fellow community members along the Slope,
20   at the other two meetings that I attended, one elder
21   spoke of how she notices the change in the meat, the
22   taste.  And I can tell you just from traveling village
23   to village, I can tell the changes and the difference of
24   the meat.
25             We have caribou meat or fish from Barrow that
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 1   tastes a whole lot better down in Point Hope and
 2   Wainwright.  And they, you know, of course are happy and
 3   willing to share and I am so happy to receive it, "Man,
 4   this is good meat."  And they'll say, "Well, you poor
 5   people up that way got all the pollution.  It's not too
 6   good anymore."
 7             And to be able to taste that village to
 8   village in a single day and be able to see a new species
 9   introduced, you know, year by year -- and I can tell you
10   there's the climate change map when you look at the
11   satellite images of the polar ice cap and how much --
12   and how rapidly it's receded.  I've seen that photo in
13   different presentations about 20 times, and every single
14   one of those 20 times I flood with emotion because I've
15   seen that firsthand.  What are my children going to see?
16   It's very sensitive, very critical, very real, and it's
17   here today.  And I am done.
18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Until we come
19   around again.
20             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  I'm done.
21             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm worried about the snow
22   in Anchorage.  How much snow am I going to have to
23   shovel?  It's already two feet.
24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And I left my wife there.
25   I'm in trouble.
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 1             Anyone else?  Nothing else?
 2             Well, with that, how about if I ask Director
 3   Beaudreau if you'd like to have a closing comment.
 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I just want
 5   to -- just, again, I want to thank everyone for coming
 6   out, for the comments, and for the discussion.
 7             Frankly, these hearings are typically much
 8   less interactive, much less conversational.  For
 9   example, the hearing I presided over in Washington,
10   D.C., we had two microphones and everyone -- you know,
11   we had a list and you were called on and you got to come
12   up and you had three minutes to make your statement and
13   then I nodded at you and you sat down and that was it.
14   There was no conversation.  There was no back and forth.
15   There were no questions asked.  And that was the process
16   there and that was fine for there.
17             But, frankly, you know, I personally felt
18   given the group of people we had today that that would
19   be inappropriate.  And so I really appreciate, you know,
20   asking the questions and hearing your questions and
21   having a chance to actually have a little more of an
22   exchange more akin to a, you know, town hall-type
23   setting than a traditional, you know, NEPA hearing on a
24   five-year plan document.
25             So thank you for your time.  It was, I think,
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 1   time well spent.  I hope you feel that way.  We've had a
 2   lot of good information and good information is good.
 3   We also got a lot of provocative questions that we have
 4   to run down and have responsibility for responding to.
 5   So thank you very much.
 6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl, would you like to
 7   close us out with a few words in Inupiat?
 8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm ready for Point Hope
 9   tomorrow.
10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we will be ready to
11   dance.
12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I want a whole crowd.  Thank
13   you.
14             (Proceedings adjourned at 9:56 p.m.)
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  


 2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Hello, everyone.
  


 3   My name is Tommy Beaudreau.  I'm the first director of
  


 4   the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  I know many
  


 5   of you have been working with our predecessor agencies,
  


 6   BOEMRE, and then before that, the MMS, but our new
  


 7   agency is BOEM.  I'm the director of BOEM.  And thank
  


 8   you very much for attending today's hearing with respect
  


 9   to our Programmatic EIS for the 2012-2017 leasing
  


10   program.
  


11             I'd like to begin by asking Mr. Kingik to give
  


12   an invocation before we get started, if that's okay.
  


13             (Invocation given by Earl Kingik.)
  


14             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  I guess we'll
  


15   start.  I'll provide just a little bit of an
  


16   introduction and then turn it over to Dr. Kendall to
  


17   provide some more information about the five-year
  


18   program.
  


19             The proposed five-year program covers
  


20   potential leasing activity in the Gulf of Mexico and in
  


21   the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea.  Obviously we're
  


22   going to focus on the Beaufort and the Chukchi, and in
  


23   particular the Chukchi.
  


24             What we have proposed in this plan is one
  


25   potential lease sale each in the Beaufort and the
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 1   Chukchi.  And I say "potential" because the Secretary
  


 2   has discretion to decide not to hold any lease sales in
  


 3   either the Beaufort or the Chukchi.
  


 4             We have put in as a placeholder in the
  


 5   schedule a potential sale in the Beaufort in 2015 and in
  


 6   the Chukchi in 2016.  We intentionally scheduled those
  


 7   potential sales for late in the program for several
  


 8   reasons.  One, as we all know, things are changing in
  


 9   the Arctic and there is always a need for additional
  


10   scientific information, particularly scientific
  


11   information about the potential effects of oil and gas
  


12   activity and leasing activity in the Arctic, and so we
  


13   want to build in time to allow for additional study that
  


14   would be relevant to deciding whether or not to have a
  


15   lease sale and when it should be held.
  


16             Secondly, we want to ensure that there is time
  


17   built in to consider additional infrastructure that
  


18   would be necessary to support any oil and gas activity,
  


19   and that includes most significantly in my mind oil
  


20   spill response.  I know that is a major concern that we
  


21   all share.  If there is an accident, how will it be
  


22   dealt with.
  


23             We all know from what happened in the Gulf of
  


24   Mexico last year -- which by the way is how I ended up
  


25   at the Interior Department, to help Secretary Salazar
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 1   respond to that accident and to implement reforms in
  


 2   light of that accident.  And all of our thinking about
  


 3   offshore oil and gas has been shaped by that accident
  


 4   and this plan has been informed by and shaped by that
  


 5   accident, and so we want to build in time to consider
  


 6   what kind of oil spill response infrastructure would
  


 7   need to be in place if additional lease sales are to
  


 8   occur and there to be, you know, further expansion
  


 9   potentially of offshore oil and gas.
  


10             And then third, what this plan proposes, which
  


11   is different than prior plans, is different than Sale
  


12   193 that gave Shell and ConocoPhillips and Statoil and
  


13   others their current leases in the Chukchi, is that we
  


14   don't believe it is appropriate and Secretary Salazar
  


15   doesn't believe it is appropriate to essentially offer
  


16   up the entire area, the entire Chukchi Sea, to potential
  


17   leasing and allow the companies to essentially decide
  


18   what areas they want to purchase for potential offshore
  


19   drilling.
  


20             We believe it would be more appropriate to
  


21   design a system, a leasing program, that is specific to
  


22   the Chukchi and the Beaufort in the following senses:
  


23   Focuses on areas where there's actual resource
  


24   potential, on the one hand, but also de-conflicts out
  


25   those areas so that environmentally sensitive areas are
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 1   considered, critical habitats are considered, and
  


 2   subsistence use is considered so that we can take out
  


 3   those areas that are most sensitive and most important
  


 4   to the people, focus the companies on areas that
  


 5   actually have resource potential and thereby, we hope,
  


 6   address a lot of the concerns that we all have about
  


 7   potential oil and gas activity in the future.  And so
  


 8   that's what this proposed plan is meant to represent.
  


 9             The EIS contains a lot of information that has
  


10   informed that plan, and we have already gotten a lot of
  


11   feedback through other hearings.  And we've already
  


12   heard from some of the folks in this room about the
  


13   plan, and so I really hope everyone who took the trouble
  


14   to attend today, one, understands how much I personally
  


15   appreciate you participating today.  I know we all have
  


16   other things to do, but I also know that this is an
  


17   incredibly important issue for a host of reasons for
  


18   your community.  And so thank you for participating.
  


19             And second, I hope you'll be candid and direct
  


20   with me and with the people here from my bureau.  It
  


21   doesn't do us any good unless we hear everyone's honest
  


22   feelings and honest suggestions on things we should be
  


23   taking into account as we move forward.  So, again,
  


24   thank you very much for participating and let's get
  


25   started.
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 1             We'll start -- Dr. Kendall will provide a
  


 2   little bit more detail in terms of an overview of what
  


 3   the proposed program is and what the EIS says.
  


 4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Director
  


 5   Beaudreau.
  


 6             Excellent introduction, and I'm going to cover
  


 7   a little bit of that in a different way because I'm a
  


 8   visual person.  Some people listen well; I don't listen
  


 9   well at all.  I am over half deaf, so I like to see
  


10   things.
  


11             But who else is here?  So aside from Director
  


12   Beaudreau and myself -- I'm Jim Kendall.  I used to be
  


13   when I was here last time the acting regional director
  


14   for the Alaska region.  Well, I guess they --
  


15             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We hired you.
  


16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You hired me.  Yeah, they
  


17   hired me.  I can't go home, so they sent my wife a
  


18   ticket and said come on up.  So now I'm up here.  I'm
  


19   the director.  I am an oceanographer by training; eleven
  


20   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, 11 years at
  


21   headquarters, and things before that, universities,
  


22   et cetera.
  


23             But who else is here?  Well, to my immediate
  


24   left, Mr. Pat Pourchot.  Now, Pat is the Secretary's
  


25   representative in Alaska.  Many of you already know Pat.
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 1   But Pat is here.  He directly talks with his
  


 2   counterpart, Kim Elton, back at the Secretary's office.
  


 3             I've got Bonnie Robson.
  


 4             Bonnie, raise your hand.
  


 5             She's from our leasing division, and she
  


 6   represents the folks that put together the proposed
  


 7   five-year program.
  


 8             I've got Tim Holder.
  


 9             Tim, where are you?
  


10             Tim Holder is our Arctic liaison.  Now, Tim
  


11   has over 25 years in Alaska, a lot of that in Nome, as
  


12   well as our Alaska office.  He then spent a couple of
  


13   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, and now he's in
  


14   headquarters.  So he is someone we depend on, those of
  


15   us that are now in the region, to talk with our
  


16   colleagues in the environmental division and leasing
  


17   back in the headquarters office.
  


18             Mike Haller.
  


19             Where is Mike?
  


20             Mike is our community liaison.  Those of you
  


21   that actually live in the village and work in city
  


22   government and stuff probably already know Mike.
  


23             John Callahan.  He is from public affairs.
  


24   He's here to keep us on the straight and narrow and make
  


25   sure we get to where we need to be.
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 1             MR. JOHN CALLAHAN:  And remind you to turn
  


 2   your cell phones off.
  


 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah, turn the cell phones
  


 4   off.
  


 5             And last but not least, the second most
  


 6   important person in the room -- y'all are the number one
  


 7   people in the room -- okay.  I forgot Rob.  Rob over
  


 8   there, Rob McWhorter, is with Argonne National Labs.  He
  


 9   helped us on the EIS.
  


10             Sorry I forgot you.  You're the third most
  


11   important person.  How's that?
  


12             The first most important people are the people
  


13   here from the village.  We want to hear what you say.
  


14   The second most important person is Valerie.  Now,
  


15   Valerie is our court reporter who's taking everything
  


16   down.  And as they say, do as I say and not as I do;
  


17   well, make sure you talk slow enough for Valerie to get
  


18   it, state your name when we get there and how to spell
  


19   your name and where you're from.  That will help us a
  


20   lot.
  


21             Right, Valerie?
  


22             THE REPORTER:  Yep.
  


23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Thank you.
  


24             Now, with that, I'm going to ask Vanna -- I
  


25   mean, Mike, to come up here and help me.
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 1             We changed the format of some of these
  


 2   hearings a bit.  Sometimes it was noted that not
  


 3   everybody at our meetings were starting from the same
  


 4   place.  Some of us came in and we know what's going on.
  


 5   Some of you know a lot of what's going on.  Some heard
  


 6   about a meeting at the last minute, they come in and
  


 7   they say, "What's this about?"
  


 8             And so in listening to what some of you have
  


 9   said, we changed our format a bit.  Even though we're
  


10   here to hear what you say, we want to spend a few
  


11   minutes building on what Director Beaudreau said so that
  


12   we all know exactly what we're talking about.
  


13             There's a lot of words on that first slide or
  


14   flip chart.  The bottom line is -- the top part, that
  


15   three lines, means the proposed program for 2012 to
  


16   2017.  Right now we're in the program of 2007 to 2012.
  


17   It expires in 2012.  We have to plan for the next five
  


18   years, and that started planning for that in 2008.
  


19             Along with this federal action are the
  


20   environmental work that has to go with that under the
  


21   National Environmental Policy Act.  We have to ascribe
  


22   to NEPA.  Okay?  So along with this proposed program for
  


23   2012 to 2017 is a draft environmental impact statement.
  


24   So please note the two words, "proposed" program, as in
  


25   it's not done yet and a "draft" EIS, as in not done yet.
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 1             That three-volume set is not three copies of
  


 2   the EIS.  It's one copy of the EIS.  And I'm going to
  


 3   get to why this is so long and why it's so important.
  


 4             Next slide, please.
  


 5             Who we are:  BOEM.  Director Beaudreau has
  


 6   already said we're the Bureau of Ocean Energy
  


 7   Management.  Many of you know me as either from MMS or
  


 8   for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
  


 9   and Enforcement, BOEMRE.  Well, after Deepwater Horizon,
  


10   there was a lot of soul searching.  Tommy joined us;
  


11   Director Bromwich, who is now with the Bureau of Safety
  


12   and Environmental Enforcement, he joined us; a whole
  


13   cast of others, to take a critical look at exactly how
  


14   the system works.
  


15             Whether real or perceived, there appeared to
  


16   be some conflicts, and so a lot of folks spent a lot of
  


17   time, burned a lot of midnight oil, and a lot of
  


18   weekends to come up with the current structure.  We are
  


19   BOEM.  We are the resource manager.  We're responsible
  


20   for environmental reviews, the science, the leasing, and
  


21   evaluating the resources that are out there.  So that's
  


22   us.
  


23             The other part of the old MMS were the
  


24   engineers and the inspectors.  They're in BSEE, the
  


25   Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement.  Think
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 1   of that as policing.  Their only job is to make sure
  


 2   that whatever is allowed, whatever is permitted, is done
  


 3   by the letter of the law and the rules and regulations
  


 4   are followed.  Okay?  Very important.  They don't worry
  


 5   too much about us.  We talk with them.  But their job is
  


 6   to make sure whatever is permitted takes place as it is
  


 7   permitted by the law.
  


 8             Then the other group of folks in MMS were the
  


 9   people that collected the revenue.  Okay?  They went
  


10   into another whole bureau called the Office of Natural
  


11   Resource Revenue.  They collect the money.  Yes, we know
  


12   where they are, we know where they sit, but we really
  


13   don't work with them.  They're worried about making sure
  


14   the taxpayer gets the revenue from the leases that they
  


15   buy, but that's not what we worry about.
  


16             What we worry about is making sure -- as Tommy
  


17   Beaudreau pointed out -- the right decisions are made in
  


18   terms of where activities might occur.  BSEE worries
  


19   about engineering and safety.  ONRR worries about the
  


20   revenue.  Three separate bureaus.  We don't conflict
  


21   with each other.
  


22             Next slide, please, real quick.
  


23             And I will go through these pretty quick.
  


24             The OCS Lands Act.  That's kind of hard to
  


25   read.  We include that for one reason.  Some of our
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 1   constituents in the villages say, "You've been coming
  


 2   out here for 30 years and some of us are telling you the
  


 3   exact same thing.  Why do you keep coming back?  Why do
  


 4   you come here on a Monday night for three hours when it
  


 5   was a beautiful day and nice snow out there?"  It's
  


 6   because the law requires it.  The Secretary cannot hold
  


 7   a lease sale unless he or she has a five-year plan in
  


 8   place.  The law says that.
  


 9             To have that five-year plan in place, there
  


10   has to be input from the stakeholders and we have to do
  


11   the environmental work.  So it's not that we're coming
  


12   back here all the time to see if you changed your mind
  


13   or to bother you and ruin your evenings, but we're here
  


14   because the law says the people that this may affect
  


15   have a right for input and it has to happen, so that's
  


16   why we're here.
  


17             Next slide, please.
  


18             Now, I'm going to go through these pretty
  


19   quick.  I'm going to speed it up.
  


20             As Tommy pointed out, we're at a very high
  


21   level right now.  We're at the five-year planning stage
  


22   right now, the proposed program.  This is a national
  


23   effort.  After it is decided, whatever that is at the
  


24   end of next -- toward the end of next year, then there
  


25   may be a lease sale or the Secretary may decide, no, not
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 1   at this time.  Then you would have exploration possibly,
  


 2   then production, and then decommissioning when it's
  


 3   over.
  


 4             The important thing to remember is that if a
  


 5   lease sale occurs -- if -- and a company purchases one
  


 6   of those leases, the only thing it does is allow them to
  


 7   submit additional applications.  It doesn't give them
  


 8   the absolute right to go out and do anything.  There's a
  


 9   lot of checks and balances.  Okay?
  


10             Next slide, please.
  


11             Okay.  For this five-year plan -- it's kind of
  


12   hard to see -- the only three areas considered is the
  


13   Western Gulf, the Central Gulf, a little sliver in the
  


14   Eastern Gulf -- so there's three areas in the Gulf --
  


15   the Cook Inlet, the Beaufort Sea, and the Chukchi, a
  


16   total of six areas.
  


17             And as Tommy pointed out, what is possibly
  


18   going to occur -- or what is proposed, is the correct
  


19   terminology -- is a sale, one sale, in the Beaufort Sea,
  


20   2015, and potentially a proposed sale in 2016 in the
  


21   Chukchi.  I think we've got a better picture here.  So
  


22   there's plenty of time between now and then to collect
  


23   more science, review the information, and for plenty of
  


24   discussion.
  


25             Also something Tommy said that is incredibly
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 1   important:  These areas look real big.  And for those of
  


 2   you who have been out there, you know how big these
  


 3   areas are.  This administration, the new BOEM, what
  


 4   we're doing is moving away from area-wide leasing.
  


 5             Now, if you look at these, yes, the green
  


 6   areas are the areas that have already been leased to oil
  


 7   companies.  The red areas along here (indicating) and
  


 8   there (indicating) off of Barrow and over there
  


 9   (indicating) off of Kaktovik, those are deferral areas
  


10   where nothing can happen.  Those areas will not be
  


11   available for a lease sale.
  


12             In the process of what we're doing now, as
  


13   Director Beaudreau said, we are looking at the
  


14   science -- the science we do, the science that NOAA
  


15   does, the science that USGS does, the science NSF
  


16   does -- and say, okay, where is the highest probability
  


17   for oil?  Where are areas that are very sensitive?
  


18   Whaling areas, subsistence areas, whale migration
  


19   routes.  Where are they?  How do we have areas for a
  


20   leasing program that pose the minimal conflict to other
  


21   activities in the area?
  


22             So these areas -- the Chukchi planning area,
  


23   the Beaufort Sea planning area -- as we get closer to a
  


24   lease sale, they're going to get most likely much, much
  


25   smaller as we go through and take out those areas where
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 1   there's no oil and gas resource, that are too important
  


 2   ecologically or for subsistence, and where it just
  


 3   doesn't make sense.  But we have to start somewhere and
  


 4   that's where we're starting now.
  


 5             Next.
  


 6             For the Cook Inlet, this is a special interest
  


 7   only sale.  If there is enough industry interest on
  


 8   actually having a sale there, then we would go through
  


 9   the process of doing the NEPA, doing the EISs, so that
  


10   we could do it here in the appropriate way.  Just
  


11   because you have large areas doesn't mean the whole area
  


12   is going to be offered up.
  


13             Next slide, please.
  


14             Okay.  What is an EIS, this thing right here
  


15   (indicating)?  It's an environmental document.  It's to
  


16   disclose plans, involve the public -- congratulations,
  


17   you've joined the team -- identify and evaluate
  


18   alternatives, avoid negative effects -- okay?  We want
  


19   to do that -- and unify environmental analysis.  And
  


20   that is, there's a lot going on out there, there's a lot
  


21   of people working out there on a number of different
  


22   things.
  


23             Well, this document here is just not a BOEM
  


24   document.  The North Slope Borough was a cooperating
  


25   agency.  The State of Alaska was a cooperating agency.
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 1   Okay?  And NOAA was a cooperating agency.  And we've
  


 2   used the science that BOEM, MMS/BOEMRE did, that NOAA
  


 3   has done, that NSF has done, that the fisheries folks at
  


 4   the North Slope Borough has done.  We've tried to bring
  


 5   it in here, but it's still a draft.  So now we're coming
  


 6   out here to our constituents to see how do we make this
  


 7   document better, what did we miss, how do we make sure
  


 8   traditional knowledge is included here.
  


 9             In the villages we've already been to, and
  


10   even in Anchorage and Fairbanks, we had people stand up
  


11   and make comment that was very, very important that
  


12   would help us make this document a better document.
  


13   This is not a decision document.  It just shows the
  


14   decision-maker what's going on.  The decision-maker is
  


15   the Secretary of the Interior.
  


16             So it would be great when Mr. Beaudreau sits
  


17   down with the Secretary with this document, much
  


18   improved on what it is now because of the input we're
  


19   going to get as well as all the other things that we
  


20   have, he sits down with Ken Salazar and says, "Okay.
  


21   Let's talk this through.  What's the best decision?"
  


22           Next.
  


23           What's in these documents?  Well, we think we've
  


24   covered a lot of things.  We're hoping we got all of
  


25   them.  We may not have.  We cover noise that's
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 1   associated with seismic surveying, drilling, service
  


 2   vessels, bottom disturbance, anchoring where might a
  


 3   pipeline go, air emissions -- you know, that's been in
  


 4   the news recently with EPA and their permits -- coastal
  


 5   activities, support facilities, also oil spills.
  


 6   Director Beaudreau has already mentioned that.
  


 7           Keep going.
  


 8           Marine and coastal birds, coastal marine
  


 9   habitats, fisheries, marine mammals, archaeological
  


10   resources, socioeconomics.  We hope we've covered most
  


11   of it.  If we haven't covered something, let's get it in
  


12   there.  Let us know.  That's what we're here for.  We
  


13   want input on this document on how to make it better so
  


14   the decision-maker has the whole enchilada, so to speak.
  


15           Next slide, please.
  


16           Special consideration:  Deepwater Horizon.
  


17   Everybody knows what that is.  We've read all the
  


18   papers.  We followed it on TV.  This was considered very
  


19   important for putting this document together.
  


20           Some of you were here for the supplemental sale
  


21   of 193 EIS where we went and we added a very large oil
  


22   spill analysis, something comparable to Deepwater
  


23   Horizon.  Had never been done before for the Arctic.  We
  


24   did it.  Now when oil companies turn in their
  


25   exploration plans and oil spill response plans, they
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 1   have to tell us what their worst-case discharge is.  Of
  


 2   course that specific well, it will undoubtedly be
  


 3   smaller than the discharge of the very large oil spill,
  


 4   but we have some place to start.  That has to be
  


 5   addressed.  And it's been addressed.
  


 6           In the discussions we've had with Shell --
  


 7   you're all familiar with those.  It's been in the
  


 8   papers -- part of their oil spill response plan is a
  


 9   capping and containment system.  It took several months
  


10   to design in the Gulf of Mexico after they needed it.
  


11   Well, part of the deal we have is that it's not going to
  


12   occur in Alaska unless something like that system is
  


13   right there ready to go.  So there's a lot of
  


14   discussions going on on such a system and what is
  


15   required.  So those are some of the things we've
  


16   discussed and how we've worked them into our analysis.
  


17           Just to give the time frame here, this process
  


18   for the five-year program, 2012 to 2017, it started in
  


19   August of 2008 for a request for information.  Hey,
  


20   folks, 2012 is right around the corner, we have to have
  


21   a new five-year plan.  We started the process.  We had a
  


22   draft proposed program in January of 2009.
  


23           Then Deepwater Horizon happened.  We had a
  


24   longer public comment period, January 2009 to
  


25   March 2011.  That time was available to tweak the now
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 1   proposed program, not a final, as well as the EIS.  So
  


 2   now we have -- in November we've got a proposed program
  


 3   and a draft EIS.
  


 4           The process is not over yet.  So from now or
  


 5   November, last month, through January 9th, we're
  


 6   collecting comments and asking for input on that
  


 7   document to make it better.  Then sometime in late 2012,
  


 8   the Secretary would make a decision on what the program
  


 9   looks like, and you would have a completed EIS.  So it's
  


10   not over yet.  We still have work to do.
  


11           Next.
  


12           Okay.  To submit comments, we've got a poster
  


13   over there that says where to send them.  You can go to
  


14   the web site.  You can get the document.  We've got the
  


15   document on CD.  You can comment through regs.gov.  You
  


16   can send comments to a dear friend of mine, Mr. Jim
  


17   Bennett.  He would love to hear from you.  He's in
  


18   charge of putting the document together.
  


19           And I think that's about it.  I've spoken
  


20   enough.  You all didn't come here to listen to a career
  


21   federal employee yak, yak, yak, but I hope we're in the
  


22   same place now.  A proposed program, a draft EIS, we're
  


23   looking for comments to make that a better document so
  


24   the decision-maker has everything in front of him to
  


25   make the best decision for everybody.  Okay?  So that's
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 1   what we're here for this evening.
  


 2           We've had some great comments in Nuiqsut,
  


 3   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Wainwright.  We've
  


 4   walked away with some very good information.  I want to
  


 5   walk away from here with just the same good feelings.
  


 6   And to do that we're going to do something that Earl
  


 7   helped me put together the last time we were here in
  


 8   Kotzebue.  In fact, this is the first time we did it.
  


 9           Right, Earl?
  


10             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Uh-huh.
  


11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are going to move the
  


12   chairs in sort of a semicircle so everybody can see
  


13   everybody, can see the court reporter, can see Tommy and
  


14   Pat, and we're going to keep going around the circle
  


15   until everybody feels they've said everything they need
  


16   to say and no one walks out of the room feeling they got
  


17   slighted.  Because if somebody walks away thinking, I
  


18   should have said that, then that's not a success.
  


19             So, Earl, can I depend on you back there to
  


20   encourage folks to come up here and let's get this
  


21   moving?  Come on.
  


22             MR. MIKE HALLER:  While you're doing that, we
  


23   have copies of these if you want them.  They're here for
  


24   you.
  


25             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Now, the rules of this
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 1   exercise is as follows:  We're going to go around the
  


 2   circle.  You have a choice; you can make some great
  


 3   comments or you can pass while you get your thoughts
  


 4   together.  And we keep going around and around until
  


 5   everybody is either too exhausted or they just pass --
  


 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- out.
  


 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- because -- pass out.  So
  


 8   the whole point is to make sure we take something away
  


 9   from this meeting that Tim can take back to the
  


10   environmental division, okay, who is doing that
  


11   document, okay, and that Bonnie -- where is Bonnie? --
  


12   Bonnie can take back some gems of information back to
  


13   leasing and say, "Aha, I've got something that's going
  


14   to make it even better and the Secretary needs to know
  


15   this."
  


16             Have I understated this, BOEM colleagues?
  


17   Excellent.
  


18             So now we have to start somewhere.
  


19             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I would love to
  


20   start, and I have a mic.  Back in the corner.
  


21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Yes.  That would be
  


22   good.  If you start, that means this side of the room
  


23   goes -- starts this way.
  


24             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Sure.
  


25             (Speaking in Inupiaq.)
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 1             Good evening, everybody.  I'd like to say
  


 2   paglagivsi to our special guests.  Welcome on behalf of
  


 3   the Northwest Arctic Borough.  Our mayor, Siikauraq
  


 4   Whiting, is in Anchorage with the Northwest Arctic
  


 5   Leadership Team's meeting to set priorities for the
  


 6   region so she couldn't be here tonight, but I'm sure
  


 7   she'd like to also extend a welcome to you.  Paglagivsi
  


 8   to our borough.
  


 9             Also, since we're so close to the holidays,
  


10   probably won't get a chance to say Merry Christmas
  


11   again.  As you can see, we're festively decorated here
  


12   in the assembly chambers.  So Merry Christmas to you and
  


13   your family as you head home after this for the
  


14   holidays.
  


15             Prior to this meeting -- and I don't see him
  


16   in the audience -- Ataamuk Shiedt had called me and --
  


17   well, I guess I should start with my own introduction.
  


18   My name is Ukallaysaaq.  I'm the planning director here
  


19   at the Northwest Arctic Borough.  It's spelled
  


20   U-k-a-l-l-a-y-s-a-a-q.  My last name is O-k-l-e-a-s-i-k.
  


21             But Ataamuk was concerned.  He wasn't able to
  


22   make it.  One of the things with this lease sale -- and
  


23   I think this lease sale caught a lot of people by
  


24   surprise thinking that there would be additional leases.
  


25   I know that was my first thought, why would there be
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 1   more leases when they're so controversial over the
  


 2   current leases, so it didn't make sense to me.
  


 3             But part of the things that Ataamuk wanted to
  


 4   share -- he works at Maniilaq Association -- is that
  


 5   this area has a wide impact in the Chukchi Sea.  Just
  


 6   not to Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome and all the villages
  


 7   in between, but there's a huge ecosystem use that you
  


 8   could say could extend all the way down to Dillingham
  


 9   and even to Kodiak because of how the fish and the
  


10   various wildlife use this area and this very inner tide.
  


11   So he wanted to make that point, that there's a wide
  


12   impact from any potential spill or damages to the
  


13   environment in the Chukchi.
  


14             One of the other things he wanted to show, and
  


15   the reason I sat here, is he was very concerned about
  


16   ice pileup.  And I'll turn on the video screen.  And you
  


17   may be familiar with Oooguruk Island.  Let me turn that
  


18   on.  That is in the Beaufort Sea and it is a manmade
  


19   island.
  


20             There's a map -- once the signal goes away --
  


21   there on the North Slope.  And here is a closer
  


22   photograph of the manmade island.  And what Ataamuk was
  


23   looking at was an e-mail from Michael Brubaker at ANTHC
  


24   on climate change.  And let me go ahead and see if -- I
  


25   can't save the video clip, but hopefully it loads.
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 1             And you're going to see a video of this island
  


 2   with ice going over it.  Just be patient.  Our internet
  


 3   isn't always the fastest, but I thought this is -- but
  


 4   he wanted me to show this tonight.  And I think it's
  


 5   important that you're here, but you can see that that
  


 6   was the island that I showed earlier.  And here is some
  


 7   ice that's going to be going over the . . .
  


 8             (Video playing from http://www.break.com/
  


 9             Usercontent/2009/6/oooguruk-island-June-23rd-
  


10             2009-790036.)
  


11             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  And you can see
  


12   this continues on, the power of Mother Nature and the
  


13   environment that we live in.  I just wanted to share --
  


14   you know, we've seen ice overflows here in the sound in
  


15   the spring.  And you can say you can engineer things to
  


16   withstand certain things and pressures and so forth, but
  


17   we live in a pretty unpredictable environment and you
  


18   have to respect that.
  


19             And I think that's why Ataamuk wanted me to
  


20   show this, that he's very concerned about ice pileups
  


21   and the safety of platforms and the damages that could
  


22   be sustained through development in this area as well as
  


23   any type of cleanup work that might try to happen during
  


24   a condition like that if you're trying to clean up any
  


25   oil.
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 1             Another thing he was concerned about was our
  


 2   food security.  One thing he was trying to say to me is
  


 3   that people can survive right now.  And what he meant by
  


 4   that is people, if you look in their freezers, have
  


 5   subsistence food.  And if we were to get cut off like we
  


 6   did in 9/11, people can live here.  They can live off
  


 7   the land.  And so we have a big piece of food security.
  


 8   What if that food were to be contaminated?  What happens
  


 9   to our security here in this environment that's very
  


10   harsh if we depend on the ocean for a lot of those
  


11   resources?
  


12             And another thing he wanted to share was
  


13   cultural integrity, that future generations need to have
  


14   the opportunity to live the way of life that we now
  


15   live.  So his -- and Ataamuk is an older man than me,
  


16   and so he is concerned about his grandchildren, his
  


17   children, and their children, that they need to have the
  


18   same opportunities to live the lifestyle with the
  


19   environment that he has enjoyed throughout his lifetime.
  


20             So those are some of the comments I wanted to
  


21   share from Ataamuk and the video of Oooguruk Island in
  


22   the Beaufort Sea.
  


23             On behalf of the Northwest Arctic Borough --
  


24   and I have a copy of the resolution to share with you --
  


25   the assembly has passed Resolution 11-28, which is a
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 1   resolution establishing a proactive policy on oil and
  


 2   gas exploration, development, and production off the
  


 3   coast of the Northwest and North Slope Boroughs.  Our
  


 4   assembly passed this resolution supporting responsible
  


 5   resource development that takes into account and
  


 6   addresses the concerns of our residents of the borough
  


 7   and the impacts of onshore and offshore environments.
  


 8             Our people depend and rely on subsistence
  


 9   resources, and these subsistence foods are essential to
  


10   the Inupiaq way of life and any reduction in them would
  


11   have adverse health impacts to our whole communities.
  


12   The marine environment of the Arctic is delicate and
  


13   it's also subject to severe disruption and harm from
  


14   poorly planned and managed oil and gas exploration,
  


15   development, and production.  This resolution also
  


16   recognizes that oil and gas companies do not have local
  


17   traditional knowledge and they need help in managing
  


18   their exploration, development, and production in a
  


19   responsible manner.
  


20           For these reasons, the Northwest Arctic Borough
  


21   has historically opposed resource development off our
  


22   coastlines, but they recognize the federal and state
  


23   governments will make final decisions.  And there's an
  


24   exhibit that's attached to this that has a number of
  


25   recommendations.
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 1           Some of the other backgrounds is that both
  


 2   boroughs, including the Northwest Arctic, is committed
  


 3   to be proactive and insist that any offshore resource
  


 4   exploration, development, and production occur in a
  


 5   responsible manner that follows our Inupiaq values and
  


 6   also insists on proper planning, gathering, and funding
  


 7   of baseline data, sharing of data gaps, and also sharing
  


 8   of raw data, which is, I think, important for the
  


 9   private companies, monitoring, and implementation of
  


10   these studies by both regulators and the industry to
  


11   develop appropriate mitigation of impacts to subsistence
  


12   resources, subsistence hunting, and to the health of our
  


13   residents prior to, during, and after exploration,
  


14   development, and production.
  


15           Also, this resolution recommends that the
  


16   borough have a seat at the table.  And I don't know what
  


17   that would mean in the regulatory sense, but I know when
  


18   the lease sale first went through, the Northwest Arctic
  


19   Borough never had an opportunity for a meeting like this
  


20   in Kotzebue.  So I'd like to thank you for coming this
  


21   time because last time our borough was totally
  


22   overlooked.
  


23           And we still probably don't have the appropriate
  


24   seat at the table.  Our borough has pushed for a
  


25   citizen's -- regional citizen's advisory committee like
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 1   Senator Begich had introduced.  It hasn't gone through,
  


 2   but I think that's an appropriate forum.
  


 3           Our borough has also submitted a proposal to the
  


 4   industry, both Conoco and Shell, to fund what is similar
  


 5   to a regional advisory council, but we've been told
  


 6   that's not going to be funded.  So we still have this
  


 7   need for effective community engagement within our
  


 8   region with the North Slope Borough.
  


 9           Also, this resolution recommends that federal
  


10   and state agencies and developers must work in good
  


11   faith with local subsistence hunters to mitigate any
  


12   impacts to subsistence resources and to the hunters'
  


13   access of those resources, and that our residents must
  


14   be given the opportunity to be trained and employed by
  


15   the developers and their contractors, also I think even
  


16   the federal government.
  


17           And I'd like to applaud the Coast Guard for
  


18   holding their Northwest Arctic Ecological Risk
  


19   Assessment meeting here in Kotzebue last month.  I was
  


20   just on another teleconference telling Michael this,
  


21   that that meeting, although it was here to solicit our
  


22   community's input, which is part of updating the
  


23   Northwest Artic Subarea Contingency Plan -- sorry for
  


24   these really long titles, but I didn't come up with
  


25   them.
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 1             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We specialize in
  


 2   them.
  


 3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  They're federal
  


 4   titles.  But part of that Northwest Arctic Subarea
  


 5   Contingency Plan update, even though it was there to
  


 6   solicit our input, there was a lot of training.  There
  


 7   was a lot of dialogue.  And the person they brought up
  


 8   here to facilitate that meeting really gave a lot of
  


 9   information on dispersants in particular.
  


10             That was a huge information filling for our
  


11   residents, and it would be nice to see something like
  


12   that happen in your processes where you just don't come
  


13   here for a one-night meeting.  They were here for two
  


14   days and they were very full of presentations on oil
  


15   spill response methods, how effective they are, and
  


16   documenting our community's concerns with each one of
  


17   those methods.
  


18             It was a very engaging meeting, a bit lengthy,
  


19   but one of the first that we've had in Kotzebue where
  


20   they came to listen to our residents and also share
  


21   information.  But I just wanted to mention that part of
  


22   that training and development is not only the industry,
  


23   but I think the federal government has a role to play in
  


24   that, and particularly your agency.
  


25             I think the other piece is that we need to
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 1   have capacity-building funds to help our borough, our
  


 2   borough government, as well as our communities to deal
  


 3   with the impacts of oil and gas exploration,
  


 4   development, production, and associated activities.  And
  


 5   that comment has been made over and over again, but this
  


 6   local level capacity building needs to be addressed.
  


 7             The North Slope Borough has what's called the
  


 8   Village Response Teams, the VRTs, but that has not been
  


 9   extended to our borough and to our residents.  And that
  


10   model exists, and our -- the mayor and our
  


11   administration has been asking for that capacity
  


12   building to be extended into our borough, but it hasn't
  


13   been done yet and there doesn't seem to be plans to
  


14   extend it.  It has been a very effective model and it
  


15   could be done to our area.
  


16             Also, this resolution speaks to that oil and
  


17   gas exploration companies should locate support
  


18   facilities and infrastructure onshore so that there's a
  


19   tax base, but also training and infrastructure while
  


20   also reducing the cost of health care, schools,
  


21   transportation, utilities, and housing with
  


22   collaboration.
  


23             I just wanted to touch also on a few other
  


24   points in the exhibits, particularly baseline science.
  


25   You already spoke to the fact that traditional knowledge
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 1   needs to be incorporated and you're wondering how to do
  


 2   that.  Well, it needs to be funded.  You need to create
  


 3   indigenous science positions within your organization,
  


 4   you need to have those positions advertised and based
  


 5   here in Kotzebue, and you need to fund indigenous
  


 6   science.
  


 7             Western science.  I just noticed a press
  


 8   release that a university in Texas is going to do Arctic
  


 9   science.  That doesn't make sense.  You know, we need to
  


10   have our own people employed by your agency to have
  


11   people work with them and document their science, and a
  


12   good example is our own borough.
  


13             We have a subsistence mapping project being
  


14   funded by CF, but one of the positions we have is a
  


15   traditional knowledge specialist.  And that person is a
  


16   full-time position that works with a social
  


17   anthropologist and other staff that we've hired to make
  


18   sure that traditional knowledge is at the same level as
  


19   Western science.  So we created a full-time position to
  


20   work with those people, and that's something that we
  


21   need to see the agencies also put that support and
  


22   research money into so that there's a real collaborative
  


23   approach to research and also data sharing and
  


24   collection.
  


25             Another piece I wanted to speak to tonight was
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 1   Coast Guard presence.  Although that may not be in the
  


 2   jurisdiction of your agency, I think the oil -- the
  


 3   heating and gas shortage in Nome is a very telling
  


 4   example that Sitnasuak Native Corporation had to
  


 5   contract with a Russian icebreaker to deliver fuel
  


 6   because there's no American company that could deliver
  


 7   fuel inside of our own country.  And so that's very
  


 8   telling of the Arctic state of readiness.
  


 9             And the Coast Guard itself isn't able to
  


10   deliver it.  They can only have the Healy there to --
  


11   and I think it's even in dry dock.  It's not even ready
  


12   to go, so -- you know, yet we're looking at lease sales
  


13   and development and we don't have the icebreaker
  


14   capacity to do this.
  


15             I just think the Nome situation brings to
  


16   light a lot of the issues.  And the Coast Guard will
  


17   tell you how ill-prepared they are as well.  That's one
  


18   of their major concerns, but I will stop there.  And
  


19   those are some of the comments I'd like to share from
  


20   the Northwest Arctic Borough.
  


21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  And
  


22   you can provide those written comments -- and anyone
  


23   else that has written comments, please put them up on
  


24   the table there where Valerie is or give them to Mike.
  


25   That's very, very important.  It goes back and we can
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 1   sort of ground through what's being typed up.
  


 2             Okay.  Now, that was great and that gave
  


 3   people a lot of time to think so we probably have lots
  


 4   more comments.  So, again, we're going to keep going
  


 5   around the room.  You can pass, you can say something,
  


 6   and we'll just keep doing that until we've got all the
  


 7   nuggets of knowledge here.
  


 8             So with that, sir, I'm going to start with
  


 9   you.  You can pass or add to it.  Whatever you'd like.
  


10             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I'm Lincoln Saito, and I
  


11   also work for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  But I'm
  


12   going to pass right now because that's two of us in a
  


13   row.
  


14             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  My name is Darcie Warden,
  


15   and I work with the Alaska Wilderness League.  I'm based
  


16   in Fairbanks, Alaska.
  


17             Do you want me to spell my name?
  


18             THE REPORTER:  Sure.
  


19             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  D-a-r-c-i-e W-a-r-d-e-n.
  


20             My job really is an outreach person, and so I
  


21   focus on meaningful community engagement.  And one of
  


22   the frustrations I have continually when it comes to any
  


23   NEPA process in the public meetings that take place is,
  


24   you know, there's the draft EIS -- and this is my job.
  


25   I pay attention to these things -- and I can't keep up
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 1   with what's in these documents and I struggle to give
  


 2   meaningful comments on these documents.
  


 3             And so when the public meetings take place and
  


 4   the agencies go to the communities and ask people to
  


 5   make meaningful comments on these draft documents that
  


 6   are three huge books thick, I just find that
  


 7   frustrating.  That's a frustrating process for me
  


 8   because I want to be able to know that people are
  


 9   actually able to comment on that document.
  


10             And one of the things that we didn't do in the
  


11   beginning -- and I don't know if it's necessary.  I'm
  


12   not saying we should do it -- but we didn't even go over
  


13   what the alternatives are really in that document and
  


14   what that means and, you know, what are we talking about
  


15   when we're looking at those alternatives and what's the
  


16   preferred alternative versus all the other alternatives
  


17   and the no-action alternative.
  


18             And I just -- so my comment would be that I
  


19   feel like it's the agency's job to prepare the
  


20   communities in a fair way so that -- and then what you
  


21   talked about in the -- getting the community engagement
  


22   in the local long meetings that you had and you talked
  


23   about spill response and stuff like that, you know, just
  


24   kind of training or having workshops or something on
  


25   what is in these documents and then how communities can
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 1   comment on those.  So that would be my comment.
  


 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's an excellent comment.
  


 3   In fact, we have a poster with all the alternatives.
  


 4   But one thing we've found is that sometimes we overwhelm
  


 5   folks with presentations.  I gave a similar presentation
  


 6   on Friday night in Anchorage and someone said I wasted
  


 7   their time because we don't need to know any of that.
  


 8   And so we have this balance on how do we meaningfully
  


 9   get information to folks where it's either enough or not
  


10   too much.
  


11             And so we've got the alternatives here.  And,
  


12   Tim, why don't you hold those up.  And basically there
  


13   are, I believe, 15 alternatives, including the no-action
  


14   alternative.  And they vary where you take various --
  


15   alternative one is all 15 lease sales.  And then
  


16   alternative two is 13 lease sales, same as alternative
  


17   one, but exclude the Gulf of Mexico eastern planning
  


18   area.  An alternative here would be to remove either the
  


19   Beaufort or the Chukchi.
  


20             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Can we remove both?  Can
  


21   we make a new alternative?
  


22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not sure if both of them
  


23   are in there.
  


24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
  


25   remove a lease sale.
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 1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Pardon me?
  


 2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
  


 3   remove a lease sale.
  


 4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Oh, yeah.  I'm not sure it
  


 5   would be worded that way, but I know you can remove the
  


 6   Chukchi, you can remove the Beaufort.  You can always
  


 7   remove both of them.
  


 8             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I was just -- yeah.
  


 9   Because in the alternatives it was one or the other, but
  


10   it wasn't the Arctic.  And so I was like, oh, that --
  


11   that seems to pit communities against each other
  


12   naturally if you don't know you can actually request
  


13   that neither be in the lease sale.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  They can request that.  And
  


15   as Director Beaudreau said, the Secretary can remove any
  


16   lease sale right up to the last minute.  In fact, this
  


17   current Secretary removed all remaining lease sales
  


18   after 2008, I believe, or 2009.  They were removed.
  


19             Earl, your turn.
  


20             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Welcome.  I didn't really
  


21   know what to say, but I've been doing this for 15 years.
  


22   I've been following these guys everywhere they go.  I
  


23   want to make sure our community members understand what
  


24   these guys are trying to explain.
  


25             For the record, my name is Earl Kingik.  I'm
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 1   from Point Hope, Alaska.  I would like to endorse what
  


 2   Ataamuk -- his testimony 100 percent.  I endorse him.
  


 3   It's good that we get -- BOEM, we get to see, you get to
  


 4   see, what's happening in the ice.
  


 5             But another thing we were worried about is
  


 6   this -- what's happened before.  We never did know
  


 7   nothing about hamburger and the popcorn and those other
  


 8   activities you guys did without us -- without our
  


 9   knowledge.  Now you've got this lease sale going on,
  


10   this Chukchi lease sale.  And the Native Village of
  


11   Point Hope opposes it and the communities in Arctic
  


12   Slope oppose it.
  


13             And we're concerned because our wildlife.
  


14   It's important to us to keep our cultural way of life
  


15   together.  Our government tried their best to let us
  


16   lose our language.
  


17             Our government tried their best to let us buy
  


18   hunting licenses so we could be like Americans, but we
  


19   never had nothing like that before we become America.
  


20             So you see, wildlife is very important to us.
  


21   Point Hope depends on the wildlife.  We don't go out and
  


22   migrate to hunt our animals.  The animals come to us.
  


23   After we harvest our animal, we celebrate and we give
  


24   thanks to the animal that gives himself up.
  


25             So you see, Native Village of Point Hope and
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 1   ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, strongly
  


 2   oppose any lease sale forever.  And I recommend that the
  


 3   BOEMRE people have government-to-government meetings
  


 4   with the local tribes before you go to the public
  


 5   because there's actually an order that you do
  


 6   consultation.  We need to do that because we put these
  


 7   people in a seat to protect our way of life.  They're
  


 8   our council members.
  


 9             We've got a constitution like you Americans.
  


10   Native Village of Point Hope got a constitution that was
  


11   established in 1974.  And the government gave us these
  


12   powers to protect our way of life, to protect our
  


13   animals, and to help our government.
  


14             So you see, I strongly oppose offshore
  


15   activity and I strongly endorse Ataamuk's testimony.
  


16   Thank you.
  


17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
  


18             Next?  Pass?  That's fine.
  


19             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  My name is Jeff Hadley.  I'm
  


20   with the Native Village of Kotzebue, executive director.
  


21   At the start of the presentation you mentioned ongoing
  


22   research.  And one of the things that always piqued my
  


23   interest was on the animals, particularly the sea
  


24   mammals, and what the seismic testing and the loud noise
  


25   produced in that testing does to these animals.  I don't
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 1   think anybody knows.
  


 2             So, you know, that concerns us a little bit
  


 3   because, as previously stated, we all rely heavily on
  


 4   these animals for food and -- because I know how
  


 5   sensitive those animals are to noise.  And anybody that
  


 6   hunts out there knows they -- you know, they can
  


 7   communicate miles and miles and miles amongst
  


 8   themselves, let alone us making a little noise in the
  


 9   boat and spooking the hell out of them miles and miles
  


10   away, so they're very sensitive creatures.  And is there
  


11   any research being done on some of these animals?
  


12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes.  Not really time for me
  


13   to speak, but I know the answer to that.  The effect of
  


14   sound on marine animals, especially whales, is
  


15   incredibly important to us.  It's also one of the
  


16   centers of the research we support along with NOAA.
  


17             We've been monitoring bowhead whales for over
  


18   30 years.  We've done a number of studies on the effects
  


19   of sound on marine mammals in the Gulf of Mexico and
  


20   also Alaska.  We're continuing to do that research.  We
  


21   work very closely with NOAA, the Marine Mammal
  


22   Commission.
  


23             A lot more needs to be done, but I can assure
  


24   you that is one of our highest priorities in terms of
  


25   actually spending money on research.  You're spot on and
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 1   that's something that needs to continue.
  


 2             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  Thank you.
  


 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next?
  


 4             MR. FRANK HAYS:  My name is Frank Hays,
  


 5   H-a-y-s.  I'm with the National Parks Service.  I'm the
  


 6   superintendent of the Western Arctic Parklands here in
  


 7   Kotzebue.  And two of our national parks managed out of
  


 8   this office are Bering Land Bridge and Cape Krusenstern,
  


 9   and they protect several hundred miles of coastline that
  


10   have internationally and nationally significant cultural
  


11   and natural resources.  So the National Parks Service
  


12   will be taking a look at what's proposed and providing
  


13   written comments in due time.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Excellent.  Thank you.
  


15             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Hi.  I'll just
  


16   introduce myself.  I'm Raychelle Daniel,
  


17   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, and Daniel just like it's spelled.
  


18             I'm currently with the Pew Environment Group.
  


19   I live in Anchorage, but I'm originally from
  


20   Tuntutuliak, Alaska.  And I appreciate what you were
  


21   saying earlier about how offshore -- what happens
  


22   offshore will impact some of the species that actually
  


23   come.  And people in my region are -- so I appreciate
  


24   your comments very much earlier and I'll hold out for
  


25   now, but I'll come back.
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 1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Hi, everyone.  My name is
  


 2   Lois Epstein, and I'm an engineer.  I'm also Arctic
  


 3   program director for The Wilderness Society, which is an
  


 4   organization focused on public lands and the cost of
  


 5   offshore drilling in the Arctic.  It could affect the
  


 6   National Petroleum Reserve and the Arctic refuge.  We're
  


 7   also very interested in ensuring that any problems that
  


 8   might result from drilling don't happen.
  


 9             And at this point, our analysis is -- and I
  


10   spoke to this at the Anchorage hearing.  I'm here to
  


11   listen to hear what the borough and the village have to
  


12   say.  But just so you know, our position is that there
  


13   are a number of things that need to happen in terms of
  


14   the science prerequisites, the spill response
  


15   capabilities, and also the federal oversight
  


16   capabilities, especially since the Gulf Deepwater
  


17   Horizon spill has revealed a lot of deficiencies, and
  


18   those have come out in commissions and we want to see
  


19   those deficiencies remedied.
  


20             I should also mention I went to the Barrow and
  


21   Nuiqsut scoping hearings last year -- earlier this year,
  


22   actually.  And one of the things I did hear in Barrow
  


23   quite a bit was not including the lease sales at this
  


24   time.  It was too early.  So I'm actually a little
  


25   surprised that that was not one of the alternatives that
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 1   was laid out.
  


 2             And then finally, I just want to ask a
  


 3   question.  Don't know if it can be answered here.  But
  


 4   given that there is knowledge of subsistence areas,
  


 5   areas that are critical in the Arctic, areas that are
  


 6   important ecologically like Hanna Shoal, why is it that
  


 7   at this stage of the game those were not laid out as
  


 8   commenting alternatives?  Why are those sensitive areas
  


 9   that we do know about, granted there are other areas
  


10   that we need to learn about, why is that being pushed
  


11   off into the lease sales phase rather than in a
  


12   five-year plan phase?
  


13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's still up for
  


14   discussion.  Nothing has been decided yet.
  


15             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  But those areas haven't
  


16   been analyzed as far as I know.
  


17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We're still in the proposed
  


18   plan --
  


19             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.
  


20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- and so we're not to the
  


21   final plan yet.
  


22             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  Is there a reason
  


23   that -- you know, there were certain deferral areas, why
  


24   other areas that are known sensitive areas were not also
  


25   included as alternatives?
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 1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I can't speak for the
  


 2   leasing division.  Maybe Tommy would like to comment on
  


 3   that.  But we have to start somewhere, and this is part
  


 4   of the process.  We know some of the deferral areas, for
  


 5   lack of a better term, were no-brainers, you know, the
  


 6   25 miles along the Chukchi and the two areas in the
  


 7   Beaufort, and that's not the end.  That's just the
  


 8   beginning.  And as Director Beaudreau said and I said,
  


 9   the move is away from area-wide leasing and so other
  


10   areas are being looked at very much right now.
  


11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Jim is right.  So
  


12   the overall objective ultimately is to establish a new
  


13   approach and a new way of considering, A, whether or not
  


14   leasing should happen here and then, B, if it does, what
  


15   form it takes.  And it should be different than the
  


16   traditional area-like model.  We are open -- and that's
  


17   a part of this commenting process and part of the, you
  


18   know, frankly, further work that needs to be done on the
  


19   program.
  


20             We are open to considering whether at this
  


21   stage, at the five-year planning stage, there are --
  


22   consistent with those principles I described, there are
  


23   areas that should be taken off the table now even before
  


24   we get to the leasing stage.  And so we are open to
  


25   that.  We're open in considering that at this stage, and
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 1   then obviously as you move closer to the lease sale
  


 2   stage, you've got to make a decision about whether you
  


 3   want to have that sale at all and then what specifically
  


 4   is offered in that sale.
  


 5             In terms of the five-year plan, you know, we
  


 6   haven't foreclosed that at all, and so I would
  


 7   encourage -- obviously everyone can comment here today,
  


 8   but we also receive written comments, and so I encourage
  


 9   giving us comments specifically on that issue because
  


10   we're open to it.
  


11             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thanks.
  


12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
  


13             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'll pass.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Ma'am?
  


15             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  My name is Dood Lincoln,
  


16   and I'm a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.  I'm a tribal
  


17   member of the IRA.  I'm a shareholder of KIC Village and
  


18   NANA Regional.
  


19             And I'm aware of our subsistence and our way
  


20   of life, but one of the things that I wanted to say is I
  


21   appreciate your process you're going through with this
  


22   public hearing, you know, not just in our area but
  


23   everywhere.  I appreciate your bringing out the
  


24   beginning, explaining.
  


25             And I am not sure where everyone stands on
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 1   this, whether it's the tribal IRA or KIC or NANA or the
  


 2   Northwest Arctic Borough.  I mean, I've heard, you know,
  


 3   personal testimony, but I think, you know, what could be
  


 4   encouraged in the future when you have something like
  


 5   this, what I think is going to be our own doings as a
  


 6   community is for us to set it as a priority, for us to
  


 7   come together and to say what we support.
  


 8             Because tonight, I can hear stuff from
  


 9   different people and it's not reflecting, you know,
  


10   something as a whole.  Like Earl says, he represents the
  


11   tribal village and that's what they represent.  And I
  


12   guess I just have that to where everyone has an
  


13   agreement or an understanding of where we as a region
  


14   want to support or not and then get our concerns of
  


15   whichever -- you know, because they're going to be
  


16   pretty much all the same.
  


17             But that's just my feeling tonight being here
  


18   is -- that's why I came.  I wanted to hear from -- you
  


19   know, I'm involved a lot with -- my being gone a lot,
  


20   travel with them, so I just -- I really want to see
  


21   where everyone stands tonight, and I'll pass for now.
  


22   And then when it come back around, I'll think of
  


23   something else.
  


24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


25             Sir, you snuck in in the back and avoided the
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 1   circle, but I'm not going to let you slip by and ignore
  


 2   you.  Anything or pass?
  


 3             MR. DON McKIE:  My name is Don McKie (ph).
  


 4   I'm a member of the community.  And I've just come here
  


 5   tonight to listen, to learn, and just to listen to the
  


 6   heartbeat of the community.  To get an education, I
  


 7   guess.
  


 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Welcome.
  


 9             MR. DON McKIE:  Thank you.
  


10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am, you're next.
  


11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine Shed
  


12   (ph), and I'm kind of in the same boat as him.  I'm here
  


13   to learn.  I'm brand new to Kotzebue, but this is a big
  


14   topic.  It's not just this region that's involved.
  


15             So I guess what I wanted to say is, is there a
  


16   place to read or hear what other villages that you've
  


17   been to have to say, the other information that you've
  


18   gathered from other people in this area?  Where can we
  


19   go to find out what's being said?
  


20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a very good comment.
  


21   I know we're taking all of this down and eventually it
  


22   will be published.  But as for right now, I think I'm
  


23   going to turn to my community liaison.
  


24             Mike, can you help with that?
  


25             MR. MIKE HALLER:  I can some.  Some of it's
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 1   available on our web site at boem.org -- .gov -- I'm
  


 2   sorry -- .gov.  Yeah.  Anyway, so some of it you would
  


 3   find posted up there, and you'll find it under this
  


 4   topic.  And more to follow.
  


 5             In fact, we're working to in the new year, the
  


 6   new calendar year, we're going to expand our regional
  


 7   web site so we include more of these kinds of
  


 8   conversations and results of hearings on there.  So it
  


 9   will be more interactive, I guess you could say, or
  


10   reflective.
  


11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  I also wanted to comment
  


12   on this gentleman's conversation.  "Science" is an
  


13   interesting term because you can exclude a lot of
  


14   information because it may not be so-called scientific,
  


15   but I think his idea that you have people from the
  


16   region completely involved and at the table at every
  


17   step of the way at these things is important because
  


18   their science may be different from college science, but
  


19   it's knowledge that can only be gained through
  


20   generations, so it needs to be paid attention to.
  


21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Absolutely.  And we are well
  


22   aware of that now and we are very much supporting that.
  


23   Oftentimes -- I'm finding out new to the area that our
  


24   Western scientists go out and do their thing, we go and
  


25   speak to an elder, and the elder says, "Yep.  You're
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 1   right on.  I could have told you that, and I'll give you
  


 2   an A minus."
  


 3             So traditional knowledge is very important and
  


 4   we're trying to get that in.  And those are all
  


 5   excellent comments.  Thank you.
  


 6             Sir?
  


 7             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm Chad Nordlum.  I'm the
  


 8   deputy director for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  I'll
  


 9   make comments kind of as an individual since I'm kind of
  


10   here tonight flying off the cuff.
  


11             When we talk about oil development, you know,
  


12   what I always come back to is you're threatening a
  


13   non- -- a renewable resource for a non-renewable, oil.
  


14   You're threatening whales, you're threatening seals, and
  


15   you're doing all this for non-renewable, which is oil.
  


16   It will come out of the ground, the oil companies will
  


17   be glad, and hopefully everybody makes their cash and
  


18   great, but I just feel like there has to be more,
  


19   because science is always behind.
  


20             Like you said, there's a lot of assumptions
  


21   and things that are ignored because it doesn't fit the
  


22   scientific criteria.  Local knowledge, I'm so glad to
  


23   hear you say you're going to fit it in.  That's
  


24   important.  But I just feel like this review of Western
  


25   science really hasn't caught up yet, so there's just got
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 1   to be a lot more science on -- to protect the resources.
  


 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 3             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I'm Carey Restino.  I'm
  


 4   editor of the Arctic Sounder.  And I'll pass because I'm
  


 5   hear to listen.
  


 6             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Hi.  Hello again.  I'm
  


 7   Qaiyaan Su'esu'e, Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.  Every
  


 8   meeting I've been to -- and I'm following the path of
  


 9   Earl here and following these guys from Nuiqsut,
  


10   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and here today.  And
  


11   there are so many of the same things that I would like
  


12   to stress, and I'm going to mention just a couple to be
  


13   kind of redundant in enforcing the fact that, first of
  


14   all, I disagree with going forth with the lease sales at
  


15   this moment only because there are so many lease sales
  


16   out there that we are not totally sure about and
  


17   comfortable with.
  


18             Some of the main reasons being, that obviously
  


19   the climate change is putting enough stress on our
  


20   natural resources and ecosystem, as is -- along with the
  


21   fact that there is no proven method to clean up a spill
  


22   or any kind of a disaster that were to happen.
  


23             There is no Coast Guard up in Barrow right
  


24   now.  We have no road system.  It baffles me to think
  


25   that Shell can come to our communities and make promises
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 1   that they can clean up 95 percent of anything that is
  


 2   going to be spilled when in fact in the Gulf of Mexico
  


 3   they could come nowhere near that when they had all the
  


 4   infrastructure and means at their immediate disposal.
  


 5             The other point that I would like to stress is
  


 6   that the deferral areas, mainly for the Nuiqsut and
  


 7   Kaktovik coastal railing villages, need to be expanded.
  


 8   Being in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik for the hearings and
  


 9   hearing from their community members is very different
  


10   from what I've always heard in Barrow.  From that
  


11   perspective -- it's just a little bit farther away, but
  


12   their perspective and their concerns are very different
  


13   than ours.
  


14             One that shocked me was that in Nuiqsut and
  


15   Kaktovik the residents claim that they see a yellow haze
  


16   along the ocean.  I don't see that in Barrow, but I've,
  


17   you know, made friends in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik and they
  


18   say, "We are going to e-mail you pictures when the sun
  


19   comes back and you will be shocked."  So different
  


20   things like that are just obvious clues to something is
  


21   not right and it's not the best that it can be.
  


22             So I would urge BOEM to take those suggestions
  


23   and comments into consideration to extend the deferral
  


24   areas.  And on a personal note, as a young community
  


25   member that lives in Barrow, born and raised in Barrow,
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 1   still resides there today, I really appreciate your
  


 2   comments.  I didn't catch your name.
  


 3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Ukallaysaaq.
  


 4             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Ukallaysaaq, thank you.
  


 5   I really appreciate your comments and thank you for
  


 6   having me here also in your community.  As a young
  


 7   community member, I really take to heart what my elders
  


 8   and leaders of the community have to say, and Kotzebue
  


 9   is very lucky to have you.  I would like to hear you
  


10   speak to people in the Barrow region.
  


11             I'm a mother of two, and I was born and raised
  


12   in Barrow.  I am a whaler.  And I just want to share
  


13   with Kotzebue folks and with BOEM that as a whaler, the
  


14   most honored position -- which also carries the greatest
  


15   responsibility -- is to be a whaler.  And we are
  


16   conditioned and we just innately know that there's one
  


17   thing that we as Inupiaq people must enforce, and that
  


18   is to protect our bowhead and to protect our subsistence
  


19   hunt.  This is not something that anybody wrote in a
  


20   three-volume book and came and told me ten years ago.
  


21   This is something that has been learned throughout
  


22   generations.
  


23             And if we as a people have been able to
  


24   survive like we have in these conditions for thousands
  


25   of years, you have to understand that one of the main
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 1   factors, which is very obvious, is going on a hunt.  We
  


 2   use an oomiak.  That's a skin boat.  The reason why we
  


 3   still use oomiaks today for our spring hunt and not an
  


 4   aluminum boat is because even the lapping of the waves
  


 5   on an aluminum boat will scare a whale.  What is a big
  


 6   vessel going to do?
  


 7             So to me it's very obvious that noise activity
  


 8   needs to be taken into consideration.  And I like to
  


 9   think as wonderful and as impeccable and as voluminous
  


10   as these plans that are written on paper are, they're
  


11   impeccable, but I'd like to say that it's an impeccable
  


12   infant compared to what the Inupiaq people have known
  


13   for so many years, and that needs to be taken into
  


14   consideration, that traditional knowledge is going to
  


15   far more outweigh anything in the end.  Thank you.
  


16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


17             Being the facilitator, I get to pass whenever
  


18   I want.  And if it's all right, gentleman, if I just
  


19   jump over to where we started.  Is that all right?
  


20             Let's start back there.  Anything else you
  


21   want to add to what you've said?
  


22             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  You know, I just
  


23   have a couple more points.
  


24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Wonderful.  And your name,
  


25   for the record, please?
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 1             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.  Ukallaysaaq.
  


 2   I'm planning director here at the Northwest Arctic
  


 3   Borough.
  


 4             You had mentioned the Shell cap and
  


 5   containment system is part of the response.  And I
  


 6   believe I thought in our meetings with some of the North
  


 7   Slope Borough is that those are only engineered drawings
  


 8   at this point.  The cap and containment system is not
  


 9   physically built, and it's never been physically tested.
  


10   So everything we've been shown is kind of a cartoon, and
  


11   it's a drawing that's not even built.
  


12             And it's hard to imagine a document based on a
  


13   spill containment system on one that's an engineered
  


14   drawing, and that raises a lot of questions.  I don't
  


15   think a lot of people know that.  They show it as if it
  


16   existed and it doesn't, and it's never been tested.  The
  


17   ice conditions, everything.  It just has not been
  


18   tested.  That's one point I wanted to make.
  


19             Another thing that I thought when people went
  


20   around the room is that a lot of the animals that we
  


21   have here are global populations, and that came up with
  


22   the Coast Guard.  We had to say, "Is it a local
  


23   population, is it a regional population, or is it a
  


24   global population?" because part of the migratory path
  


25   of animals we're dealing with is global populations a
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 1   lot.  Just not whales, birds and other things.
  


 2             We're dealing with things that are the global
  


 3   population of animals.  And I don't know if that's been
  


 4   factored in the environmental statements, is that it's
  


 5   just not the local population of animals.  We're talking
  


 6   about the global population of a species.  You know,
  


 7   they come here to the Arctic because how important it
  


 8   is.  And the lease sale here we're talking about is a
  


 9   very important area to walruses in particular, I know,
  


10   but all the other animals, too.
  


11             And then about the deferral areas.  I know our
  


12   mayor was very pleased to see that the Bristol Bay area
  


13   was removed as lease sales because it was recognized as
  


14   a national treasure.  And she goes, "The Chukchi is a
  


15   national treasure.  Why aren't -- why isn't the Chukchi
  


16   being removed, and the Beaufort Sea for that matter,
  


17   because our ocean should be considered a national
  


18   treasure?"  So I just wanted to make those comments.
  


19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


20             Sir?
  


21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I -- Lincoln Saito,
  


22   S-a-i-t-o.  This country just has amazing extremes in
  


23   it.  You know, when you see a blizzard blowing at 60 to
  


24   80 miles an hour for 20 hours straight like it did just,
  


25   you know, a week and a half ago, it's amazing.  Quick
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 1   response -- you can't even get a plane here.  You can't
  


 2   get a helicopter here.  You know, it's like the extreme
  


 3   events that happen here can cause accidents.
  


 4             And I know they're not going to drill, you
  


 5   know, in the winter when the ice is -- when they're
  


 6   packed with ice and stuff, but things are changing.
  


 7   Like was mentioned, this climate is getting more and
  


 8   more unpredictable.  We have some amazing extremes going
  


 9   on.
  


10             On the satellite pictures, yeah, there's no
  


11   ice.  It's ice free in that area.  But we have a gradual
  


12   change maybe this direction (indicating), but it's going
  


13   like this (indicating) all the way up there.  You
  


14   can't -- just the little that I've experienced tells me
  


15   don't depend upon what last year and the last five years
  


16   told you because you never know what's going to be
  


17   coming.  But when it comes, it's something like you
  


18   can't even believe it can -- that there's this much
  


19   power on the earth, on the face of the earth, much less
  


20   just right here.
  


21             You know, our scientific records and stuff,
  


22   things are changing and things are extreme when they
  


23   change.  It's scary.  I guess that's the rule nowadays
  


24   is, depend upon it not being what you predict,
  


25   especially at the wrong time.
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 1             I guess the other thing, too, is if you have a
  


 2   spill -- and like I said, I know the oil companies
  


 3   promised they're not going to be drilling, you know,
  


 4   when you're packed in ice and stuff like that, but even
  


 5   if they're capped off, the extremes of how deep ice
  


 6   goes, we're talking about drilling in the shallowest
  


 7   parts, not in the deep, deep parts.  That's what makes
  


 8   it so good, but it also makes it vulnerable.  And I know
  


 9   130 feet is pretty deep, but we're talking about extreme
  


10   chunks of ice, not just stuff that builds up in a year
  


11   or two years or five years.
  


12             There's stuff that's been there for a century
  


13   that when it breaks off can scrape the bottom.  Are
  


14   these things going to be buried in bedrock so that they
  


15   can't be scraped off so that anything can break off?
  


16   I'd just like to know that they're safe when they're
  


17   buried in ice down there so when this massive stuff
  


18   moves it doesn't knock it off, a wellhead.
  


19             You know, we talk about square miles of oil,
  


20   one square mile, five square miles.  But when you talk
  


21   about putting ice on top of it, then the oil goes to
  


22   every little crack and crevice, and so you have to
  


23   multiply one square mile times 100 because you're
  


24   talking about ice-covered areas, and that affects any
  


25   mammals that we're expecting to go up into those bubbles
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 1   or into those cracks.  That destroys that much land --
  


 2   that much area.
  


 3             A small spill can't be tolerated.
  


 4   Specifications need to be extremely tight because of the
  


 5   way the coverage of the ice is going to multiply the
  


 6   factor.  Thanks.
  


 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 8             Next in the circle?
  


 9             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have a question.
  


10   In the draft is there a discussion on what was collected
  


11   in the scoping meetings and how that information was
  


12   incorporated into the draft plan?
  


13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe that's in
  


14   Volume III.
  


15             Right, Tim?
  


16             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I'll look.
  


17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe it is.
  


18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I believe it is, too.
  


19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I think scoping comments are
  


20   in Volume III.
  


21             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I figured.  I thought Lois
  


22   raised a -- I mean, she raised a point in my mind when
  


23   she asked why something that she heard in a scoping
  


24   meeting wasn't reflected in the document or in the
  


25   alternative, and I thought it might be -- I just want to
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 1   ask, and maybe I could request, that BOEM raise the bar
  


 2   in terms of public preparation and participation as just
  


 3   maybe bring forward in the presentation what was pulled
  


 4   out of the scoping meetings and what the discussions
  


 5   were --
  


 6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
  


 7             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  -- in those scoping
  


 8   meetings and kind of give people in the room the
  


 9   baseline for how we got to this point today and why that
  


10   document looks the way it does today.  I just thought it
  


11   was really interesting to hear what Lois said because I
  


12   didn't even know that.
  


13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good comment.  And
  


14   if you go back a little bit further -- and this is where
  


15   we have balance on how much you can say for presentation
  


16   and then run into the issue last Friday night where I
  


17   was told I was talking too much, but no more than
  


18   tonight, is that there was a draft before this that
  


19   included a lot more leasing areas, including the
  


20   Atlantic Coast and Bristol Bay.  And those areas in
  


21   listening to folks were all removed under this
  


22   administration.
  


23             And the process continues.  We have to -- we
  


24   get comments from a lot of different constituents and a
  


25   lot of different citizens.  We try to factor that into
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 1   the next version, and we'll do the same thing now.  It
  


 2   would be nice if we could have one set of scoping
  


 3   meetings and miraculously we have a document everybody
  


 4   is happy with.  But it's more of a -- it's a longer
  


 5   process and it needs to be a longer process.  And
  


 6   transparency doesn't mean everybody gets what they want,
  


 7   but they see how their efforts are involved in this and
  


 8   they've had a seat at the table.
  


 9             So we listen to what you say and we listen to
  


10   what Lois says, but as I say, this is a proposed.  It's
  


11   not the final.  We're still looking at the previous
  


12   comments, changes have been made from the draft to the
  


13   proposed, and as Director Beaudreau has pointed out, the
  


14   final proposed program and the final EIS may look
  


15   substantially different.
  


16             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Well, I guess one of the
  


17   things that I'm thinking of, there's another plan that
  


18   I'm engaged in with the Eastern Interior with the BLM,
  


19   and that's a very big plan that's going to be coming out
  


20   and it's going to be difficult to deal with.  And
  


21   because of that, BLM staff have actually worked with me
  


22   and are talking with communities and they're going to
  


23   have several meetings before the public hearing so that
  


24   communities are ready for that public hearing.
  


25             And I think that's -- as I'm like working
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 1   through this, that's what I'm getting to, is like
  


 2   preparing communities with meetings before the public
  


 3   hearings so then the public hearing can be exactly that
  


 4   and it won't -- you know.  I don't see that happening in
  


 5   Fairbanks or Anchorage.  I don't see the need for that.
  


 6   But for the smaller communities in the Bush, I see a
  


 7   need for that.
  


 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's why we ratcheted up
  


 9   our visits to the villages.  We will continue to do
  


10   that, but that's a good comment and good advice.
  


11             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  And I just want to second
  


12   the national treasure for the Chukchi and the
  


13   Beaufort Sea.  Thanks.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl?
  


15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Well, again, first of all,
  


16   Earl Kingik, K-i-n-g-i-k.  I had a chance to go down to
  


17   the Deep Horizon a week after it happened.  I am so
  


18   happy that you guys are mentioning the Deep Horizon.
  


19             I went to a cooperative agency meeting in New
  


20   Orleans; fisheries, MMS, oil companies, all these
  


21   different agencies.  And they were all pointing fingers
  


22   at each other, you did that, you did that, you did that.
  


23   It didn't look too good to me because I came down from
  


24   Alaska to go take a look, how are they going to clean
  


25   the Gulf oil spill.
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 1             I was down there one week.  I had a chance to
  


 2   go out on the boat, and my eyes were burning.  The smell
  


 3   was terrible.  I had a chance to get on a charter plane
  


 4   down in Deep Horizon where the oil spilled, and I see
  


 5   those booms.  They're not even working.  Oil was going
  


 6   over them.
  


 7             I don't want that to happen in the Arctic
  


 8   after what happened down -- for Exxon Valdez oil spill.
  


 9   We are not ready.  We are not prepared for any kind of
  


10   disaster even if they're not exploring, but a ship -- if
  


11   there's a disaster on a ship, like a tourist ship or
  


12   something like that, a big spill, is Alaska ready?
  


13   Alaska is not ready.  Alaska is not prepared.
  


14             The nearest Coast Guard from my hometown is a
  


15   thousand miles away; Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.  How long is
  


16   it going to take them to go up to the Arctic to go clean
  


17   up a spill?
  


18             When I went down to the Gulf, I got to see
  


19   commercial fishermen, the shrimpers, the oyster boats,
  


20   trying to clean up what they can, but they were told,
  


21   "Do not clean."  They were waiting for direction from
  


22   the oil companies.  So I don't want no disaster in the
  


23   Arctic after I see what happened on the Gulf.
  


24             Alaska don't have no icebreakers.  Just think
  


25   about Nome.  They have to go elsewhere to get help.
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 1   They have to ask our relatives from Russia to use their
  


 2   icebreakers to deliver oil.  And here we spend billions
  


 3   and billions of dollars on Iraq and Afghanistan.  Why
  


 4   couldn't Americans help the city of Nome?  See, we don't
  


 5   want that to happen.
  


 6             I had a chance to go down to the Kenai
  


 7   oilfields and watch those people get off the oilfields,
  


 8   Beluga Point.  And from Beluga Point, they go direct to
  


 9   Anchorage and down to airport.  From there they go
  


10   elsewhere.  Millions and millions of dollars are leaving
  


11   Alaska because they are hiring outside workers.
  


12             See, Alaska is not ready.  We are not
  


13   prepared.  We don't even have people trained to go out
  


14   in the oilfields.  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska turned
  


15   on the Coastal Zone Management Plan.  That could have
  


16   helped.  But you see, Alaska is not ready for this
  


17   activity.  So we still say no.  Thank you.
  


18             MS. MARCI JOHNSON:  My name is Marci Johnson.
  


19   I've been trying to keep tabs on a lot of the plans and
  


20   the current and ongoing development in the region and
  


21   reading a lot of newspapers and magazines and you go to
  


22   a lot of these meetings, and still looking for that big
  


23   picture.  I've got a map with all the proposed roads and
  


24   all the exploration going on, and it's tough to keep up
  


25   with.
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 1             So I'm always looking for the big picture in
  


 2   this particular area of the Chukchi and trying to get a
  


 3   picture of, you know, not just the next five-year plan,
  


 4   but where the infrastructure is going to go and
  


 5   pipelines and how it's going to -- how the product is
  


 6   going to get to wherever or how that's going to be
  


 7   operated.  So that's kind of the information -- I'm
  


 8   always looking at web sites and I'm not finding it yet.
  


 9             I always come to these looking for just even
  


10   little glimpses of where that part kind of goes into the
  


11   plan and the bigger picture, you know, what scope, how
  


12   large an area are we looking in the long term or at
  


13   least in the next 50 years or 20 years and what's the
  


14   story with moving the product once we find it.
  


15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good observation.
  


16   I know those discussions have taken place very
  


17   generally.  A lot of folks don't know this and many of
  


18   the people in this room do know, there hasn't been a
  


19   well drilled in the OCS Arctic in nine years.  Next year
  


20   it will be ten.  And so the actual on-the-ground plans
  


21   on exactly what would be the next step sort of depends
  


22   on if there's anything out there.
  


23             But I can assure you those discussions have
  


24   taken place, those are issues of very great concern, and
  


25   they have to be worked out before things move too much
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 1   further.  Good comments.
  


 2             MR. FRANK HAYS:  Nothing else for me.  Thanks.
  


 3             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  I have a couple of
  


 4   follow-up questions from the discussion that went around
  


 5   the room.
  


 6             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  Can you give your name
  


 7   again?
  


 8             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Oh, sorry.  Raychelle,
  


 9   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, Daniel.
  


10             And so the director mentioned earlier that you
  


11   were looking at doing a new -- a new way of doing
  


12   business with regards to the leasing.  And the
  


13   announcement sounded really exciting.  And, you know,
  


14   it's hopeful that you would be trying this new approach.
  


15   But then part of what I do and kind of why I was late
  


16   tonight coming here, I was actually working on some of
  


17   our comments for the five-year plan.
  


18             And so I've been reading the 1300- and
  


19   300-page document, and I'm not finding that new approach
  


20   in those documents.  I'm not finding -- for instance, in
  


21   the initial notice of intent you asked, you know, people
  


22   for areas that are important, areas important for
  


23   subsistence, areas important for ecology, and none of
  


24   the information that was provided in the scoping period,
  


25   you know, such as several people have said here, were
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 1   included in this draft.
  


 2             And then at one point in the EIS I think it
  


 3   goes on to say that it would be foolhardy or premature
  


 4   at this point, you know, to include additional deferrals
  


 5   other than those that you have on that map.  And so, you
  


 6   know, given, you know, our past experiences and past
  


 7   lease sales, you know, I just find very little comfort
  


 8   knowing or even -- just very little comfort in that,
  


 9   that that will happen at that point.
  


10             And the lease sales, should they occur, could
  


11   potentially occur under a different administration and
  


12   so any decision that you make, you know, with good
  


13   intentions, you know, needs to be in this draft.
  


14             And so we really hope that you are going to
  


15   be, you know, including some of these recommendations of
  


16   subsistence use areas.  Steve Braun's recent publication
  


17   funded by the recent MMS isn't even in the EIS.  And so
  


18   that -- I mean, his data -- I mean, he has a big
  


19   database that shows all these areas that are important
  


20   for subsistence use, and so that's not even included.
  


21   So I just hope that the draft will be much improved.
  


22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Send us specific comments --
  


23   that would be greatly appreciated -- because it is a
  


24   draft.
  


25             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I mean, do
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 1   send us specific comments.  But I hear what you're
  


 2   saying and I hear what Lois was saying and I've heard it
  


 3   from other quarters as well.  And so of course send us
  


 4   comments, but we're also looking at it ourselves to try
  


 5   to -- because I don't think, personally my opinion on
  


 6   this matter, that the document is quite where it needs
  


 7   to be.  It is a draft and I hear you on that.
  


 8             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  So I want to follow up on a
  


 9   couple of things that kind of have been talked about.  I
  


10   looked back, because I have my notes from the Nuiqsut
  


11   hearing, and a representative of the city, the cultural
  


12   coordinator -- this is just an example of why I believe
  


13   people feel frustrated that they're not being listened
  


14   to.
  


15             The notes say that the Chukchi is protected by
  


16   25 miles.  The Beaufort doesn't have a buffer zone.  The
  


17   Sivulliq Prospect needs to have a larger area around it.
  


18   And someone who was a whaling captain also stressed
  


19   there needs to be a 20-mile buffer.
  


20             One thing I highlighted is, why is there --
  


21   someone said, "Why is there a buffer in the Chukchi and
  


22   not the Beaufort?"  So clearly that was expressed to
  


23   BOEMRE last February during the scoping hearing and it
  


24   wasn't reflected.  And I understand that this is a
  


25   starting point, but it might have been helpful to have a
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 1   starting point that was a little broader given that
  


 2   that's what people were asking for.  And there was some
  


 3   mention of the same type of things at the Barrow hearing
  


 4   as well.
  


 5             I wanted to follow up on one of your questions
  


 6   about ice scour in the shallow waters.  And I spent a
  


 7   lot of time working on pipeline issues, the national
  


 8   oversight of pipelines.  And also in Cook Inlet I've
  


 9   done a report on the Cook Inlet record.  And while the
  


10   wellhead may be well anchored -- or presumably that's
  


11   what everyone is going to focus on -- the pipelines are
  


12   definitely going to be an issue in terms of ice and
  


13   scour.
  


14             And certainly in Cook Inlet when they were put
  


15   in, there were a lot of surprises initially and there
  


16   was a lot of problems.  Less so now, but there was
  


17   things that happened in terms of scour underneath those
  


18   pipelines that left them hanging, which resulted in some
  


19   breaks.  So it's going to be a big question.  There will
  


20   be surprises, things that we won't have fully figured
  


21   out, and that's why a lot of us don't think we're ready
  


22   to move forward.
  


23             And then I just wanted to lay out one
  


24   statistic about the cleanup in the Gulf.  Depending on
  


25   when you look at last summer in 2010, their range from
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 1   the high 20,000s to 60,000 -- roughly 40,000 people were
  


 2   down there working on the cleanup and we know there were
  


 3   inadequacies there.  But when you think about the
  


 4   population of the Arctic, you know, we're talking about
  


 5   several multiples of the number here that were there and
  


 6   mobilized somewhat, sometimes productively, sometimes
  


 7   less so.
  


 8             But we're talking about measures that are just
  


 9   going to be -- I think Alaskans in this room, I think
  


10   everyone, you know, all recognizes it's just going to
  


11   be -- you know, it's hard to have that pass the laugh
  


12   test thinking of having that many people working on a
  


13   cleanup just to feel like they're -- and housing those
  


14   people -- to feel like we're making a difference because
  


15   the Arctic is so difficult an environment to operate in
  


16   and there's so little infrastructure.
  


17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
  


18             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'm in the same boat as Don
  


19   here.  I'm just here to get informed and learn.  I'll
  


20   pass.
  


21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Welcome.
  


22             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Thank you.
  


23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
  


24             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  For the record again, Dood
  


25   Lincoln, a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.
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 1             What I would like included -- and I know it's
  


 2   been brought out from every hearing we've had, but as a
  


 3   whole, the subsistence use up in the Barrow, Point Hope,
  


 4   Nuiqsut area, all the way down, affects every one of our
  


 5   Native communities.  We barter with each other.  I don't
  


 6   bowhead hunt here out of Kotzebue, but we barter with
  


 7   this village and Barrow.  We trade fish for maktak,
  


 8   maktak for berries.  I mean, that's to where we are now.
  


 9   We can't sell the Native foods, but we barter.
  


10             And that's why it's so critical, such as Nome.
  


11   They have a good count of crab, good crab, Dungeness
  


12   crab.  That's where -- my family sends me that all the
  


13   time.  I send them sheefish.  They don't get the
  


14   sheefish right there.  We send it to Point Lay.  We get
  


15   more beluga a different time of the year.  And then we
  


16   send some to Barrow or Point Hope when get the bowhead
  


17   whale.  We get berries here that we send out to trade.
  


18             So I think that needs to be real critical --
  


19   you know, included, is the subsistence affects all the
  


20   Native communities.  Even though we're not the whalers
  


21   like they are up north, they're critical to us because
  


22   we barter and we all eat the same foods.
  


23             I think that needs to be a point.  You know,
  


24   it's not just critical to one area.  It affects all the
  


25   Native communities.  Even as far as Anchorage from the
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 1   beluga they get there a different time of the year when
  


 2   they can get it, we're always sending them reindeer meat
  


 3   usually.  You know, fish from up here, down there.  And
  


 4   some of these species are global.  That's what we have
  


 5   to keep in mind.  That's what I'd like to see included.
  


 6   Thank you.
  


 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 8             Sir, anything?
  


 9             MR. DON McKIE:  Yeah.  I'm -- I love this
  


10   Arctic area.
  


11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, please, so that
  


12   she can --
  


13             MR. DON McKIE:  Don McKie.
  


14             Now, this is a public meeting; right?
  


15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Uh-huh.
  


16             MR. DON McKIE:  Well, where's the public?
  


17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's true.
  


18             MR. DON McKIE:  Please, forgive me if I sound
  


19   rude, but if I was staging a meeting and it was a public
  


20   meeting, I would sure as heck want to make sure that I
  


21   had as much of the public here as possible, not just
  


22   those that -- whose jobs are related and they better be
  


23   here at this meeting.  I mean -- and we all love this
  


24   area, but you need a pizza feast or you need something
  


25   to bring them out.  I don't know what it's going to be.
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 1   Maybe a maktak feast.  I don't know.
  


 2             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  Door prizes, seriously.
  


 3             MR. DON McKIE:  The other thing is, I think
  


 4   you maybe need to get an educator in as part of your
  


 5   team, somebody who can recognize really how to
  


 6   disseminate this information to us because this is the
  


 7   sixth meeting and we're all inventing the wheel again
  


 8   right here.  Five other villages or places from
  


 9   Fairbanks, whatever, have said the same thing, but we
  


10   don't know what they've said.
  


11             And if you could in five minutes do a quick
  


12   presentation that could show the questions that were
  


13   asked at the other meetings, just a summary, just a
  


14   paragraph summary of what was -- of how things went,
  


15   what was the tempo of the meeting, what was the
  


16   heartbeat of the group.  You see, we could really be
  


17   growing right now as a movement on top of what the other
  


18   six have discussed, but we're stagnant sort of as a
  


19   group.  I have some thoughts inside and in some ways I'm
  


20   boiling, but it's my own problem.
  


21             I wasn't even planning on saying anything, but
  


22   I love those whales.  And I've worked as a fisheries
  


23   biologist for a few years, and I understand ultrasounds.
  


24   I don't understand seismic and how it relates to the
  


25   whales.
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 1             And you're not going to like me, Earl, but I
  


 2   wouldn't mind a bit of sound that would scare those
  


 3   whales a little further away from the shoreline so they
  


 4   couldn't be killed.
  


 5             So, I mean, this could be something that could
  


 6   benefit the whales.  I mean, half the population is
  


 7   wishing for a good, clean, successful kill, hunt, feast.
  


 8   And then those of us that don't understand really the
  


 9   tradition but just are on the whales' side are hoping
  


10   that they don't get caught.
  


11             And so sorry, guys and gals.  I'm with you as
  


12   a group.  I'm here to learn, so keep talking.  Thank
  


13   you.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


15             Ma'am?
  


16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine
  


17   Shed.  I don't know enough about this area to know who
  


18   owns the land that you're talking about drilling on --
  


19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Federal.
  


20             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Who does?
  


21             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The federal
  


22   government on behalf of the people --
  


23             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  On behalf of the people.
  


24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- and so that's
  


25   why we're involved in designing any lease sale that
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 1   would happen, and the companies pay the federal
  


 2   government for those leases.  And then if any
  


 3   development happens, any production happens, they pay
  


 4   the federal government royalties from that.  The same as
  


 5   with the State, development on the State land.  Those
  


 6   revenues go to the State.  It funds the permanent fund.
  


 7   It funds other things like that.
  


 8             That's why we're going through a public
  


 9   process because we, as a people, own this land and it's
  


10   up to us to decide whether or not we want to make it
  


11   available to the oil companies.
  


12             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  But my other question is,
  


13   when he talked about the cartoons of capping, you know,
  


14   and what their response would be if there was, you know,
  


15   something similar to happen as what happened in
  


16   Louisiana in the Gulf, who is holding the oil companies'
  


17   feet to the fire in terms of their performance, their
  


18   guarantees, their science, to actually prove that they
  


19   will do what they say they're going to do before they
  


20   even have any idea of asking for a lease?
  


21             I just feel like we have a greed factor going
  


22   on here that has run this whole country into the ground
  


23   and this is just a little aspect of it, that, you know,
  


24   for the sake of somebody making more money they're
  


25   willing to kind of gloss over things that are very, very
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 1   crucial to the whole picture.  And I'm wondering what
  


 2   you-all's job is in terms of making the oil companies be
  


 3   responsible.
  


 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Just on that one
  


 5   point regarding capping and containment to take it as an
  


 6   example, because it's an important one -- and this is
  


 7   part of the lesson from Deepwater Horizon -- as we heard
  


 8   before, you know, the chances of a catastrophic blowout
  


 9   prior to Deepwater Horizon, I think, industry and,
  


10   frankly, the government, way underestimated the chances
  


11   of something like that.
  


12             And as a result, there was not a capping
  


13   system available at the time of that accident and one
  


14   had to be built on the fly, essentially improvised,
  


15   while we all sort of sat in horror watching that well
  


16   continue to gush for almost three months.  And so it,
  


17   frankly, was -- sitting through that was part of the
  


18   reason why I came to the Interior.
  


19             Another part of the reason -- I didn't mention
  


20   this before, but I'm an Alaskan.  I'm from Anchorage.
  


21   That's where I grew up.  And I was in high school when
  


22   the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  And so when I had the
  


23   opportunity to come over, it was something -- you know,
  


24   I left what I was doing before and came over because I
  


25   cared about this and it reminded me of the experience
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 1   with the Valdez spill when I was a resident here.
  


 2             And so one of the key lessons coming out of
  


 3   Deepwater Horizon was -- and we made this the rule, and
  


 4   the rule applies to Shell.  It applies to what they're
  


 5   proposing to do this coming summer.  They have to have a
  


 6   capping system on hand in advance -- can't make it up on
  


 7   the fly any more.  You have to have the capping system
  


 8   on hand in advance or you don't get to drill.
  


 9             And so you are absolutely right, currently
  


10   that capping system that Shell would use in connection
  


11   with its drilling plans is a schematic, hasn't been
  


12   built yet.  They're telling us that they'll have it
  


13   completed by the spring.  But one of the conditions that
  


14   our agency, BOEM, put on their exploration plan is you
  


15   have to have the capping system online and you have to
  


16   demonstrate that it works.  And we have diagnostic
  


17   systems to evaluate that, but they've got to prove it.
  


18             And so it is a concern.  It's a concern to me
  


19   that that system hasn't been built yet, but we've told
  


20   Shell -- and I tell them every time I meet with them --
  


21   that they're not going to drill unless they have it.
  


22   And we need to have the time it takes to evaluate
  


23   whether it can shut in, cap, the type of well they're
  


24   talking about drilling.
  


25             So it is our responsibility and our sister
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 1   agency BSEE's responsibility to hold their feet to the
  


 2   fire, as you said, and ensure that they comply with our
  


 3   rules and that any operation they go forward with is
  


 4   conducted safely and that they have on hand the
  


 5   emergency response capabilities that we think are
  


 6   necessary to respond to the types of risks that are
  


 7   presented by their drilling operations.  So that's our
  


 8   responsibility.
  


 9             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  So when you say "on
  


10   hand," what does that look like?
  


11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  So for the capping
  


12   and containment system, for example, it means having a
  


13   system on hand that is available and can be deployed
  


14   that we believe is capable of stopping a loss of oil
  


15   control in the type of well that they're talking about
  


16   drilling.  And they have to prove it to us.
  


17             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Yeah, but on hand like --
  


18   are they going to build something, you know, a base?
  


19   What does their picture of "on hand" look like in terms
  


20   of containment and also possible cleanup?  I mean, I'd
  


21   like to know what they're thinking, because I don't
  


22   think that they were thinking about it before.
  


23             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  They weren't
  


24   thinking about it before Macondo.  But in connection
  


25   with their plan now, they have committed to having on
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 1   hand a system that they can deploy and shut in a well
  


 2   within 15 days.  And they've got to prove that they can
  


 3   do that.
  


 4             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  They have 15 days?
  


 5   That's the window for them?
  


 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  That's what they've
  


 7   committed to, to be able to shut in within 15 days.
  


 8             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Do you know how many
  


 9   gallons of oil were spilled down in the Gulf in 15 days?
  


10   How many?
  


11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The well that
  


12   they're proposing drilling is not the same as the
  


13   Macondo well.  But to answer your question, Macondo well
  


14   was -- the flow out of the Macondo well was over 60,000
  


15   barrels a day.  I mean, the worst-case discharge for
  


16   some of the wells that they're proposing for this summer
  


17   is around 20,000.
  


18             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  A day?
  


19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  A day.
  


20             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Do you know the conversion,
  


21   barrels to gallons?  42 gallons is a barrel.
  


22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Another whole process here.
  


23   The responsibility of our sister agency is an oil spill
  


24   response plan that is also being scrutinized by our
  


25   sister bureau BSEE.  So it is an ongoing issue of
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 1   discussing and evaluation that takes place on a
  


 2   day-to-day basis.
  


 3             Not to take up any time for me here, but like
  


 4   their exploration plan, they submit it.  They don't just
  


 5   come in the door and give it to us and we say, "Thank
  


 6   you very much."  No.  My staff reviews that every single
  


 7   day late into the night and we keep going back to the
  


 8   oil company saying, "You said this, what do you mean
  


 9   here?  This is incomplete.  This is missing."  This goes
  


10   on for weeks and weeks and months.
  


11             And I can assure you sometimes when the oil
  


12   companies come into my office and meet with my staff,
  


13   we're not their favorite people by no means.  You know,
  


14   we will hold their feet to the fire from what we do in
  


15   terms of the resource manager.  And the Bureau of Safety
  


16   and Environmental Enforcement, BSEE, they are committed
  


17   to having two inspectors on that vessel if they drill
  


18   24/7.  That's the new rules.
  


19             But thank you.  Excellent questions and
  


20   excellent comments and legitimate concerns.
  


21             Sir, you look like you're ready to go.
  


22             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm ready.
  


23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And after we have two more,
  


24   we're going to give our court reporter a little bit of a
  


25   break.  We'll take a little break.
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 1             Please.
  


 2             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  Well, I'd just like to kind
  


 3   of echo what Mr. Kingik said, Alaska is just not ready.
  


 4   I mean, we don't have an Arctic Coast Guard response.  I
  


 5   mean, how many years is that going to take to develop;
  


 6   10, 20 years?  We don't have icebreakers.  How long
  


 7   before we have icebreakers in the U.S. that could help
  


 8   take care of a problem with the ice?  How long until
  


 9   everybody is trained in spill response in all of our
  


10   villages up north?  This all takes time.  The taxi is
  


11   not there right now.
  


12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
  


13             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I pass.  Thank you.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Qaiyaan?
  


15             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Qaiyaan Su'esu'e,
  


16   Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.
  


17             One of the things that I observed as a
  


18   community member -- and I appreciate your comments and
  


19   the question, where is the public.  And let me tell you
  


20   the work that I do right now is specifically because I
  


21   used to work for tribal and it was my job to be at the
  


22   meetings.  And I would be at the meeting and I was the
  


23   youngest person in the room.  And I was my only peer in
  


24   the room when I know darn well there were so many other
  


25   people that -- would have been interested in being there
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 1   only if they knew what was really going on.
  


 2             And you have to understand that as a people on
  


 3   the North Slope where there's so much activity going on,
  


 4   not only industry or, you know, the federal agencies
  


 5   coming to do their regulatory measures, not only the
  


 6   scientific community coming up to, you know, take care
  


 7   of what they need to take care of to fulfill -- it's a
  


 8   big spiderweb that is insane to try to keep track of.
  


 9             I find a lot of times we get so bombarded with
  


10   different agencies that you show up to the Heritage
  


11   Center and people will on the off chance say, "Hey,
  


12   what's going on?" and pop in.  And, you know, of course
  


13   because it was always my job to be there, I would have a
  


14   lot of the public come to me and say, "Who are these
  


15   guys tonight?  Oh, is it Shell again?  BLM?  Is it
  


16   BOEMRE?  MMS?  BOEM?"  You just never know, you know.
  


17   It might be FERC.  It might be someone for APP.  It
  


18   might be someone with Point Thompson.  Sometimes you
  


19   have two meetings on the same night.  Sometimes we have
  


20   meetings on federal holidays.  It's just very confusing.
  


21             I know a couple times I have suggested that
  


22   before each meeting starts it would be beneficial to the
  


23   public to have -- you know, the visuals are great and
  


24   the maps, but we're all trying to be considerate to each
  


25   and not wander around.  It would be nice to have
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 1   handouts, specifically who are we, first of all, why are
  


 2   we here, what step of the process are we at now.
  


 3             And I've found so many times that I've shown
  


 4   up to meetings and thought, okay, well, maybe this is
  


 5   the big one, maybe this is where as a member of the
  


 6   public what I have to say will make an impact, but you
  


 7   go only to find out that, oh, we're so and so and we're
  


 8   here because we intend on submitting an application to
  


 9   get a -- but this is only the intent and then we'll have
  


10   an open house and then we'll do this so really what you
  


11   say right now doesn't matter because we haven't even put
  


12   the application in.
  


13             You never know what's going on.  And so to
  


14   communicate with the public, I think, would be the most
  


15   beneficial thing.  And also having maybe an educator,
  


16   not only from BOEM, but just from all the agencies that
  


17   could be centralized for our public would benefit.
  


18             Like I said, again, what hurts my heart the
  


19   most -- and I take this very personally -- is that each
  


20   and every time I'm at a meeting, I am the youngest
  


21   person there.  And this is my generation that is going
  


22   to have to carry the responsibility of the decisions
  


23   that are made right now.  Thank you.
  


24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


25             Well, Valerie, let's take a ten-minute break
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 1   and give you a little bit of rest on your fingers.
  


 2   You've been very diligent.  So a ten-minute break.
  


 3   Let's come back here at 21 minutes after, and we'll
  


 4   start again until everybody feels they've participated.
  


 5             (Off the record.)
  


 6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We're on the record
  


 7   now.  We're going back to the corner.
  


 8             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I'm finished.
  


 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're passing?
  


10             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.
  


11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir, he's passed.  You need
  


12   to fill the void.
  


13             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  Yeah.  I'm amazed that
  


14   this person can take down -- what a gift she has.  It's
  


15   just amazing.  I think of all the different kinds of
  


16   purposes she could -- I mean, you know, people who can't
  


17   talk or people who can't hear.  Holy cow.  She can take
  


18   down a conversation.
  


19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  And she is
  


20   dutifully taking that down as well.
  


21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I just -- somebody over on
  


22   this side talked about the changes that are happening,
  


23   you know, climate change.  Too much is happening
  


24   already.  Let's let things settle down for a little bit,
  


25   you know, before climate change, weather patterns,
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 1   impacts on people's villages, the movement of villages
  


 2   and stuff.
  


 3             But also, you know, Alaska is the last
  


 4   frontier and here on the northwest part and the northern
  


 5   part of America -- the American continent, this is the
  


 6   last frontier of the last frontier.  And I'm not
  


 7   Inupiaq.  I'm -- my grandparents came from Japan a
  


 8   hundred years.  I started teaching Inupiaq 41 years ago
  


 9   and was impressed and came up to see if -- to see where
  


10   these kids came from.  One was Seymour Tazrulik (ph),
  


11   Sunny.  He was one of my students I was very impressed
  


12   with.
  


13             But there is a cross-cultural conflict going
  


14   on here, and one of the things -- I just handed out a
  


15   suicide rate chart that I just happened to have in a
  


16   document and I just cut and pasted it.  I'm an
  


17   educator -- you were talking about an educator -- and I
  


18   do agree, showing things can help people see things
  


19   better.
  


20             And there was something about four months ago
  


21   about high altitudes.  And the average rate of suicide
  


22   in the United States is about 10.8 or something per
  


23   100,000 people.  And in the Rocky Mountains and high
  


24   altitudes it was almost up to 19.  And there was an
  


25   alarm going out and an article going out, you know, what
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 1   is the relationship between suicide and high altitudes.
  


 2             Change is happening and it's evident it's
  


 3   happening in the northern regions by this data.  It's
  


 4   footnoted so you can go and check it out for yourself.
  


 5   But for the Northwest Arctic region -- oh, gosh, I need
  


 6   glasses.  I'm not used to glasses.
  


 7             But from 2004 to 2006, this region had the
  


 8   highest suicide rate.  And we're talking about 90.9
  


 9   people per 100,000, not ten like the average in the
  


10   United States.  Stuff is going on.  Nome, 77.4 per
  


11   100,000.  North Slope, 52.
  


12             I mean, living here for the last 14 years,
  


13   we're almost kind of used to it.  I mean, I'm really
  


14   not.  But the suicide rate is so high that it's numbing
  


15   up here.  Change is happening here in the last frontier
  


16   of the last frontier.  It's hitting now and it's big
  


17   changes.  And there's a lot of things that are going on
  


18   that it's not healthy.
  


19             When you talked about the oil spill, I was the
  


20   principal down at Homer Junior High back in '88.  I was
  


21   there for six years.  We did a cross-curricular program.
  


22   So the last three weeks of the year, we focused on a
  


23   topic and we integrated math, science, social studies,
  


24   and language arts into one core subject.  So if it was
  


25   outdoor school or whether it was radio broadcasting or
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 1   whether it was airplane touch-and-go's, whether it was
  


 2   artisan school, whether it was sports, you were
  


 3   integrating math, science, social studies, and language
  


 4   arts into that all day long.
  


 5             And we were the old high school, so I had an
  


 6   empty pool.  And when that oil spill hit, we brought --
  


 7   I was able to get permission to bring all of the sea
  


 8   otters to our school.  We put water in there, they
  


 9   cleaned up the sea otters, had cages -- we had it roped
  


10   off.  We didn't use the pool -- I mean, the high school
  


11   had what was expensive back then in the '80s a
  


12   20 million-dollar high school in Homer, cedar-sided and
  


13   everything else.  They had everything in it.  We didn't
  


14   use our pool.
  


15             I kept checking.  Not a single one of those
  


16   sea otters that they brought back lived the whole time
  


17   that I was checking on them.  One of the girls dropped
  


18   out of her thing.  She said she had to -- and her
  


19   parents gave her permission to get involved in helping
  


20   to try and save these sea otters.  So I sponsored her as
  


21   her principal, as her teacher.  And she had to keep a
  


22   journal.  And it was a very, very depressing journal.
  


23             When we talk about the possibility of an oil
  


24   spill, we talk about in terms of killing whale, we talk
  


25   about killing -- there is -- if something like that
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 1   happens, we're talking about a human cost to an oil
  


 2   spill.  We're talking about a lot of change happening in
  


 3   the environment right now, but we're talking about a lot
  


 4   of change in the socioeconomic environment right now
  


 5   that's reflected in human deaths that you can't describe
  


 6   any other way because these people have been living here
  


 7   and surviving here for thousands and thousands of years.
  


 8             Now all of a sudden with the new culture
  


 9   happening -- there's change happening in the weather,
  


10   there's change happening in the culture, and it is
  


11   tremendously depressing when the sea otters died and
  


12   what happened with my student and what happened on all
  


13   of us.
  


14             We thought we were -- I thought I was allowing
  


15   the savior of the sea otters and we were going to allow
  


16   things to live.  We carried out hundreds of pounds of
  


17   dead mammals out of there.  It was -- it was an awful
  


18   experience.
  


19             That combined with the change is going to be a
  


20   human cost, and that needs to be factored into this.
  


21   We're not ready yet.  That's all.  Thanks.
  


22             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have -- thank
  


23   you -- a question on the -- a follow-up to the Gulf
  


24   accident, Gulf of Mexico.  What is the status of that
  


25   now?  I heard -- and I figured you guys would know.  Is
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 1   there oil still leaking through seeps or is there
  


 2   anything else going on down there that's still polluting
  


 3   the waters?
  


 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You're much more
  


 5   familiar with the Gulf of Mexico and the ecology there
  


 6   than I am, but there are a lot of natural seeps in the
  


 7   Gulf of Mexico.
  


 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  Macondo is killed.
  


 9   It's shut down.  It had the capping system.  It had the
  


10   relief well.  But there are natural seeps.  In fact,
  


11   it's something -- I believe it's a million barrels -- I
  


12   think it's a million barrels a year naturally leak into
  


13   the Gulf, if that was your question.
  


14             It was discovered by our research in the Gulf.
  


15   Even before the oil and gas industry got into deep
  


16   water, the environmental studies program -- of which I
  


17   had the pleasure of leading for a number of years -- had
  


18   ships out there, had submersibles; the Alvin submersible
  


19   from which we've always been involved, the Johnson Link
  


20   submersible, the Sea Link was out there.
  


21             We've described and found these communities of
  


22   tube worms and mussels that basically thrive in the seep
  


23   environment that use -- through bacteria use the oil as
  


24   food.  It's fascinating.  And that leads into another
  


25   discussion that we had -- Raychelle and I had -- that I
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 1   go back -- and I don't want to take too much of the time
  


 2   here.
  


 3             I started as a graduate student in the Gulf
  


 4   working on contracts through my professor with BLM who
  


 5   used to do what MMS did.  And when we found areas like
  


 6   that, chemosynthetic communities, when we found hard
  


 7   banks, the flower gardens, which is now a national
  


 8   marine sanctuary, those areas were taken off the leasing
  


 9   schedules.
  


10             And there's a whole host of hard bottoms out
  


11   there -- we call them hard bottoms or banks, flower
  


12   gardens, gyre bank, clay pile bank, bright bank, rezak
  


13   bank -- that were very -- that are very important to
  


14   fisheries.  Once we discovered those and realized how
  


15   important they were by doing biology, those have never
  


16   been leased.
  


17             When we found Bush Hill, which is a
  


18   spectacular chemosynthetic community area, that area,
  


19   off limits.  Then we found just ten years ago that there
  


20   were deep sea corals.  My specialty is coral reef
  


21   ecology.  And of course everyone knows corals are in the
  


22   photic zone.  They have zooxanthellae.  That's how they
  


23   live.  Well, there's a whole different set of corals
  


24   that live in very deep water.  Once we discovered these
  


25   beautiful coral communities in ultra-deep water, those
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 1   areas were taken off the leasing schedules.
  


 2             So it's all tied together and sometimes -- and
  


 3   that gets back to the issues of education, how do you
  


 4   get that information out to people when things change so
  


 5   radically, and this knowledge is moving so fast.
  


 6             It's like I know NASA uses our studies of
  


 7   chemosynthetic communities in what they think might be
  


 8   communities living under the icy surface of Europa,
  


 9   which is a moon around Jupiter.  And it's like, whoa,
  


10   who would have thought of that.
  


11             I know I'm rambling a bit, but --
  


12             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  There's not going
  


13   to be lease sales in Europa.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  No.  No, no, no.  We're not
  


15   going to be leasing Europa.
  


16             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We did scope it,
  


17   though.
  


18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's right.
  


19             The point is, getting back to your question --
  


20   and I'm passionate about this topic -- there are natural
  


21   seeps in the Gulf.  We discovered them 20, 25 years ago.
  


22   We protected them the same way we protect the corals,
  


23   the same way we protect the various hard bottom
  


24   communities that are important to fisheries.
  


25             Sorry I'm lecturing.
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 1             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I asked the question.
  


 2   Thanks.
  


 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're more than welcome.
  


 4             Earl?
  


 5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I think I had a good one.
  


 6   Public.  Where's the public?  That's a good one, because
  


 7   I was the only one when MMS came here one time.  I was
  


 8   the only one that went to a public hearing.  That's good
  


 9   that you came out, you know.
  


10             And I have to say, I worked as wildlife and
  


11   parks director of Point Hope for 12 years.  And Hope
  


12   Basin lease sale coming up, Chukchi lease sale coming
  


13   up, and these people, government people, keep on coming.
  


14   And very few people, maybe five elders, you know, elders
  


15   that hardly speak English or understand English, I had
  


16   to translate for them at the same time.
  


17             And people quit going to meetings because they
  


18   couldn't understand what you guys were talking about.
  


19   So the way I fixed my situation is I went to the school.
  


20   I asked the government class if I could speak to the
  


21   students about what the BOEMRE is planning to do, what
  


22   kind of meeting they're planning to have, and I had
  


23   quick interaction with the kids.  The kids will give me
  


24   the questions and I'll ask the questions to the BOEMRE
  


25   people or MMS.  It worked out real good.
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 1             And I go back to the school again when we have
  


 2   another meeting and I told the students, "Invite your
  


 3   parents because this is involvement.  I want you to go
  


 4   listen to them.  This is our future."  And holy cow,
  


 5   next thing I know, I had 30, 40 people coming to our
  


 6   meetings after I went to the school.
  


 7             Radio talk show is always good, too.  You
  


 8   know, you've got to go to the radio because everybody
  


 9   listens to the radio.  You need to explain to the public
  


10   what this is all about.  Once they understand what it's
  


11   all about, they'll be here in a flash because it's --
  


12   they've got a big impact on their future.
  


13             I could recommend maybe your community
  


14   liaison, whoever, maybe could follow me to the school
  


15   tomorrow.  I'm planning to go to the school at 1:00.
  


16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  At Point Hope?
  


17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  We're going to have a
  


18   meeting at 7:00.  And I'm planning to have a dance in my
  


19   hometown at 4:30.  We'll give ourself an hour and a half
  


20   to dance and get ready and get all the people involved,
  


21   you know.
  


22             This is just my recommendation, like my
  


23   recommendation making a circle.  My recommendations
  


24   always work.  I hope it worked for you guys, too.  But
  


25   that was a good one.  You know, I have a hard time
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 1   getting people to come to our meetings for this very
  


 2   important issue.  That's all.
  


 3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  So you're going to have a
  


 4   dance for us tomorrow at 4:30?
  


 5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm going to try my best.  I
  


 6   want 60 or 70 people at my meeting, at my hometown.
  


 7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, the more power to you.
  


 8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's what I like.
  


 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, do it.  We're going to
  


10   have lots of goodies then for 70 people.
  


11             Mike Haller, John Callahan, be ready.
  


12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  If you're going to have
  


13   goodies, 120 people.  Bring enough for 120.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
  


15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's the best way to do.
  


16   That's how I get to introduce my community to BOEMRE or
  


17   MMS, to the students.  Because when your child comes
  


18   home, what do you ask your child?  What did you learn
  


19   from school today?  Oh, Mister was talking about
  


20   Chukchi.  Mister was talking about our subsistence way
  


21   of life.  Mister was talking about oil spill or New
  


22   Zealand or some place, you know.  And I want to get some
  


23   comments and talk to the parents.  Because as a parent,
  


24   I've got a right to ask my child what you learned in
  


25   school.  And I think every parent gets a chance to do
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 1   that.
  


 2             But I think, you know, we need to go to the
  


 3   schools and explain and talk to the students.  And from
  


 4   the student, you'll go to the home, and from home,
  


 5   you'll go to the neighbors, you know, and all of a
  


 6   sudden people will start coming in.  That's a
  


 7   recommendation.
  


 8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  A good recommendation.
  


 9             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  So when I was talking
  


10   earlier, I forgot to mention what I did for work,
  


11   because my background mainly when I talk about myself is
  


12   like where I'm from is who I am.  But I'm a marine
  


13   mammal biologist/ecologist and my experience is working
  


14   with marine mammals in Alaska, Beaufort and the Gulf of
  


15   Alaska.
  


16             So I was just at a marine mammal conference in
  


17   Florida.  And, actually, there were a couple of BOEM
  


18   people there, too.  Two people.  I talked with one of
  


19   them.
  


20             And at this conference the theme was
  


21   cumulative impacts, the effects of cumulative impacts on
  


22   marine mammals.  And part of the whole NEPA process is
  


23   looking at cumulative effects.  And I will say to date
  


24   that I don't think there's an adequate job that's been
  


25   done looking at those, you know, types of effects.  And
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 1   I think that there was some new, you know, cutting
  


 2   science that's come out and I really hope that you had
  


 3   those two people there that -- and I know one of them
  


 4   writes the EISs.  I hope that they'll be bringing in
  


 5   some of that science into these EISs in the future.
  


 6             And then one of the other things that I
  


 7   learned at this conference, too -- so that was a
  


 8   suggestion.  But then one of the biggest issues that I
  


 9   found that stuck with me was that they were talking
  


10   about the impacts of noise on marine mammals, and they
  


11   were looking at places where they had been studied for a
  


12   long time.  And they're finding that the noise is
  


13   impacting them more than they thought.
  


14             And so these are areas like the BC coast and
  


15   New England, you know, where there's a lot of ship
  


16   traffic.  And so it would be well worth your while also
  


17   again to get some of what those folks are referring to
  


18   on noise on the long term.
  


19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim, you had something?
  


20             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yeah.  Just to give a little
  


21   context.  Since NEPA was instituted in the early '70s
  


22   and since the predecessors of MMS established in the mid
  


23   '70s, an environmental studies program was established
  


24   to do studies to feed environmental impact statements,
  


25   and that's gone on to the current day to keep it going.
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 1             In dollars of the day, it's about 300 and --
  


 2   $350 million over 400 studies.  But when you adjust for
  


 3   inflation, it's towards $750 million for those studies.
  


 4   And everything from physical oceanography to marine
  


 5   mammals to socioeconomic subsistence culture and
  


 6   subsistence -- it's one of the largest bodies of
  


 7   environmental information, environmental and
  


 8   socioeconomic information.
  


 9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  But that 350 million and the
  


10   400 studies is just for Alaska --
  


11             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Just for Alaska.
  


12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- not the entire program?
  


13             MR. TIM HOLDER:  And it's not -- yeah.  It's
  


14   for all of Alaska.  It's not just the Arctic, but a
  


15   great preponderance is for the Arctic.
  


16             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  But a lot of it was
  


17   also from the OCSEAP studies that was done in the '80s.
  


18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  It doesn't include
  


19   those.
  


20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And your comments about New
  


21   England and the noise are very pertinent because the
  


22   agency is also handling renewable energy, which is a big
  


23   thing on the east coast.  And I know they are looking at
  


24   whale studies and things.  But thank you.
  


25             Lois?
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 1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm good.  Thanks.
  


 2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
  


 3             MR. DON McKIE:  I think Earl over there with
  


 4   his Vietnam hat on obviously is skilled in recon.  You
  


 5   should send him in 24 hours before you arrive to any
  


 6   village.  He'll have the whole village ready for a
  


 7   potlatch and a dance and you would have the response
  


 8   that you would never imagine.
  


 9             Anyways, I've heard it said -- about five
  


10   people or so have said, Alaska is not ready for this,
  


11   meaning we're not ready for it up here in the northwest.
  


12   That may be true, but we better get ready for it.
  


13   Because if we're not, you're not going to survive like
  


14   you want to as a people.
  


15             Whenever we're in a remote area like this,
  


16   communities that live in isolation, they live a quality
  


17   of life that I've always admired.  Even though I live in
  


18   Soldotna, I can't leave this Arctic alone.  It's like a
  


19   magnet that draws me back all the time.  But there's a
  


20   price to pay for the quality of life that you enjoy, and
  


21   that is change is hard to come by.  It's not easy to
  


22   adapt.
  


23             But I think with the big -- with an
  


24   educational focus on change in the schools and stuff,
  


25   you could understand how you have to adapt to change,
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 1   how you have to get in front of the ball rather than
  


 2   behind the ball so you can adapt to change so you can be
  


 3   all you want to be as a people and so your region can be
  


 4   all it can be as a region, as an area.
  


 5             Multi-use concept of any natural resource is
  


 6   here to stay and it has its advantages.  And to just be
  


 7   able to put a fence around the big Northwest Arctic and
  


 8   say we are going to live this way as a people is -- it's
  


 9   a dream.  And it's been kept for many generations, but
  


10   this now is the 21st century and we've been to the moon
  


11   and back, and that was five decades ago.  Wasn't it?
  


12             Anyways, adapting to change is very important
  


13   for survival.  We all know.
  


14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


15             Ma'am?
  


16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Pass.
  


17             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm good.
  


18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
  


19             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Sure.  I'll say one
  


20   last thing and then I'm good.  It is I think good for
  


21   you to hear my perspective on change, specifically
  


22   climate change.  Like I said, I'm 31 -- and I always say
  


23   this.  I remember being 10, 11, 12, not too long ago
  


24   being able to go and jump on the ice floes that we call
  


25   nuguruk during the Fourth of July games, and now it's
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 1   unheard of to see, you know, ice that close.
  


 2             Sometimes we have Christmases where you look
  


 3   out when it becomes just a little bit twilight and you
  


 4   see open water.  That, to me, is unheard of compared to
  


 5   the stories that I've heard from my elders.  And they've
  


 6   seen the climate change, but it was a lot more gradual.
  


 7   It happened, but it was more gradual.  And I think right
  


 8   now just in the past 15, 20 years or so climate change
  


 9   is happening so rapidly every year.
  


10             And I could count, you know, five years ago,
  


11   four years ago, three years ago, every summer we see a
  


12   new species introduced to the Barrow region.  I noticed
  


13   it firsthand in the Barrow region, so it is very real,
  


14   it is very there, and that I think with the uncertainty
  


15   that Mother Nature raised her hand upon us is even more
  


16   basis for me to have fear this way on what manmade
  


17   things are able to do.
  


18             Another thing that I did notice and will kind
  


19   of back up my fellow community members along the Slope,
  


20   at the other two meetings that I attended, one elder
  


21   spoke of how she notices the change in the meat, the
  


22   taste.  And I can tell you just from traveling village
  


23   to village, I can tell the changes and the difference of
  


24   the meat.
  


25             We have caribou meat or fish from Barrow that
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 1   tastes a whole lot better down in Point Hope and
  


 2   Wainwright.  And they, you know, of course are happy and
  


 3   willing to share and I am so happy to receive it, "Man,
  


 4   this is good meat."  And they'll say, "Well, you poor
  


 5   people up that way got all the pollution.  It's not too
  


 6   good anymore."
  


 7             And to be able to taste that village to
  


 8   village in a single day and be able to see a new species
  


 9   introduced, you know, year by year -- and I can tell you
  


10   there's the climate change map when you look at the
  


11   satellite images of the polar ice cap and how much --
  


12   and how rapidly it's receded.  I've seen that photo in
  


13   different presentations about 20 times, and every single
  


14   one of those 20 times I flood with emotion because I've
  


15   seen that firsthand.  What are my children going to see?
  


16   It's very sensitive, very critical, very real, and it's
  


17   here today.  And I am done.
  


18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Until we come
  


19   around again.
  


20             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  I'm done.
  


21             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm worried about the snow
  


22   in Anchorage.  How much snow am I going to have to
  


23   shovel?  It's already two feet.
  


24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And I left my wife there.
  


25   I'm in trouble.
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 1             Anyone else?  Nothing else?
  


 2             Well, with that, how about if I ask Director
  


 3   Beaudreau if you'd like to have a closing comment.
  


 4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I just want
  


 5   to -- just, again, I want to thank everyone for coming
  


 6   out, for the comments, and for the discussion.
  


 7             Frankly, these hearings are typically much
  


 8   less interactive, much less conversational.  For
  


 9   example, the hearing I presided over in Washington,
  


10   D.C., we had two microphones and everyone -- you know,
  


11   we had a list and you were called on and you got to come
  


12   up and you had three minutes to make your statement and
  


13   then I nodded at you and you sat down and that was it.
  


14   There was no conversation.  There was no back and forth.
  


15   There were no questions asked.  And that was the process
  


16   there and that was fine for there.
  


17             But, frankly, you know, I personally felt
  


18   given the group of people we had today that that would
  


19   be inappropriate.  And so I really appreciate, you know,
  


20   asking the questions and hearing your questions and
  


21   having a chance to actually have a little more of an
  


22   exchange more akin to a, you know, town hall-type
  


23   setting than a traditional, you know, NEPA hearing on a
  


24   five-year plan document.
  


25             So thank you for your time.  It was, I think,
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 1   time well spent.  I hope you feel that way.  We've had a
  


 2   lot of good information and good information is good.
  


 3   We also got a lot of provocative questions that we have
  


 4   to run down and have responsibility for responding to.
  


 5   So thank you very much.
  


 6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl, would you like to
  


 7   close us out with a few words in Inupiat?
  


 8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm ready for Point Hope
  


 9   tomorrow.
  


10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we will be ready to
  


11   dance.
  


12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I want a whole crowd.  Thank
  


13   you.
  


14             (Proceedings adjourned at 9:56 p.m.)
  


15
  


16
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 4           That the proceedings were taken before me at the
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  1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Hello, everyone.
  3   My name is Tommy Beaudreau.  I'm the first director of
  4   the new Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  I know many
  5   of you have been working with our predecessor agencies,
  6   BOEMRE, and then before that, the MMS, but our new
  7   agency is BOEM.  I'm the director of BOEM.  And thank
  8   you very much for attending today's hearing with respect
  9   to our Programmatic EIS for the 2012-2017 leasing
 10   program.
 11             I'd like to begin by asking Mr. Kingik to give
 12   an invocation before we get started, if that's okay.
 13             (Invocation given by Earl Kingik.)
 14             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  I guess we'll
 15   start.  I'll provide just a little bit of an
 16   introduction and then turn it over to Dr. Kendall to
 17   provide some more information about the five-year
 18   program.
 19             The proposed five-year program covers
 20   potential leasing activity in the Gulf of Mexico and in
 21   the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea.  Obviously we're
 22   going to focus on the Beaufort and the Chukchi, and in
 23   particular the Chukchi.
 24             What we have proposed in this plan is one
 25   potential lease sale each in the Beaufort and the
00004
  1   Chukchi.  And I say "potential" because the Secretary
  2   has discretion to decide not to hold any lease sales in
  3   either the Beaufort or the Chukchi.
  4             We have put in as a placeholder in the
  5   schedule a potential sale in the Beaufort in 2015 and in
  6   the Chukchi in 2016.  We intentionally scheduled those
  7   potential sales for late in the program for several
  8   reasons.  One, as we all know, things are changing in
  9   the Arctic and there is always a need for additional
 10   scientific information, particularly scientific
 11   information about the potential effects of oil and gas
 12   activity and leasing activity in the Arctic, and so we
 13   want to build in time to allow for additional study that
 14   would be relevant to deciding whether or not to have a
 15   lease sale and when it should be held.
 16             Secondly, we want to ensure that there is time
 17   built in to consider additional infrastructure that
 18   would be necessary to support any oil and gas activity,
 19   and that includes most significantly in my mind oil
 20   spill response.  I know that is a major concern that we
 21   all share.  If there is an accident, how will it be
 22   dealt with.
 23             We all know from what happened in the Gulf of
 24   Mexico last year -- which by the way is how I ended up
 25   at the Interior Department, to help Secretary Salazar
00005
  1   respond to that accident and to implement reforms in
  2   light of that accident.  And all of our thinking about
  3   offshore oil and gas has been shaped by that accident
  4   and this plan has been informed by and shaped by that
  5   accident, and so we want to build in time to consider
  6   what kind of oil spill response infrastructure would
  7   need to be in place if additional lease sales are to
  8   occur and there to be, you know, further expansion
  9   potentially of offshore oil and gas.
 10             And then third, what this plan proposes, which
 11   is different than prior plans, is different than Sale
 12   193 that gave Shell and ConocoPhillips and Statoil and
 13   others their current leases in the Chukchi, is that we
 14   don't believe it is appropriate and Secretary Salazar
 15   doesn't believe it is appropriate to essentially offer
 16   up the entire area, the entire Chukchi Sea, to potential
 17   leasing and allow the companies to essentially decide
 18   what areas they want to purchase for potential offshore
 19   drilling.
 20             We believe it would be more appropriate to
 21   design a system, a leasing program, that is specific to
 22   the Chukchi and the Beaufort in the following senses:
 23   Focuses on areas where there's actual resource
 24   potential, on the one hand, but also de-conflicts out
 25   those areas so that environmentally sensitive areas are
00006
  1   considered, critical habitats are considered, and
  2   subsistence use is considered so that we can take out
  3   those areas that are most sensitive and most important
  4   to the people, focus the companies on areas that
  5   actually have resource potential and thereby, we hope,
  6   address a lot of the concerns that we all have about
  7   potential oil and gas activity in the future.  And so
  8   that's what this proposed plan is meant to represent.
  9             The EIS contains a lot of information that has
 10   informed that plan, and we have already gotten a lot of
 11   feedback through other hearings.  And we've already
 12   heard from some of the folks in this room about the
 13   plan, and so I really hope everyone who took the trouble
 14   to attend today, one, understands how much I personally
 15   appreciate you participating today.  I know we all have
 16   other things to do, but I also know that this is an
 17   incredibly important issue for a host of reasons for
 18   your community.  And so thank you for participating.
 19             And second, I hope you'll be candid and direct
 20   with me and with the people here from my bureau.  It
 21   doesn't do us any good unless we hear everyone's honest
 22   feelings and honest suggestions on things we should be
 23   taking into account as we move forward.  So, again,
 24   thank you very much for participating and let's get
 25   started.
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  1             We'll start -- Dr. Kendall will provide a
  2   little bit more detail in terms of an overview of what
  3   the proposed program is and what the EIS says.
  4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Director
  5   Beaudreau.
  6             Excellent introduction, and I'm going to cover
  7   a little bit of that in a different way because I'm a
  8   visual person.  Some people listen well; I don't listen
  9   well at all.  I am over half deaf, so I like to see
 10   things.
 11             But who else is here?  So aside from Director
 12   Beaudreau and myself -- I'm Jim Kendall.  I used to be
 13   when I was here last time the acting regional director
 14   for the Alaska region.  Well, I guess they --
 15             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We hired you.
 16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You hired me.  Yeah, they
 17   hired me.  I can't go home, so they sent my wife a
 18   ticket and said come on up.  So now I'm up here.  I'm
 19   the director.  I am an oceanographer by training; eleven
 20   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, 11 years at
 21   headquarters, and things before that, universities,
 22   et cetera.
 23             But who else is here?  Well, to my immediate
 24   left, Mr. Pat Pourchot.  Now, Pat is the Secretary's
 25   representative in Alaska.  Many of you already know Pat.
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  1   But Pat is here.  He directly talks with his
  2   counterpart, Kim Elton, back at the Secretary's office.
  3             I've got Bonnie Robson.
  4             Bonnie, raise your hand.
  5             She's from our leasing division, and she
  6   represents the folks that put together the proposed
  7   five-year program.
  8             I've got Tim Holder.
  9             Tim, where are you?
 10             Tim Holder is our Arctic liaison.  Now, Tim
 11   has over 25 years in Alaska, a lot of that in Nome, as
 12   well as our Alaska office.  He then spent a couple of
 13   years in the Gulf of Mexico region, and now he's in
 14   headquarters.  So he is someone we depend on, those of
 15   us that are now in the region, to talk with our
 16   colleagues in the environmental division and leasing
 17   back in the headquarters office.
 18             Mike Haller.
 19             Where is Mike?
 20             Mike is our community liaison.  Those of you
 21   that actually live in the village and work in city
 22   government and stuff probably already know Mike.
 23             John Callahan.  He is from public affairs.
 24   He's here to keep us on the straight and narrow and make
 25   sure we get to where we need to be.
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  1             MR. JOHN CALLAHAN:  And remind you to turn
  2   your cell phones off.
  3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah, turn the cell phones
  4   off.
  5             And last but not least, the second most
  6   important person in the room -- y'all are the number one
  7   people in the room -- okay.  I forgot Rob.  Rob over
  8   there, Rob McWhorter, is with Argonne National Labs.  He
  9   helped us on the EIS.
 10             Sorry I forgot you.  You're the third most
 11   important person.  How's that?
 12             The first most important people are the people
 13   here from the village.  We want to hear what you say.
 14   The second most important person is Valerie.  Now,
 15   Valerie is our court reporter who's taking everything
 16   down.  And as they say, do as I say and not as I do;
 17   well, make sure you talk slow enough for Valerie to get
 18   it, state your name when we get there and how to spell
 19   your name and where you're from.  That will help us a
 20   lot.
 21             Right, Valerie?
 22             THE REPORTER:  Yep.
 23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Thank you.
 24             Now, with that, I'm going to ask Vanna -- I
 25   mean, Mike, to come up here and help me.
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  1             We changed the format of some of these
  2   hearings a bit.  Sometimes it was noted that not
  3   everybody at our meetings were starting from the same
  4   place.  Some of us came in and we know what's going on.
  5   Some of you know a lot of what's going on.  Some heard
  6   about a meeting at the last minute, they come in and
  7   they say, "What's this about?"
  8             And so in listening to what some of you have
  9   said, we changed our format a bit.  Even though we're
 10   here to hear what you say, we want to spend a few
 11   minutes building on what Director Beaudreau said so that
 12   we all know exactly what we're talking about.
 13             There's a lot of words on that first slide or
 14   flip chart.  The bottom line is -- the top part, that
 15   three lines, means the proposed program for 2012 to
 16   2017.  Right now we're in the program of 2007 to 2012.
 17   It expires in 2012.  We have to plan for the next five
 18   years, and that started planning for that in 2008.
 19             Along with this federal action are the
 20   environmental work that has to go with that under the
 21   National Environmental Policy Act.  We have to ascribe
 22   to NEPA.  Okay?  So along with this proposed program for
 23   2012 to 2017 is a draft environmental impact statement.
 24   So please note the two words, "proposed" program, as in
 25   it's not done yet and a "draft" EIS, as in not done yet.
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  1             That three-volume set is not three copies of
  2   the EIS.  It's one copy of the EIS.  And I'm going to
  3   get to why this is so long and why it's so important.
  4             Next slide, please.
  5             Who we are:  BOEM.  Director Beaudreau has
  6   already said we're the Bureau of Ocean Energy
  7   Management.  Many of you know me as either from MMS or
  8   for the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation
  9   and Enforcement, BOEMRE.  Well, after Deepwater Horizon,
 10   there was a lot of soul searching.  Tommy joined us;
 11   Director Bromwich, who is now with the Bureau of Safety
 12   and Environmental Enforcement, he joined us; a whole
 13   cast of others, to take a critical look at exactly how
 14   the system works.
 15             Whether real or perceived, there appeared to
 16   be some conflicts, and so a lot of folks spent a lot of
 17   time, burned a lot of midnight oil, and a lot of
 18   weekends to come up with the current structure.  We are
 19   BOEM.  We are the resource manager.  We're responsible
 20   for environmental reviews, the science, the leasing, and
 21   evaluating the resources that are out there.  So that's
 22   us.
 23             The other part of the old MMS were the
 24   engineers and the inspectors.  They're in BSEE, the
 25   Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement.  Think
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  1   of that as policing.  Their only job is to make sure
  2   that whatever is allowed, whatever is permitted, is done
  3   by the letter of the law and the rules and regulations
  4   are followed.  Okay?  Very important.  They don't worry
  5   too much about us.  We talk with them.  But their job is
  6   to make sure whatever is permitted takes place as it is
  7   permitted by the law.
  8             Then the other group of folks in MMS were the
  9   people that collected the revenue.  Okay?  They went
 10   into another whole bureau called the Office of Natural
 11   Resource Revenue.  They collect the money.  Yes, we know
 12   where they are, we know where they sit, but we really
 13   don't work with them.  They're worried about making sure
 14   the taxpayer gets the revenue from the leases that they
 15   buy, but that's not what we worry about.
 16             What we worry about is making sure -- as Tommy
 17   Beaudreau pointed out -- the right decisions are made in
 18   terms of where activities might occur.  BSEE worries
 19   about engineering and safety.  ONRR worries about the
 20   revenue.  Three separate bureaus.  We don't conflict
 21   with each other.
 22             Next slide, please, real quick.
 23             And I will go through these pretty quick.
 24             The OCS Lands Act.  That's kind of hard to
 25   read.  We include that for one reason.  Some of our
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  1   constituents in the villages say, "You've been coming
  2   out here for 30 years and some of us are telling you the
  3   exact same thing.  Why do you keep coming back?  Why do
  4   you come here on a Monday night for three hours when it
  5   was a beautiful day and nice snow out there?"  It's
  6   because the law requires it.  The Secretary cannot hold
  7   a lease sale unless he or she has a five-year plan in
  8   place.  The law says that.
  9             To have that five-year plan in place, there
 10   has to be input from the stakeholders and we have to do
 11   the environmental work.  So it's not that we're coming
 12   back here all the time to see if you changed your mind
 13   or to bother you and ruin your evenings, but we're here
 14   because the law says the people that this may affect
 15   have a right for input and it has to happen, so that's
 16   why we're here.
 17             Next slide, please.
 18             Now, I'm going to go through these pretty
 19   quick.  I'm going to speed it up.
 20             As Tommy pointed out, we're at a very high
 21   level right now.  We're at the five-year planning stage
 22   right now, the proposed program.  This is a national
 23   effort.  After it is decided, whatever that is at the
 24   end of next -- toward the end of next year, then there
 25   may be a lease sale or the Secretary may decide, no, not
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  1   at this time.  Then you would have exploration possibly,
  2   then production, and then decommissioning when it's
  3   over.
  4             The important thing to remember is that if a
  5   lease sale occurs -- if -- and a company purchases one
  6   of those leases, the only thing it does is allow them to
  7   submit additional applications.  It doesn't give them
  8   the absolute right to go out and do anything.  There's a
  9   lot of checks and balances.  Okay?
 10             Next slide, please.
 11             Okay.  For this five-year plan -- it's kind of
 12   hard to see -- the only three areas considered is the
 13   Western Gulf, the Central Gulf, a little sliver in the
 14   Eastern Gulf -- so there's three areas in the Gulf --
 15   the Cook Inlet, the Beaufort Sea, and the Chukchi, a
 16   total of six areas.
 17             And as Tommy pointed out, what is possibly
 18   going to occur -- or what is proposed, is the correct
 19   terminology -- is a sale, one sale, in the Beaufort Sea,
 20   2015, and potentially a proposed sale in 2016 in the
 21   Chukchi.  I think we've got a better picture here.  So
 22   there's plenty of time between now and then to collect
 23   more science, review the information, and for plenty of
 24   discussion.
 25             Also something Tommy said that is incredibly
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  1   important:  These areas look real big.  And for those of
  2   you who have been out there, you know how big these
  3   areas are.  This administration, the new BOEM, what
  4   we're doing is moving away from area-wide leasing.
  5             Now, if you look at these, yes, the green
  6   areas are the areas that have already been leased to oil
  7   companies.  The red areas along here (indicating) and
  8   there (indicating) off of Barrow and over there
  9   (indicating) off of Kaktovik, those are deferral areas
 10   where nothing can happen.  Those areas will not be
 11   available for a lease sale.
 12             In the process of what we're doing now, as
 13   Director Beaudreau said, we are looking at the
 14   science -- the science we do, the science that NOAA
 15   does, the science that USGS does, the science NSF
 16   does -- and say, okay, where is the highest probability
 17   for oil?  Where are areas that are very sensitive?
 18   Whaling areas, subsistence areas, whale migration
 19   routes.  Where are they?  How do we have areas for a
 20   leasing program that pose the minimal conflict to other
 21   activities in the area?
 22             So these areas -- the Chukchi planning area,
 23   the Beaufort Sea planning area -- as we get closer to a
 24   lease sale, they're going to get most likely much, much
 25   smaller as we go through and take out those areas where
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  1   there's no oil and gas resource, that are too important
  2   ecologically or for subsistence, and where it just
  3   doesn't make sense.  But we have to start somewhere and
  4   that's where we're starting now.
  5             Next.
  6             For the Cook Inlet, this is a special interest
  7   only sale.  If there is enough industry interest on
  8   actually having a sale there, then we would go through
  9   the process of doing the NEPA, doing the EISs, so that
 10   we could do it here in the appropriate way.  Just
 11   because you have large areas doesn't mean the whole area
 12   is going to be offered up.
 13             Next slide, please.
 14             Okay.  What is an EIS, this thing right here
 15   (indicating)?  It's an environmental document.  It's to
 16   disclose plans, involve the public -- congratulations,
 17   you've joined the team -- identify and evaluate
 18   alternatives, avoid negative effects -- okay?  We want
 19   to do that -- and unify environmental analysis.  And
 20   that is, there's a lot going on out there, there's a lot
 21   of people working out there on a number of different
 22   things.
 23             Well, this document here is just not a BOEM
 24   document.  The North Slope Borough was a cooperating
 25   agency.  The State of Alaska was a cooperating agency.
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  1   Okay?  And NOAA was a cooperating agency.  And we've
  2   used the science that BOEM, MMS/BOEMRE did, that NOAA
  3   has done, that NSF has done, that the fisheries folks at
  4   the North Slope Borough has done.  We've tried to bring
  5   it in here, but it's still a draft.  So now we're coming
  6   out here to our constituents to see how do we make this
  7   document better, what did we miss, how do we make sure
  8   traditional knowledge is included here.
  9             In the villages we've already been to, and
 10   even in Anchorage and Fairbanks, we had people stand up
 11   and make comment that was very, very important that
 12   would help us make this document a better document.
 13   This is not a decision document.  It just shows the
 14   decision-maker what's going on.  The decision-maker is
 15   the Secretary of the Interior.
 16             So it would be great when Mr. Beaudreau sits
 17   down with the Secretary with this document, much
 18   improved on what it is now because of the input we're
 19   going to get as well as all the other things that we
 20   have, he sits down with Ken Salazar and says, "Okay.
 21   Let's talk this through.  What's the best decision?"
 22           Next.
 23           What's in these documents?  Well, we think we've
 24   covered a lot of things.  We're hoping we got all of
 25   them.  We may not have.  We cover noise that's
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  1   associated with seismic surveying, drilling, service
  2   vessels, bottom disturbance, anchoring where might a
  3   pipeline go, air emissions -- you know, that's been in
  4   the news recently with EPA and their permits -- coastal
  5   activities, support facilities, also oil spills.
  6   Director Beaudreau has already mentioned that.
  7           Keep going.
  8           Marine and coastal birds, coastal marine
  9   habitats, fisheries, marine mammals, archaeological
 10   resources, socioeconomics.  We hope we've covered most
 11   of it.  If we haven't covered something, let's get it in
 12   there.  Let us know.  That's what we're here for.  We
 13   want input on this document on how to make it better so
 14   the decision-maker has the whole enchilada, so to speak.
 15           Next slide, please.
 16           Special consideration:  Deepwater Horizon.
 17   Everybody knows what that is.  We've read all the
 18   papers.  We followed it on TV.  This was considered very
 19   important for putting this document together.
 20           Some of you were here for the supplemental sale
 21   of 193 EIS where we went and we added a very large oil
 22   spill analysis, something comparable to Deepwater
 23   Horizon.  Had never been done before for the Arctic.  We
 24   did it.  Now when oil companies turn in their
 25   exploration plans and oil spill response plans, they
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  1   have to tell us what their worst-case discharge is.  Of
  2   course that specific well, it will undoubtedly be
  3   smaller than the discharge of the very large oil spill,
  4   but we have some place to start.  That has to be
  5   addressed.  And it's been addressed.
  6           In the discussions we've had with Shell --
  7   you're all familiar with those.  It's been in the
  8   papers -- part of their oil spill response plan is a
  9   capping and containment system.  It took several months
 10   to design in the Gulf of Mexico after they needed it.
 11   Well, part of the deal we have is that it's not going to
 12   occur in Alaska unless something like that system is
 13   right there ready to go.  So there's a lot of
 14   discussions going on on such a system and what is
 15   required.  So those are some of the things we've
 16   discussed and how we've worked them into our analysis.
 17           Just to give the time frame here, this process
 18   for the five-year program, 2012 to 2017, it started in
 19   August of 2008 for a request for information.  Hey,
 20   folks, 2012 is right around the corner, we have to have
 21   a new five-year plan.  We started the process.  We had a
 22   draft proposed program in January of 2009.
 23           Then Deepwater Horizon happened.  We had a
 24   longer public comment period, January 2009 to
 25   March 2011.  That time was available to tweak the now
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  1   proposed program, not a final, as well as the EIS.  So
  2   now we have -- in November we've got a proposed program
  3   and a draft EIS.
  4           The process is not over yet.  So from now or
  5   November, last month, through January 9th, we're
  6   collecting comments and asking for input on that
  7   document to make it better.  Then sometime in late 2012,
  8   the Secretary would make a decision on what the program
  9   looks like, and you would have a completed EIS.  So it's
 10   not over yet.  We still have work to do.
 11           Next.
 12           Okay.  To submit comments, we've got a poster
 13   over there that says where to send them.  You can go to
 14   the web site.  You can get the document.  We've got the
 15   document on CD.  You can comment through regs.gov.  You
 16   can send comments to a dear friend of mine, Mr. Jim
 17   Bennett.  He would love to hear from you.  He's in
 18   charge of putting the document together.
 19           And I think that's about it.  I've spoken
 20   enough.  You all didn't come here to listen to a career
 21   federal employee yak, yak, yak, but I hope we're in the
 22   same place now.  A proposed program, a draft EIS, we're
 23   looking for comments to make that a better document so
 24   the decision-maker has everything in front of him to
 25   make the best decision for everybody.  Okay?  So that's
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  1   what we're here for this evening.
  2           We've had some great comments in Nuiqsut,
  3   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Wainwright.  We've
  4   walked away with some very good information.  I want to
  5   walk away from here with just the same good feelings.
  6   And to do that we're going to do something that Earl
  7   helped me put together the last time we were here in
  8   Kotzebue.  In fact, this is the first time we did it.
  9           Right, Earl?
 10             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Uh-huh.
 11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are going to move the
 12   chairs in sort of a semicircle so everybody can see
 13   everybody, can see the court reporter, can see Tommy and
 14   Pat, and we're going to keep going around the circle
 15   until everybody feels they've said everything they need
 16   to say and no one walks out of the room feeling they got
 17   slighted.  Because if somebody walks away thinking, I
 18   should have said that, then that's not a success.
 19             So, Earl, can I depend on you back there to
 20   encourage folks to come up here and let's get this
 21   moving?  Come on.
 22             MR. MIKE HALLER:  While you're doing that, we
 23   have copies of these if you want them.  They're here for
 24   you.
 25             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Now, the rules of this
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  1   exercise is as follows:  We're going to go around the
  2   circle.  You have a choice; you can make some great
  3   comments or you can pass while you get your thoughts
  4   together.  And we keep going around and around until
  5   everybody is either too exhausted or they just pass --
  6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- out.
  7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- because -- pass out.  So
  8   the whole point is to make sure we take something away
  9   from this meeting that Tim can take back to the
 10   environmental division, okay, who is doing that
 11   document, okay, and that Bonnie -- where is Bonnie? --
 12   Bonnie can take back some gems of information back to
 13   leasing and say, "Aha, I've got something that's going
 14   to make it even better and the Secretary needs to know
 15   this."
 16             Have I understated this, BOEM colleagues?
 17   Excellent.
 18             So now we have to start somewhere.
 19             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I would love to
 20   start, and I have a mic.  Back in the corner.
 21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Okay.  Yes.  That would be
 22   good.  If you start, that means this side of the room
 23   goes -- starts this way.
 24             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Sure.
 25             (Speaking in Inupiaq.)
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  1             Good evening, everybody.  I'd like to say
  2   paglagivsi to our special guests.  Welcome on behalf of
  3   the Northwest Arctic Borough.  Our mayor, Siikauraq
  4   Whiting, is in Anchorage with the Northwest Arctic
  5   Leadership Team's meeting to set priorities for the
  6   region so she couldn't be here tonight, but I'm sure
  7   she'd like to also extend a welcome to you.  Paglagivsi
  8   to our borough.
  9             Also, since we're so close to the holidays,
 10   probably won't get a chance to say Merry Christmas
 11   again.  As you can see, we're festively decorated here
 12   in the assembly chambers.  So Merry Christmas to you and
 13   your family as you head home after this for the
 14   holidays.
 15             Prior to this meeting -- and I don't see him
 16   in the audience -- Ataamuk Shiedt had called me and --
 17   well, I guess I should start with my own introduction.
 18   My name is Ukallaysaaq.  I'm the planning director here
 19   at the Northwest Arctic Borough.  It's spelled
 20   U-k-a-l-l-a-y-s-a-a-q.  My last name is O-k-l-e-a-s-i-k.
 21             But Ataamuk was concerned.  He wasn't able to
 22   make it.  One of the things with this lease sale -- and
 23   I think this lease sale caught a lot of people by
 24   surprise thinking that there would be additional leases.
 25   I know that was my first thought, why would there be
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  1   more leases when they're so controversial over the
  2   current leases, so it didn't make sense to me.
  3             But part of the things that Ataamuk wanted to
  4   share -- he works at Maniilaq Association -- is that
  5   this area has a wide impact in the Chukchi Sea.  Just
  6   not to Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome and all the villages
  7   in between, but there's a huge ecosystem use that you
  8   could say could extend all the way down to Dillingham
  9   and even to Kodiak because of how the fish and the
 10   various wildlife use this area and this very inner tide.
 11   So he wanted to make that point, that there's a wide
 12   impact from any potential spill or damages to the
 13   environment in the Chukchi.
 14             One of the other things he wanted to show, and
 15   the reason I sat here, is he was very concerned about
 16   ice pileup.  And I'll turn on the video screen.  And you
 17   may be familiar with Oooguruk Island.  Let me turn that
 18   on.  That is in the Beaufort Sea and it is a manmade
 19   island.
 20             There's a map -- once the signal goes away --
 21   there on the North Slope.  And here is a closer
 22   photograph of the manmade island.  And what Ataamuk was
 23   looking at was an e-mail from Michael Brubaker at ANTHC
 24   on climate change.  And let me go ahead and see if -- I
 25   can't save the video clip, but hopefully it loads.
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  1             And you're going to see a video of this island
  2   with ice going over it.  Just be patient.  Our internet
  3   isn't always the fastest, but I thought this is -- but
  4   he wanted me to show this tonight.  And I think it's
  5   important that you're here, but you can see that that
  6   was the island that I showed earlier.  And here is some
  7   ice that's going to be going over the . . .
  8             (Video playing from http://www.break.com/
  9             Usercontent/2009/6/oooguruk-island-June-23rd-
 10             2009-790036.)
 11             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  And you can see
 12   this continues on, the power of Mother Nature and the
 13   environment that we live in.  I just wanted to share --
 14   you know, we've seen ice overflows here in the sound in
 15   the spring.  And you can say you can engineer things to
 16   withstand certain things and pressures and so forth, but
 17   we live in a pretty unpredictable environment and you
 18   have to respect that.
 19             And I think that's why Ataamuk wanted me to
 20   show this, that he's very concerned about ice pileups
 21   and the safety of platforms and the damages that could
 22   be sustained through development in this area as well as
 23   any type of cleanup work that might try to happen during
 24   a condition like that if you're trying to clean up any
 25   oil.
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  1             Another thing he was concerned about was our
  2   food security.  One thing he was trying to say to me is
  3   that people can survive right now.  And what he meant by
  4   that is people, if you look in their freezers, have
  5   subsistence food.  And if we were to get cut off like we
  6   did in 9/11, people can live here.  They can live off
  7   the land.  And so we have a big piece of food security.
  8   What if that food were to be contaminated?  What happens
  9   to our security here in this environment that's very
 10   harsh if we depend on the ocean for a lot of those
 11   resources?
 12             And another thing he wanted to share was
 13   cultural integrity, that future generations need to have
 14   the opportunity to live the way of life that we now
 15   live.  So his -- and Ataamuk is an older man than me,
 16   and so he is concerned about his grandchildren, his
 17   children, and their children, that they need to have the
 18   same opportunities to live the lifestyle with the
 19   environment that he has enjoyed throughout his lifetime.
 20             So those are some of the comments I wanted to
 21   share from Ataamuk and the video of Oooguruk Island in
 22   the Beaufort Sea.
 23             On behalf of the Northwest Arctic Borough --
 24   and I have a copy of the resolution to share with you --
 25   the assembly has passed Resolution 11-28, which is a
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  1   resolution establishing a proactive policy on oil and
  2   gas exploration, development, and production off the
  3   coast of the Northwest and North Slope Boroughs.  Our
  4   assembly passed this resolution supporting responsible
  5   resource development that takes into account and
  6   addresses the concerns of our residents of the borough
  7   and the impacts of onshore and offshore environments.
  8             Our people depend and rely on subsistence
  9   resources, and these subsistence foods are essential to
 10   the Inupiaq way of life and any reduction in them would
 11   have adverse health impacts to our whole communities.
 12   The marine environment of the Arctic is delicate and
 13   it's also subject to severe disruption and harm from
 14   poorly planned and managed oil and gas exploration,
 15   development, and production.  This resolution also
 16   recognizes that oil and gas companies do not have local
 17   traditional knowledge and they need help in managing
 18   their exploration, development, and production in a
 19   responsible manner.
 20           For these reasons, the Northwest Arctic Borough
 21   has historically opposed resource development off our
 22   coastlines, but they recognize the federal and state
 23   governments will make final decisions.  And there's an
 24   exhibit that's attached to this that has a number of
 25   recommendations.
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  1           Some of the other backgrounds is that both
  2   boroughs, including the Northwest Arctic, is committed
  3   to be proactive and insist that any offshore resource
  4   exploration, development, and production occur in a
  5   responsible manner that follows our Inupiaq values and
  6   also insists on proper planning, gathering, and funding
  7   of baseline data, sharing of data gaps, and also sharing
  8   of raw data, which is, I think, important for the
  9   private companies, monitoring, and implementation of
 10   these studies by both regulators and the industry to
 11   develop appropriate mitigation of impacts to subsistence
 12   resources, subsistence hunting, and to the health of our
 13   residents prior to, during, and after exploration,
 14   development, and production.
 15           Also, this resolution recommends that the
 16   borough have a seat at the table.  And I don't know what
 17   that would mean in the regulatory sense, but I know when
 18   the lease sale first went through, the Northwest Arctic
 19   Borough never had an opportunity for a meeting like this
 20   in Kotzebue.  So I'd like to thank you for coming this
 21   time because last time our borough was totally
 22   overlooked.
 23           And we still probably don't have the appropriate
 24   seat at the table.  Our borough has pushed for a
 25   citizen's -- regional citizen's advisory committee like
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  1   Senator Begich had introduced.  It hasn't gone through,
  2   but I think that's an appropriate forum.
  3           Our borough has also submitted a proposal to the
  4   industry, both Conoco and Shell, to fund what is similar
  5   to a regional advisory council, but we've been told
  6   that's not going to be funded.  So we still have this
  7   need for effective community engagement within our
  8   region with the North Slope Borough.
  9           Also, this resolution recommends that federal
 10   and state agencies and developers must work in good
 11   faith with local subsistence hunters to mitigate any
 12   impacts to subsistence resources and to the hunters'
 13   access of those resources, and that our residents must
 14   be given the opportunity to be trained and employed by
 15   the developers and their contractors, also I think even
 16   the federal government.
 17           And I'd like to applaud the Coast Guard for
 18   holding their Northwest Arctic Ecological Risk
 19   Assessment meeting here in Kotzebue last month.  I was
 20   just on another teleconference telling Michael this,
 21   that that meeting, although it was here to solicit our
 22   community's input, which is part of updating the
 23   Northwest Artic Subarea Contingency Plan -- sorry for
 24   these really long titles, but I didn't come up with
 25   them.
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  1             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We specialize in
  2   them.
  3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  They're federal
  4   titles.  But part of that Northwest Arctic Subarea
  5   Contingency Plan update, even though it was there to
  6   solicit our input, there was a lot of training.  There
  7   was a lot of dialogue.  And the person they brought up
  8   here to facilitate that meeting really gave a lot of
  9   information on dispersants in particular.
 10             That was a huge information filling for our
 11   residents, and it would be nice to see something like
 12   that happen in your processes where you just don't come
 13   here for a one-night meeting.  They were here for two
 14   days and they were very full of presentations on oil
 15   spill response methods, how effective they are, and
 16   documenting our community's concerns with each one of
 17   those methods.
 18             It was a very engaging meeting, a bit lengthy,
 19   but one of the first that we've had in Kotzebue where
 20   they came to listen to our residents and also share
 21   information.  But I just wanted to mention that part of
 22   that training and development is not only the industry,
 23   but I think the federal government has a role to play in
 24   that, and particularly your agency.
 25             I think the other piece is that we need to
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  1   have capacity-building funds to help our borough, our
  2   borough government, as well as our communities to deal
  3   with the impacts of oil and gas exploration,
  4   development, production, and associated activities.  And
  5   that comment has been made over and over again, but this
  6   local level capacity building needs to be addressed.
  7             The North Slope Borough has what's called the
  8   Village Response Teams, the VRTs, but that has not been
  9   extended to our borough and to our residents.  And that
 10   model exists, and our -- the mayor and our
 11   administration has been asking for that capacity
 12   building to be extended into our borough, but it hasn't
 13   been done yet and there doesn't seem to be plans to
 14   extend it.  It has been a very effective model and it
 15   could be done to our area.
 16             Also, this resolution speaks to that oil and
 17   gas exploration companies should locate support
 18   facilities and infrastructure onshore so that there's a
 19   tax base, but also training and infrastructure while
 20   also reducing the cost of health care, schools,
 21   transportation, utilities, and housing with
 22   collaboration.
 23             I just wanted to touch also on a few other
 24   points in the exhibits, particularly baseline science.
 25   You already spoke to the fact that traditional knowledge
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  1   needs to be incorporated and you're wondering how to do
  2   that.  Well, it needs to be funded.  You need to create
  3   indigenous science positions within your organization,
  4   you need to have those positions advertised and based
  5   here in Kotzebue, and you need to fund indigenous
  6   science.
  7             Western science.  I just noticed a press
  8   release that a university in Texas is going to do Arctic
  9   science.  That doesn't make sense.  You know, we need to
 10   have our own people employed by your agency to have
 11   people work with them and document their science, and a
 12   good example is our own borough.
 13             We have a subsistence mapping project being
 14   funded by CF, but one of the positions we have is a
 15   traditional knowledge specialist.  And that person is a
 16   full-time position that works with a social
 17   anthropologist and other staff that we've hired to make
 18   sure that traditional knowledge is at the same level as
 19   Western science.  So we created a full-time position to
 20   work with those people, and that's something that we
 21   need to see the agencies also put that support and
 22   research money into so that there's a real collaborative
 23   approach to research and also data sharing and
 24   collection.
 25             Another piece I wanted to speak to tonight was
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  1   Coast Guard presence.  Although that may not be in the
  2   jurisdiction of your agency, I think the oil -- the
  3   heating and gas shortage in Nome is a very telling
  4   example that Sitnasuak Native Corporation had to
  5   contract with a Russian icebreaker to deliver fuel
  6   because there's no American company that could deliver
  7   fuel inside of our own country.  And so that's very
  8   telling of the Arctic state of readiness.
  9             And the Coast Guard itself isn't able to
 10   deliver it.  They can only have the Healy there to --
 11   and I think it's even in dry dock.  It's not even ready
 12   to go, so -- you know, yet we're looking at lease sales
 13   and development and we don't have the icebreaker
 14   capacity to do this.
 15             I just think the Nome situation brings to
 16   light a lot of the issues.  And the Coast Guard will
 17   tell you how ill-prepared they are as well.  That's one
 18   of their major concerns, but I will stop there.  And
 19   those are some of the comments I'd like to share from
 20   the Northwest Arctic Borough.
 21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  And
 22   you can provide those written comments -- and anyone
 23   else that has written comments, please put them up on
 24   the table there where Valerie is or give them to Mike.
 25   That's very, very important.  It goes back and we can
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  1   sort of ground through what's being typed up.
  2             Okay.  Now, that was great and that gave
  3   people a lot of time to think so we probably have lots
  4   more comments.  So, again, we're going to keep going
  5   around the room.  You can pass, you can say something,
  6   and we'll just keep doing that until we've got all the
  7   nuggets of knowledge here.
  8             So with that, sir, I'm going to start with
  9   you.  You can pass or add to it.  Whatever you'd like.
 10             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I'm Lincoln Saito, and I
 11   also work for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  But I'm
 12   going to pass right now because that's two of us in a
 13   row.
 14             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  My name is Darcie Warden,
 15   and I work with the Alaska Wilderness League.  I'm based
 16   in Fairbanks, Alaska.
 17             Do you want me to spell my name?
 18             THE REPORTER:  Sure.
 19             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  D-a-r-c-i-e W-a-r-d-e-n.
 20             My job really is an outreach person, and so I
 21   focus on meaningful community engagement.  And one of
 22   the frustrations I have continually when it comes to any
 23   NEPA process in the public meetings that take place is,
 24   you know, there's the draft EIS -- and this is my job.
 25   I pay attention to these things -- and I can't keep up
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  1   with what's in these documents and I struggle to give
  2   meaningful comments on these documents.
  3             And so when the public meetings take place and
  4   the agencies go to the communities and ask people to
  5   make meaningful comments on these draft documents that
  6   are three huge books thick, I just find that
  7   frustrating.  That's a frustrating process for me
  8   because I want to be able to know that people are
  9   actually able to comment on that document.
 10             And one of the things that we didn't do in the
 11   beginning -- and I don't know if it's necessary.  I'm
 12   not saying we should do it -- but we didn't even go over
 13   what the alternatives are really in that document and
 14   what that means and, you know, what are we talking about
 15   when we're looking at those alternatives and what's the
 16   preferred alternative versus all the other alternatives
 17   and the no-action alternative.
 18             And I just -- so my comment would be that I
 19   feel like it's the agency's job to prepare the
 20   communities in a fair way so that -- and then what you
 21   talked about in the -- getting the community engagement
 22   in the local long meetings that you had and you talked
 23   about spill response and stuff like that, you know, just
 24   kind of training or having workshops or something on
 25   what is in these documents and then how communities can
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  1   comment on those.  So that would be my comment.
  2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's an excellent comment.
  3   In fact, we have a poster with all the alternatives.
  4   But one thing we've found is that sometimes we overwhelm
  5   folks with presentations.  I gave a similar presentation
  6   on Friday night in Anchorage and someone said I wasted
  7   their time because we don't need to know any of that.
  8   And so we have this balance on how do we meaningfully
  9   get information to folks where it's either enough or not
 10   too much.
 11             And so we've got the alternatives here.  And,
 12   Tim, why don't you hold those up.  And basically there
 13   are, I believe, 15 alternatives, including the no-action
 14   alternative.  And they vary where you take various --
 15   alternative one is all 15 lease sales.  And then
 16   alternative two is 13 lease sales, same as alternative
 17   one, but exclude the Gulf of Mexico eastern planning
 18   area.  An alternative here would be to remove either the
 19   Beaufort or the Chukchi.
 20             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Can we remove both?  Can
 21   we make a new alternative?
 22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'm not sure if both of them
 23   are in there.
 24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
 25   remove a lease sale.
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  1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Pardon me?
  2             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You can always
  3   remove a lease sale.
  4             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Oh, yeah.  I'm not sure it
  5   would be worded that way, but I know you can remove the
  6   Chukchi, you can remove the Beaufort.  You can always
  7   remove both of them.
  8             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I was just -- yeah.
  9   Because in the alternatives it was one or the other, but
 10   it wasn't the Arctic.  And so I was like, oh, that --
 11   that seems to pit communities against each other
 12   naturally if you don't know you can actually request
 13   that neither be in the lease sale.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  They can request that.  And
 15   as Director Beaudreau said, the Secretary can remove any
 16   lease sale right up to the last minute.  In fact, this
 17   current Secretary removed all remaining lease sales
 18   after 2008, I believe, or 2009.  They were removed.
 19             Earl, your turn.
 20             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Welcome.  I didn't really
 21   know what to say, but I've been doing this for 15 years.
 22   I've been following these guys everywhere they go.  I
 23   want to make sure our community members understand what
 24   these guys are trying to explain.
 25             For the record, my name is Earl Kingik.  I'm
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  1   from Point Hope, Alaska.  I would like to endorse what
  2   Ataamuk -- his testimony 100 percent.  I endorse him.
  3   It's good that we get -- BOEM, we get to see, you get to
  4   see, what's happening in the ice.
  5             But another thing we were worried about is
  6   this -- what's happened before.  We never did know
  7   nothing about hamburger and the popcorn and those other
  8   activities you guys did without us -- without our
  9   knowledge.  Now you've got this lease sale going on,
 10   this Chukchi lease sale.  And the Native Village of
 11   Point Hope opposes it and the communities in Arctic
 12   Slope oppose it.
 13             And we're concerned because our wildlife.
 14   It's important to us to keep our cultural way of life
 15   together.  Our government tried their best to let us
 16   lose our language.
 17             Our government tried their best to let us buy
 18   hunting licenses so we could be like Americans, but we
 19   never had nothing like that before we become America.
 20             So you see, wildlife is very important to us.
 21   Point Hope depends on the wildlife.  We don't go out and
 22   migrate to hunt our animals.  The animals come to us.
 23   After we harvest our animal, we celebrate and we give
 24   thanks to the animal that gives himself up.
 25             So you see, Native Village of Point Hope and
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  1   ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope, strongly
  2   oppose any lease sale forever.  And I recommend that the
  3   BOEMRE people have government-to-government meetings
  4   with the local tribes before you go to the public
  5   because there's actually an order that you do
  6   consultation.  We need to do that because we put these
  7   people in a seat to protect our way of life.  They're
  8   our council members.
  9             We've got a constitution like you Americans.
 10   Native Village of Point Hope got a constitution that was
 11   established in 1974.  And the government gave us these
 12   powers to protect our way of life, to protect our
 13   animals, and to help our government.
 14             So you see, I strongly oppose offshore
 15   activity and I strongly endorse Ataamuk's testimony.
 16   Thank you.
 17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
 18             Next?  Pass?  That's fine.
 19             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  My name is Jeff Hadley.  I'm
 20   with the Native Village of Kotzebue, executive director.
 21   At the start of the presentation you mentioned ongoing
 22   research.  And one of the things that always piqued my
 23   interest was on the animals, particularly the sea
 24   mammals, and what the seismic testing and the loud noise
 25   produced in that testing does to these animals.  I don't
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  1   think anybody knows.
  2             So, you know, that concerns us a little bit
  3   because, as previously stated, we all rely heavily on
  4   these animals for food and -- because I know how
  5   sensitive those animals are to noise.  And anybody that
  6   hunts out there knows they -- you know, they can
  7   communicate miles and miles and miles amongst
  8   themselves, let alone us making a little noise in the
  9   boat and spooking the hell out of them miles and miles
 10   away, so they're very sensitive creatures.  And is there
 11   any research being done on some of these animals?
 12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes.  Not really time for me
 13   to speak, but I know the answer to that.  The effect of
 14   sound on marine animals, especially whales, is
 15   incredibly important to us.  It's also one of the
 16   centers of the research we support along with NOAA.
 17             We've been monitoring bowhead whales for over
 18   30 years.  We've done a number of studies on the effects
 19   of sound on marine mammals in the Gulf of Mexico and
 20   also Alaska.  We're continuing to do that research.  We
 21   work very closely with NOAA, the Marine Mammal
 22   Commission.
 23             A lot more needs to be done, but I can assure
 24   you that is one of our highest priorities in terms of
 25   actually spending money on research.  You're spot on and
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  1   that's something that needs to continue.
  2             MR. JEFF HADLEY:  Thank you.
  3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Next?
  4             MR. FRANK HAYS:  My name is Frank Hays,
  5   H-a-y-s.  I'm with the National Parks Service.  I'm the
  6   superintendent of the Western Arctic Parklands here in
  7   Kotzebue.  And two of our national parks managed out of
  8   this office are Bering Land Bridge and Cape Krusenstern,
  9   and they protect several hundred miles of coastline that
 10   have internationally and nationally significant cultural
 11   and natural resources.  So the National Parks Service
 12   will be taking a look at what's proposed and providing
 13   written comments in due time.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Excellent.  Thank you.
 15             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Hi.  I'll just
 16   introduce myself.  I'm Raychelle Daniel,
 17   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, and Daniel just like it's spelled.
 18             I'm currently with the Pew Environment Group.
 19   I live in Anchorage, but I'm originally from
 20   Tuntutuliak, Alaska.  And I appreciate what you were
 21   saying earlier about how offshore -- what happens
 22   offshore will impact some of the species that actually
 23   come.  And people in my region are -- so I appreciate
 24   your comments very much earlier and I'll hold out for
 25   now, but I'll come back.
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  1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Hi, everyone.  My name is
  2   Lois Epstein, and I'm an engineer.  I'm also Arctic
  3   program director for The Wilderness Society, which is an
  4   organization focused on public lands and the cost of
  5   offshore drilling in the Arctic.  It could affect the
  6   National Petroleum Reserve and the Arctic refuge.  We're
  7   also very interested in ensuring that any problems that
  8   might result from drilling don't happen.
  9             And at this point, our analysis is -- and I
 10   spoke to this at the Anchorage hearing.  I'm here to
 11   listen to hear what the borough and the village have to
 12   say.  But just so you know, our position is that there
 13   are a number of things that need to happen in terms of
 14   the science prerequisites, the spill response
 15   capabilities, and also the federal oversight
 16   capabilities, especially since the Gulf Deepwater
 17   Horizon spill has revealed a lot of deficiencies, and
 18   those have come out in commissions and we want to see
 19   those deficiencies remedied.
 20             I should also mention I went to the Barrow and
 21   Nuiqsut scoping hearings last year -- earlier this year,
 22   actually.  And one of the things I did hear in Barrow
 23   quite a bit was not including the lease sales at this
 24   time.  It was too early.  So I'm actually a little
 25   surprised that that was not one of the alternatives that
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  1   was laid out.
  2             And then finally, I just want to ask a
  3   question.  Don't know if it can be answered here.  But
  4   given that there is knowledge of subsistence areas,
  5   areas that are critical in the Arctic, areas that are
  6   important ecologically like Hanna Shoal, why is it that
  7   at this stage of the game those were not laid out as
  8   commenting alternatives?  Why are those sensitive areas
  9   that we do know about, granted there are other areas
 10   that we need to learn about, why is that being pushed
 11   off into the lease sales phase rather than in a
 12   five-year plan phase?
 13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's still up for
 14   discussion.  Nothing has been decided yet.
 15             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  But those areas haven't
 16   been analyzed as far as I know.
 17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  We're still in the proposed
 18   plan --
 19             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.
 20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- and so we're not to the
 21   final plan yet.
 22             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  Is there a reason
 23   that -- you know, there were certain deferral areas, why
 24   other areas that are known sensitive areas were not also
 25   included as alternatives?
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  1             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I can't speak for the
  2   leasing division.  Maybe Tommy would like to comment on
  3   that.  But we have to start somewhere, and this is part
  4   of the process.  We know some of the deferral areas, for
  5   lack of a better term, were no-brainers, you know, the
  6   25 miles along the Chukchi and the two areas in the
  7   Beaufort, and that's not the end.  That's just the
  8   beginning.  And as Director Beaudreau said and I said,
  9   the move is away from area-wide leasing and so other
 10   areas are being looked at very much right now.
 11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Jim is right.  So
 12   the overall objective ultimately is to establish a new
 13   approach and a new way of considering, A, whether or not
 14   leasing should happen here and then, B, if it does, what
 15   form it takes.  And it should be different than the
 16   traditional area-like model.  We are open -- and that's
 17   a part of this commenting process and part of the, you
 18   know, frankly, further work that needs to be done on the
 19   program.
 20             We are open to considering whether at this
 21   stage, at the five-year planning stage, there are --
 22   consistent with those principles I described, there are
 23   areas that should be taken off the table now even before
 24   we get to the leasing stage.  And so we are open to
 25   that.  We're open in considering that at this stage, and
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  1   then obviously as you move closer to the lease sale
  2   stage, you've got to make a decision about whether you
  3   want to have that sale at all and then what specifically
  4   is offered in that sale.
  5             In terms of the five-year plan, you know, we
  6   haven't foreclosed that at all, and so I would
  7   encourage -- obviously everyone can comment here today,
  8   but we also receive written comments, and so I encourage
  9   giving us comments specifically on that issue because
 10   we're open to it.
 11             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thanks.
 12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
 13             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'll pass.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  All right.  Ma'am?
 15             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  My name is Dood Lincoln,
 16   and I'm a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.  I'm a tribal
 17   member of the IRA.  I'm a shareholder of KIC Village and
 18   NANA Regional.
 19             And I'm aware of our subsistence and our way
 20   of life, but one of the things that I wanted to say is I
 21   appreciate your process you're going through with this
 22   public hearing, you know, not just in our area but
 23   everywhere.  I appreciate your bringing out the
 24   beginning, explaining.
 25             And I am not sure where everyone stands on
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  1   this, whether it's the tribal IRA or KIC or NANA or the
  2   Northwest Arctic Borough.  I mean, I've heard, you know,
  3   personal testimony, but I think, you know, what could be
  4   encouraged in the future when you have something like
  5   this, what I think is going to be our own doings as a
  6   community is for us to set it as a priority, for us to
  7   come together and to say what we support.
  8             Because tonight, I can hear stuff from
  9   different people and it's not reflecting, you know,
 10   something as a whole.  Like Earl says, he represents the
 11   tribal village and that's what they represent.  And I
 12   guess I just have that to where everyone has an
 13   agreement or an understanding of where we as a region
 14   want to support or not and then get our concerns of
 15   whichever -- you know, because they're going to be
 16   pretty much all the same.
 17             But that's just my feeling tonight being here
 18   is -- that's why I came.  I wanted to hear from -- you
 19   know, I'm involved a lot with -- my being gone a lot,
 20   travel with them, so I just -- I really want to see
 21   where everyone stands tonight, and I'll pass for now.
 22   And then when it come back around, I'll think of
 23   something else.
 24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 25             Sir, you snuck in in the back and avoided the
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  1   circle, but I'm not going to let you slip by and ignore
  2   you.  Anything or pass?
  3             MR. DON McKIE:  My name is Don McKie (ph).
  4   I'm a member of the community.  And I've just come here
  5   tonight to listen, to learn, and just to listen to the
  6   heartbeat of the community.  To get an education, I
  7   guess.
  8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Welcome.
  9             MR. DON McKIE:  Thank you.
 10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am, you're next.
 11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine Shed
 12   (ph), and I'm kind of in the same boat as him.  I'm here
 13   to learn.  I'm brand new to Kotzebue, but this is a big
 14   topic.  It's not just this region that's involved.
 15             So I guess what I wanted to say is, is there a
 16   place to read or hear what other villages that you've
 17   been to have to say, the other information that you've
 18   gathered from other people in this area?  Where can we
 19   go to find out what's being said?
 20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a very good comment.
 21   I know we're taking all of this down and eventually it
 22   will be published.  But as for right now, I think I'm
 23   going to turn to my community liaison.
 24             Mike, can you help with that?
 25             MR. MIKE HALLER:  I can some.  Some of it's
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  1   available on our web site at boem.org -- .gov -- I'm
  2   sorry -- .gov.  Yeah.  Anyway, so some of it you would
  3   find posted up there, and you'll find it under this
  4   topic.  And more to follow.
  5             In fact, we're working to in the new year, the
  6   new calendar year, we're going to expand our regional
  7   web site so we include more of these kinds of
  8   conversations and results of hearings on there.  So it
  9   will be more interactive, I guess you could say, or
 10   reflective.
 11             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  I also wanted to comment
 12   on this gentleman's conversation.  "Science" is an
 13   interesting term because you can exclude a lot of
 14   information because it may not be so-called scientific,
 15   but I think his idea that you have people from the
 16   region completely involved and at the table at every
 17   step of the way at these things is important because
 18   their science may be different from college science, but
 19   it's knowledge that can only be gained through
 20   generations, so it needs to be paid attention to.
 21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Absolutely.  And we are well
 22   aware of that now and we are very much supporting that.
 23   Oftentimes -- I'm finding out new to the area that our
 24   Western scientists go out and do their thing, we go and
 25   speak to an elder, and the elder says, "Yep.  You're
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  1   right on.  I could have told you that, and I'll give you
  2   an A minus."
  3             So traditional knowledge is very important and
  4   we're trying to get that in.  And those are all
  5   excellent comments.  Thank you.
  6             Sir?
  7             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm Chad Nordlum.  I'm the
  8   deputy director for the Northwest Arctic Borough.  I'll
  9   make comments kind of as an individual since I'm kind of
 10   here tonight flying off the cuff.
 11             When we talk about oil development, you know,
 12   what I always come back to is you're threatening a
 13   non- -- a renewable resource for a non-renewable, oil.
 14   You're threatening whales, you're threatening seals, and
 15   you're doing all this for non-renewable, which is oil.
 16   It will come out of the ground, the oil companies will
 17   be glad, and hopefully everybody makes their cash and
 18   great, but I just feel like there has to be more,
 19   because science is always behind.
 20             Like you said, there's a lot of assumptions
 21   and things that are ignored because it doesn't fit the
 22   scientific criteria.  Local knowledge, I'm so glad to
 23   hear you say you're going to fit it in.  That's
 24   important.  But I just feel like this review of Western
 25   science really hasn't caught up yet, so there's just got
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  1   to be a lot more science on -- to protect the resources.
  2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  3             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I'm Carey Restino.  I'm
  4   editor of the Arctic Sounder.  And I'll pass because I'm
  5   hear to listen.
  6             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Hi.  Hello again.  I'm
  7   Qaiyaan Su'esu'e, Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.  Every
  8   meeting I've been to -- and I'm following the path of
  9   Earl here and following these guys from Nuiqsut,
 10   Kaktovik, Fairbanks, Anchorage, and here today.  And
 11   there are so many of the same things that I would like
 12   to stress, and I'm going to mention just a couple to be
 13   kind of redundant in enforcing the fact that, first of
 14   all, I disagree with going forth with the lease sales at
 15   this moment only because there are so many lease sales
 16   out there that we are not totally sure about and
 17   comfortable with.
 18             Some of the main reasons being, that obviously
 19   the climate change is putting enough stress on our
 20   natural resources and ecosystem, as is -- along with the
 21   fact that there is no proven method to clean up a spill
 22   or any kind of a disaster that were to happen.
 23             There is no Coast Guard up in Barrow right
 24   now.  We have no road system.  It baffles me to think
 25   that Shell can come to our communities and make promises
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  1   that they can clean up 95 percent of anything that is
  2   going to be spilled when in fact in the Gulf of Mexico
  3   they could come nowhere near that when they had all the
  4   infrastructure and means at their immediate disposal.
  5             The other point that I would like to stress is
  6   that the deferral areas, mainly for the Nuiqsut and
  7   Kaktovik coastal railing villages, need to be expanded.
  8   Being in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik for the hearings and
  9   hearing from their community members is very different
 10   from what I've always heard in Barrow.  From that
 11   perspective -- it's just a little bit farther away, but
 12   their perspective and their concerns are very different
 13   than ours.
 14             One that shocked me was that in Nuiqsut and
 15   Kaktovik the residents claim that they see a yellow haze
 16   along the ocean.  I don't see that in Barrow, but I've,
 17   you know, made friends in Nuiqsut and Kaktovik and they
 18   say, "We are going to e-mail you pictures when the sun
 19   comes back and you will be shocked."  So different
 20   things like that are just obvious clues to something is
 21   not right and it's not the best that it can be.
 22             So I would urge BOEM to take those suggestions
 23   and comments into consideration to extend the deferral
 24   areas.  And on a personal note, as a young community
 25   member that lives in Barrow, born and raised in Barrow,
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  1   still resides there today, I really appreciate your
  2   comments.  I didn't catch your name.
  3             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Ukallaysaaq.
  4             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Ukallaysaaq, thank you.
  5   I really appreciate your comments and thank you for
  6   having me here also in your community.  As a young
  7   community member, I really take to heart what my elders
  8   and leaders of the community have to say, and Kotzebue
  9   is very lucky to have you.  I would like to hear you
 10   speak to people in the Barrow region.
 11             I'm a mother of two, and I was born and raised
 12   in Barrow.  I am a whaler.  And I just want to share
 13   with Kotzebue folks and with BOEM that as a whaler, the
 14   most honored position -- which also carries the greatest
 15   responsibility -- is to be a whaler.  And we are
 16   conditioned and we just innately know that there's one
 17   thing that we as Inupiaq people must enforce, and that
 18   is to protect our bowhead and to protect our subsistence
 19   hunt.  This is not something that anybody wrote in a
 20   three-volume book and came and told me ten years ago.
 21   This is something that has been learned throughout
 22   generations.
 23             And if we as a people have been able to
 24   survive like we have in these conditions for thousands
 25   of years, you have to understand that one of the main
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  1   factors, which is very obvious, is going on a hunt.  We
  2   use an oomiak.  That's a skin boat.  The reason why we
  3   still use oomiaks today for our spring hunt and not an
  4   aluminum boat is because even the lapping of the waves
  5   on an aluminum boat will scare a whale.  What is a big
  6   vessel going to do?
  7             So to me it's very obvious that noise activity
  8   needs to be taken into consideration.  And I like to
  9   think as wonderful and as impeccable and as voluminous
 10   as these plans that are written on paper are, they're
 11   impeccable, but I'd like to say that it's an impeccable
 12   infant compared to what the Inupiaq people have known
 13   for so many years, and that needs to be taken into
 14   consideration, that traditional knowledge is going to
 15   far more outweigh anything in the end.  Thank you.
 16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 17             Being the facilitator, I get to pass whenever
 18   I want.  And if it's all right, gentleman, if I just
 19   jump over to where we started.  Is that all right?
 20             Let's start back there.  Anything else you
 21   want to add to what you've said?
 22             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  You know, I just
 23   have a couple more points.
 24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Wonderful.  And your name,
 25   for the record, please?
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  1             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.  Ukallaysaaq.
  2   I'm planning director here at the Northwest Arctic
  3   Borough.
  4             You had mentioned the Shell cap and
  5   containment system is part of the response.  And I
  6   believe I thought in our meetings with some of the North
  7   Slope Borough is that those are only engineered drawings
  8   at this point.  The cap and containment system is not
  9   physically built, and it's never been physically tested.
 10   So everything we've been shown is kind of a cartoon, and
 11   it's a drawing that's not even built.
 12             And it's hard to imagine a document based on a
 13   spill containment system on one that's an engineered
 14   drawing, and that raises a lot of questions.  I don't
 15   think a lot of people know that.  They show it as if it
 16   existed and it doesn't, and it's never been tested.  The
 17   ice conditions, everything.  It just has not been
 18   tested.  That's one point I wanted to make.
 19             Another thing that I thought when people went
 20   around the room is that a lot of the animals that we
 21   have here are global populations, and that came up with
 22   the Coast Guard.  We had to say, "Is it a local
 23   population, is it a regional population, or is it a
 24   global population?" because part of the migratory path
 25   of animals we're dealing with is global populations a
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  1   lot.  Just not whales, birds and other things.
  2             We're dealing with things that are the global
  3   population of animals.  And I don't know if that's been
  4   factored in the environmental statements, is that it's
  5   just not the local population of animals.  We're talking
  6   about the global population of a species.  You know,
  7   they come here to the Arctic because how important it
  8   is.  And the lease sale here we're talking about is a
  9   very important area to walruses in particular, I know,
 10   but all the other animals, too.
 11             And then about the deferral areas.  I know our
 12   mayor was very pleased to see that the Bristol Bay area
 13   was removed as lease sales because it was recognized as
 14   a national treasure.  And she goes, "The Chukchi is a
 15   national treasure.  Why aren't -- why isn't the Chukchi
 16   being removed, and the Beaufort Sea for that matter,
 17   because our ocean should be considered a national
 18   treasure?"  So I just wanted to make those comments.
 19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 20             Sir?
 21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I -- Lincoln Saito,
 22   S-a-i-t-o.  This country just has amazing extremes in
 23   it.  You know, when you see a blizzard blowing at 60 to
 24   80 miles an hour for 20 hours straight like it did just,
 25   you know, a week and a half ago, it's amazing.  Quick
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  1   response -- you can't even get a plane here.  You can't
  2   get a helicopter here.  You know, it's like the extreme
  3   events that happen here can cause accidents.
  4             And I know they're not going to drill, you
  5   know, in the winter when the ice is -- when they're
  6   packed with ice and stuff, but things are changing.
  7   Like was mentioned, this climate is getting more and
  8   more unpredictable.  We have some amazing extremes going
  9   on.
 10             On the satellite pictures, yeah, there's no
 11   ice.  It's ice free in that area.  But we have a gradual
 12   change maybe this direction (indicating), but it's going
 13   like this (indicating) all the way up there.  You
 14   can't -- just the little that I've experienced tells me
 15   don't depend upon what last year and the last five years
 16   told you because you never know what's going to be
 17   coming.  But when it comes, it's something like you
 18   can't even believe it can -- that there's this much
 19   power on the earth, on the face of the earth, much less
 20   just right here.
 21             You know, our scientific records and stuff,
 22   things are changing and things are extreme when they
 23   change.  It's scary.  I guess that's the rule nowadays
 24   is, depend upon it not being what you predict,
 25   especially at the wrong time.
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  1             I guess the other thing, too, is if you have a
  2   spill -- and like I said, I know the oil companies
  3   promised they're not going to be drilling, you know,
  4   when you're packed in ice and stuff like that, but even
  5   if they're capped off, the extremes of how deep ice
  6   goes, we're talking about drilling in the shallowest
  7   parts, not in the deep, deep parts.  That's what makes
  8   it so good, but it also makes it vulnerable.  And I know
  9   130 feet is pretty deep, but we're talking about extreme
 10   chunks of ice, not just stuff that builds up in a year
 11   or two years or five years.
 12             There's stuff that's been there for a century
 13   that when it breaks off can scrape the bottom.  Are
 14   these things going to be buried in bedrock so that they
 15   can't be scraped off so that anything can break off?
 16   I'd just like to know that they're safe when they're
 17   buried in ice down there so when this massive stuff
 18   moves it doesn't knock it off, a wellhead.
 19             You know, we talk about square miles of oil,
 20   one square mile, five square miles.  But when you talk
 21   about putting ice on top of it, then the oil goes to
 22   every little crack and crevice, and so you have to
 23   multiply one square mile times 100 because you're
 24   talking about ice-covered areas, and that affects any
 25   mammals that we're expecting to go up into those bubbles
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  1   or into those cracks.  That destroys that much land --
  2   that much area.
  3             A small spill can't be tolerated.
  4   Specifications need to be extremely tight because of the
  5   way the coverage of the ice is going to multiply the
  6   factor.  Thanks.
  7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  8             Next in the circle?
  9             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have a question.
 10   In the draft is there a discussion on what was collected
 11   in the scoping meetings and how that information was
 12   incorporated into the draft plan?
 13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe that's in
 14   Volume III.
 15             Right, Tim?
 16             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I'll look.
 17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I believe it is.
 18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  I believe it is, too.
 19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  I think scoping comments are
 20   in Volume III.
 21             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I figured.  I thought Lois
 22   raised a -- I mean, she raised a point in my mind when
 23   she asked why something that she heard in a scoping
 24   meeting wasn't reflected in the document or in the
 25   alternative, and I thought it might be -- I just want to
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  1   ask, and maybe I could request, that BOEM raise the bar
  2   in terms of public preparation and participation as just
  3   maybe bring forward in the presentation what was pulled
  4   out of the scoping meetings and what the discussions
  5   were --
  6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
  7             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  -- in those scoping
  8   meetings and kind of give people in the room the
  9   baseline for how we got to this point today and why that
 10   document looks the way it does today.  I just thought it
 11   was really interesting to hear what Lois said because I
 12   didn't even know that.
 13             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good comment.  And
 14   if you go back a little bit further -- and this is where
 15   we have balance on how much you can say for presentation
 16   and then run into the issue last Friday night where I
 17   was told I was talking too much, but no more than
 18   tonight, is that there was a draft before this that
 19   included a lot more leasing areas, including the
 20   Atlantic Coast and Bristol Bay.  And those areas in
 21   listening to folks were all removed under this
 22   administration.
 23             And the process continues.  We have to -- we
 24   get comments from a lot of different constituents and a
 25   lot of different citizens.  We try to factor that into
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  1   the next version, and we'll do the same thing now.  It
  2   would be nice if we could have one set of scoping
  3   meetings and miraculously we have a document everybody
  4   is happy with.  But it's more of a -- it's a longer
  5   process and it needs to be a longer process.  And
  6   transparency doesn't mean everybody gets what they want,
  7   but they see how their efforts are involved in this and
  8   they've had a seat at the table.
  9             So we listen to what you say and we listen to
 10   what Lois says, but as I say, this is a proposed.  It's
 11   not the final.  We're still looking at the previous
 12   comments, changes have been made from the draft to the
 13   proposed, and as Director Beaudreau has pointed out, the
 14   final proposed program and the final EIS may look
 15   substantially different.
 16             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  Well, I guess one of the
 17   things that I'm thinking of, there's another plan that
 18   I'm engaged in with the Eastern Interior with the BLM,
 19   and that's a very big plan that's going to be coming out
 20   and it's going to be difficult to deal with.  And
 21   because of that, BLM staff have actually worked with me
 22   and are talking with communities and they're going to
 23   have several meetings before the public hearing so that
 24   communities are ready for that public hearing.
 25             And I think that's -- as I'm like working
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  1   through this, that's what I'm getting to, is like
  2   preparing communities with meetings before the public
  3   hearings so then the public hearing can be exactly that
  4   and it won't -- you know.  I don't see that happening in
  5   Fairbanks or Anchorage.  I don't see the need for that.
  6   But for the smaller communities in the Bush, I see a
  7   need for that.
  8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's why we ratcheted up
  9   our visits to the villages.  We will continue to do
 10   that, but that's a good comment and good advice.
 11             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  And I just want to second
 12   the national treasure for the Chukchi and the
 13   Beaufort Sea.  Thanks.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl?
 15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  Well, again, first of all,
 16   Earl Kingik, K-i-n-g-i-k.  I had a chance to go down to
 17   the Deep Horizon a week after it happened.  I am so
 18   happy that you guys are mentioning the Deep Horizon.
 19             I went to a cooperative agency meeting in New
 20   Orleans; fisheries, MMS, oil companies, all these
 21   different agencies.  And they were all pointing fingers
 22   at each other, you did that, you did that, you did that.
 23   It didn't look too good to me because I came down from
 24   Alaska to go take a look, how are they going to clean
 25   the Gulf oil spill.
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  1             I was down there one week.  I had a chance to
  2   go out on the boat, and my eyes were burning.  The smell
  3   was terrible.  I had a chance to get on a charter plane
  4   down in Deep Horizon where the oil spilled, and I see
  5   those booms.  They're not even working.  Oil was going
  6   over them.
  7             I don't want that to happen in the Arctic
  8   after what happened down -- for Exxon Valdez oil spill.
  9   We are not ready.  We are not prepared for any kind of
 10   disaster even if they're not exploring, but a ship -- if
 11   there's a disaster on a ship, like a tourist ship or
 12   something like that, a big spill, is Alaska ready?
 13   Alaska is not ready.  Alaska is not prepared.
 14             The nearest Coast Guard from my hometown is a
 15   thousand miles away; Kodiak, Dutch Harbor.  How long is
 16   it going to take them to go up to the Arctic to go clean
 17   up a spill?
 18             When I went down to the Gulf, I got to see
 19   commercial fishermen, the shrimpers, the oyster boats,
 20   trying to clean up what they can, but they were told,
 21   "Do not clean."  They were waiting for direction from
 22   the oil companies.  So I don't want no disaster in the
 23   Arctic after I see what happened on the Gulf.
 24             Alaska don't have no icebreakers.  Just think
 25   about Nome.  They have to go elsewhere to get help.
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  1   They have to ask our relatives from Russia to use their
  2   icebreakers to deliver oil.  And here we spend billions
  3   and billions of dollars on Iraq and Afghanistan.  Why
  4   couldn't Americans help the city of Nome?  See, we don't
  5   want that to happen.
  6             I had a chance to go down to the Kenai
  7   oilfields and watch those people get off the oilfields,
  8   Beluga Point.  And from Beluga Point, they go direct to
  9   Anchorage and down to airport.  From there they go
 10   elsewhere.  Millions and millions of dollars are leaving
 11   Alaska because they are hiring outside workers.
 12             See, Alaska is not ready.  We are not
 13   prepared.  We don't even have people trained to go out
 14   in the oilfields.  Alaska is not ready.  Alaska turned
 15   on the Coastal Zone Management Plan.  That could have
 16   helped.  But you see, Alaska is not ready for this
 17   activity.  So we still say no.  Thank you.
 18             MS. MARCI JOHNSON:  My name is Marci Johnson.
 19   I've been trying to keep tabs on a lot of the plans and
 20   the current and ongoing development in the region and
 21   reading a lot of newspapers and magazines and you go to
 22   a lot of these meetings, and still looking for that big
 23   picture.  I've got a map with all the proposed roads and
 24   all the exploration going on, and it's tough to keep up
 25   with.
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  1             So I'm always looking for the big picture in
  2   this particular area of the Chukchi and trying to get a
  3   picture of, you know, not just the next five-year plan,
  4   but where the infrastructure is going to go and
  5   pipelines and how it's going to -- how the product is
  6   going to get to wherever or how that's going to be
  7   operated.  So that's kind of the information -- I'm
  8   always looking at web sites and I'm not finding it yet.
  9             I always come to these looking for just even
 10   little glimpses of where that part kind of goes into the
 11   plan and the bigger picture, you know, what scope, how
 12   large an area are we looking in the long term or at
 13   least in the next 50 years or 20 years and what's the
 14   story with moving the product once we find it.
 15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's a good observation.
 16   I know those discussions have taken place very
 17   generally.  A lot of folks don't know this and many of
 18   the people in this room do know, there hasn't been a
 19   well drilled in the OCS Arctic in nine years.  Next year
 20   it will be ten.  And so the actual on-the-ground plans
 21   on exactly what would be the next step sort of depends
 22   on if there's anything out there.
 23             But I can assure you those discussions have
 24   taken place, those are issues of very great concern, and
 25   they have to be worked out before things move too much
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  1   further.  Good comments.
  2             MR. FRANK HAYS:  Nothing else for me.  Thanks.
  3             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  I have a couple of
  4   follow-up questions from the discussion that went around
  5   the room.
  6             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  Can you give your name
  7   again?
  8             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  Oh, sorry.  Raychelle,
  9   R-a-y-c-h-e-l-l-e, Daniel.
 10             And so the director mentioned earlier that you
 11   were looking at doing a new -- a new way of doing
 12   business with regards to the leasing.  And the
 13   announcement sounded really exciting.  And, you know,
 14   it's hopeful that you would be trying this new approach.
 15   But then part of what I do and kind of why I was late
 16   tonight coming here, I was actually working on some of
 17   our comments for the five-year plan.
 18             And so I've been reading the 1300- and
 19   300-page document, and I'm not finding that new approach
 20   in those documents.  I'm not finding -- for instance, in
 21   the initial notice of intent you asked, you know, people
 22   for areas that are important, areas important for
 23   subsistence, areas important for ecology, and none of
 24   the information that was provided in the scoping period,
 25   you know, such as several people have said here, were
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  1   included in this draft.
  2             And then at one point in the EIS I think it
  3   goes on to say that it would be foolhardy or premature
  4   at this point, you know, to include additional deferrals
  5   other than those that you have on that map.  And so, you
  6   know, given, you know, our past experiences and past
  7   lease sales, you know, I just find very little comfort
  8   knowing or even -- just very little comfort in that,
  9   that that will happen at that point.
 10             And the lease sales, should they occur, could
 11   potentially occur under a different administration and
 12   so any decision that you make, you know, with good
 13   intentions, you know, needs to be in this draft.
 14             And so we really hope that you are going to
 15   be, you know, including some of these recommendations of
 16   subsistence use areas.  Steve Braun's recent publication
 17   funded by the recent MMS isn't even in the EIS.  And so
 18   that -- I mean, his data -- I mean, he has a big
 19   database that shows all these areas that are important
 20   for subsistence use, and so that's not even included.
 21   So I just hope that the draft will be much improved.
 22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Send us specific comments --
 23   that would be greatly appreciated -- because it is a
 24   draft.
 25             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I mean, do
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  1   send us specific comments.  But I hear what you're
  2   saying and I hear what Lois was saying and I've heard it
  3   from other quarters as well.  And so of course send us
  4   comments, but we're also looking at it ourselves to try
  5   to -- because I don't think, personally my opinion on
  6   this matter, that the document is quite where it needs
  7   to be.  It is a draft and I hear you on that.
  8             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  So I want to follow up on a
  9   couple of things that kind of have been talked about.  I
 10   looked back, because I have my notes from the Nuiqsut
 11   hearing, and a representative of the city, the cultural
 12   coordinator -- this is just an example of why I believe
 13   people feel frustrated that they're not being listened
 14   to.
 15             The notes say that the Chukchi is protected by
 16   25 miles.  The Beaufort doesn't have a buffer zone.  The
 17   Sivulliq Prospect needs to have a larger area around it.
 18   And someone who was a whaling captain also stressed
 19   there needs to be a 20-mile buffer.
 20             One thing I highlighted is, why is there --
 21   someone said, "Why is there a buffer in the Chukchi and
 22   not the Beaufort?"  So clearly that was expressed to
 23   BOEMRE last February during the scoping hearing and it
 24   wasn't reflected.  And I understand that this is a
 25   starting point, but it might have been helpful to have a
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  1   starting point that was a little broader given that
  2   that's what people were asking for.  And there was some
  3   mention of the same type of things at the Barrow hearing
  4   as well.
  5             I wanted to follow up on one of your questions
  6   about ice scour in the shallow waters.  And I spent a
  7   lot of time working on pipeline issues, the national
  8   oversight of pipelines.  And also in Cook Inlet I've
  9   done a report on the Cook Inlet record.  And while the
 10   wellhead may be well anchored -- or presumably that's
 11   what everyone is going to focus on -- the pipelines are
 12   definitely going to be an issue in terms of ice and
 13   scour.
 14             And certainly in Cook Inlet when they were put
 15   in, there were a lot of surprises initially and there
 16   was a lot of problems.  Less so now, but there was
 17   things that happened in terms of scour underneath those
 18   pipelines that left them hanging, which resulted in some
 19   breaks.  So it's going to be a big question.  There will
 20   be surprises, things that we won't have fully figured
 21   out, and that's why a lot of us don't think we're ready
 22   to move forward.
 23             And then I just wanted to lay out one
 24   statistic about the cleanup in the Gulf.  Depending on
 25   when you look at last summer in 2010, their range from
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  1   the high 20,000s to 60,000 -- roughly 40,000 people were
  2   down there working on the cleanup and we know there were
  3   inadequacies there.  But when you think about the
  4   population of the Arctic, you know, we're talking about
  5   several multiples of the number here that were there and
  6   mobilized somewhat, sometimes productively, sometimes
  7   less so.
  8             But we're talking about measures that are just
  9   going to be -- I think Alaskans in this room, I think
 10   everyone, you know, all recognizes it's just going to
 11   be -- you know, it's hard to have that pass the laugh
 12   test thinking of having that many people working on a
 13   cleanup just to feel like they're -- and housing those
 14   people -- to feel like we're making a difference because
 15   the Arctic is so difficult an environment to operate in
 16   and there's so little infrastructure.
 17             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
 18             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  I'm in the same boat as Don
 19   here.  I'm just here to get informed and learn.  I'll
 20   pass.
 21             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Welcome.
 22             UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  Thank you.
 23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
 24             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  For the record again, Dood
 25   Lincoln, a lifetime resident of Kotzebue.
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  1             What I would like included -- and I know it's
  2   been brought out from every hearing we've had, but as a
  3   whole, the subsistence use up in the Barrow, Point Hope,
  4   Nuiqsut area, all the way down, affects every one of our
  5   Native communities.  We barter with each other.  I don't
  6   bowhead hunt here out of Kotzebue, but we barter with
  7   this village and Barrow.  We trade fish for maktak,
  8   maktak for berries.  I mean, that's to where we are now.
  9   We can't sell the Native foods, but we barter.
 10             And that's why it's so critical, such as Nome.
 11   They have a good count of crab, good crab, Dungeness
 12   crab.  That's where -- my family sends me that all the
 13   time.  I send them sheefish.  They don't get the
 14   sheefish right there.  We send it to Point Lay.  We get
 15   more beluga a different time of the year.  And then we
 16   send some to Barrow or Point Hope when get the bowhead
 17   whale.  We get berries here that we send out to trade.
 18             So I think that needs to be real critical --
 19   you know, included, is the subsistence affects all the
 20   Native communities.  Even though we're not the whalers
 21   like they are up north, they're critical to us because
 22   we barter and we all eat the same foods.
 23             I think that needs to be a point.  You know,
 24   it's not just critical to one area.  It affects all the
 25   Native communities.  Even as far as Anchorage from the
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  1   beluga they get there a different time of the year when
  2   they can get it, we're always sending them reindeer meat
  3   usually.  You know, fish from up here, down there.  And
  4   some of these species are global.  That's what we have
  5   to keep in mind.  That's what I'd like to see included.
  6   Thank you.
  7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  8             Sir, anything?
  9             MR. DON McKIE:  Yeah.  I'm -- I love this
 10   Arctic area.
 11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Your name, please, so that
 12   she can --
 13             MR. DON McKIE:  Don McKie.
 14             Now, this is a public meeting; right?
 15             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Uh-huh.
 16             MR. DON McKIE:  Well, where's the public?
 17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's true.
 18             MR. DON McKIE:  Please, forgive me if I sound
 19   rude, but if I was staging a meeting and it was a public
 20   meeting, I would sure as heck want to make sure that I
 21   had as much of the public here as possible, not just
 22   those that -- whose jobs are related and they better be
 23   here at this meeting.  I mean -- and we all love this
 24   area, but you need a pizza feast or you need something
 25   to bring them out.  I don't know what it's going to be.
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  1   Maybe a maktak feast.  I don't know.
  2             MS. DOOD LINCOLN:  Door prizes, seriously.
  3             MR. DON McKIE:  The other thing is, I think
  4   you maybe need to get an educator in as part of your
  5   team, somebody who can recognize really how to
  6   disseminate this information to us because this is the
  7   sixth meeting and we're all inventing the wheel again
  8   right here.  Five other villages or places from
  9   Fairbanks, whatever, have said the same thing, but we
 10   don't know what they've said.
 11             And if you could in five minutes do a quick
 12   presentation that could show the questions that were
 13   asked at the other meetings, just a summary, just a
 14   paragraph summary of what was -- of how things went,
 15   what was the tempo of the meeting, what was the
 16   heartbeat of the group.  You see, we could really be
 17   growing right now as a movement on top of what the other
 18   six have discussed, but we're stagnant sort of as a
 19   group.  I have some thoughts inside and in some ways I'm
 20   boiling, but it's my own problem.
 21             I wasn't even planning on saying anything, but
 22   I love those whales.  And I've worked as a fisheries
 23   biologist for a few years, and I understand ultrasounds.
 24   I don't understand seismic and how it relates to the
 25   whales.
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  1             And you're not going to like me, Earl, but I
  2   wouldn't mind a bit of sound that would scare those
  3   whales a little further away from the shoreline so they
  4   couldn't be killed.
  5             So, I mean, this could be something that could
  6   benefit the whales.  I mean, half the population is
  7   wishing for a good, clean, successful kill, hunt, feast.
  8   And then those of us that don't understand really the
  9   tradition but just are on the whales' side are hoping
 10   that they don't get caught.
 11             And so sorry, guys and gals.  I'm with you as
 12   a group.  I'm here to learn, so keep talking.  Thank
 13   you.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 15             Ma'am?
 16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  My name is Catherine
 17   Shed.  I don't know enough about this area to know who
 18   owns the land that you're talking about drilling on --
 19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Federal.
 20             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Who does?
 21             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The federal
 22   government on behalf of the people --
 23             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  On behalf of the people.
 24             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  -- and so that's
 25   why we're involved in designing any lease sale that
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  1   would happen, and the companies pay the federal
  2   government for those leases.  And then if any
  3   development happens, any production happens, they pay
  4   the federal government royalties from that.  The same as
  5   with the State, development on the State land.  Those
  6   revenues go to the State.  It funds the permanent fund.
  7   It funds other things like that.
  8             That's why we're going through a public
  9   process because we, as a people, own this land and it's
 10   up to us to decide whether or not we want to make it
 11   available to the oil companies.
 12             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  But my other question is,
 13   when he talked about the cartoons of capping, you know,
 14   and what their response would be if there was, you know,
 15   something similar to happen as what happened in
 16   Louisiana in the Gulf, who is holding the oil companies'
 17   feet to the fire in terms of their performance, their
 18   guarantees, their science, to actually prove that they
 19   will do what they say they're going to do before they
 20   even have any idea of asking for a lease?
 21             I just feel like we have a greed factor going
 22   on here that has run this whole country into the ground
 23   and this is just a little aspect of it, that, you know,
 24   for the sake of somebody making more money they're
 25   willing to kind of gloss over things that are very, very
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  1   crucial to the whole picture.  And I'm wondering what
  2   you-all's job is in terms of making the oil companies be
  3   responsible.
  4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Just on that one
  5   point regarding capping and containment to take it as an
  6   example, because it's an important one -- and this is
  7   part of the lesson from Deepwater Horizon -- as we heard
  8   before, you know, the chances of a catastrophic blowout
  9   prior to Deepwater Horizon, I think, industry and,
 10   frankly, the government, way underestimated the chances
 11   of something like that.
 12             And as a result, there was not a capping
 13   system available at the time of that accident and one
 14   had to be built on the fly, essentially improvised,
 15   while we all sort of sat in horror watching that well
 16   continue to gush for almost three months.  And so it,
 17   frankly, was -- sitting through that was part of the
 18   reason why I came to the Interior.
 19             Another part of the reason -- I didn't mention
 20   this before, but I'm an Alaskan.  I'm from Anchorage.
 21   That's where I grew up.  And I was in high school when
 22   the Exxon Valdez spill happened.  And so when I had the
 23   opportunity to come over, it was something -- you know,
 24   I left what I was doing before and came over because I
 25   cared about this and it reminded me of the experience
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  1   with the Valdez spill when I was a resident here.
  2             And so one of the key lessons coming out of
  3   Deepwater Horizon was -- and we made this the rule, and
  4   the rule applies to Shell.  It applies to what they're
  5   proposing to do this coming summer.  They have to have a
  6   capping system on hand in advance -- can't make it up on
  7   the fly any more.  You have to have the capping system
  8   on hand in advance or you don't get to drill.
  9             And so you are absolutely right, currently
 10   that capping system that Shell would use in connection
 11   with its drilling plans is a schematic, hasn't been
 12   built yet.  They're telling us that they'll have it
 13   completed by the spring.  But one of the conditions that
 14   our agency, BOEM, put on their exploration plan is you
 15   have to have the capping system online and you have to
 16   demonstrate that it works.  And we have diagnostic
 17   systems to evaluate that, but they've got to prove it.
 18             And so it is a concern.  It's a concern to me
 19   that that system hasn't been built yet, but we've told
 20   Shell -- and I tell them every time I meet with them --
 21   that they're not going to drill unless they have it.
 22   And we need to have the time it takes to evaluate
 23   whether it can shut in, cap, the type of well they're
 24   talking about drilling.
 25             So it is our responsibility and our sister
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  1   agency BSEE's responsibility to hold their feet to the
  2   fire, as you said, and ensure that they comply with our
  3   rules and that any operation they go forward with is
  4   conducted safely and that they have on hand the
  5   emergency response capabilities that we think are
  6   necessary to respond to the types of risks that are
  7   presented by their drilling operations.  So that's our
  8   responsibility.
  9             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  So when you say "on
 10   hand," what does that look like?
 11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  So for the capping
 12   and containment system, for example, it means having a
 13   system on hand that is available and can be deployed
 14   that we believe is capable of stopping a loss of oil
 15   control in the type of well that they're talking about
 16   drilling.  And they have to prove it to us.
 17             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Yeah, but on hand like --
 18   are they going to build something, you know, a base?
 19   What does their picture of "on hand" look like in terms
 20   of containment and also possible cleanup?  I mean, I'd
 21   like to know what they're thinking, because I don't
 22   think that they were thinking about it before.
 23             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  They weren't
 24   thinking about it before Macondo.  But in connection
 25   with their plan now, they have committed to having on
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  1   hand a system that they can deploy and shut in a well
  2   within 15 days.  And they've got to prove that they can
  3   do that.
  4             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  They have 15 days?
  5   That's the window for them?
  6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  That's what they've
  7   committed to, to be able to shut in within 15 days.
  8             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Do you know how many
  9   gallons of oil were spilled down in the Gulf in 15 days?
 10   How many?
 11             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  The well that
 12   they're proposing drilling is not the same as the
 13   Macondo well.  But to answer your question, Macondo well
 14   was -- the flow out of the Macondo well was over 60,000
 15   barrels a day.  I mean, the worst-case discharge for
 16   some of the wells that they're proposing for this summer
 17   is around 20,000.
 18             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  A day?
 19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  A day.
 20             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Do you know the conversion,
 21   barrels to gallons?  42 gallons is a barrel.
 22             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Another whole process here.
 23   The responsibility of our sister agency is an oil spill
 24   response plan that is also being scrutinized by our
 25   sister bureau BSEE.  So it is an ongoing issue of
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  1   discussing and evaluation that takes place on a
  2   day-to-day basis.
  3             Not to take up any time for me here, but like
  4   their exploration plan, they submit it.  They don't just
  5   come in the door and give it to us and we say, "Thank
  6   you very much."  No.  My staff reviews that every single
  7   day late into the night and we keep going back to the
  8   oil company saying, "You said this, what do you mean
  9   here?  This is incomplete.  This is missing."  This goes
 10   on for weeks and weeks and months.
 11             And I can assure you sometimes when the oil
 12   companies come into my office and meet with my staff,
 13   we're not their favorite people by no means.  You know,
 14   we will hold their feet to the fire from what we do in
 15   terms of the resource manager.  And the Bureau of Safety
 16   and Environmental Enforcement, BSEE, they are committed
 17   to having two inspectors on that vessel if they drill
 18   24/7.  That's the new rules.
 19             But thank you.  Excellent questions and
 20   excellent comments and legitimate concerns.
 21             Sir, you look like you're ready to go.
 22             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm ready.
 23             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And after we have two more,
 24   we're going to give our court reporter a little bit of a
 25   break.  We'll take a little break.
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  1             Please.
  2             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  Well, I'd just like to kind
  3   of echo what Mr. Kingik said, Alaska is just not ready.
  4   I mean, we don't have an Arctic Coast Guard response.  I
  5   mean, how many years is that going to take to develop;
  6   10, 20 years?  We don't have icebreakers.  How long
  7   before we have icebreakers in the U.S. that could help
  8   take care of a problem with the ice?  How long until
  9   everybody is trained in spill response in all of our
 10   villages up north?  This all takes time.  The taxi is
 11   not there right now.
 12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
 13             MS. CAREY RESTINO:  I pass.  Thank you.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Qaiyaan?
 15             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Qaiyaan Su'esu'e,
 16   Q-a-i-y-a-a-n S-u-e-s-u-e.
 17             One of the things that I observed as a
 18   community member -- and I appreciate your comments and
 19   the question, where is the public.  And let me tell you
 20   the work that I do right now is specifically because I
 21   used to work for tribal and it was my job to be at the
 22   meetings.  And I would be at the meeting and I was the
 23   youngest person in the room.  And I was my only peer in
 24   the room when I know darn well there were so many other
 25   people that -- would have been interested in being there
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  1   only if they knew what was really going on.
  2             And you have to understand that as a people on
  3   the North Slope where there's so much activity going on,
  4   not only industry or, you know, the federal agencies
  5   coming to do their regulatory measures, not only the
  6   scientific community coming up to, you know, take care
  7   of what they need to take care of to fulfill -- it's a
  8   big spiderweb that is insane to try to keep track of.
  9             I find a lot of times we get so bombarded with
 10   different agencies that you show up to the Heritage
 11   Center and people will on the off chance say, "Hey,
 12   what's going on?" and pop in.  And, you know, of course
 13   because it was always my job to be there, I would have a
 14   lot of the public come to me and say, "Who are these
 15   guys tonight?  Oh, is it Shell again?  BLM?  Is it
 16   BOEMRE?  MMS?  BOEM?"  You just never know, you know.
 17   It might be FERC.  It might be someone for APP.  It
 18   might be someone with Point Thompson.  Sometimes you
 19   have two meetings on the same night.  Sometimes we have
 20   meetings on federal holidays.  It's just very confusing.
 21             I know a couple times I have suggested that
 22   before each meeting starts it would be beneficial to the
 23   public to have -- you know, the visuals are great and
 24   the maps, but we're all trying to be considerate to each
 25   and not wander around.  It would be nice to have
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  1   handouts, specifically who are we, first of all, why are
  2   we here, what step of the process are we at now.
  3             And I've found so many times that I've shown
  4   up to meetings and thought, okay, well, maybe this is
  5   the big one, maybe this is where as a member of the
  6   public what I have to say will make an impact, but you
  7   go only to find out that, oh, we're so and so and we're
  8   here because we intend on submitting an application to
  9   get a -- but this is only the intent and then we'll have
 10   an open house and then we'll do this so really what you
 11   say right now doesn't matter because we haven't even put
 12   the application in.
 13             You never know what's going on.  And so to
 14   communicate with the public, I think, would be the most
 15   beneficial thing.  And also having maybe an educator,
 16   not only from BOEM, but just from all the agencies that
 17   could be centralized for our public would benefit.
 18             Like I said, again, what hurts my heart the
 19   most -- and I take this very personally -- is that each
 20   and every time I'm at a meeting, I am the youngest
 21   person there.  And this is my generation that is going
 22   to have to carry the responsibility of the decisions
 23   that are made right now.  Thank you.
 24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 25             Well, Valerie, let's take a ten-minute break
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  1   and give you a little bit of rest on your fingers.
  2   You've been very diligent.  So a ten-minute break.
  3   Let's come back here at 21 minutes after, and we'll
  4   start again until everybody feels they've participated.
  5             (Off the record.)
  6             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We're on the record
  7   now.  We're going back to the corner.
  8             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  I'm finished.
  9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're passing?
 10             MR. UKALLAYSAAQ OKLEASIK:  Yeah.
 11             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir, he's passed.  You need
 12   to fill the void.
 13             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  Yeah.  I'm amazed that
 14   this person can take down -- what a gift she has.  It's
 15   just amazing.  I think of all the different kinds of
 16   purposes she could -- I mean, you know, people who can't
 17   talk or people who can't hear.  Holy cow.  She can take
 18   down a conversation.
 19             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  And she is
 20   dutifully taking that down as well.
 21             MR. LINCOLN SAITO:  I just -- somebody over on
 22   this side talked about the changes that are happening,
 23   you know, climate change.  Too much is happening
 24   already.  Let's let things settle down for a little bit,
 25   you know, before climate change, weather patterns,
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  1   impacts on people's villages, the movement of villages
  2   and stuff.
  3             But also, you know, Alaska is the last
  4   frontier and here on the northwest part and the northern
  5   part of America -- the American continent, this is the
  6   last frontier of the last frontier.  And I'm not
  7   Inupiaq.  I'm -- my grandparents came from Japan a
  8   hundred years.  I started teaching Inupiaq 41 years ago
  9   and was impressed and came up to see if -- to see where
 10   these kids came from.  One was Seymour Tazrulik (ph),
 11   Sunny.  He was one of my students I was very impressed
 12   with.
 13             But there is a cross-cultural conflict going
 14   on here, and one of the things -- I just handed out a
 15   suicide rate chart that I just happened to have in a
 16   document and I just cut and pasted it.  I'm an
 17   educator -- you were talking about an educator -- and I
 18   do agree, showing things can help people see things
 19   better.
 20             And there was something about four months ago
 21   about high altitudes.  And the average rate of suicide
 22   in the United States is about 10.8 or something per
 23   100,000 people.  And in the Rocky Mountains and high
 24   altitudes it was almost up to 19.  And there was an
 25   alarm going out and an article going out, you know, what
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  1   is the relationship between suicide and high altitudes.
  2             Change is happening and it's evident it's
  3   happening in the northern regions by this data.  It's
  4   footnoted so you can go and check it out for yourself.
  5   But for the Northwest Arctic region -- oh, gosh, I need
  6   glasses.  I'm not used to glasses.
  7             But from 2004 to 2006, this region had the
  8   highest suicide rate.  And we're talking about 90.9
  9   people per 100,000, not ten like the average in the
 10   United States.  Stuff is going on.  Nome, 77.4 per
 11   100,000.  North Slope, 52.
 12             I mean, living here for the last 14 years,
 13   we're almost kind of used to it.  I mean, I'm really
 14   not.  But the suicide rate is so high that it's numbing
 15   up here.  Change is happening here in the last frontier
 16   of the last frontier.  It's hitting now and it's big
 17   changes.  And there's a lot of things that are going on
 18   that it's not healthy.
 19             When you talked about the oil spill, I was the
 20   principal down at Homer Junior High back in '88.  I was
 21   there for six years.  We did a cross-curricular program.
 22   So the last three weeks of the year, we focused on a
 23   topic and we integrated math, science, social studies,
 24   and language arts into one core subject.  So if it was
 25   outdoor school or whether it was radio broadcasting or
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  1   whether it was airplane touch-and-go's, whether it was
  2   artisan school, whether it was sports, you were
  3   integrating math, science, social studies, and language
  4   arts into that all day long.
  5             And we were the old high school, so I had an
  6   empty pool.  And when that oil spill hit, we brought --
  7   I was able to get permission to bring all of the sea
  8   otters to our school.  We put water in there, they
  9   cleaned up the sea otters, had cages -- we had it roped
 10   off.  We didn't use the pool -- I mean, the high school
 11   had what was expensive back then in the '80s a
 12   20 million-dollar high school in Homer, cedar-sided and
 13   everything else.  They had everything in it.  We didn't
 14   use our pool.
 15             I kept checking.  Not a single one of those
 16   sea otters that they brought back lived the whole time
 17   that I was checking on them.  One of the girls dropped
 18   out of her thing.  She said she had to -- and her
 19   parents gave her permission to get involved in helping
 20   to try and save these sea otters.  So I sponsored her as
 21   her principal, as her teacher.  And she had to keep a
 22   journal.  And it was a very, very depressing journal.
 23             When we talk about the possibility of an oil
 24   spill, we talk about in terms of killing whale, we talk
 25   about killing -- there is -- if something like that
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  1   happens, we're talking about a human cost to an oil
  2   spill.  We're talking about a lot of change happening in
  3   the environment right now, but we're talking about a lot
  4   of change in the socioeconomic environment right now
  5   that's reflected in human deaths that you can't describe
  6   any other way because these people have been living here
  7   and surviving here for thousands and thousands of years.
  8             Now all of a sudden with the new culture
  9   happening -- there's change happening in the weather,
 10   there's change happening in the culture, and it is
 11   tremendously depressing when the sea otters died and
 12   what happened with my student and what happened on all
 13   of us.
 14             We thought we were -- I thought I was allowing
 15   the savior of the sea otters and we were going to allow
 16   things to live.  We carried out hundreds of pounds of
 17   dead mammals out of there.  It was -- it was an awful
 18   experience.
 19             That combined with the change is going to be a
 20   human cost, and that needs to be factored into this.
 21   We're not ready yet.  That's all.  Thanks.
 22             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I just have -- thank
 23   you -- a question on the -- a follow-up to the Gulf
 24   accident, Gulf of Mexico.  What is the status of that
 25   now?  I heard -- and I figured you guys would know.  Is
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  1   there oil still leaking through seeps or is there
  2   anything else going on down there that's still polluting
  3   the waters?
  4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  You're much more
  5   familiar with the Gulf of Mexico and the ecology there
  6   than I am, but there are a lot of natural seeps in the
  7   Gulf of Mexico.
  8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  Macondo is killed.
  9   It's shut down.  It had the capping system.  It had the
 10   relief well.  But there are natural seeps.  In fact,
 11   it's something -- I believe it's a million barrels -- I
 12   think it's a million barrels a year naturally leak into
 13   the Gulf, if that was your question.
 14             It was discovered by our research in the Gulf.
 15   Even before the oil and gas industry got into deep
 16   water, the environmental studies program -- of which I
 17   had the pleasure of leading for a number of years -- had
 18   ships out there, had submersibles; the Alvin submersible
 19   from which we've always been involved, the Johnson Link
 20   submersible, the Sea Link was out there.
 21             We've described and found these communities of
 22   tube worms and mussels that basically thrive in the seep
 23   environment that use -- through bacteria use the oil as
 24   food.  It's fascinating.  And that leads into another
 25   discussion that we had -- Raychelle and I had -- that I
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  1   go back -- and I don't want to take too much of the time
  2   here.
  3             I started as a graduate student in the Gulf
  4   working on contracts through my professor with BLM who
  5   used to do what MMS did.  And when we found areas like
  6   that, chemosynthetic communities, when we found hard
  7   banks, the flower gardens, which is now a national
  8   marine sanctuary, those areas were taken off the leasing
  9   schedules.
 10             And there's a whole host of hard bottoms out
 11   there -- we call them hard bottoms or banks, flower
 12   gardens, gyre bank, clay pile bank, bright bank, rezak
 13   bank -- that were very -- that are very important to
 14   fisheries.  Once we discovered those and realized how
 15   important they were by doing biology, those have never
 16   been leased.
 17             When we found Bush Hill, which is a
 18   spectacular chemosynthetic community area, that area,
 19   off limits.  Then we found just ten years ago that there
 20   were deep sea corals.  My specialty is coral reef
 21   ecology.  And of course everyone knows corals are in the
 22   photic zone.  They have zooxanthellae.  That's how they
 23   live.  Well, there's a whole different set of corals
 24   that live in very deep water.  Once we discovered these
 25   beautiful coral communities in ultra-deep water, those
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  1   areas were taken off the leasing schedules.
  2             So it's all tied together and sometimes -- and
  3   that gets back to the issues of education, how do you
  4   get that information out to people when things change so
  5   radically, and this knowledge is moving so fast.
  6             It's like I know NASA uses our studies of
  7   chemosynthetic communities in what they think might be
  8   communities living under the icy surface of Europa,
  9   which is a moon around Jupiter.  And it's like, whoa,
 10   who would have thought of that.
 11             I know I'm rambling a bit, but --
 12             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  There's not going
 13   to be lease sales in Europa.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  No.  No, no, no.  We're not
 15   going to be leasing Europa.
 16             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  We did scope it,
 17   though.
 18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  That's right.
 19             The point is, getting back to your question --
 20   and I'm passionate about this topic -- there are natural
 21   seeps in the Gulf.  We discovered them 20, 25 years ago.
 22   We protected them the same way we protect the corals,
 23   the same way we protect the various hard bottom
 24   communities that are important to fisheries.
 25             Sorry I'm lecturing.
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  1             MS. DARCIE WARDEN:  I asked the question.
  2   Thanks.
  3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  You're more than welcome.
  4             Earl?
  5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I think I had a good one.
  6   Public.  Where's the public?  That's a good one, because
  7   I was the only one when MMS came here one time.  I was
  8   the only one that went to a public hearing.  That's good
  9   that you came out, you know.
 10             And I have to say, I worked as wildlife and
 11   parks director of Point Hope for 12 years.  And Hope
 12   Basin lease sale coming up, Chukchi lease sale coming
 13   up, and these people, government people, keep on coming.
 14   And very few people, maybe five elders, you know, elders
 15   that hardly speak English or understand English, I had
 16   to translate for them at the same time.
 17             And people quit going to meetings because they
 18   couldn't understand what you guys were talking about.
 19   So the way I fixed my situation is I went to the school.
 20   I asked the government class if I could speak to the
 21   students about what the BOEMRE is planning to do, what
 22   kind of meeting they're planning to have, and I had
 23   quick interaction with the kids.  The kids will give me
 24   the questions and I'll ask the questions to the BOEMRE
 25   people or MMS.  It worked out real good.
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  1             And I go back to the school again when we have
  2   another meeting and I told the students, "Invite your
  3   parents because this is involvement.  I want you to go
  4   listen to them.  This is our future."  And holy cow,
  5   next thing I know, I had 30, 40 people coming to our
  6   meetings after I went to the school.
  7             Radio talk show is always good, too.  You
  8   know, you've got to go to the radio because everybody
  9   listens to the radio.  You need to explain to the public
 10   what this is all about.  Once they understand what it's
 11   all about, they'll be here in a flash because it's --
 12   they've got a big impact on their future.
 13             I could recommend maybe your community
 14   liaison, whoever, maybe could follow me to the school
 15   tomorrow.  I'm planning to go to the school at 1:00.
 16             DR. JIM KENDALL:  At Point Hope?
 17             MR. EARL KINGIK:  We're going to have a
 18   meeting at 7:00.  And I'm planning to have a dance in my
 19   hometown at 4:30.  We'll give ourself an hour and a half
 20   to dance and get ready and get all the people involved,
 21   you know.
 22             This is just my recommendation, like my
 23   recommendation making a circle.  My recommendations
 24   always work.  I hope it worked for you guys, too.  But
 25   that was a good one.  You know, I have a hard time
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  1   getting people to come to our meetings for this very
  2   important issue.  That's all.
  3             DR. JIM KENDALL:  So you're going to have a
  4   dance for us tomorrow at 4:30?
  5             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm going to try my best.  I
  6   want 60 or 70 people at my meeting, at my hometown.
  7             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, the more power to you.
  8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's what I like.
  9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, do it.  We're going to
 10   have lots of goodies then for 70 people.
 11             Mike Haller, John Callahan, be ready.
 12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  If you're going to have
 13   goodies, 120 people.  Bring enough for 120.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you, Earl.
 15             MR. EARL KINGIK:  That's the best way to do.
 16   That's how I get to introduce my community to BOEMRE or
 17   MMS, to the students.  Because when your child comes
 18   home, what do you ask your child?  What did you learn
 19   from school today?  Oh, Mister was talking about
 20   Chukchi.  Mister was talking about our subsistence way
 21   of life.  Mister was talking about oil spill or New
 22   Zealand or some place, you know.  And I want to get some
 23   comments and talk to the parents.  Because as a parent,
 24   I've got a right to ask my child what you learned in
 25   school.  And I think every parent gets a chance to do
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  1   that.
  2             But I think, you know, we need to go to the
  3   schools and explain and talk to the students.  And from
  4   the student, you'll go to the home, and from home,
  5   you'll go to the neighbors, you know, and all of a
  6   sudden people will start coming in.  That's a
  7   recommendation.
  8             DR. JIM KENDALL:  A good recommendation.
  9             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  So when I was talking
 10   earlier, I forgot to mention what I did for work,
 11   because my background mainly when I talk about myself is
 12   like where I'm from is who I am.  But I'm a marine
 13   mammal biologist/ecologist and my experience is working
 14   with marine mammals in Alaska, Beaufort and the Gulf of
 15   Alaska.
 16             So I was just at a marine mammal conference in
 17   Florida.  And, actually, there were a couple of BOEM
 18   people there, too.  Two people.  I talked with one of
 19   them.
 20             And at this conference the theme was
 21   cumulative impacts, the effects of cumulative impacts on
 22   marine mammals.  And part of the whole NEPA process is
 23   looking at cumulative effects.  And I will say to date
 24   that I don't think there's an adequate job that's been
 25   done looking at those, you know, types of effects.  And
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  1   I think that there was some new, you know, cutting
  2   science that's come out and I really hope that you had
  3   those two people there that -- and I know one of them
  4   writes the EISs.  I hope that they'll be bringing in
  5   some of that science into these EISs in the future.
  6             And then one of the other things that I
  7   learned at this conference, too -- so that was a
  8   suggestion.  But then one of the biggest issues that I
  9   found that stuck with me was that they were talking
 10   about the impacts of noise on marine mammals, and they
 11   were looking at places where they had been studied for a
 12   long time.  And they're finding that the noise is
 13   impacting them more than they thought.
 14             And so these are areas like the BC coast and
 15   New England, you know, where there's a lot of ship
 16   traffic.  And so it would be well worth your while also
 17   again to get some of what those folks are referring to
 18   on noise on the long term.
 19             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Tim, you had something?
 20             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yeah.  Just to give a little
 21   context.  Since NEPA was instituted in the early '70s
 22   and since the predecessors of MMS established in the mid
 23   '70s, an environmental studies program was established
 24   to do studies to feed environmental impact statements,
 25   and that's gone on to the current day to keep it going.
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  1             In dollars of the day, it's about 300 and --
  2   $350 million over 400 studies.  But when you adjust for
  3   inflation, it's towards $750 million for those studies.
  4   And everything from physical oceanography to marine
  5   mammals to socioeconomic subsistence culture and
  6   subsistence -- it's one of the largest bodies of
  7   environmental information, environmental and
  8   socioeconomic information.
  9             DR. JIM KENDALL:  But that 350 million and the
 10   400 studies is just for Alaska --
 11             MR. TIM HOLDER:  Just for Alaska.
 12             DR. JIM KENDALL:  -- not the entire program?
 13             MR. TIM HOLDER:  And it's not -- yeah.  It's
 14   for all of Alaska.  It's not just the Arctic, but a
 15   great preponderance is for the Arctic.
 16             MS. RAYCHELLE DANIEL:  But a lot of it was
 17   also from the OCSEAP studies that was done in the '80s.
 18             MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  It doesn't include
 19   those.
 20             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And your comments about New
 21   England and the noise are very pertinent because the
 22   agency is also handling renewable energy, which is a big
 23   thing on the east coast.  And I know they are looking at
 24   whale studies and things.  But thank you.
 25             Lois?
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  1             MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm good.  Thanks.
  2             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sir?
  3             MR. DON McKIE:  I think Earl over there with
  4   his Vietnam hat on obviously is skilled in recon.  You
  5   should send him in 24 hours before you arrive to any
  6   village.  He'll have the whole village ready for a
  7   potlatch and a dance and you would have the response
  8   that you would never imagine.
  9             Anyways, I've heard it said -- about five
 10   people or so have said, Alaska is not ready for this,
 11   meaning we're not ready for it up here in the northwest.
 12   That may be true, but we better get ready for it.
 13   Because if we're not, you're not going to survive like
 14   you want to as a people.
 15             Whenever we're in a remote area like this,
 16   communities that live in isolation, they live a quality
 17   of life that I've always admired.  Even though I live in
 18   Soldotna, I can't leave this Arctic alone.  It's like a
 19   magnet that draws me back all the time.  But there's a
 20   price to pay for the quality of life that you enjoy, and
 21   that is change is hard to come by.  It's not easy to
 22   adapt.
 23             But I think with the big -- with an
 24   educational focus on change in the schools and stuff,
 25   you could understand how you have to adapt to change,
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  1   how you have to get in front of the ball rather than
  2   behind the ball so you can adapt to change so you can be
  3   all you want to be as a people and so your region can be
  4   all it can be as a region, as an area.
  5             Multi-use concept of any natural resource is
  6   here to stay and it has its advantages.  And to just be
  7   able to put a fence around the big Northwest Arctic and
  8   say we are going to live this way as a people is -- it's
  9   a dream.  And it's been kept for many generations, but
 10   this now is the 21st century and we've been to the moon
 11   and back, and that was five decades ago.  Wasn't it?
 12             Anyways, adapting to change is very important
 13   for survival.  We all know.
 14             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 15             Ma'am?
 16             MS. CATHERINE SHED:  Pass.
 17             MR. CHAD NORDLUM:  I'm good.
 18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Ma'am?
 19             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  Sure.  I'll say one
 20   last thing and then I'm good.  It is I think good for
 21   you to hear my perspective on change, specifically
 22   climate change.  Like I said, I'm 31 -- and I always say
 23   this.  I remember being 10, 11, 12, not too long ago
 24   being able to go and jump on the ice floes that we call
 25   nuguruk during the Fourth of July games, and now it's
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  1   unheard of to see, you know, ice that close.
  2             Sometimes we have Christmases where you look
  3   out when it becomes just a little bit twilight and you
  4   see open water.  That, to me, is unheard of compared to
  5   the stories that I've heard from my elders.  And they've
  6   seen the climate change, but it was a lot more gradual.
  7   It happened, but it was more gradual.  And I think right
  8   now just in the past 15, 20 years or so climate change
  9   is happening so rapidly every year.
 10             And I could count, you know, five years ago,
 11   four years ago, three years ago, every summer we see a
 12   new species introduced to the Barrow region.  I noticed
 13   it firsthand in the Barrow region, so it is very real,
 14   it is very there, and that I think with the uncertainty
 15   that Mother Nature raised her hand upon us is even more
 16   basis for me to have fear this way on what manmade
 17   things are able to do.
 18             Another thing that I did notice and will kind
 19   of back up my fellow community members along the Slope,
 20   at the other two meetings that I attended, one elder
 21   spoke of how she notices the change in the meat, the
 22   taste.  And I can tell you just from traveling village
 23   to village, I can tell the changes and the difference of
 24   the meat.
 25             We have caribou meat or fish from Barrow that
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  1   tastes a whole lot better down in Point Hope and
  2   Wainwright.  And they, you know, of course are happy and
  3   willing to share and I am so happy to receive it, "Man,
  4   this is good meat."  And they'll say, "Well, you poor
  5   people up that way got all the pollution.  It's not too
  6   good anymore."
  7             And to be able to taste that village to
  8   village in a single day and be able to see a new species
  9   introduced, you know, year by year -- and I can tell you
 10   there's the climate change map when you look at the
 11   satellite images of the polar ice cap and how much --
 12   and how rapidly it's receded.  I've seen that photo in
 13   different presentations about 20 times, and every single
 14   one of those 20 times I flood with emotion because I've
 15   seen that firsthand.  What are my children going to see?
 16   It's very sensitive, very critical, very real, and it's
 17   here today.  And I am done.
 18             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Until we come
 19   around again.
 20             MS. QAIYAAN SU'ESU'E:  I'm done.
 21             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm worried about the snow
 22   in Anchorage.  How much snow am I going to have to
 23   shovel?  It's already two feet.
 24             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And I left my wife there.
 25   I'm in trouble.
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  1             Anyone else?  Nothing else?
  2             Well, with that, how about if I ask Director
  3   Beaudreau if you'd like to have a closing comment.
  4             DIRECTOR TOMMY BEAUDREAU:  Yeah.  I just want
  5   to -- just, again, I want to thank everyone for coming
  6   out, for the comments, and for the discussion.
  7             Frankly, these hearings are typically much
  8   less interactive, much less conversational.  For
  9   example, the hearing I presided over in Washington,
 10   D.C., we had two microphones and everyone -- you know,
 11   we had a list and you were called on and you got to come
 12   up and you had three minutes to make your statement and
 13   then I nodded at you and you sat down and that was it.
 14   There was no conversation.  There was no back and forth.
 15   There were no questions asked.  And that was the process
 16   there and that was fine for there.
 17             But, frankly, you know, I personally felt
 18   given the group of people we had today that that would
 19   be inappropriate.  And so I really appreciate, you know,
 20   asking the questions and hearing your questions and
 21   having a chance to actually have a little more of an
 22   exchange more akin to a, you know, town hall-type
 23   setting than a traditional, you know, NEPA hearing on a
 24   five-year plan document.
 25             So thank you for your time.  It was, I think,
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  1   time well spent.  I hope you feel that way.  We've had a
  2   lot of good information and good information is good.
  3   We also got a lot of provocative questions that we have
  4   to run down and have responsibility for responding to.
  5   So thank you very much.
  6             DR. JIM KENDALL:  Earl, would you like to
  7   close us out with a few words in Inupiat?
  8             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I'm ready for Point Hope
  9   tomorrow.
 10             DR. JIM KENDALL:  And we will be ready to
 11   dance.
 12             MR. EARL KINGIK:  I want a whole crowd.  Thank
 13   you.
 14             (Proceedings adjourned at 9:56 p.m.)
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